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Any Meccano Boy keen on using his hands at
making things should start now with a Hobbies
Fretwork Outfit and make his own Christmas
Presents. Think of the money you will save,
and the joy you will have in offering something
you have actually made. Hundreds of useful
everyday articles cut and built quite simply in
wood from full size designs supplied. A really
enjoyable hobby; it costs little and keeps you
happy in your spare time. The Outfits are
obtainable at all prices from I'- to 45'-—each
>ne with enough tools to make a start. Free
lesigns given with Hobbies Weekly and wood

bought for a few pence a foot.

BRITISH FRETWORK OUTFITS
The new H 2 set on a
strong card. Free
pattern and full in-
structions with reliable

British tools.

An  interesting book
showing some of the
things you can
make and telling you
all about the hobby.
Send a postcard for
booklet " Makers of
things in Wood ” to

Dept. 96,
Hobb ie s  L td . ,
Dereham. Norfolk.

Contains a set of tools, a 48-page
handbook for the beginner and
simple designs all in strong hinged

box.

Obtainable fromjeading ironmongers and toy stores.
Hobbies own Branches in London, Glasgow,
Manchester, Birmingham, Sheffield, Leeds,
Southampton, Brighton, o r  oy post from Hobbies

Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk.
Send P .O .  for 3Z- for either to  Dept,  96,  Hofcbies Ltd . ,

Derchain,  Norfolk
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SPECIALLY ENLARGED CHRISTMAS NUMBER: READY 1st DECEMBER. ORDER NOW

With the Editor
that could travel at  six miles per hour and was independent of the
wind. Some of them regarded the “ Comet ” as an  invention of the
Evil One, and i t  is on record that one old Clyde skipper, whenever
she passed his boat, ordered Iris crew, consisting of a man and a boy,
to kneel down and thank God that they were sailing by the wind
and not with the devil's fire and brimstone !

The " Comet ” was wrecked at
Crinan in 1830. She was not a
great success, but as a pioneer
vessel she occupies an important
place in the history of British steam
navigation.

Our Special Christmas
Number

Next month will see the appear-
ance of the special Christmas
number of the " Meccano Maga-
zine” which will be greatly en-
larged and will consist of more than
100 pages. Many special articles
will be included, in addition to the
regular features ; and I believe that
this will be the best issue of the
"M.M” that has yet appeared. It
will be published at the usual
price of 6d.

During the past few months the
demand for the (t M.M.” has been
enormous. In spite of steady in-
creases in the number of copies of
each successive issue printed, the
magazine has been completely sold
out, month by month, within a few
days of publication. The un-
fortunate result has been that many
readers who did not place a regular
order were unable to obtain copies.
There will be an even greater
demand for the Christmas number,
and I strongly urge those who wish
to make sure of obtaining this

splendid issue to place a definite order with their Meccano dealer or
newsagent. We print only as many magazines as are ordered by
our dealeis at  the time of going to press, so to avoid disappointment
readers should order their December copy now.

October Mystery Photograph
The October Mystery Photograph has broken all previous

records. At the time of going to press only two readers had
succeeded in arriving at the correct answer —a view of the top of a
gasometer. Actually the gasometer was under construction at  the
time that the photograph was taken, but neither of these readers
realised this fact. The first postcard received was from A. H.
James, Gilling East, York, to whom an autographed copy of my
book " Engineering for Boys ” has been sent.

The great majority of competitors were firmly convinced that the
photograph represented the nose end of an airship Other solutions
suggested included a bird's eye view of a roundabout, a rifle range
target, a photograph of a Hudson Tunnel fan and the interior of an
open parasol. The regularity of the design deceived one reader into
the belief that i t  portrayed a view through a kaleidoscope. 841

“ R  101”
I am sure my readers would not wish me to pass over in silence

the tragic end of " Z? 101” I do notjpropose to enter into any of
the details of this terrible disaster, for these are now familiar to
everybody. The two outstanding features of the tragedy are its
utter unexpectedness, and the fact
that at one blow it removed so
many prominent men connected
with the development of air trans-
port. Such men as Lord Thomson,
Air Minister ; Sir Sefton Brane ker,
Director of Civil Aviation ; and
Major G. H. Scott, Assistant
Director of Airship Development,
will be hard to replace.

One of the results of the disaster
has been the raising in some quar-
ters of a demand that experimental
work in connection with airships
should be abandoned. This demand
is natural, but it is one that will
have no effect. When the * r Titanic”
went down the same kind of
people said that there must be no
more giant liners ; yet steamship
development has gone on, and
bigger and faster liners are now
crossing the Atlantic. Progress
cannot be stayed by disasters,
however great. Airship develop-
ment must go steadily forward,
and the sacrifice of those who
perished in " R 101 ** will not
have been in vain.

A British Steamship
Pioneer

The recent celebration of the
centenary of the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway has had the
effect of taking our minds back
to the earliest days of the railway, and of making us realise the
importance of the work of the pioneers, insignificant as their efforts
must have appeared at the time. The giving of a definite order
for the construction of a new Cunardei , to be larger and faster than
any previous liner, makes it difficult to realise that the steamship
is not much more than a century old. The earliest successes in the
propulsion of a boat by steam were obtained by American inventors,
notably by Robert Fulton, who had a steamboat travelling up and
down the Hudson River in 1807. In this country the main
pioneers were two Scotsmen, William Symington and Henry Bell,
the latter of whom died on 14th November, 1830. Symingtonjs
tiny vessels were designed for inland waterways only, but Bell’s
vessel, the *' Comet” boldly made her way down the tidal waters
of the Clyde.

In common with the other early steamboats, the 11Comet "
created a great sensation when she appeared on the Clyde in 1812.
She was advertised *' to sail by the power of wind, air and steam,”
and she made three trips weekly each way between Glasgow and
Helensburgh, where Bell had a boarding house. As might be
expected, the owners of the local sailing boats were greatly worried
about this innovation. They feared the competition of a vessel

nannnnnnnnnanannnnnnnnHnnanannnnnnnnnnn

Here is the twenty-fourth puzzle in toe popular series of mystery r-j
photographs. Can you identify this mysterious object ?

To the first reader to send an exact answer or, if nobody is
successful in this, to the one who gets nearest, I will send an auto-
graphed copy of my new book " The Railway Book for Boys,”

Solutions should be written on postcards only and addressed «
” Editorial Competition No. 24,” “ Meccano Magazine," Old Swan, n
Liverpool. Closing date, 29tn November.
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Locomotive Progress in Canada
r- Canadian National Railways’ Shops at Montreal
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

OUR cover design this month shows the ease with
which monster locomotives are dealt with in the
shops of the Canadian National Railways at

Montreal. The locomotive shown in the picture, one
of the " Northern " type that bear the numbers of the
" 6100 ” series, weighs, when complete and equipped for
service, 319 tons. Even when the tender is removed
the locomotive proper represents a tremendous weight,
and in order to  move it from point to point in the repair
shops powerful travelling cranes are installed to pick
it up and transfer it
as required.

The new shops of
t he  Canad ian
N ation al R ailways
at Montreal were
referred to briefly
in the “ALA/.” for
March last, but
these shops are of
such outstanding
interest that we
propose to give
here a more detailed
description. They
are situated on a
projecting area of
land known as Point
St. Charles, where
over 70 years ago
was erected the
first locomotive
shop of any im-
portance in Canada.
These early shops
were built by English workmen, and that they were well
built is proved by the fact that the original buildings
were still in use up  to  a few months ago. The first
structures had been added to, but as they were intended
for the comparatively small wood-burning locomotives in
use in those days, no amount of structural addition
would make them serviceable for the tremendous
locomotives of the present day. This will be realised
when it is stated that the locomotives of the “ 6100 ”
series measure overall 93  ft. 10 |  in. and are 15 ft. 3 in.
in height. The tenders of these locomotives carry 20
tons of coal, and those equipped with cylindrical tanks
carry nearly 14,000 gallons of water.

The main building at Point St. Charles in which
locomotives are given service occupies a space 265 ft.  4 in.
in width by  1,056 ft. in length, and provides a gross floor
area of 277,100 sq. ft. or 6.36 acres. The building is
divided longitudinally into four bays with an 85-ft.
transverse bay across the west end for the forge shop.
The first bay contains the following sub-departments—
spring shop, brake and spring gear, tube shop, air brake,
feed-water equipment, jacket and tin shop, pipe shop,
woodworking shop, light plate shop and riveting tower.
The second bay contains a 31-pit erecting shop and main

boiler shop ; while the third bay, known as the heavy
machinery bay, contains the tender, tank and frame shop.
The fourth bay is used for tender and engine truck
repairs.

The entire superstructure stands on concrete piles,
the outside concrete walls being carried up 5 ft. above
floor level to the first windows. From that point the
walls are of red brick with reinforced concrete bands
above each row of steel window sashes.

The new shops are noteworthy for the scientific manner
in which the light-
ing has been ar-
ranged. Adequate
natural lighting is
ensured by means
of the large area of
glass that has been
utilised, amounting
to more than
119,000 sq. ft. Win-
dows actually repre-
sent 39.5 per cent,
of the entire side
walls. To assist in
the diffusion of the
light the interior of
the building is coat-
ed with aluminium
paint to within 5 ft.
of the floor, the
remaining distance
being finished in
black. The artificial
lighting is ail over-
head, with Holo-

phane reflectors suspended on flexible brackets.
Both alternating and direct current is fed throughout

the shops in lead-covered cables and underground ducts,
and current is tapped off at suitable points from the
manholes through galvanised conduit embedded in the
concrete. Electric welding circuits are also provided
through sub-floor conduits to plug stations placed at
convenient points, the current being supplied by  a
generating set situated in the centre of distribution.
Provision has been made also at the rear of the loco-
motive pits for portable electric welders and electric
rivet heaters.

The shops are well equipped with suitable cranes
ranging from the mammoth traveller capable of picking
up over 200 tons to  a number of small one-ton cranes
used in the light machinery bay. Altogether 14 electric
travelling cranes are in operation, all of which incor-
porate the most modern features and, with the exception
of the wall bracket cranes, have central lubricating
systems. The design of the 200- ton locomotive-lifting
crane is unique in that it has a third or 10-ton auxiliary
hoisting trolley operating on the main bridge between
the two main trolleys. This is the first of its kind to  be
used on any locomotive crane, and it has proved to be a

A striking view of No. “ 6100,” giving a good idea of its enormous size. For this and
the other illustrations to this article we are indebted to the Canadian National Railways.
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A contrast in motive power. " Trevithick,'' one of the early wooi-burning locomotives of the old Grand Trunk Railway, shown alongside
** Confederation," one of the latest giants of the Canadian National Railways.

decided improvement upon the old system in which
auxiliary hoists were used. By this means main and
side rods on either side of the locomotive may be re-
moved or replaced while the locomotive is suspended
on the main hooks. This is a great advantage in a
modem shop and results in convenience and economy
in operation.

One feature that strikes every visitor to these shops,
whether he is technical or non- technical, is the piping.
All piping in the shops, with the exception of the drinking-
water lines, has been welded in, and the complete piping
installations present an appearance which, in regard
to  neatness and accessibility, would be difficult to
improve upon. None of the piping is buried below the
floor, but all is carried throughout the bays on the
columns, so that in case of emergency the point of
trouble may be ascer-
tained immediately.
Different colours have
been adopted for each
type of pipe and by
this means the dif-
ferent pipe lines are
recognised quickly
and with certainty.

While the shops
themselves possess
great interest, the
chief feature in regard
to them will always
be the locomotives
with which they deal.
Locomotives used in
Canada differ con-
siderably from those
used in the British
Isles ; and this is not
the result of any
desire to have things
different, but  of wide
variations in operating conditions. The passenger
coaches used in Canada are larger and heavier than
those used here, and the goods wagons also are heavier
and of much greater capacity. The manner in which
Canadian locomotives have " increased in size will be
realised best by comparing them with the locomotives
first used on what is now the Montreal-Toronto section
of the Canadian National Railways.

The locomotive used in 1857 was of the wood-burning
type. I t  was built at Birkenhead, England, and was
always referred to  as the “ Birkenhead engine," If
placed beside one of the modern giants the engine of

Canada’s pioneer railroad would be completely dwarfed,
for the boiler alone of the new modern “ 6100 ” type is
almost equal in size to  the complete locomotive of 1857.
The modern locomotive with its tender measures 93  f t .
lOf in. from end to  end, while the total overall length of
the Birkenhead engine was 50 ft. 7 in. I n  comparing
the weights also one can obtain an excellent idea of the
great difference in size. The Birkenhead locomotive
with tender loaded weighed 95,1601b.; the "6100"
of to-day with tender loaded weighs 648,000 lb., equal to
the  weight of six of the early type. The Birkenhead had
a boiler pressure of 125 lb., whereas the working pressure
of the modem locomotive is 250 lb. and upward.

The differences between the old and the new may be
measured also in different terms. For instance, the
Birkenhead locomotive was capable of hauling four

pas senge r  ca r s
weighing approxi-
mately 90 tons at a
speed of 45 m.p.h.
The  p re sen t -day
locomotive can haul
16 all-steel passenger
cars totalling approxi-
mately 900 tons in
weight, and with this
tremendous load will
rise to  speeds of be-
tween 70 and 80
m.p.h. I t  is in
freight service, how-
ever, that the great
value of these new
locomotives becomes
most evident. The
old locomotives could
haul a freight load
of from 10 to 15 cars,
while the new ones
are capable of hand-

ling 150 loaded freight cars. I t  is, of course, not
always practicable to make up  trains of such great
length, but trains of 100 cars laden with wheat are
not uncommon in railway operations in Western
Canada. I t  must be remembered also that such freight
cars range in capacity from 40 tons to 60 tons each.

The new locomotives are fitted with many interesting
mechanical devices, prominent among which is the
mechanical stoker. By the use of such a stoker the
fireman is saved the back-breaking labour of shovelling
coal from tender t o  fire-box, the pressure of his foot on a
lever being sufficient to transfer continual on p*°e S54

The erection shop bay of the new Canadian National Railways motive power shops
at Montreal. The overhead travelling cranes are a prominent feature.
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New Link Between Canada and the United States □
An Underwater Tunnel Built on  Shore

By E. Flaxman
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

ever been brought into employment.
The shield-driven section is 31 ft. 8 in. in diameter,

and the shield used was 32 ft. 34 in. in diameter and
15 ft.  3 |  in. in length. The previous largest shield-
driven tunnel was the Holland Tunnel, described in

the  *' M .M” fo r
February and March
last, which has a maxi-
mum diameter of 30 ft.
4 in. Thirty 250-ton
jacks were used for
driving the shield for-
ward, and these exerted
a working pressure of
4,000 lb. per sq. in. on
the rams. Owing to
the great size of the
shield, four working
platforms were pro-
vided on it ,  and on
account of the  stiff
nature of the clay all
material in front had
to be excavated by
cutting knives.

When the shield had
been driven forward
about 100 ft., a steel

bulkhead, fitted with airlocks for men and materials,
was erected across the tunnel. Compressed air at
about 18 lb. was then used to ensure that no water
would enter the workings as the shield proceeded.

During the progress
of the  work sand pockets
were encountered, and
some difficulty arose
owing to the settlement
of building foundations
above. When the
shield reached the river
it might have been
necessary to sink a
special river shaft, but
this was avoided in a
very ingenious manner.
The first underwater
section was made with
a bell-shaped mouth,
sunk into position and
covered over with
filling. The shield was
then driven into the
bell mouth, and the
outside “ skin plate ”

of the shield was left in position. The steel lining
was placed in segments in the same manner as in the
well-known London " tubes.”

Segments each weighing nearly half-a-ton, and a
key piece were required for each ring of lining 2 ft.

A REMARKABLE vehicular tunnel now under
construction to  join Windsor, Ontario, with
Detroit, Michigan, makes a departure in many

ways from established practice in subaqueous tunnel-
ling. The fact that the under-river portion was sunk
in a trench is, of course,
not a novelty because,
as mentioned in the
“M.M” for December
1929, the tunnel con-
necting Oakland and
Alameda, in California,
was placed in this
manner. But the
Oakland tube was
built up of reinforced
concrete in a dry dock,
while the Detroit-
Canada tunnel was built
on the shore with
structural steel, and
was lined and surround-
ed with concrete after
it  had been floated.

The line of the tun-
nel runs from a portal
about 400 yds. from the
river edge on the
United States side to one 600 yds. back on the Canadian
side. The underwater portion is 2,204 ft. in length,
and the total length of the tunnel from street levels
is 5,745 ft., or a little over a mile. For construction
purposes the work was
divided in seven sec-
tions. These consist
of two portions of open
cutting, 350 ft .  in length
on the Detroit side and
360 ft. on the Windsor
side ; two " cut-and-
cover ” sections, re-
spectively 627 ft .  and
602 ft. in length ; two
lengths of shield-driven
tunnel, 466 ft. and 1,136
ft. respectively ; and
the subaqueous portion,
2,204 ft. in length. The
cut-and-cover sections
are box-shaped, and on
the United States side
there are separate com-
partments for inward
and outward vehicles.
These sections were carried forward about 350 ft.
until the tunnel reached a depth of some 60 ft. below
ground-level. After this it  was considered more eco-
nomical to use the shield, and for this purpose there
was constructed the largest tunnelling shield that has

Photograph showing the stiff nature of the clay encountered in driving the
Detroit-Canada Tunnel. Note the timber-strutting overhead.

The grill for smoothing the sand bed. The sand and the lowering buckets
are shown on the right.
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6 in. in width, and these needed 475 bolts for fastening
them. After work with the shield had been completed
on the United States side, the shield was dismantled
and taken across for use on the Canadian side.

The most interesting portion of the tunnel is the
part under the river. This was divided into nine
sections, each of which was built and sunk separately.
The first section was

When this work had been completed the cylinder
had a draught of 23 ft., and had to be towed to a spot
near the tunnel site, where a greater depth of water
was available, before the final concreting could be
carried out. At this point the cylinder was moored
to piles so that  it lay up-and-down stream, in order
that i t  should present the least resistance to the current.

Here a double-tower
220 ft. in length and
the others were each
248 ft. In  cross-
section the suba-
queous portion of the
tunnel is an octagon
enclosing a double
circle. The double
circle is the tunnel
itself with its lining,
the space between
being filled with
concrete. The octa-
gon was placed out-
side to provide for
the ballasting con-
crete necessary to
sink the completed
cy l inde r s  i n to
position.

The works at  which
the cylinders were
built are a few miles
down the river,
where special slip-
ways were erected.
Here the sections were made up of steel plates to a
finished diameter of 28 ft. inside and 31f t .  outside.
A special track carried a steam crane and this, together
with a traveller crane, placed the steel in position.
All joints were riveted and afterwards welded, to
ensure that the tunnel
should be absolutely
watertight.

At intervals of 12 ft.
octagonal plates were
fastened to the outside
of the shell by riveted
angles, and the three
lower  s ide s  were
enclosed by wooden
formwork. When this
was complete, the ends
of the cylinder were
sealed by timber bulk-
heads and the cylinder
was then slid down the
launching way into the
water. Each cylinder
when launched had a
draught of about 7 ft.,
and it was towed to
a concreting site near by. Light rails were laid along
the top of the cylinder, and on these ran a concreting
skip that placed the concrete for the interior lining
through holes left when the section was made up.
A special concrete mixer, operating with a chute,
discharged concrete into the space between the wooden
forms around the three lower sides and the shell, to
form a keel. The remaining five sides were then
encased with wooden forms.

floating conc re t e
plant was used owing
to the necessity for
pouring evenly on
both sides in order
to maintain the
balance. High steel
masts were secured
at each end of the
cylinder to serve as
a guide to alignment
and level during final
sinking.

As the exterior
concrete was poured,
the section sank
gradually and special
pon toons  were
moored above it,
one at each end.
The pontoons, with
the section slung
underneath, were
then towed by tugs
to the site of the
trench. Here large

grab dredgers had moved 250,000 cu. yds. of clay
to form a trench 20 ft. in width at the bottom, Divers
went down at intervals to see that the trench was
being made in its true line.

I t  was not considered desirable to place the cylinders
directly on to the clay,
and therefore a bed of
sand about 3 ft. in
depth was provided.
As may be imagined,
it  was not an easy
matter to ensure that
this sand bed, situated
over 70 f t .  below the
water, was level, with-
out employing a host
of divers or some means
such as a pneumatic
caisson. This problem
was solved by  the
invention of an in-
genious levelling device,
which consisted of
pontoons formed in the
shape of a hollow oblong.
On the two longer sides

a rail was fixed, and this carried a grill stretching from
side to side, which could be moved to and fro and
lowered into the water by means of winches. Heavy
concrete blocks were suspended from the four comers
of the apparatus, and the ropes on these were pulled
tight until the pontoons lay at the required angle.
The sand was then lowered by buckets into the trench,
and as the grill moved backward and forward the bed
was smoothed off to the desired level. 354)

The largest tunnelling shield ever brought into use. The jacks for moving the
shield are seen around the rim.

Placing the concrete for encasement. The wooden formwork should be noted.
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□ HOW THINGS ARE MADE “

| Two-Stroke Oil Engines
The Petter Works at Yeovil

WHEN anyone speaks of a large engineering works we are apt to
picture a huge assembly of machinery in a grimy building in
the grimiest part of some big industrial centre ; and this

picture is, in many cases, correct. The works of Petters Limited,
however, present a striking
contrast to the majority of
engineering establishments
so far as surroundings are
concerned, for they are
situated in a beautiful agri-
cultural district in Somerset
on the outskirts of Yeovil.

During the past few years
oil engines have developed
along two distinct principles
of design, employing respec-
tively the two-stroke and
four-stroke cycles of opera-
tion. In a four-stroke
engine a power impulse is
given to the piston once in
every four strokes, that is
to say, in every two revo-
lutions of the crankshaft.
In a two-stroke engine the
power impulse is given at
every second stroke of the
piston, that is at every
single revolution of the
crankshaft. Petters Limited
manufacture engines of the
two-stroke type, for which
is claimed a regularity of
motion that cannot be ob-
tained with a four-stroke engine. Two-stroke engines are conse-
quently very suitable for driving electric generators and other
similar machines that require great regularity of motion. Another
point of importance in their favour
is the absence of mechanically-
operated mushroom or poppet
inlet and exhaust valves working
under the high temperatures and
pressures of the combustion cham-
ber, as in four-stroke engines.
The periodical valve grinding neces-
sary with four-stroke engines is
eliminated in the two-stroke type,
and the small number of working
parts tends towards long life and
freedom from breakdown. The
smaller number of apertures re-
quired in the cylinder head of a
two-stroke engine makes the cast-
ing a comparatively simple one,
and obviates the tendency for the
cylinder head to crack that exists
in four-stroke engines

Petter engines provide suitable
motive power for driving all kinds
of machinery, and they range in
size from 1J to 400 b.h.p. These
engines may be divided into three
types—small magneto-ignition en-
gines running on petrol or paraflin :
somewhat larger crude oil surface
ignition engines ; and heavy oil
Diesel type engines capable of
starting from cold by means of
compressed air, and developing considerable power a t  the lowest
fuel cost. Before passing on to deal with the making of these
engines a few words on their working cycles will be of interest.

V\e will deal first with the more familiar magneto-ignition

petrol-paraffin engine. As paraflin does not vaporise at a low
temperature, the necessary heat for starting is obtained by using
a small quantity of petrol placed in the fuel chamber. After the
engine has run for two or three minutes it automatically changes

over to paraffin, which is
contained in the base tank,
and pumped by a patent
fuel pump to the fuel inlet.
During the upstroke of the
piston air is drawn into the
crankcase through the air
inlet plate, and during the
downstroke of the piston
it is slightly compressed in
the crankcase. This air,
with a small quantity of
atomised fuel, forms an
inflammable mixture, which
is passed into the engine
cylinder when the piston
uncovers the air inlet port.
On the upstroke of the
piston this air-gas mixture
is compressed, and finally
it is ignited by an electric
spark generated by the
magneto. The piston then
descends on the power
stroke until the exhaust
port is uncovered, when the
burnt gases are discharged
into the exhaust silencer
and the cycle of operations
is complete. The engine

thus receives an impulse at every revolution. The method of
taking in the " live ” charge and passing the exhaust out through
ports in the cylinder is very similar to that which has been common

practice in the steam engine for
nearly 100 years.

In the surface ignition engine,
on the upstroke of the piston air
is sucked into the crankcase
through air plates made of thin
spring steel and on the downstroke
this air is compressed to a pressure
of approximately 4 lb, per sq. in.
When the downstroke is nearly
completed the piston uncovers
the inlet ports, and the lightly
compressed air rushes into the
cylinder through the passage-way
that is cored in the casting. The
air is deflected toward the top of
the cylinder by the specially-
shaped top of the piston, and on
reaching the cylinder head is then
diverted downward, thus effecting
a very complete scavenge of the
cylinder. On the upstroke of the
piston the ports are closed, and
the air is compressed to a pressure
of 1801b. per sq. in.

The injection of fuel oil takes
place near the top of the stroke,
and intimate mixture of fuel and
compressed air occurs. The ex-
plosive charge is ignited by the
hot surface of the vaporiser, and the

piston then descends on the power stroke. The exhaust ports are
uncovered near the end of the downstroke, and the expanding hot
gases find relief by escaping to the silencer, their pressure falling
sufficiently to permit the admission of fresh air. It will thus be

Capstan lathes in the machine shop at Westland works, Yeovil. For this and
the other illustrations to this article we are indebted to Petters Limited.

Aerial view of the Westland works giving a good idea of the
amount of ground they cover.
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Empire. The long, lofty and we11-ven tilated shops arc fitted with
the most modern facilities and machinery. In one shop, which
covers nearly 50,000 sq. ft. of ground space, there has been installed
the largest turret lathe in this country. The power-house provides
electric light and power for the whole works, and there 10 Petter
engines demonstrate effectively the value of the smooth-running
two-stroke in the generation of electricity. One of them, a three-
cylinder 150 b.h.p. engine installed when the present works were
built in 1913, is still running as well as ever, in spite of the fact
that it has often worked day and n’ght for long periods.

To follow the process of manufacture of the engines through
the works is an interest-
ing experience. First
of all we visit the foundry,
which is one of the
largest in. the South of
England, and consists of
large bays with three
cupolas from which the
molten metal is tapped
into huge ladles and then
poured into the moulds.
Overhead cranes are em-
ployed for lifting the
heavy ladles and the
finished castings. From
patterns of wood or metal,
the moulds are made in
halves of specially-pre-
pared sand. Parts that
have to be hollowed—
cylinders, for example—
have to be cast with
cores in the moulds, and
these cores are made iu
soft sand and baked hard
in huge ovens in an
adjacent shop. After
casting, the rough sand
is chipped off in the
fettling shop, and the

castings are then conveyed to the machine shops.
Here, as far as is practicable, arrangements are made for " line "

production. For instance, when the rough cylinder or crank-case
casting for one size of engine arrives from the foundry, it proceeds
through the various stages until it is completely machined down to
the last bolt hole. The same process is followed with the various
other parts of the engine, the machines in line being fitted with
special tools so that the particular operation for which each is

responsible is performed
with speed and accuracy.
Modern automatics, mul-
tiple drilling machines,
grinding machines, crank-
pin lathes, gear cutting
machines, and turret
lathes, are used wherever
possible. It is interesting
to note that in connection
with the two larger engine
sizes the cylinders are
reamed out half-a-thous-
andth of an inch under
size, after which, in the
same machine, a special
honing device is passed
through the cylinder head,
increasing the bore by
the necessary half-a-
thousandth of an inch,
and at the same time
giving the surface a
burnish of excellent wear-
ing quality.

As the parts approach
their final stage they arrive at the assembling end of the shops.
The line system is in operation here also, and each series of
benches deals with one particular size of engine. Trolleys on
wheels at a convenient height are arranged alongside the benches,
and on each bench is a framed notice that states clearly the parts
and tools required and the work to be done at that stage. When
the engine is so fitted it is pushed up to the next bench or stand
where it goes a step further, and so on until it is completely
assembled. At the end of the line the completed engine, still on
the trolley, is pushed along to the testing bed, the trolley being
at the same height as this bed for (Continued on page 854)

seen that, while a complete cycle of operations occurs on the upper
side of the piston, the lower side also is doing its share by com-
pressing air on the down -stroke and sucking in a fresh charge
on the upstroke.

A notable feature of the surface ignition engines is their ability
to start from cold on the same fuel as used for running, by means
of the Petter Patent Cold Starter, a simple invention that places
the oil engine on a par with the petrol engine for ease of starting.
Engines of this type are sometimes started by directing the flame
of a blow-lamp on to the uncooled portion of the cylinder head
until sufficient heat is generated for preliminary charges. With
the cold starter, however,
the engine is started in-
stantly from cold without
any of the delays in-
separable from the blow-
lamp method. The starter
consists of a combustible
cartridge placed in a
special holder, and screw-
ed into the vaporiser
portion of the cylinder
head. The cartridge con-
tains a preparation which,
when ignited, burns slow-
ly entirely away, and in
so doing generates suffi-
cient heat to ignite the
preliminary charges until
the uncooled portion of
the cylinder head becomes
hot enough to carry on
combustion in the usual
manner.

The third type of en-
gine to which we have
referred is the Atomic
Diesel engine, which pos-
sesses the Diesel qualities
of low fuel consumption
with crude oil, without
the usual accompanying Diesel appliances and mechanism. The
engines, which are manufactured in sizes with from one to six
cylinders, up to 400 b.h.p., are, like other Petter products, of
the vertical type. The engine works on the perfected two-stroke
cycle, and requires only a small amount of attention of a semi-
skilled nature. At the finish of the upstroke of the piston, pressure
is raised to about 400 lb. per sq. in. At this point the piston
crown almost touches the lower base of the cylinder head, which
is provided with a central
cavity of special shape
into which all the air is
made to pass in such a
manner that there takes
place a strong swirling
action, known as turbu-
lence. The injection of
atomised liquid fuel into
this turbulent mass takes
place a few degrees of
crank angle before the
top dead centre. Inti-
mate mixture occurs, fol-
lowed immediately by
rapid ignition and rise
of both temperature and
pressure.

The outstanding differ-
ence between the surface
ignition engine and the
atomic Diesel engine con-
sists in the fact that in
the former the compres-
sion pressure of 180 lb.
per sq. in. assists, but
does not cause, the ignition of the injected charge. This is depend-
ent upon its contact with the hot surface of the vaporiser, and when
combustion is completed the maximum pressure generated does
not exceed 350 lb. per sq. in. In the atomic Diesel engine the
compression is raised to 400 lb. per sq. in., with a resulting state of
incandescence sufficient to ignite the charge as it is injected ; and
when combustion is completed the maximum pressure rises to
about 6401b. per sq. in. This, therefore, is not a hot surface-
ignition, but a hot volume ignition engine.

The Petter engine works cover many acres, being one of the
largest devoted to the manufacture of oil engines in the British

The power house where ten Petter engines generate current for light and power for
the whole of the Westland works.

A view in the foundry, which is one of the largest in the south of England.
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XIV.—JOHN KAY AND THE FLY SHUTTLE. By W.  F. Harrison
Yorkshire, and that his father, Robert Kay, was a
merchant. I t  was also insisted that Kay had some
close connection with Colchester. Many writers state
that Kay's father owned a woollen mill in that town,
and that after the boy had completed his education
abroad he took charge of this mill. There is no doubt

about the importance of Colchester
as a manufacturing centre in the
early years of the 18th century, and
therefore it is highly probable that
John Kay frequently visited the
town on business in connection
with his reeds and shuttles. But
no evidence of the residence there
of either John or his father is
afforded by the city registers, which
have been searched diligently.

All authorities are now agreed
that John Kay was bom on 16th
July, 1704, at  the Park, Walmersley,
near Bury. The district is appro-
priately named Shuttleworth. I t
is situated at the foot of a hill, now
dominated by Grant’s Tower, an
erection commemorating the first
visit to the Irwell Valley of William
Grant, the father of the two manu-
facturers immortalised by Dickens
as the Cheeryble Brothers.

Robert Kay, the inventor's father,
was a small farmer in moderate circumstances. He
died some months before John was born, and it has
been pointed out that the inventory of his goods at
the time of his death contains no mention of Colchester
nor of anything connected with manufacture of any
kind. His bequest consisted of his modest property
at the Park and was made to his eldest son Robert,
who had to pay out of it  £30 each to the younger members
of the family when they attained the age of 21. I t  is
also recorded that the sum of ten shillings per annum
was earmarked by  another relative for John's education,
a fact that practically disposes of the story of an
education abroad, which in any case is unlikely.

As soon as John Kay was old enough to work he
became apprenticed to a reedmaker. He appears to
have made rapid progress, and certainly he was not
lacking in self-confidence, for on returning home at
the end of the first month of his apprenticeship he
announced that he already knew the business as well
as his master 1

FROM the earliest days woven fabrics have been
produced by means of the loom, which may be
described roughly as a machine for interweaving

longitudinal threads called the ” warp ” by transverse
threads called the weft.” This interweaving, which
is called the “ picking motion,” is effected by  passing
a weft thread from a shuttle between
some of the threads of the warp.
The shuttle moves from one side
of the loom to the other, and each
time it passes between the threads
of the warp it  leaves behind a thread
of weft.

Three distinct operations are
necessary to enable the shuttle to
accomplish this movement. The
first is the opening of the warp and
the raising of some of the threads
ready for the second operation of
picking. The third operation, which
is called “ beating up ” the weft,
consists of pressing the weft into
position by what is known as a
“ rib/' These three primary
operations must be carried out on
every loom, no matter whether it
be the hand loom of a cottager or
the largest and most complicated
power loom in a modern factory.

Up to the early part of the 18th
century the shuttle had to be thrown backward and
forward by hand, and on broad looms, that is looms’
for fabrics over 36 inches in width, this was accom-
plished by  two persons who stood one on each side
of the loom. As the shuttle was heavy the task of
throwing it was laborious, and in consequence the
process was slow. In 1733, John Kay of Bury, brought
out a great improvement by his invention of what
came to be known as the “ f ly”  shuttle. The great
feature of this invention was a simple but very ingenious
“picking”  arrangement for driving the shuttle back-
ward and forward and thereby relieving the weavers
of the task of throwing it from hand to hand. Not
only did this invention greatly decrease the labour
involved, but  at the same time it increased considerably
the output of material from the looms.

Owing to various circumstances a good deal of mis-
understanding appears to have arisen in regard to the
life of Kay. At one time it was asserted that  he was
the grandson of Sir John Kay, BL, of Woodsome in

John Kay, the inventor of the ny shuttle.
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the lower side of the webb or spring, on a board about
nine feet long, put under the same and fastened to
the layer ; and which new contrived shuttle, by the
two wooden tenders, invented for that purpose and
hung to the layer, and a small cord commanded by the
hand of the weaver, the weaver sitting in the middle
of the loom, with great ease and expedition by a small
pull at the cord casts or moves the said new invented
shuttle from side to  side at pleasure, and also strikes
the layer by his pulling it in the middle uniformly over

the piece, makeing it unavoidably even
and much truer and better than any
method heretofore used."

The new shuttle not only enabled
production to be greatly
increased, but  at the same
time brought about a
marked improvement in the
quality of the fabric. By

the old method the shuttle
never could be propelled in a
straight line. I t s  path was
always nearer to that of a
semi-circle, and on broad
looms where the shuttle was
thrown a longer distance there

was a constant danger
of the warp being
broken by a faulty cast.

The invention made
its way slowly. Among
the cotton workers of
the North it was im-
possible to find men
willing either to buy or
hire it ; while in the
South, notably at
Colchester and in
Spitalfields, it was resist-
ed by the weavers of
vastly different classes
of goods. In  fact the

only people who saw the value of i t  were the woollen
manufacturers, and they banded themselves together
in order to defraud the inventor of his patent rights.
Kay supplied the workers with his shuttle at a cost of
fifteen shillings per annum ; but the “ Shuttle Club,"
an abominable institution composed of members pledged
to fight the question of payment on every occasion,
forced the inventor into the Courts so often that,
although successful on the issues he contested, he
was almost ruined in the process.

Kay subsequently became interested in many other
inventions. There was his wire-woven kiln floor, his
windmill pump patented in 1738, and a two-handed wheel
for spinning wool. He was also concerned in the
improvement of drill ploughs and ploughs to cut
" drean’s in marshe land and in makeing canals or
sluses for navigation as Duke of Bridwater's cut near
Manchester.” But of aH Kay's patents the most
advanced was that taken out in 1745 in conjunction
with Joseph Stell of Keigliley, for improvements on
the Dutch engine loom which, the patent said, “ may
go or be worked by hands, water or any other force."
There is not in existence even a rough sketch of this
machine, but from the details specified it may be
regarded as the first English power loom, although’ it
was applied only to narrow goods. This was un-
doubtedly the greatest of Kay’s undeveloped patents,

For many centuries reeds had been made of cane, as
the name implies, and during Kay's apprenticeship
they were still so made. Kay's first improvement to
the loom was to make the reed dents of polished metal,
thus adapting them to the weaving of fine fabrics. In
this manner for the first time perfect alignment was
given to the  warp threads when passed through the
interstices of the reeds in regular lines, and the un-
sightly places caused by the irregularities always
present in cane reeds were banished.
This improvement was not patented,
but it found ready favour in all the
manufacturing districts visited by Kay,
and on the strength of his growing
business he married just before he was 21.

In 1730 Kay took out a patent in
respect of a machine for the making,
twisting and carding of
mohairs and worsted and
for the twisting and dressing
of thread. It is unfortunate
that the details of this
machine, and also of one
invented three years later
for the opening and dressing
of wool, are missing. In  this
connection it may be
noted that in Kay's
time patents were often
issued without the pro-
viso that the patentee
should file a full des-
cription of his invention.

The year 1733—not
1738, as stated in most
account s—saw the pro-
duction of the " wheel ”
shuttle or ” fly ” shuttle
as it afterwards came
to be called. This
invention marked an
epoch in textile history,
gave John Kay an undisputed place among the bene-
factors of the human race, and drew down upon him
the ungovernable wrath of an ignorant mob.

The following description of this invention is taken
from a short life of John Kay by Woodcroft, who was
perhaps the greatest patent authority of his day. ” He
(Kay) invented the race board fixed to the layer under
the warp with a shuttle box at each end, a spindle
and a picker (a dummy hand) in each box, and a cord
passing from each picker to a short lever held in the
weaver’s right hand. He also improved the shuttle
and adapted it to the improved layer. Although these
inventions did not dispense with the use of the weaver's
hands and feet they enabled one hand to be used ex-
clusively for throwing the shuttle (i.e., by giving a
sharp jerk to the lever), while the other was used solely
to drive the weft home. From the speed at which the
shuttle could now be thrown this world-famed invention
obtained the name of the * fly shuttle.' ”

There is no mention in Woodcroft's account of the
brass wheels on which the shuttle ran, but this will be
found in the following description of Kay's shuttle as
applied to broad goods. It was invented ** for the
better and more exact weaving of broad-cloths, broad
bays (baize), sail-cloths, or any other broad goods,
woollen or linnen, which shuttle is much lighter than
the former, and by running on four wheels moves over

Courtly] [/fOrtrrf vj Education
The machine invented by John Kay about 1750 for cutting, bending and

inserting the wire in the cards used in the preparation of cotton.
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outside. To the right, John Kay is being swathed in
a woollen sheet previous to being smuggled away, and
is kissing his wife farewell ; while his two young
daughters are weeping by his side, On the floor in
the foreground lies the inanimate cause of the attack —
the hated and feared wheel shuttle.

In a statement believed to have been written or
dictated about 1764, Kay said he had applied to Parlia-
ment for assistance and, receiving none, had gone
abroad. According to Woodcroft he commenced
business in France with machines for carding and
spinning cotton that were smuggled to him out of
England. Further research, however, has shown that

Kay went first
to Paris and
a f t e rwards
settled down
in some place
in Normandy,
where his wheel
shuttle was
introduced. As
a result the
French Minis-
try granted him
a sum of 15,000
livres, to which
the Province
of Languedoc
added 7,000
livres. The
inventor was
also granted a
patent for the
sole making and
selling of the
wheel shuttle
in France, ex-

cepting in Languedoc ; and furthermore he was promised
a pension of 2,500 livres per annum for himself and his
son. All this suggests prosperity, but it is very doubt-
ful whether Kay actually received any of the grants,
and as for the pension, the Seven Years’ War put a
stop to all payments of that kind.

In  1764, in consequence of a letter written to the
Society of Arts by  Robert Kay, the inventor’s eldest
son, the wheel shuttle, or rather Robert Kay's improve-
ment upon it, came up for consideration before the
committee of the Society. From this it  is apparent
that Kay's sons at Bury had continued to make the
shuttles and machines for the invention of which their
father had been exiled. For a long time it was thought
that  John Kay's original shuttle was the one referred
to, but  further correspondence unearthed by Sir Henry
Trueman Wood makes it appear that something more
complicated was meant. I n  all probability i t  was
Robert Kay's drop box for bringing up different colours
of weft in succession without stopping the machine.
A good deal of correspondence followed, but in the end
nothing seems to have been done.

The last invention of John Kay that has borne fruit
was the wire card-making machine. This machine,
which is believed to have been made about 1750, carried
out the operations of cutting, bending, and inserting
the wire in the cards used in the preparation of cotton.
These operations previously had all been done laboriously
by hand. Kay’s own words on the subject are in-
teresting. " Now I have invented and made two
engines which I have for a long time on page 854)

for the entrance of the power loom under different
auspices two generations later opened out another
chapter in the history of the textile industry.

Later in life this illiterate genius, in a communication
to the Society of Arts, referred to an invention of his
for the “ spirting of cotton by water, but  as the Engines
was so expencif to make and keep in repair so that  the
profit by this invention is very little ; now I have
contrived to  lay by most of the great expence of making
and repairing the Engine and to perform with more
ease and in a simpler manner and the yarn much better/’
Then followed a pathetic and now famous passage in
which he referred to the other inventions he had con- ,
cealed owing
to the infamous
treatment he
had received
from the "wool-
ling and cotton
factres in differ-
ent parts of
England/1

The great
catastrophe of
Kay’s life oc-
curred in 1753.
For 20 years
he had seen his
shuttle used by
others in de-
fiance of his
rights and with-
out receiving
any recompense
for his inven-
t i on  ; and
d u r i n g t h at
period he had
been an  object of hatred to a numerous class of workers
who saw in the new shuttle nothing but  a deliberate
attempt to deprive them of their livelihood.

I t  was easily seen by those in the cotton trade that
the new shuttle would accentuate still further the
yarn shortage that  had been prevalent for many years.
In his ” History of the Cotton Manufactures” Guest
pointed out that it was no uncommon thing for a weaver
to have to walk three or four miles in a morning and
call upon five or six spinners before he could collect
weft enough to keep him going for the remainder of
the day. In  a pamphlet entitled ‘'Some Considerations
on the Art of Weaving Chequer'd and Strip'd Goods” i t
is related how the weavers argued that ” as one Man
could by the use of the Wheel Shuttle do as much work
as two Men with the Hand Shuttle, one half the Weavers
then employed in the broad Woollen Way must starve
for want of employment. The Weavers therefore
assembled in a Mob. determining to hinder the Wheel
Shuttles Progress, by the killing of Mr. John Kay, the
Inventor, who very narrowly escaped by flight/’

This fateful episode is the subject of the tenth fresco
painted by Ford Madox Brown for the Manchester
Town Hall. The painting reproduces the interior of
Kay’s house at the time of the attack. On the left,
through the windows whose bars are already bent out
of shape, may be seen the mob armed with a variety of
weapons, preparing to wreak vengeance on the life
and property of the inventor. The centre is occupied
by Kay’s loom, over which one of the inventor's sons
is anxiously watching the movements of the crowd

Present day development of Kay’s ideas. Northrop Automatic Looms in which the shuttle shoots
out the spool when its supply of weft is almost exhausted, and is charged by a new spool so  rapidly

that the eye cannot follow the change.
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■L.N.E.R. Marshalling Yard at  Whitemoor |
Shunting Three Thousand Wagons a Day

Froelich “ retarders,” as they are called, together
with automatic points.

The Whitemoor marshalling yard is the result of
this determination to provide modern plant, and i t  is
regarded as the most up-to-date wagon sorting in-
stallation in the world. I t  is modelled on a Continental
marshalling yard, but  contains so many improvements
and entirely new features that representatives of railway
companies in Europe, and also in Canada and the
United States, have taken early opportunities of
inspecting the layout and studying its working.

The yard itself is
slightly over a mile
in length and is 210
yards in width. At
its northern end are
ten reception roads,
whe re  i ncoming
trains are halted for
examination before
sorting begins. To
the south of these
are no fewer than
40 sidings, in which
the wagons are mar-
shalled into new
trains to be sent to
various destinations
further south. The
mul t i t ud inous
tracks at Whitenioor

also include engine and transfer roads, and two extra
sidings, one of which is used for brake vans and the
other for crippled wagons, and in them there is room
for 4,000 wagons.

Shunting is carried out on the " hump ” or gravity
system. The ten reception roads converge to a single
line that mounts a slight eminence, called the " hump,”
and over this the wagons of each train are sltfwly
pushed by a powerful locomotive. These wagons are
not coupled and as each passes over the summit of
the hump it gathers speed and opens up  a considerable
gap between itself and the  following wagons. I n  ordin-
ary gravity yards this gives shunters an opportunity
of setting points to divert each wagon in turn into any
one of the sorting sidings beyond the hump, and when
the wagon has entered the proper road, a man running
alongside applies the hand brake and checks its career
as required.

The hump at the new Whitemoor yard is constructed
with an ascending gradient of I in 80. The wagons
pushed over the top first descend a track, 50 yards in
length, that has a gradient of 1 in 18, and then pass
over a section with a fall of 1 in 70. The gradients
are steeper than those in an ordinary gravity shunting
yard and wagons running down the hump attain a
speed higher than that a t  which a shunter can run
alongside and apply the hand brake. In this yard
the work is done by Froelich rail brakes or retarders.

OF late years railway authorities in this country
have given careful attention to the require-
ments of modern traffic. This has been shown

in the improved design of coaches and goods wagons,
and in the building by each of the four British railway
groups of powerful express passenger locomotives.
The desire for greater efficiency also is responsible
for the interesting experiments now being made on
the L.N.E.R. and the L.M.S. with the high pressure
locomotives described in the article that appeared
on page 102 of the "Af.M.” for February last.

Giants such as the
L.N.E.R. locomotive
“ No. 10000/ or the
L. M. S. ° Fury ”
appeal very’ strongly
to the imagination ;
but  other develop-
ments are taking
place that are no
less important and
interesting, although
they may not at-
tract so much atten-
tion because they
are less spectacular.
Among these may be
men t ioned  the
creation by the Lon-
don and N orth
Eastern Railway
Company at Whitemoor, a quarter of a mile north of
March Junction, of a shunting yard for goods traffic
that may fairly be described as one of the most modern
and efficient in existence.

March is a concentration point for a very large volume
of traffic to  London and the eastern counties. An
immense number of trucks from northern coalfields
and industrial centres arrive there daily, and these
must be sorted out and remarshalled before being
despatched southward. Until recently this traffic was
dealt with in four separate yards. One of these was at
Peterborough East, the second was at March itself,
and the remaining two were at Whitemoor. These
yards were laid out many years ago, and eventually
the traffic so largely outgrew the accommodation they
provided, that trains arrived at them more quickly
than they could be divided and reformed. Very serious
delays occurred and the necessity for modernising
the yards became very urgent.

In planning new means of handling the immense
traffic that passes through March, two factors had to
be taken into consideration. To begin with, more
accommodation for wagons had to be provided, and
this was done by choosing a site on which a large number
of shunting tracks could be laid down. I t  was also
necessary to speed up  the actual sorting of wagons.
For this purpose it was decided to follow a practice
introduced abroad of using mechanical rail brakes, or

The enormous extent of the Whitemour marshalling yard is clearly shown in the above photograph. For
this and the other illustrations to this article we are indebted to the courtesy of the L.N.E.R.
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when they travel over the top at this speed they are
separated during their descent by the most suitable
distance. In  order to  help the drivers of the shunting
engines to  keep the wagons on the move at this speed
special low register speedometers are fitted in the cabs.

As each wagon passes over the hump it  commences
to run down the further slope towards the marshalling

sidings, 40 in
number, into
wh ich  the
single line
over the rise
spreads out.
The  f i r s t
branching is
i n to  fou r
lines, on each
of which is a
retarding plat-
form. Each
wagon in turn
runs down the
incline and is
switched on to
one of the four
branch lines.
As it passes
over the re-
tarding table,
its speed is so
far reduced

by the application of the brake rails that  it travels the
required distance along the one of the 40 parallel sidings
into which it is directed. The wagons follow each other
very quickly and so rapidly are the points changed that
to the onlooker it almost appears as if each vehicle
knows exactly which of the many sidings it is intended
for and chooses its own route.

A train of from 60 to  70 trucks may be disposed of in
the very short time
of six to seven
minutes. The yard
deals with about 60
trains every day, and
the largest number
of wagons yet sorted
in that period is
2,982. I t  is expected
that  when operations
are in full swing this
will represent the
work of an ordinary
day.

If we wish to see
how the- rapid dis-
posal into the proper
sidings of the wagons

pushed over the hump is brought about a visit must be
paid to the control tower. This is a tall building near
the retarders and beyond it stretch the many sidings of
the marshalling yard itself. In  the usual kind of
gravity shunting yard the sidings are arranged on what
is described as the “ ladder ” principle, but  the tracks at
Whitemoor are laid out on the " balloon ” plan, and
spread out on each side of the line over the hump.

In  the control tower are installed the machinery
used to apply the rail brakes and the switches that
operate the points by means of which the wagons are
distributed into the various sidings* I t  is airy and well

however, and it is these that give special interest to
the layout.

The retarders installed at Whitemoor are of the
most up-to-date type. Each consists of a table, sup-
ported on hydraulic cylinders by  means of which it
may be raised 4| in.  The table itself is about 50 f t .
in length. I t  carries two pairs of longitudinal brake
r a i l s ,  t ha t
normally are
level with the
top of the run-
n i  ng  r a i l s
bridged over
the table, and
enclose these
rails between
them.

When the
table is raised
the brake rails
are moved to-
ward the run-
ning rails by
means of a
togg le
mechan i sm.
This causes
them to press
on the tyres
of the wheels
of a wagon
passing over the retarder. The braking effect pro-
duced in this manner may be regulated by varying
the pressure, and the operator in the control cabin at
Whitemoor may slow down a wagon running at  15 miles
per hour to any desired extent. If a truck has to travel
almost the full length of the siding into which it  is
diverted, he gives it  a slight check. But if this siding
is nearly full, the wagon may be brought to a standstill
within the length of
the retarder itself.

In order to follow
the astonishingly
rapid sorting out of
wagons that is pos-
sible with the aid
of retarders and auto-
matic points we may
suppose that we are
watching operations
from the top of the
hump. Approaching
us from the recep-
tion sidings at  the
north end of the
yard are the wagons
of one of the trains.
These are being pushed by a powerful locomotive.
The engines usually employed for this work are the
three-cylinder 4-8-0 tanks of the “ T . l . "  class built
by the North Eastern Railway Company before its
absorption into the L.N.E.R. group. Even under
bad weather conditions these locomotives are capable
of dealing efficiently with trains composed of 70 wagons,
each of 10 tons capacity, and in normal circumstances
they handle with ease even greater loads than this.

The rate at which the wagons are being pushed up
the incline leading to the summit of the hump is only
about three miles per hour. I t  has been found that

General view from the hump of the 40 sorting sidings a l  Whitemoor marshalling yard. The control tower may be seen
in the centre, and on each side of it are two of the four Froelich retarders installed at the yard.

A close-up view of one of the Froelich retarders at Whitemoor. Tne brake rails are on each side of the
running rails and nip the wheels of passing wagons when the table carrying them is raised.
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lighted and a visitor is immediately struck by the
excellence of the view of the yard that  its occupants
have. The windows are not vertical, but slope outward
in such a manner that their surfaces are at right angles
to  the line of vision of the operators when they are
looking down upon the tracks near their tower. The
roof is made to  project to  a considerable distance in
order to protect the windows, for if rain or snow were
allowed to drive against the glass this would be obscured
and operations hampered by difficulty in seeing the
wagons.

The controllers by means of which the retarders are
brought into ac-
tion are four in
number, one for
each table. They
are mounted in
pairs and are
placed in  such pos-
itions that the
operat orsees clear-
ly the braking
effect produced
by the “ nip ”
that  he gives each
wagon. On the
same floor of the
tower isthc switch-
board by means of
which the auto-
matic electric
points, as well as
those manually
operated, are set.
The face of the

movements, as the railwaymen say. As soon as he
receives the shunting list the operator moves the levers
in turn in accordance with the information i t  gives,
and wffien the wagons begin to run down from the hump
the points thus set operate automatically. They
change after the passage of each wagon and the move'
ment of the tongue as the rear wheel of a vehicle clears
a point may easily be seen. Even a last minute altera-
tion in the destination of one of the wagons may be
allowed for without disturbing the remaining changes
in the series of point movements set out.

The automatic points divert the wagons into one of
the groups of sid-
ings, and in order
to  switch each in
turn into the in-
dividual sorting
siding for which it
is marked, points
operated by hand
must be moved.
This may be done
quickly and ac-
curately, for the
switchesaregroup-
ed together with-
in easy reach of
the operator, and
since they are
electrical, their
movement re-
quires little effort.
The position of
each point a t  any
moment is shown
by an indicating
lamp and when a
wagon  pas se s

through it a small lamp in the centre of the switch
lights up.

As each wagon passes the control tower, it is ticked
off on one copy of the “ cut ” card, and at the end of
the sorting the whole number of wagons from any one
train have been distributed over the 40 sorting sidings.
Other shunters then couple them up in  readiness for being
pulled out when the goods train of which they form
part has been completed.

The work of a shunter in a yard fitted with Froelich
retarders is much less risky than in ordinary hump
shunting, for practically all the work is done on stationary
wagons. Occasionally i t  may happen that a wagon is
insufficiently braked on passing over the retarders and
runs along the siding at too high a speed. This is
immediately observed from the control tower and the
attention of the shunters is aroused by an  audible signal.
The shunters themselves have worked out a code, by
means of which the man in charge of the siding on which
this wagon is running is warned of its approach.

Work may be carried on by  night as well as by  day,
for when necessary the yard is brilliantly illuminated by
23 " Blaizolite ' '  flood lighting units and also by a number
of special lights placed at important points, such as
the entrances to sidings and in the neighbourhood of the
retarders. The specially designed lanterns used
in the flood lighting units have concentration lenses
and direction mirrors, and they are fixed on poles at a
height of 25 ft.  above rail level.

Trouble has been experienced because of the varying
sizes of tyres and wheels fitted ™

switchboard is a
replica of the yard
itself, for on it
are 40 metal bars or switches laid out in the same manner
as are the entrances to the sorting sidings.

In  order to  understand the work of the man in the
control tower we must go back to the arrival of a
train of wagons in one of the ten reception sidings at
the north end of the yard. A shunter immediately
passes down the train and uncouples the wagons, making
at the same time a note of the destination of each.
He marks every vehicle according to  the sorting siding
into which it  is to be run, and, of course, if several
wagons coupled together are intended for the same
destination he refrains from uncoupling them.

In this manner the shunter divides the train into
a number of “ cuts/ '  as they are usually called. Several
copies of the shunting list, or cut ” card, are made,
and these are delivered to the foreman of the yard, who is
stationed at the top of the hump. He  retains one copy,
despatching the rest through a pneumatic tube to
various points. Three copies come to the control cabin
and others are sent to  the shunter's hut at the side of
the hump.

As each wagon rolls down the incline the operator
sets the points to divert i t  into its proper siding. In
doing so he follows the directions on the “cu t ”  card,
a copy of which is before him. His task is rendered
easier by the use of the automatic points. At Whitemoor
there are seven of these, each of which controls the
entry of wagons into one of eight groups of sidings, each
consisting of four tracks. The successive movements
of these points may be arranged in advance by means
of a wonderful invention that “ stores " the point

At work in  ti.u control cabin of tne Wnitemoor snunting yard. Toe man on toe rigiil is operating two of tne retarders,
and on the left is the switch table, by means of which tne points are set in accordance with instructions on the ** cut ”

card. Successive movements of certain points may be arranged in advance, and these are automatic in action.
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Famous Inventors— John Kay
(ConrinneJ from page 850)

experimented for makeing of woolling and
cotton cards, the one for pricking the
leather's and the other to cut and bend
the w'ires that is to be put into the leather’s,
now pricking the leather's and makeing
the wires is all the difficulty and teadous

Two Stroke Oil Engines—
(Continued from page 847)

convenience of handling A telescopic
exhaust pipe is brought down and slipped
over the exhaust outlet to save time in
building up flanged connections. Cooling
water pipes are connected up, and a.
fuel supply pipe is attached.

The engine is then
and run light for a period to*
run-in the bearings. It is then
subjected to tests for power,
and for fuel and lubricating
oil consumption. Every engine
is guaranteed to give its full
rated power, so that the tests-
are exceedingly thorough. A
special shop is used for testing
the larger sized engines. Along
one side runs a series of sliding
panels that can be opened
wherever desired in order to-
pass the exhaust pipe out
through the wall. Exhaust
silencers are mounted on
wheels and run alongside the-
outside wall on a railway
track, so that they can be-
moved easily up and down to-
connect in a few seconds with
the various exhaust pipes.

When the testing is com-
pleted the engines are dis-
mantled, inspected, cleaned and.
then taken to the paint shop.
After painting they are given
another short test and then

Here, as in the shops, large-
cranes are employed for moving

started

packed.
overhead
the engines which, when ready for trans-
port, are lifted straight on to the special’
siding that runs alongside the shop and
connects with the Great Western and the-
Southern Railways. Great care is taken
in the packing, especially of the large-
number of engines that go abroad. Strong
crates lined with tarred felt are used, and
the engines are fixed in a rigid position by
internal ribbing, so that no parts can be-
damaged in transport.

Another interesting part of the works is
the spares department, where is kept a
complete stock of parts for all kinds of
Petter engines ; while a little apart from
the main engine works is a factory for
making the patent cold starters used with
the surface ignition engines.

Locomotive Progress in Canada —
(Continued from page 843)

the required quantity of coal to the
combustion chamber.

A noticeable feature of the locomotives
is the position of the whistle. This is
known as the " Canadian National Stand-
ard Four Chime,'* and it is situated on
the left-hand side of the smoke-
box near the chimney. I t  is
placed in this position because
in ordinary practice, where the
whistle is near the engine cab,
the shriek of the whistle when
the train is travelling at high
speed is sufficient to affect the
hearing of the driver. These
whistles are very powerful and
are in frequent use. Canada is
a new country and not thickly
populated, and therefore many
of the highways and other
roads cross the railway track
on the level. By order of the
Board of Railway Commissioners
of Canada all trains approaching
such level crossings must whistle
at a certain specified distance.

In designing these " 6100 "
type locomotives the engineers
of the Canadian National Rail-
ways have kept in mind the
peculiar requirements of railway
operations in Canada. The
climatic conditions, ranging from
intense summer heat to severe
winter cold, were given special
consideration, with the result
new engines work to a high
efficiency even in blizzards and heavy
snowstorms. Special steel has been used
in the construction of the boiler in order
to permit of increased boiler pressure
without a material increase in the weight
of the engine. In addition to being
designed by Canadian engineers the loco-
motives have been built entirely in Canadian
shops, and they form an interesting and
important contribution towards the solu-
tion of the problem of Empire trans-
portation.

Models of historic aeroplanes, now in the Science Museum, South Kensington, London.The upper model is of the British Supermarine seaplane that won the SchneiderTrophy at Venice in  1927, and the lower one is of the monoplane in which Bleriot made
the first crossing of the Channel on 25th July, 1909.
work in card making ; the rest is children s
work or may be done by any hand.”

These machines were examined by
members of the Society of Arts on two
occasions in 1766, when John Kay attended
and worked the machines. I t  was re-
solved that " s ix  pairs of cards be made
from wires and leaves pricked by Mr.
Kay's machines to ascertain the merits of
these engines, and that two guineas be
advanced to Mr. Kay towards his furnishing
the wire and leaves.” Whether John
Kay ever made the six pairs of cards is
a matter of conjecture, as is the whole of
his subsequent history. Many writers
believe that he returned to France and
died there in obscurity about 1770.

What is certain, however, thanks to the

that the
degree of

researches of Sir Henry Trueman Wood,
is that in 1774 the wire card machine came
up again for consideration by the Society
of Arts, owing to a claim having been
made for its bounty on behalf of an
American inventor named Pope. The
applicant was informed that his machine
was not new, and that a much better one
had been offered to the society 10 years
previously. I t  is pleasant to note that
tardy justice was then done to the Kay
family, for after a Mr. Cook, rug maker,
of “ Whitechappie,” had testified to the
superiority of the wire card machine made
in Lancashire, the sum of fifty guineas
was paid to William Kay of Bury, the
inventor’s youngest son, the matter
being handled as though John Kay had
been dead some time.

Little more is known of the career
of the " father and founder of the British
textile trade." His inventions form the
basis of every power loom and wire card
making machine in the world, and yet
he ended his days without recognition. In
common with Hargreaves, Crompton and
other great pioneers of textile machinery,
Kay suffered from the violent opposition of
the workers, who were convinced that the
introduction of machinery meant the rapid
disappearance of their means of livelihood.

Linking Canada and the United States
(Continued front page 845)

The next stage was the lowering of the
cylinder. The barges carrying the section
were moored over the completed trench,
and the cylinder was let down to its bed
under the direction of divers. At the ends
of each cylinder provision had to be made
for effecting a junction with those on
each side ; and this was done by means of
projecting lugs that engaged with similar
lugs on the adjoining section. The divers
directing sinking operations inserted great
pins into these joints to secure them, and
finally the cylinder was covered over with
about 4 ft. of filling.

The ventilating arrangements for the
tunnel were designed by Ole Singstad who,
as 14M.M.”  readers will remember, was the
chief engineer of the Holland Tunnel
between New York and New Jersey.
Ventilating plants are provided on both
sides of the river, and each of these con-
tains six fresh air fans and six exhaust fans.
These two stations have to provide a
complete change of air in the tunnel at
intervals of 1 J minutes, and in order to do
this they must supply no less than
60,000,000 cu. ft. per minute !

The tunnel is designed for a capacity
of 1,000 vehicles per hour along a roadway
22ft, in width. Work is still in progress,
and it is expected that the tunnel will be
opened for traffic by November next.

Meccano Leaflets in  Six Languages
Many readers no doubt will be interested to know

that the Special Instruction Leaflets describing the
well-known Meccano Super Models are printed in
several languages. These include French. German,
Spanish, Dutch and Danish. The French leaflets are
printed and issued in exactly the same manner as.
those in English, but in the four remaining languages,
special editions without illustrations have been
prepared. These are intended for use in conjunction
with the English edition.

As an illustration we may take the Motor Chassis
leaflet. A Meccano enthusiast living in Germany,
Spain, Holland, Norway, or Denmark, who wishes
to build this wonderful model may obtain the four-language leaflet describing this model by writing to
Meccano Ltd., Liverpool. With it is sent the English
leaflet, which contains the illustrations, and to these
he may refer while reading the instructions in hisown language.

Meccano boys in this country who are learning one
or more of the ’languages referred to will find the leaflets,
of great assistance. They may read the versions inEnglish and in the foreign language side by side, or
may follow the more interesting and useful plan ofreading the instructions in the foreign language and
referring to the English leaflet only for confirmation,
or for assistance when unknown words are encountered.The appropriate four-language leaflet will be sent
free of charge to every purchaser of a special Instruction
Leaflet who expresses the desire to have it. The
leaflets are published a t  various prices. From time
to time complete lists appear in the pages of the
"Af.JW.,” and full information regarding the leaflets,published in all six languages will be forwarded to any
reader who applies to Meccano Limited, Binns Road,
Liverpool.
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Automatic Control of Steam Trains
Safety System on New York Central Lines□□

THE elaborate systems of signalling that are in
operation to-day on lines operated by steam trains
have as their primary object the securing of safety

for passengers. These systems have been brought to a
remarkable pitch of perfection, but they have one weak
point —they are more or less dependent upon the human
element, namely, the driver. So long as a driver obeys
the signal indications provided for him all is well, but if
he fails to respond to even one indication he may bring
about a serious disaster. Many schemes have been
devised to  guard against this danger by means of mechan-
ism that will auto-
matically stop a
train in case a
driver disobeys a
signal indication.
Perhaps the most
interesting of these
mechanisms is that
introduced in 1928
on the steam-oper-
ated section of the
New York Central
Lines.

This device is
controlled through
the same medium
as the automatic
block signal system.
The track rails are
arranged in blocks
or sections of track
by the use of in-
sulated joints,which
are placed at pre-
arranged points as
required in order to
produce a space or
time interval in the continuous train movements, and
form what is commonly termed a block. Each block or
section of track is protected by a signal and is controlled
through a relay connected to  the track. The track relay
is constantly charged with an electric current supplied
through the track rails that form each block, and any
interruption of the continuity of the rail or the current
supplied is instantly recorded by the dropping of the
armature of the relay. Such a condition is produced,
for example, by a broken rail, an open switch, or the
presence of a train or vehicle in the section. When the
relay opens then, through the medium of circuits design-
ed to  give information to the driver, signals are displayed
so that he may be governed in the operation of his train
as against a train occupying the section immediately
ahead or the second section ahead.

The track circuit covers the whole of the main line, and
in addition any branch lines or crossovers leading to  the
main line. By means of the track circuit and the
secondary or control circuits, it  can be arranged to inform
the driver as to  whether the line is occupied or clear for as

many blocks in advance of his train as may be desired.
Automatic block signals are usually placed one mile

apart, but the  spacing is definitely fixed in relation to the
speed of the trains, the density of the traffic, the nature
of the line as regards gradients, and other matters.

By adapting to the control circuits of the automatic
block signal system an inductor located alongside the
running rail, there is made available at  all times a reliable
means of controlling the engine when its receiver passes
over the inductor. No electric current is supplied to the
inductor. The control circuits of the automatic block

signal system set up
a choking effect in
the inductor circuit,
which is broken
when the signal dis-
plays any indication
other than " clear.*’

The condition set
up on the lineside
is transmitted to
the train by  means
of a receiver on the
locomotive. The
accompanying illus-
tration shows the
general arrangement
of the train-stop
equipment on the
locomotive. The
tu rbo -gene ra to r
situated in front of
the engine cab sup-
plies the electric
current to operate
the train-stop de-
vice, the headlight
and  t he  eng ine

lights. The mechanism case, which is at the rear of the
tender, contains the automatic train-stop relays. When
the locomotive receiver passes over an inductor at  a signal
displaying an indication other than " clear,” the relay
armatures drop away, and cannot be restored until after
the train has come to a complete stop. The electrical
circuits are restored by pressing a button on the re-set
contactor placed at the rear side of the tender frame.

When the locomotive relays are opened, the electro-
pneumatic valve is opened also and permits the  flow of air
from the train-st  op actuator, which automatically brings
about a full service brake application to the train.

If the driver is alert when he passes a signal displaying
an indication at which the automatic device is operative
to  stop the train, he acknowledges that he has seen the
signal and has complied with the rules, by operating an
acknowledger handle to avoid an automatic application
of the brakes. The sounding of the acknowledging whistle
informs the driver that the inductor has been passed, when
he may release the acknowledger handle which, if held
longer than 15 seconds, automatically applies the brakes.

MECHANISM

Courtesy] [New York Central Lines
The automatic control equipment on a New York Central “ Pacific/* This allows the
driver to  retain control of the train so  long as he observes the signal indications, but takes

the control away from him on the side of safety if he disregards them.
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Wrecked Liner Found
After numerous unsuccessful attempts,

the wreck of the P. & O. liner “ Egypt ”
has been found. This vessel was sunk in
the Bay of Biscay in 1922. She was
carrying a valuable cargo, including a
consignment of gold ingots, and several

efforts have there-
fore been made to
locate her. These
were fruitless until
early in September
of this year, when
divers from the
Italian salvage
s t eamer

Artiglio” suc-
ceeded in reaching
her.

The “Egypt”
is lying on an
even keel in 66
fathoms of water.
Salvage operations
were commenced
immediately the
wreck was found
and within 72
hours one of the
hydraulic cranes
with which she
was equipped had
been raised to the
surface.

Natu rallyspecial
attention is being
paid to the gold
carried by the

vessel. This is believed to be inside the
strong room, which is situated in front
of the forward funnel on the orlop, or
lowest, deck, and it will be necessary to
cut through four decks in order to recover
it. Heavy seas may make it necessary
to suspend operations during the winter,
and in that case the position of the wreck
will be marked by means of buoys, in
order that there will be no possibility of
her being lost again.

A quantity of mail that has been at the
bottom of the sea for eight years has
already been brought to the surface.
Included in this is a despatch from the
British Foreign Office that has twice failed
to reach Tangier, its destination. On the
first occasion it was overlooked and
allowed to remain in the bottom of the
mail bag in which it was placed. On its
return to London it was again forwarded,
but this time it  suffered the more disastrous
fate of being sunk in the Bay of Biscay.
When recovered it was discoloured by
the action of sea-water, but the address
was still readable.

Europe’s Largest Dam
Work on a dam that when completed

will be the largest in Europe is now nearing
completion. Its erection is part of a
scheme for increasing the water supply of
Bradford and several neighbouring towns.
This is derived from the upper reaches
of the valley of
the Nidd, and the
dam is being built
across the river at
Scar House, which
is a short distance
above Pateley
Bridge. It has
been under con-
struction for nine
years and it is
expected that the
work will be com-
pleted du r ing
1931, a t  a total
cost of about
/2,500,000.

The dam will
impound the water
of the Nidd to
form a lake with a
surface area of
170 acres. In addi-
tion, a chain of
lakes is to be con-
structed between
A n g r a m and
Gowthwaite. The
reservoirs thus
formed will have
a capacity of
2,200,000,000 gallons of water and i t  is
expected that this supply will be sufficient
to meet the demands of Bradford and the
associated towns for at least 50 years.

Many hundreds of workmen are engaged
in the operations, and in order to accommo-
date them it has been found necessary to
build a small town. This is lighted by
electricity generated on the spot and is
remarkably complete, possessing shops,
a school and a cinema. When the dam
is complete the town will be abandoned.

The Brooklyn Suspension Bridge
The famous bridge shown in the illus-

tration on this page was designed by J .  A.
Roebling. I t  was the first structure to
connect New York and Brooklyn, and when
completed was by far the longest suspension
bridgeintheworld. Roebling was severely
injured shortly after the erection of the
bridge was commenced, but he continued to
superintend the work of construction,
watching the progress of operations from a
room overlooking the river. He died from
his injuries before the bridge was completed.

The Brooklyn Bridge over the East River at New York. This bridge is 5,989 ft. in length, and has a central span of 1,595 ft.
[From the Editor’s book “ Engineering for Boys/' by permission of the publishers, T. C. & E. C. Jack Ltd.).

Concrete Skyscraper Built in Rio de Janeiro
A skyscraper 410 ft. in height has been

constructed in Rio de Janeiro, the largest
city in Brazil. I t  is known as the ° A
Noils ” building and has 25 storeys.
Concrete only has been used in its con-
struction and it is claimed to be the tallest

building in the world made entirely of
this material.

One of the most interesting features of
tlie skyscraper is the elevator system that
has been installed. The cars have a speed
of 700 ft. per minute and are capable of
carrying loads of 2,500 lb. A special
inductor control system developed by the
Westinghouse Electric International Com-
pany is employed in order to reduce to a
minimum the attention required from
the operator. When a passenger inside a
car wishes to alight at any floor, the
appropriately- numbered button inside the
car is pressed . The effect of this is to ring
a bell and switch on a light signal on
approaching the landing at which the stop
is to  be made, thus warning the operator to
centre his switch. The gear then comes
under the control of the Westinghouse
automatic mechanism, which slows it
down and finally brings it to rest at the
exact level required.

The attendant is warned by similar
means when he is required to stop at any
floor in order to pick up a passenger.
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Motor Car Built on Aeroplane Lines Giant American Arch Bridge Hydro-Electric Generators of Record Size
Sir Dennistoun Burney, the designer of

the famous British airship that
recently visited Canada, has now built
a scientifically streamlined motor car.

Sir Dennistoun has realised

A rival to the Sydney Harbour Bridge
is now being constructed in America.
This is an arch bridge to span the Kill van
Kull, a waterway opening into, New York
Harbour and dividing Staten Island from
New Jersey. The main span of the bridge

will be 1,652 ft. and
thus will be slightly

The General Electric Company of New
York are now constructing at the same
time the largest and the smallest hydro-
electric generators of the overhung type
that have ever been built. The large
generator is rated at 56,250 k.v.a., and the
only generators in America that have a
greater output are those in use at the

for some time that

The Napier-Anol-Aster “ Bluebird ” motor car on which Captain Malcolm Campbell endeavoured to set up a new world's land speed record at Vemeuk Pan in South Africa, some
J.time ago. Although he failed to accomplish this, he set up new figures of 216 and 211’5 m.p.h. over distances of five kilometres and five miles respectively.

an excessive amount of the power of an
ordinary car is wasted in overcoming the
resistance of the air. Although this is not
so great a factor as in the case of a giant
airship it has more effect than is usually
realised. For instance, to push the head-
lamps of a large motor car through the
air at a speed of 60 m.p.h. requires no
less than 7 h.p. In the fr Burney Stream-
line ” as the new type of car is called,
effects of this kind are practically elimin-
ated, for the lamps are let into the body-
work and the wheel is carried inside
the specially constructed rear door.

The chassis of the
car consists essentially
of two girders, one
running along each
side. These are wide
apart between the
wheels, but the frame
tapers to points in
front and at the rear.
Two other girders curve
upwards from the rear
end to a point just in
front of the driving
seat, where the front
of the car is brought
down fairly bluntly.
The underside of the
car is perfectly flat,
being covered in with
sheet metal, and thus
the side elevation of the
motor car closely re-
sembles a section taken
through an aerofoil, or
aeroplane wing.

An interesting feature
is the position of the
2,956 c.c. straight-eight
Beverley- Barnes en-
gine installed. This is 'fitted in the rear,
and between it and the rear seats is a
roomy luggage compartment, entry to
which may be obtained either through
doors at the sides, or by lifting out a
portion of the roof.

The makers of the new car claim that
with it speeds of over 80 m.p.h. may
be obtained. I t  has a four-speed gear box
designed for high-speed work. The third
gear is the direct drive, and i t  is said
that with this engaged, the car may
be driven at speeds varying from walking
pace to over 60 m.p.h. without “ snatch."

Niagara Falls Power Station. These are
rated at 65,000 k.v.a., and are not of the
overhung type. Four of the smaller
units are being constructed. Each of
these has an output of 3,300 k.v.a. They
are to be employed at Mclndoes Falls on
the Connecticut River, while the world’s
largest overhung generator is intended
for service on the Lewis River, a mountain-
fed stream in the State of Washington,
on the Pacific Coast, that flows into the
Columbia River.

Both generators possess interesting
features. Those to be employed at

Mclndoes Falls are to
be driven by Kaplan
adjustable waterwheels.
These are of the screw
propeller type, and the
pitch of the blades is
automatically adjusted
to give the best results
under varying condi-
tions. When other
types of waterwheels
are employed it is
necessary to stop the
machine and adjust the
blades 'manually in
order to compensate
for lower waterhead,
increased’ tail race,' or
a change in the demand
for power. With the
Kaplan waterwheel
this is unnecessary.

The generator that
is to be installed in
Washington is of gigan-
tic size. I t  will weigh
nearly 450 tons, and a
little more than half
the total weight ' will

be in the rotor itself. The unit will have
an overall diameter of more than 37 ft. I t
will be too heavy to be transported in its
finished form and it is to be shipperl ih
four sections.

The turbine that is to drive this huge
generator is guaranteed tosupply 61,600 h.p.
with a head of water of 158 ft. The generator
and. turbine are to be mounted on a single
shaft 28 ft. in length. I t  is interesting to
note that a fish trap is  to  be installed in the
sub-structure of the power house. ' This is
intended to  catch the salmon that at  certain
seasons are abundant in the Lewis River.

CowWwyJ [SowXA African Kailways and Harbours
The Railway Bridge that carries the South African Railways’ track across the Tugela River, Natal. The piers
of this and other bridges in these regions must be strongly built in order to withstand the strains imposed on

them when the rivers rise rapidly after heavy rains in the neighbouring mountain ranges.

longer than that of the bridge at Sydney,
which at present is the largest arch bridge
in the world.

The new bridge is of the two-hinged
type and the distance between the centres
of bearings of the arched shoes is 1,675 ft.
The crown of the top arch is 327 ft. above
the water line and the deck, which is
suspended by means of the cables, will be
140 ft. above high water level. This will
be 40 ft. in width and will accommodate
four lines of traffic, while a footwalk also
will be provided. Future developments
are being kept in view, for the bridge is

being constructed in such a manner that
it may readily be widened in order to
make room for three more lines of traffic
or for a double track electric railway.

Work on the bridge is well advanced,
for the heavy concrete abutments were
completed in 1929. These are founded on
solid rock and faced with granite. Long
viaduct approaches are to be built at each
end of the bridge. These will be 3,000 and
4,000 ft. in length respectively, and will
consist of plain girder spans supported on
concrete piers. The total cost of the
bridge is estimated at 3,200,000.
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Mooring Big Ships in Tidal Waters E
J * cGiant Screws Driven into Beds of Rivers

By J .  Sweet
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□a

THE mooring of big vessels in a tidal stream requires
careful study and forethought. As a general
rule such vessels do not maintain a sufficient

head of steam to give steering way, or to enable the crew
in charge to maintain control ; so that if they break
adrift from their moorings they are helpless, and are
liable to suffer serious injury themselves and to cause
damage to other vessels. An interesting illustration of
the mischief that may follow a mishap of this kind
was provided in the estuary of the Tyne in December
1920, when the
" A dolph IEoer-
mann” a 6,000-ton
German liner, snap-
ped her cable dur-
ing a violent wes-
terly gale.

The ship had not
an ounce of steam
raised, and the only
man on board was
the  wa tchman .
Dr iv ing  d o w n-
stream with the
wind and the tide,
she broke into a
tier of ships lying
off a graving dock.
Eventually at Har-
ton Buoys, South
Shields, she col-
lided with a string
of vessels consist-
ing of several large
cargo boats, a num-
ber of concrete
lighters, and two
ferry boats. For a
few moments there was no movement, but then the
pressure of the wind on the broadside of the runaway
vessel became so great that the whole mass of shipping
was carried away, and the vessels were in great danger
of crashing into the ferry landing at South Shields.
A ketch actually was crushed against one of the pontoons
of the landing, and only the promptitude of the master
and crew of a tug in getting a hawser aboard the “ Adolph
Woermann " prevented a more serious disaster. This
episode in the Tyne is of course unusual, but there is
always risk of such an occurrence, and for this reason
a large margin of safety must be allowed in designing
moorings for large ships.

Before deciding where a mooring is to be laid, and
what type shall be employed, the size of the ship for
which it is intended must be taken into consideration.
Full allowance must be made for the strength of the
tidal currents and of the prevailing winds, and care
must be taken to ensure that there is a sufficient depth
of water at all states of the tide. Other important

factors are the nearness of the chosen position to the  river
fairway, and the nature of the river bed.

Many different types of river mooring are in use.
each of which has been specially designed to suit some
particular set of circumstances. For instance, the
“ spike ” mooring is used principally on hard rock.
This mooring is really quite a primitive arrangement
made by driving a number of iron spikes, from 8 ft. to
10 ft. in length, into holes that previously have been
bored in the rocky bed of the river. The spikes are

hammered down un-
til the shackle at
the head of each
one is level with
the surface of the
rock. The mooring
cable is then attach-
ed to the shackles
by men who des-
cend in a diving
bell, and its upper
end is connected to
the underside of a
pear-shaped buoy.
This buoy rides the
water and serves
the two-fold pur-
pose of marking the
position of the moor-
ing and providing
a tying-up place for
vessels.

The pear-shaped
mooring buoy has
been specially de-
veloped for use in
busy tidal waters,
and so far all at-

tempts to improve upon its general design have been
unsuccessful. I t  has swivel eyes at top and bottom,
and therefore when in use it may spin freely on its own
axis, which enables it to neutralise to a certain extent
the action of the tide and wind. This type of buoy
offers very slight resistance to chance blows from passing
vessels, and only spins merrily as it curvets away after
such an impact.

The " spike ” mooring would be quite ineffective in
loose shale or in sandy ground, and in such conditions
the heavy “ concrete dump ” mooring is most usually
employed. This is formed by lowering a big block of
concrete into a hole that has been specially dredged in
the bed of the river. A horizontal iron spindle with a
short length of chain attached is embedded in the heart
of this block. The big stud-link mooring cable is then
shackled to the end link of the chain and carried up in
the usual manner to be shackled to the underside of
the buoy.

For general purposes the “ screw ” mooring is the best

The end of a four-hour spell at the bottom of the River Tyne. The workmen in the small
boat have just emerged from the diving bell. The photographs illustrating this article

were taken by courtesy of the Tyne Improvement Commission.
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and the most reliable of all those employed to-day.
I t  is extensively used on the rivers of Great Britain,
notably on the Thames and the Tyne, for it is cheap,
efficient and adaptable, and may be used almost any-
where except on very hard rock.

Laying down a " screw " mooring is a very interesting
task, and the manner in which it is done may be ex-
plained best by making an imaginary trip in a screw

traffic in the fairway. Head and stem cables are run
out, and we are then ready to commence screwing
operations.

The big capstan now becomes the centre of activity.
The first length of screwing shaft is fixed vertically in
position in it, the cast iron screw, with the mooring
cable attached, being made fast to the  end of the shafting
that is lowered down the watertight well. The shaft is
really a gigantic box spanner that fits on to a square head
on the top of the mooring screw and may be withdrawn
easily when screwing operations have been completed.

The screw is lowered through the well, and additional
lengths of shafting are added one by one until at last
the bed of the river is reached. The capstan head is
now shipped, and the real work begins. The twin steam
winches that are conveniently situated fore and aft
of the capstan are brought into play, ropes hitched on to

the spokes of the capstan
wheel being hauled in by
each in turn. This process,
slow but very sure, is re-
peated, each pull by the
winches giving a quarter
turn to the capstan, until
the screw has been embedded
to the required depth below
ground level. A depth of
12ft.  is usually considered
adequate, but it depends to
a very large extent upon the
nature of the ground. Good
honest clay may be said to
give the best hold, although
it is not easy to work with.
In any case it may be

keel. We go aboard at the home jetty
to find that the loading up process has just
been completed. The lengths of heavy
stud-link cable chain required have been
taken aboard ; these measure anything
from 21 in. to 31 in. in diameter, and are
stowed in the hold amidships, together
with the large fiat iron mooring screws.
Our old friend the pear-shaped buoy rolls
easily on the current alongside. We cast
off and proceed down the river to  the point
where the screw mooring is to be fixed.
On the short trip we examine our vessel
with some curiosity, for the screw keel is a
craft of peculiar and varied interest. Away
aft are the engines, the boiler, and accom-
modation for the crew ; while amidships a
square watertight well, open top and
bottom, is sunk through the vessel. The
screwing capstan is mounted above this,
with winches fore and aft. Chain lockers
occupy most of the remaining space, and
at the prow, jutting out in the manner of
the figurehead of a sailing vessel, is a 100-
ton jib that has a very
appearance.

On reaching the mooring
find the exact position in
be placed. This is not a

(Top) Screwing operations in progress.
The giant capstan being turned by means
of steam winches. (Centre) Lowering the
first length of shafting, with the mooring
screw chain attached, through the well
of the keel. (Right) Shipping the capstan
head. This is fitted on to the uppermost
length of shafting, and the capstan bars

are inserted in the square sockets.business-like

task is tosite the first
which the screw is to
difficult matter, for the

river surveyor has been here before us, and has marked
the position by erecting two flags on the foreshore.
Our skipper simply manoeuvres the craft until the flags
are in line with the screwing capstan in the centre

supposed
that, having
due regard to
the responsi-
bilities con-
nected with
his job, the

of the well. mooring superintendent will take the minimum of risk.
The laying of one screw provides a good day’s work

for the screw keel. Since three or four screws are
When the vessel is in the correct position all hands

turn out to assist in mooring her. This is rather a
ticklish business, for it  must be carried out in such a
manner that the ship remains perfectly rigid while
screwing operations are being carried on. Two light
thwart chains, sometimes known as the “ messenger
chains,” are run out on the port and the starboard sides,
and these are made fast to piles, or anchors, on to the
foreshore on each side of the river. The chains hang
low in the water, and do not in any way obstruct the

attached to one buoy, and two buoys are required for
one berth, one buoy for’ard and one aft, the laying of a
complete mooring keeps the craft employed for a full
week. The average life of a mooring is 15 years, how-
ever, so that the hours spent in fixing it securely are
not wasted.

When screwing is finished, the end link of the long
mooring cable is shackled to the buoy [continued on page $¢$)
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THE K ING 'S  OWN

L.M.S* No. 6161 “ The King's Oun  ”
The L.M.S. locomotive No. 6161 “The

King’s Own ’’ shown in the heading on this
page, is one of the latest additions to the
“ Royal Scot " class. I t  was shown at
the Exhibition of locomotives and rolling
stock recently held at Liverpool in con-
nection with the Centenary of the Liver-
pool and Manchester Railway. No. 6161
belongs to  a batch of twenty
new engines all of which
are identical in design with
the original fifty. The
earlier engines were built
by the North British Loco-
motive Company of Glas-
gow, but the new ones are
being built in the L.M.S.
shops at Derby. A minor
point in the tenders of the
new engines is the provision
of coal rails in addition to the
high coping already fitted.
This addition increases the
coal capacity from five to
approximately seven tons.

At the Centenary Exhi-
bition at Liverpool “The
King’s Own ” was beauti-
fully clean, not only as
regards the paintwork but
the steel parts of the motion
and the various cab fittings
were so polished as almost
to resemble silver. The in-
terior of the smoke box was
painted white and since the door was open
many took the opportunity of standing in-
side and examining the chimney, “ petticoat
pipe," blast pipe, steam pipes, fire tubes and
superheater. The blastpipe wastemporarily
Mosed with a plug of wood as a protection
against anything being dropped down it.

The “ Royal Scot " locomotives have
three cylinders, 18 in. x26 in. driving on
to-six-coupled wheels 6 ft. 9 in. in diameter.
The boiler has a total heating surface of
2,526 sq. ft. and is pressed at 250 lbs. per
sq. in. The fire-grate area is 31.2 sq. ft. ;
the tractive effort at  85 per cent, working
(pressure is 33,150 lbs., and the total weight
of the engine is 85 tons, of which 62 J rest
on the coupled wheels.
B.T.H. Equipment for UndergroundRailways

The British Thomson-Houston Company
Ltd. are to supply 160 control equipments
for new motor and trailer cars of the London
Electric Railways. These embody a num-
ber of improvements and include circuit
breakers, reversers, master controllers,
cut-out switches, switch boards, relay and
contactor control gear. The Company
supplied 561 similar equipments for
coaches constructed in 1928 under a
scheme for speeding up traffic on the
London Underground Railways.

L.N.E.R. Sleeping Cars of New Type
Two new sleeping cars of an entirely

new type have been built at the L.N.E.R.
works at Doncaster and are now in service
on the East Coast route to Scotland.
Each car is 63 |  ft. in length, the body being
of solid teak, and mounted on two 4-wheeled
bogies. Special methods have been
adopted to reduce vibration to a minimum.

L.M.S. Locomotive News
New Derby-built " Royal Scots ” are

now in service up to No. 6163. Several
have received names representing familiar
types in the British Army. No. 6150 is
called “The Life Guardsman " ; No. 6151
“The Royal Horse Guardsman “ ; No. 6152
“The King’s Dragoon Guardsman ” ; No.
6153 “The Royal Dragoon" ; No.

“The Hussar" ; No.
“The Lancer " ; No.
“The Royal Artilleryman ” ;
and No. 6161, “The King’s
Own." A number of the
new engines are located in
Glasgow and i t  is reported
that others are to be sent to
work in the Midland division.

The latest 2-6-0 mixed-
traffic engines turned out
from Crewe works are num-
bered 13205-6.

Beyer, Peacock & Co.
Ltd. are now delivering the
“ Beyer-Garratt " articu-
lated locomotives that were
ordered by the L.M.S.R.
early in this year, and Nos.
4967 to 4976 are already in
traffic. These engines are
fitted with a special device
to prevent coal dust blowing
into the cab when they are
running with the coal-
bunker in front.

A beginning has been made
with the breaking up of the old North Lon-
don 0-6-0 goods tank engines. Nos. 7504,
7518 and 7519 have already been broken
up at Bow Works and others are to follow
soon. This class comprised 30 engines, to
which the L.M.S. numbers 7503 to 7532
were given. Although comparatively
small, they are smart at their work and
have dealt very efficiently with the heavy
goods traffic on the former North London
line. Some of the class have been in service
for over 50 years, the earliest having been
built in 1879. They have outside cylinders
of 17 in. diameter and 24 in. stroke, and
the diameter of their coupled wheels is
4 ft. 4 in. As the total wheel-base is only
11 ft. 4 in., they are able to take even
sharp curves easily.

The 4-6-0 engine No. 5942, of the
“ Claughton ” class, that had been adapted
to the Northern loading gauge, has been
transferred to the Midland division.

Another engine of the 4-6-0 “ Experi-
ment " class—No. 5485, “Harlequin “ —
has been withdrawn for scrapping.

Two mineral 0-8-0's of Class " D " have
been converted to superheated engines of
Class “ Gl ."  Ordinary round-topped
boilers are fitted as previously but the
steam brake formerly fitted has been
replaced by the vacuum brake.

6154
6155
6157

P.LM. No. 241-A-45, a 4-8-2 mountain type superheated engine as used on the “ Blue Train ” atLaroche. For this photograph we are indebted to  W. H. C. Kelland.
In each car there are ten separate

bedrooms. Walnut bedsteads of full size
are provided, with box-spring mattresses,
and blue blankets that match the general
colour scheme. Each bedroom is fitted
with a corner wash-basin of white porcelain,
on which hot and cold water are laid.
An ingenious system of ventilation regu-
lates the supply of hot or cold cleansed
air to each room as may be desired. In
every conceivable way the comfort of the
passenger has been catered for in these
new cars and a degree of luxury in night
travel has been attained that surpasses
anything previously known in this
country.

Illuminated Nameboards on the S.R.
At the stations on the new Wimbledon

and Sutton line of the Southern Railway
illuminated nameboards have been intro-
duced. The end pieces and top capping
are of concrete, and the posts carry two
sheets of plate-glass inscribed with the
name of the station. Between the sheets
of glass is a space of about 9 inches in
width, in which several electrical lamps
are inserted. This internal illumination
gives an effective nameboard that can be
read as easily by night as by day. The
consumption of current is low.
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New Tank Locomotives on L.N.E.R,
The first of a new class of 2-6-2 tank

locomotives has been put into traffic, and
is working on local passenger services in
the Southern Scottish area of the L.N.E.R.
It has been built at Doncaster to the
designs of Mr. H. N. Gresley. I t  is num-
bered 2900, and has three cylinders of

16 in. diameter
and 26 in. stroke.
The  coup led
wheels are 5 ft.
8 in. in diameter.
The total heating
surface is 1,324.93
sq. ft. and the
boiler pressure is
180 lb. per sq. in.
The grate area is
22.08 sq. ft. Th
engine carries 4
tons of coal and
2,000 gallons of
water, and its-
total weight in
working order is
84 tons. It hafc
a tractive effort
of 22,464 lb.

Another three-
cylinder 4-6-0 ex-
press engine of the
“ Sandringham M

class has been
turned out from

the works at Darlington. It is No. 2811 ,
“Raynham Dall." Three more 2-6-0
engines of the “ K3 ” class have also been
completed. They bear the numbers 2767,
2768 and 2769.

Five 100 h.p. Sentinel engines have been
delivered by the makers and are now
working at Grimsby Docks, New England,
Immingham, Wrexham and Bidston.
Thirteen more are on order and will be

completed shortly.
When working the Royal

train recently, “ Pacific “
No. 4472, “Flying Scots-
man made the run from
Peterborough to Newcastle,
a distance of 192 miles,
without a stop.
L.M.S. Officers in America

A number of L.M.S.
officers recently visited the
United States' in order to
study American Railroads
and their methods. This
visit had been planned by
Sir Josiah Stamp, President
of the L.M.S. Company, who
was himself in America last
June. While in Baltimore
the visitors were the guests
of Daniel Wdlard, President
of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad and arrangements
were made for them to in-
spect the shops, yards, ter-

minal stations and marine facilities of this
railroad. Similar visits to America have
previously been paid by British Railway
officers in order to investigate the operating
conditions there.

Amongst those forming the party were
Sir Harold Hartley, vice-president in charge
of technical departments and scientific
research ; Sir Henry Fowler, chief mechani-
cal engineer ; A . Newlands, chief civil
engineer; E. J, H. Lemon, carriage and
wagon superintendent ; F. A. Cortez-
Leigh, electrical engineer ; and A. F.
Bound, signal and telegraph engineer.

Automatic Cab Signalling Gear fitted to
500 G.W.R. Engines

Further 2-8-0 goods tank engines have
been completed at Swindon and are
numbered 5276 to 5285. Some additional
2-6-2 tank engines of the " 5100 ” class
are now in hand, and work has also been
commenced on the new batch of 4-6—0
express engines of
the " Hall " class.

Goods 0-6-0
tank engines Nos.
6715 to 6720 have
been received from
W. G. Bagnall
Ltd.;  No. 7724
from Kerr Stuart
Ltd. ; and Nos.
6735 to 6739 from
The Yorkshire
Engine Co. Ltd.

Two 0-4-2 pas-
senger tank en-
gines numbered
3 and 4 have been
taken over from
the Corris Rail-
way, and Great
Western numbers
3 and 4 allocated
to them.

The work of
making and fitting
electric automatic
cab signalling gear
is being pushed forward rapidly and is
causing great activity at Swindon. During
the last few months this equipment has
been installed on more than 500 engines,
and it is intended that, in all, about 2,000
G.W.R. locomotives shall be fitted with it.
This gear affords valuable assistance to
the enginemen, especially in foggy weather.
If a signal should be passed at danger, the
vacuum brake is automatically applied and
the ringing of a bell in the
cab of the engine gives the
driver immediate warning.
New Giant Locomotive for

C.N.R.
A locomotive capable of

hauling an all-steel train
weighing 1 ,000 tons at a
speed of 80 m.p.h. has been
placed in service by the
Canadian National Rail-
ways. I t  is the fastest
locomotive in the Dominion,
for it is capable of attaining
a speed of 80 m.p.h,, and is
the first of five that will be
employed in hauling “The
International Limited,” the
famous train between Mon-
treal and Chicago that holds
the world’s record for speed
for a run of more than 300
miles.

The new engine is of the
M Hudson 5700 ° type.
From the tip of the cow-catcher to the end
of the tender it measures 92 ft,, and its
driving 'wheels are 6 ft. 8 in. The engine
develops a tractive effort of 43,300 lb., and
the ” booster” increases this to 53,3001b.

In order to attain a simplicity of outline
similar to that of British locomotives prac-
tically all piping has been concealed and a
sand chamber inside the smoke box has
been substituted for the sand dome usually
carried bn top of the boiler of Canadian
locomotives. The handsome appearance of
the new locomotive is enhanced by the
fitting of a polished steel jacket.

G.N.R. Locomotive No. 1, the first of the 8 ft. Single Drivers designed by Patrick Stirling and built in 1870, alongside L.N.E.R.
No. 4470, “ Great Northern/* the first of the Gresley “ Pacifies ” built at Doncaster in  1922, No. 1 ceased active work in

1907 and is now in the Railway Museum at York, (Photograph by Railway Photographs, Liverpool).

Locomotive No. 6101 of the Canadian National Railway’s new 6100 Northern type, hauling the
** Ocean Limited Express.’1 Tais photograph was taken by our reader, W. Pippy, Springhill, N.S.

“ The Cheltenham Flier ”
A correspondent has sent the log of a

run made by the “Cheltenham Flier ’’ on
the G.W.R,, when the sharp schedule time
of 70 mins, for the 77} miles from Swindon
to Paddington was well kept in spite of
three checks. The load was 210 tons and
the engine was No. 4090, "Dorchester

Castle," in Charge of Driver Bailey of Old
Oak Common, who got some excellent
work out of his engine.

Swindon was left punctually at 3.45 p.m.
and rapid acceleration was made. Signals
were “ on ” at Steven ton and brought
down the speed to 30 m.p.h., but Didcot,
24.2 miles from Swindon, was passed in
23 min. 45 sec. from the start. The 17.1
miles from Didcot to Reading were covered

in 14 min. 15 sec. Permanent way repairs
reduced the speed through Reading station
to 25 m.p.h, and ” signals “ at Twyford
necessitated a slack to 35 m.p.h. From
these checks “Dorchester Castle ” recovered
with lightning rapidity and the 36 miles
from Reading to Paddington were accom-
plished in 31 min. 50 sec. Notwithstanding
the three checks, which it is calculated
cost fully six minutes, the train finally
came to a stand 10 sec. before the due
time of 4.55 p.m. The maximum speed
noted was 82 m.p.h. , which, although
high, is not unusual with this train.
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I Exciting Moments on an Express: §
Making Motion Pictures of the “ Twentieth Century”

' By T. G. Price
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□DC

LOCOMOTIVE 5222 and the twelve cars of the " Motion Picture
Limited" stood on the siding at Chesterton, Ind. From the
front coupler of the 300-ton Hudson type engine to the

markers on the observation car the train was a mechanical counter-
part of one section of the " Twentieth Century** except that it
carried no dining car in
the middle and no sign on
the rear end.

The passenger list was
unusual. John Smiley,
Assistant General Super-
intendent, sat on the rear
platform and consumed
cigars. The other four
passengers were holding a
pow-wow with Mr. Vani-
man, Road Foreman of
Engines, in the cab of
5222. There was George
Bainbridge, Assistant
Director ; the brothers,
Oscar and Bill Ahbc, than
whom there are no better
motion picture camera-
men in the city of Chicago,
and the director of the
piece.

” How do  you want the
engine run, Mr. Price ? ”
asked Van i man,

” Well,” suggested the
director, ” you might run
her to Englewood Station
as fast as she'll go.” The
engine crew grinned ex-
pectantly.

° The speed limit is
seventy miles an hour,” stated Vaniman.

” All right, go the limit, as soon as you feel like it.”
George Bainbridge squeezed his rotund bulk in behind the fireman

on the left side of the cab. Oscar Ah be crouched between the coal
gates and adjusted the
hand camera for the cab

shielded their faces as best they could, stared ahead through clouded
goggles and made unprintable remarks about red hot cinders.
Breathing was becoming difficult.

As the 5222 rolled to a long reverse curve Bill swung his lens
backward as the director pointed. Behind them stretched the

scimitar of twelve steel
cars and the rushing road-
bed, balanced for artistic
composition by the flying
smoke and the whole
framed in the autumnal
loveliness of the sand
dunes along Lake Michi-
gan.

The whistle was blaring
continuously now for the
Dunes Highway crossings.
Evidently Vaniman and
the engjneman weren't
going to be cheap about
doing the limit. Fifty,
fifty-five, sixty. Wind
shrouded the men on the
tender in a buffeting,
smo the r ing  t umul t .
Dumbly the director
thumped the cameraman
on the back and pointed
to where steel mills loom-
ed ahead. Speech was
impossible, but Bill under-
stood the signals and
cranked his camera.

Then speed mounted
steadily. Sixty, sixty-five,
seventy, seventy-five.
The 5222 was stepping

out. They descended on Gary like a falling planet. The station
platform streaked by in a blurr of whirring lampposts and white,
upturned faces of waiting passengers.

Dull foreground, towering black stacks, framed by streaking
clouds of steam flew to
meet them. ‘‘Here comes

As the train headed for Chicago, cameraman and director leaned back on the
safety ropes and prayed for sunshine.

shots. Bill Ah be and the
director scrambled back
over tlie coal to the flat
deck of the tender. There
stood the camera on its
tripod, lashed down with
steel cables to a com-
plicated rigging of wood,
rubber and springs to
cushion the inevitable
jarring.

There followed the rapid
tolling of the bell. The
world moved slowly back-
ward. On their eerie perch
Bill and the director pull-
ed down their caps, lean-
ed back on the safety
ropes and prayed for
sunshine.

The fake ” Century ”
swung majestically on to
tlie main line and'headed
for Chicago. The speed
increased. The sound of the bell was drowned in the roar of the
exhaust. The crossing at  Poiter swept by in a mad clatter. At
forty miles an hour the director pointed ahead.

" Hit i t  ! ” he bawled, and the cameraman began to grind film.
The speed mounted. Forty, forty-five, fifty—Bill and the director

Buffington,” thought the
director, gulping lungfuls
of coal gas and cinders.
Again he thumped his
companion and pointed.
Indiana Harbour whirled
by, kaleidoscopic with
shifting switch engines
and the abrupt thunder of
the bridge with its whiz-
zing beams and girders.

Heads down against
the wind and smoke, Bill
and the director strove
to keep the camera on its
legs and working. Fine
grit sifted under the
padding of their goggles.
Whiting flew by, a ghostly
Line of white oil tanks.
Then came the flat yards
to the east across which
they could see Lake
Michigan rolling to the

first November gale. State Line and Calumet Generating Stations
moved by majestically, remote on far horizons.

The special bellowed through the Grand Calumet Bridge and tore
pell-mell along the embankment paralleling South Chicago Avenue.
Houses sprang up  as if by magic. Then the speed slackened. Bill

A brief rest for “ 5222 ” and the staff of the “ Motion Picture Limited.1*
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episode of the Commonwealth Edison Company's new film,
“ Your Chicago.” That part of the picture follows the subtitle,
" Through Chicago!and on the Famous Twentieth Century
Limited.” And just before you get to Gary, in the picture, the

director insert-
ed a title that
wasn't called
fo r  i n  t he
original script.
It  reads, " The
first successful
motion pic-
tures to be
made from a
locomot ive
t r ave l l i ng
seventy - five
miles an hour."

Ever since
tha t  f i r s t
showing the
cameramen
and  the
director have
been shaking
hands with
themse lves ,
for the pictures
are sharp,
bright and
steady and
there is enough
foo tage  t o
satisfy the
most ardent
r a i l road
en thus i a s t .

But what is even more dear to the heart of the motion picture
men is that the pictures are not faked or tricked in any respect,
save only that they were not taken from the true "Twentieth
Century." (For this interesting article and photographs we are
indebted to the courtesy of the Editor of the New York Central
Lines Magazine).

and the director were lowering the cameras as the 5222 rolled
past Englewood Station and started down town at a respectable
forty miles an hour.

They ducked the low bridge at Fortieth Street—only 17 ft.
2 in. from top
of rail to bot-
tom of lowest
girders—raised
the camera
aga in  and
repeated the
whole perform-
ance at Roose-
v e 11 Road ,
The camera
was still going
as the big
Hudson slid
under the train
shed at La
Salle Street,

“Everything
all right, Mr.
Price ? " asked
Van ini an when
the director
and  the
cameraman
had finally
tumbled their
equipment and
themse lves
back to earth.
Both admitted
that the engine
had been run
s a t i sfactorily.
Then up came Alan Rogers and John Smiley and made pointed
remarks about black-faced comedians who wore dungarees and
rode on the tops of engines.

But the all-important question was " Did you get the pictures ? "
and both Bill and Oscar stated that they had got them.

A few days later the New York Central men saw the opening

Photograph] [Railway Photographs, Liverpool
The " Twentieth Century Limited hauled by locomotive No. 59G

L.N.E.R, Marshalling Yard
{Continued from page S53)

to wagons on British railways. This
has now been overcome, however, and the
retarders in use at Whitemoor deal with
practically all types, except those in which
the tyres are secured to the wheel centres
by means of bolts. The pressure exerted
by the rails would break the bolts, and
wagons with wheels constructed in this
manner are diverted to a special siding
where fixed retarders check their progress.

In order to  warn shunters of the presence
of a wagon with projecting tyre bolts, a
detector has been installed at the entrance
to the reception sidings. The passage of a
truck of this kind causes a bell to ring and
the wagon responsible for this is then
plainly marked with chalk.

The final result of shunting over the
hump and sorting out by means of the
automatic and manual points operated
from the control tower is that wagons
arriving from the north are distributed
over the 40 sorting sidings. Each of the
new trains thus formed has a special
destination. For instance, that on one
track is ready for despatch to Norwich ;
the train on another is composed of
wagons for Spitalfields ; and so on.

The total number of destinations for
which trains are prepared at Whitemoor
is no less than 350, and the organisation
of such an immense number of services is a
tremendous task. In order to enable the
staff to deal quickly and accurately with
the thousands of wagons that must Ire
sorted and marshalled daily, a pamphlet
of instructions was printed and dis-
tributed to them. This gives the numbers
of the sorting sidings into which wagons

for any given destination are shunted,
and also shows for each siding the range
of stations to which the vehicles in it may
be despatched. The two lists are printed
in alphabetical order of stations, and are
so long that in the pamphlet they occupy
no less than 58 pages. The' careful
arrangements ensure smooth working, and
remarkable records in the speed with
which trains are shunted have been made.

Famous Scientists’
Achievements

Master Minds
of

Modern Science
By  T. C. Bridges and H.  H.
Tiltman, Authors of “Heroes of

Modern Adventure” etc.
With 32 Illustrations. 7/6 net

This book is published with the
authority and consent of many
of the distinguished scientists whose
achievements it relates. Among
the subjects dealt with are :
John L. Baird (Television), the
marvels of Marconi, Sir Charles
Parsons and the Turbine, Sir
Ernest Rutherford and the Atom,
and Sir John Snell and Britain's

National Electricity Scheme.

Obtainable  from a l l  Booksellers

Write for illustrated Christmas Catalogue to :
GEORGE G. HARRAP & CO. LTD.

39, PARKER STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

Mooring Big Ships—{Continued from page 859)

and the task is completed.
Drawing a mooring screw that has served

its allotted span of 15 years in the bed of a
river is an nteresting task. The screw is
buried too deeply in the ground to be
extracted by merely unscrewing it, and it
is heaved out of the river bed by sheer
brute force. The 100-ton jib of the screw
keel is employed for this purpose, a stout
steel purchase wire being hitched to the
ground chain. The direct pull on the
screw usually is sufficient to drag it to
the surface without any particular diffi-
culty. Sometimes a full load is applied
without effect, however, and a process
known as " pinning down the keel ” then
becomes necessary. This means that the
keel is pinned down to the screw at low
water by means of a purchase wiie from
the jib, and allowed to stand-to until the
rising tide lifts her gradually and so drags
the screw from the ground.

If the screw continues to be obstinate
and refuses to budge, it is abandoned and
left to corrode in the mud. In that case
it does not see daylight again until the
bucket dredger comes along and ignomini-
ously scoops it out.
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What Shall I Be ?
XIII.—CIVIL ENGINEERING

THE term civil engineering is applied to an extremely wide
field of activity. Strictly speaking it includes all branches
of engineering that do not come under the heading of

military ; but nowadays we use the term mainly to include such
■operations as the erection of huge buildings, the bridging of rivers,
the cutting of canals, the con-
struction of dams and reservoirs,
and the making of roads and
trailways.

Civil engineering has an amaz-
ingly long history. Indeed it may
be said that civil engineering and
civilisation have grown up together,
for it is the civil engineer who has
been responsible chiefly for the
improvements in the conditions
of life that have made advancing
civilisation possible. In order to
realise this it  is only necessary to
think how different the world
would have been without the roads
and bridges provided by the en-
gineer ; and these are only two of
his great historical activities.

Many of the works carried out
by civil engineers in the dawn of
history exist to this day, and their
enormous proportions, artistic
design and skilful workmanship
compel our admiration, even when
we consider them in relation to the
greatest engineering works of
modern times. We know little of
the methods adopted by the men
who built the Great PyramKf, for
instance ; but even a brief exam-
ination of this stupendous structure
tells us that these men were
worthy of comparison with any
of the great engineers of our time.
Similarly the engineers who,
thousands of years ago, cut the
first canal to connect the Mediter-
ranean with the Red Sea, deserve
to rank with de Lesseps and
Goethals, who carried out the
greatest modern undertakings of
the same kind.

Everywhere in the ancient world
skill in engineering went side by
side with power and wealth, but
it was in Roman times that the
connection between the two was
first fully recognised. The Romans not only conquered country
after country, but held their conquests securely for centuries ;
and they did so largely because their armies were followed by
engineers who built the magnificent cities, roads, reservoirs and
aqueducts of which the ruins may be seen throughout the extent
of the old Roman Empire. Even these ruins are sufficient to
show the excellence and durability of the workmanship of the
Roman engineers, and indeed certain waterworks constructed
by them 2,000 years ago are still in use.

Coming to our own times, it is impossible to overestimate the

part played by civil engineers in the industrial development of
Great Britain. Their work has been one of the great romances
of modern civilisation, and many of their names are familiar
to all readers of the '‘M.M.” There is Myddelton, London's
first great waterworks engineer ; Brindley, who constructed the

Bridgewater Canal and the Grand
Trunk Canal, and in connection
with the former astounded his
generation by carrying the canal
by means of an aqueduct over the
River Irwell ’ and Telford, road-
maker, builder of the first iron
bridge, and of the Menai and

. Conway suspension bridges. Other
names that readily occur are those
of Brunel, railway builder, and in
between times pioneer of steamship
construction ; Smeaton, builder
of the Eddystone Lighthouse ;
Rennie, constructor of bridges,
harbours and canals ; and Metcalf,
the blind roadmaker. These men
were pioneers. With supreme
confidence in their own ability
they dared to attempt things that
had not been tried before, and
their work has made possible the
great achievements of modern
civil engineering.

In considering the prospects of
this important and widespread
branch of engineering it must be
pointed out that i t  differs from
the branches already dealt with
in that it is not usual for a large
permanent staff of employees of
all grades to be attached to any
firm of constructional engineers.
The reason for this is that the
work cannot be localised in the
manner that is possible and cus-
tomary in the manufacture of, for
instance, steam engines, motor
cars or electrical machinery. A
large firm of contractors may at
one time be erecting a huge steel
bridge in a remote part of Africa ;
and this may be followed by the
driving of a tunnel through a range
of mountains in South America,
or the building of a breakwater to
protect a harbour in the Far East.
In connection with such works

it is clearly impossible to carry round a large staff, and the usual
plan is to recruit unskilled and semi-skilled labour on the spot.
The permanent staff usually consists of the engineers in charge,
together with a number of men who. by education, training and
experience, have become capable of assuming responsibility in
directing the efforts of the unskilled workers.

I t  will be obvious that under conditions of this kind definite
schemes of apprenticeship and training are practically impossible.
There are a few cases in which boys are engaged on terms similar
to those that apply to trade apprentices in other branches of

□□□□□□□□□□□nnnnnnnnnnannnnonannnnnannnn

FAMOUS ENGINEERS

Sir Ernest W. Moir, Bart., was President of the Engineering Section
of the British Association at its hundredth annual meeting held
at Bristol from 3rd to 10th September. When still a young man
he was given charge of the erection of the southern cantilevers
of the Forth Bridge. Later he became resident engineer on the
Hudson River Tunnel Works, New York, and while engaged on
this work he invented the medical air lock used for the protection
of men suffering from the effects of working in compressed air.

Since that time Sir Ernest has directed many important
operations, including dock extensions and the boring of railway
tunnels in London, and harbour works in this country and abroad.
During the War he was appointed Comptroller of the Munitions
Inventions Department of the Ministry of Munitions, and later he
became the representative of the Ministry in the United States.

□□□□□□□nnnnnnnnnnnnnnrinnnnnnacrannnnnnan
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eventually be given complete charge of the execution of im-
portant works. In a sense there is no limit of salary, particularly
if an engineer shows such outstanding ability that he becomes-
one of the principals of the firm with which he is engaged.

An engineer who has gained practical experience in different
parts of the world may become a consulting engineer. This is
a particularly remunerative occupation for the man who has
acquired a detailed expert knowledge of one or more special
aspects of his profession, for those engaged in undertakings of
the type that he has specially studied are glad to avail themselves
of his advice and general assistance.

Many civil engineers enter the profession in direct association
with special branches, of which municipal engineering, water-
works, railway, dock and harbour engineering are examples. In
such cases the custom of serving articles with an engineer already
well established is largely followed. For instance, a young man

who is specially in-
terested in waterworks
engineering may serve
for a limited period as
a pupil under the en-
gineer-in-charge of the
water supply of a large
town or district. This
does not replace or-
dinary training as a
civil engineer, of course,
but is an excellent
means of obtaining the
necessary practical
experience. I t  has the
added advantage that
the pupil is constantly
in direct contact with
a fully qualified en-
gineer of high standing,
from whom he may
receive valuable advice
and guidance.

The terms on which
a civil engineer takes
a pupil are a matter for
arrangement. In most
cases a premium is
required, and the
amount asked depends
partly on the position
occupied by the en-
gineer with whom the
articles arc served, and

partly also on the prospects of the branch or profession concerned.
There is a great variety of posts open to the young engineer

who follows this course. Thus he may enter the engineering
department of a large borough, where he will be chiefly concerned
with the planning of roads and the supervision of their construction
and repair. In some boroughs the work of the Municipal Engineer
includes also the care of the water supply, and sometimes of the
sewerage, gas and tramway undertakings ; but in the larger
cities, where the best experience is to be gained, these usually
are separate departments, each under a responsible head specially
qualified to be in charge. In addition there are many posts in
connection with docks and harbours in all parts of the world,
while the construction and maintenance of the permanent way
of railways is another outlet for the special knowledge of the
civil engineer. The Admiralty and the Ministries of Transport
and Health offer many important posts in this country, and
India and the great Dominions offer .prospects for those who are
willing to travel overseas. These posts are usually filled directly
by the Departments concerned, but in certain instances the
recommendations of eminent consulting engineers are accepted.
The work in most cases is attractive and the pay is quite good,
commencing at about £450 a year and rising to £1,000 a year,
and in many cases even more.

Civil engineers who are of an adventurous character will find good
opportunities in the British Dominions, in many of which there is
still a call for pioneer civil engineering. There are many good
openings of this kind, and those who wish to take advantage of
them will find it advisable to receive part of their training at
Universities in the Dominions chosen.

As in the case of other branches of engineering, a society exists
to look after the interests of civil engineers, and to give them
opportunities for discussing problems that arise in connection
with their profession. This is the Institution of Civil Engineers,
the headquarters of which are in Great George Street, London,
S.W. Full details of the various grades of membership may be
obtained from the Secretary.

engineering. In addition, certain firms that have no regular
apprenticeship schemes take on boys as rivet heaters or hammer
boys and allow them to work their way upward until they become
fitters and erectors. In such cases the sons and relatives of men
already in the employ of these firms are usually given preference.
Those who find employment in engineering work in this manner
can scarcely be described as civil engineers, however. That term
is properly applied to the men who plan the work, and to those
who carry out these plans.

Generally speaking, it may be said that there are two chief
classes of civil engineers. On the one hand there are the designer
of structures of all kinds, and the consulting engineer who places
his specialised knowledge and experience at the disposal of those
responsible for outstanding engineering works. On the other
hand there is the practical engineer, who must be capable of
understanding the ideas and intentions of the men who have
planned’ the work that
he superintends,

The distinction be-
tween the two classes
of engineers is one for
practical convenience
only. In regard to
training and qualifi-
cations there is no dif-
ference between them
and, in fact, the ranks
of consulting engineers
are largely recruited
from those who have
been engaged in super-
intendingconstruc tional
work, for that is by
far the best means of
gaining practical ex-
perience.

The responsibilities
of a civil engineer are
very great, and in order
to qualify for posts of
the highest class it  is
essential to take a degree
course at a University.
Practically all British
Universities have an
engineering department,
in which special courses
in civil engineering are
usually arranged. On
the average these oc-
cupy three years, but it is advisable to give four years where
possible, and to take an honours degree in civil engineering.
The courses include the necessary training in mathematics and
scientific subjects to enable the future engineer to understand
the materials with which he will work, and to make the intricate
calculations of strains, stresses and pressures that play sb great
a part in the design of large engineering structures. In the
earlier years of his course a good foundation of general engineering
knowledge is laid, and this is followed by a study of the special
aspects in which he is generally interested. Needless to say,
the training of a civil engineer does not come to an end when
a degree has been obtained, and opportunities for more advanced
study are afforded by most Universities, in which post-graduate
courses in municipal engineering, engineering geology and similar
subjects are arranged.

After completing a University course in civil engineering the
chief need is experience, for unless supplemented by extensive
practical knowledge, no engineering degree is sufficient to qualify
for a responsible position. Experience may be gained in a variety
of ways, and the choice of the course to follow depends very
largely upon the particular branch of his profession favoured
by the young engineer.

If general engineering work is to be followed, the best plan
is to seek a position on the staff of a large firm engaged in carrying
out engineering contracts either at home or abroad. Such a
position may be only temporary, and on the completion of any
particular piece of work it may become necessary to seek a new
post. But occasional!}’ vacancies arise on the permanent staffs.
These may be filled by the appointment of men who, while en-
gaged in a temporary capacity, have proved themselves to be
capable engineers, and in any case further positions probably
will be offered to those who have shown themselves worthy of
encouragement.

The prospects open to a young engineer who has made good
in practical work of this kind are excellent. With increasing
experience he may rise to responsible and well-paid posts, and

A scene during the cutting of the Panama Canal, one of the world’s greatest engineering
projects, showing the Gatun Locks in course of construction.
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These pages are reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding

500 words in length are invtled on any subject of general interest. These should be
written neatly on one side of the paper only, and they may be accompanied by photographs

My Holiday in  Algeria
On one of the most interesting holidays I ever spent I

visited Bona, a small town in Algeria that has an increas-
ing export trade in phosphates and iron ore. I t  was
only 4 o'clock in the morning when the boat on which I
travelled made its way into the harbour, but to my
surprise the inhabitants were out and about and the
quayside workers were busily engaged. The harbour
is rather pretty. I t  consists of three sections. In two
of these cargo boats are
loaded and discharged, and
in the innermost of the three
I noticed a large number of
small boats and yachts that
at week-ends and on holidays
are used for pleasure sailing.

Part of the interest of Bona
is due to its antiquity. Near
it the ruins of Hippone, a
Roman city, may still be seen
and the waterworks con-
structed by the Romans are
still in use. The reservoirs in
which the water is stored are
underground and in them the
liquid is kept very cool and
fresh.

I joined in an interesting
run to the mountains south
town. Soon after leaving Bona we
began to climb to greater altitudes,
and presently reached a hot lake,
on the shores of which were the re-
mains of old buildings that  may have
been baths or temples. Shortly
afterward we passed through a walled
town called Guelma, which was built
by the French many years ago as
protection from the Bedouins. Later
we encountered a hot sulphur spring.
The ground near it was quite warm
and the liquid poured out in a regular
cascade.

On making my may into the town
one evening during my stay I was surprised t o  see that
the trees on the boulevards were festooned with gaily
coloured lights. The band and orchestra were playing ;
the cafes, which during the day were sparsely attended,
were now crowded with customers ; and the booths in the
native bazaar or market were lit by glaring flares and
surrounded by  women buying sweets, apples, peaches and
other fruits. I t  was a fete day, and the purchases were
being made in preparation for the festive suppers that
were to  follow. Everybody was happy and I watched the
scene with pleasure almost equal to that of the people
themselves. J .  L. NoRWELL (Whitecraigs.)

or sketches for use as illustrations. Articles that are published will be paid for at our
usual rates. Statements contained in articles submitted for these pages are accepted
as being sent in good faith, but the Editor lakes no responsibility for their accuracy.

Diamond Seeking in the Vaal River
While stationed at Douglas, a small town or “ dorp ”

on the south bank of the Vaal River, I had many oppor-
tunities of watching the alluvial diamond diggers at
work. The diggings are in the bed of the river and
work can only be carried on during the winter months
and early summer. As soon as the level of water in the
river has fallen sufficiently, the diamond seekers set
native labourers to work digging for the gravel that

contains the precious stones.
When a layer is struck, the
gravel is lifted out in buckets
and dumped on a coarse
sieve. The diggers call this
a " baby ” because it is
rocked to  and fro, the purpose
of the movement being to
separate the coarse gravel
from the fine.

Only the fine gravel is
retained. This is placed in a
sieve of narrow mesh, which
is then transferred to a barrel
of water and the gravel in it
whirled rapidly round. If
there is a diamond in the
mass it gravitates to the

centre, its density being much higher
than that of gravel. The sieve is
then taken to the sorting table,
where it  is sharply turned upside
down in order that  its contents may
be transferred without being mixed
up again. All eyes are immediately
fixed on the centre of the wash.
Often nothing is to be seen but
gravel, but if the digger is fortunate
he may see a diamond lying among
the loose silt. He cannot over-
look it, for it is wet and glitters
brilliantly, making a spectacle that
once seen is never forgotten.

A diamond unearthed in this
manner is carefully treasured by its

finder until a diamond buyer visits the town. The
fortunate owner then reaps the reward of his luck
and patience. Instead of diamonds, garnets and
rubies are more often found in the wash, however.
But the digger never loses hope and continues to wash
the gravel time after time in the expectation of at
length finding a diamond that will make his fortune.
In spite of the fact that finds of this kind are rare, the
occupation is fascinating. In  South Africa it has become
proverbial that “ once a Digger, always a Digger,” and
rumours of discoveries attract man y new-comers.

J .  A. N. BEYERS (Pietermaritzburg).

motor
of the

Two views of a hot lake in the hills near Guelma, Algeria,
Ruins of ancient buildings erected on its shores may

■ “ upper illustration.be seen in the
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The Ruins of Delos A Saw-Mill in British Columbia
Recently I visited one of the largest and most modern

sawmills on the Pacific Coast. This is situated at Port
Hammond on the banks of the Fraser River in British
Columbia. I began my tour at  the riverside, for the
logs arrive by water. As they float in the pool they
are seized by hooks and dragged on to an incline, up
which they are pulled by means of a winch. When
they reach the top the hooks are automatically released
and the logs roll over on to a conveyor that carries
them into the mill itself.

From the conveyor each log is quickly taken to the
“ log carriage/' This is a long plat-
form on rails that is pulled to and
fro by means of a cable. On it
the log is carried against a large
bandsaw that trims off the bark,
and it is then automatically set
forward to the saw, where the sides
are squared. This operation fascin-
ated me, for as soon as one side
has been treated a mechanical arm
called the " nigger " shoots up from
the floor and with almost uncanny
accuracy tosses the log over in
order to bring the next to the
saw. The logs are sawn into planks
of any required thickness, and finally
eight saws mounted in a gang on
a frame that moves up  and down at
great speed reduce these to  scantlings.

The logs themselves and the planks
and scantlings into which they are cut

(Left) The amazing expanse of ruins
of ancient Greek buildings on the
island of Delos. (Centre) A wonder-
fully-preserved mosaic on the floor
of a Delian temple. (Bottom)
Statues of lions on Delos. These
were carved more than 2,000 years
ago, and their surfaces have been

worn remarkably smooth.

In classical times many wonderful
temples were built on Delos, most
of them of marble imported for the
purpose, and at one period in its
history the island was remarkable for
its flourishing commerce. I t  was
laid waste in one of the numerous
wars between the Romans and the
Greek kings of the East, and in spite of
many attempts to  revive it the island
never regained its former prosperity.

To-day Delos is almost deserted,
the only inhabitants in addition to
the keepers of the ruins and of the
museum being a few fishermen. I t  attracts many
visitors, however, all of whom are interested in the
wonderfully- preserved ruins of the ancient buildings.
A number of these are on the slopes of Mt. Cynthus,
a steep and rugged peak 350 it.  in height, and an Ionic
temple is actually on the summit of the hill. Other
reminders of the wonderful skill of Greek architects of
classical times include the ruins of a colossal statue
of Apollo, a portico erected by Philip of Macedon and
the so-called " treasury of Delos." An interesting
relic of the days when Delos was of great religious
importance is a circular tank or lake that supplied
water for the rites performed in the temples. Perhaps
the most imposing ruins on the island are the remains
of a magnificent Temple of Apollo, among the chief
attractions of which arc beautifully coloured mosaic
floorings. These have been covered by  glass in order
to preserve them from injury. But the glass is removed
when visitors wish to examine the mosaics and the
guides then brighten up the colours by  wetting them
with a sponge.

I t  is interesting to note that in ancient times a
festival celebrated on the island every five years in-
cluded games and competitions. Although these were
not as famous as the celebrated Olympic Games they
attracted multitudes of visitors.

B. G. PAPACONSTANTINO (Athens).

Delos is a rocky island washed by  the bright blue
waters of the Egean Sea. I t  is one of a group known
as the Cyclades, and was regarded as a sacred island for
centuries after the mythical times when it  was believed
to  have floated about the ocean. According to early
Greek legend, it was driven by the waves into the
centre of the Cyclades and there brought to anchor
in its present position by  Jove himself.

up are moved about the mill by  means of conveyors, the
timber not being touched by hand from its entry into the
mill until the time when it  reaches the storage piles. Even
examination is not left to  human agency, for a special
machine unerringly picks out scantlings of wrong size
and diverts them to  a conveyer that returns them
to be re-sawn. Those that are correct in size continue
along the conveyer to  the storage pile, where they are
put in position by means of a large gantry crane.

The immense forests of British Columbia now yield
enormous supplies of timber yearly. When the trees
growing on the mountain slopes have been felled, the
logs are trimmed in readiness for their journey by  water
to  the sawmill. In many instances they are sent down
flumes or channels into which water has been diverted
from a convenient stream. As this rushes down with
great speed it carries the logs with it.

J .  CLAKKE (Vancouver),
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Aviation in Canada
A remarkable demonstration of the

safety of flying is provided by the fact
that in the course of three years the
organised Canadian air mail services
have not lost a pound of freight, nor
has a single life been lost in
maintaining them. The record
is particularly noteworthy, for
rhe distances covered by the
air lines are very considerable
and in many cases penetrate into
the regions where the ground
organisation necessarily is of a
very primitive kind.

The recently published Report
on the Progress of Civil Aviation
in Canada during 1929 shows
that flying in that country is
making great progress. Accord-
ing to the Report aerial work in
connection with the conservation
of forests was continued on a
larger scale than ever before,
and the lines to the far North
have established themselves as
an essential part of the Dominion's
general transport systems. In
addition air mail services now
span half the Continent, and
night flying across the prairie
regions is undertaken regularly.
Municipal authorities have re-
cognised the value of aircraft in
improving communication be-
tween different sections of the'  country,
and are contributing considerable sums for
’the building of aerodromes, the laying out
of landing grounds and the establishment
of efficient ground equipment for both
night and day flying.

Advertising by Airship
Novel use recently was made of. a small

blimp airship owned b'y * the Airship
Development Co. Ltd., of Cramlington.
Large banners were fixed on each side of
the envelope. On these was an an mTmce-
ment in bold lettering to the effect that
space on the vessel was " to for
advertising purposes. The airshittL was
then flown over London. The origirKfifry
of the scheme announced in this striking
manner appealed to many firms, andlUis
believed that several " space bookings ”
have been made.

From the advertiser's point of view the
medium has much to commend it, for a
notice displayed on an airship is brought to
the attention of practically every in-
habitant of the district over which it is
flown, and, unlike sky-writing, an ad-
vertisement thus displayed is not blown
away by the wind.

While some may object to the appearance
of adxertisements in the sky, it is scarcely

World's Largest Non-Rigid Airship
On page 781 of last month's issue of

the "ALAI.” appeared an article on
lf blimps,” or non-rigid airships, of the
Goodyear fleet. The largest of these
vessels is the “ Defender” the envelope

of which has a capacity of
178,000 c. ft. The Goodyear-
Zeppelin Corporation have now
commenced construction of the
envelope and control surfaces
of another “ blimp ” for the
United States Navy. The en-
velope of this vessel will have a
capacity of 320,800 c. ft. Thus
it will be nearly twice as much
as the ” Defender," and when
completed will be the largest
non-rigid airship in the world.

The new vessel will be 220 ft.
in length and 54 ft. in diameter,
and the car will be large enough
to accommodate a crew of six
men. It will be fitted with two
200 h.p. engines that will give
it a maximum speed of nearly
58 m.p.h.

The engines will be interesting
features of the airship, for they
are to run on gas instead of
petrol as the vessel is fo be
employed in experimental work
on the use of gaseous fuel.
This scheme has already been
adopted in the case of the

German airship ” Graf Zeppelin." The
advantage is that the gas used has approxi-
mately the same density as air, and the
change in buoyancy following its com-
bustion therefore may be compensated
by allowing air to replace it. ,

In the American airship the gas will
be carried in a bag placed within the
envelope itself. The engines will also run
on petrol, and a supply of this will be
carried in tanks situated outside the car
for use when the supply of gas is exhausted.

London-Le Touquet Service Resumed
I t  has now been found possible to

resume the popular London-Le Touquet
services, which, as mentioned in our April
issue, were suspended on account of the
bad state of the aerodrome at Berck.
On the outward route there are now two
services every Friday and Saturday, and
one on Sunday. The return services from
Le Touquet are on Sunday, when one
journey is made, and on Monday and
Tuesday, two flights being made on each
of these days. The outward journey from
London to Le Touquet is scheduled to take
on the average about 2 hr. '35 min., and
the return journey in 2 hr. 30 min. As on the

! London- Paris sendees of Imperial Ainvays
I Ltd. multi-engined air-liners are employed.

A novel type of  non-rigid airship constructed in  the United States. I t  hag a capacity of
22,000 cu. f t .  and when i n  the air is steered by means o f  the small auxiliary lobe in

the rear Dur ing test flights a speed of  20 m.p.h. was attained.

probable that as much antagonism will be
aroused as probably would follow the use
of huge loud speakers carried in aircraft.
A proposal to make use of these for
advertising purposes was made in
Australia a little more than a year ago,
and was referred to in the " Air News ”

pages of the " M.M.” for August, 1929.
Since the invention of this unwelcome
method pf advertising little use h s been
made of it, however, and it is to be
hoped that in this country, at least, it
will never be employed as a regular
advertising medium.

Across America in 12 Ho :rs
A new record for the flight across the

United States from the Pacific to the
Atlantic coast has been set up by Mr. F.
Hawks, an American pilot. The flight
was made from Los Angeles to Long
Island and stops were made at  Albuquerque,
Wichita, and Indianapolis en route. The
approximate distance flown was 2,500 miles,
and this was covered in 11 hr. 40 min.
flying time, giving an average speed of
214 m.p.h. The machine in which the
flight was made was a Travel-Air mono-
plane. The previous record for the flight
was held by Colonel Lindbergh with a
flying time of 14 hr. 10 min.

It is interesting to note that Mr. Hawks
also holds the record for the transcontinental
flight in the opposite direction, having flown,
also in a Travel- Air monoplane, from
New York to San Francisco in 13 hr. 38 min.
This gives an average speed of over
200 m.p.h. for the journey4
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Interesting American Helicopter axis. The reason for this is that the New Light Aeroplane Records
slipstream from the rotating blade is
forced downwards. Consequently it would
have no effect upon a rudder hinged in
the ordinary manner. ' We hope to

Helicopters, or aircraft fitted with
horizontal screws, have always exerted a
great fascination on inventors, and from
time to time reports of successful aircraft
of this kind have been circulated. An
ideal helicopter should be capable of
ascending and descending vertically but
although startling claims have been
made for various machines none has
yet been produced that fulfils this
condition. The nearest approach to
the ideal that has so far appeared is
the Cierva " Autogiro." This machine
is very efficient and gives onlookers the
impression that it crawls through the air.
Its landing speed is so low that when
the wind is favourable the machine is
capable of alighting on a predetermined
spot without running along the ground.

A rival to the "Autogiro" has now
been produced in America. The inventor
of the new machine is Mr. M. B. Bleecker,
a young engineer. His machine is being
developed by the Curtiss Aeroplane &
Motor Corporation, and it is claimed that
trials have shown it to be quite satis-
factory in action.

The fuselage of the Curtiss-Bleecker
helicopter is similar in design to that
of an ordinary aeroplane, but it has no
engine and airscrew in front, thus allow-
ing more efficient streamlining. Above
its centre are the four horizontal blades
of the airscrew. These are driven by
an engine placed in a nacelle situated
midway between the two cockpits pro-
vided. The rotation of these blades
provides the lift and horizontal motion
of the aeroplane. They are of aerofoil
section, and are much wider than those
of the " Autogiro." They differ from
those of the older machine also in the
manner in which , they are caused to
rotate. On the " Autogiro " it is the
passage of the machine through the
air that causes the movement of the
blades, but on the Curtiss-Bleecker machine
they are driven by means of four- bladed
airscrews, one of which is fitted to
each vane. A complicated system
of shafts and universal joints transmit
the drives through reduction gearing
from the Pratt & Whitney " Wasp "
engine employed.

A curious feature of the machine
is that the nacelle in which the engine
is mounted is free to rotate. If this
were not the case the whole machine
would revolve in the opposite direction
to that of the blades.

When the vanes are moving into the
wind their speed relative to the airstream
is greater than when they are moving
against it. The result of this would be
to cause the machine to bank over when
in flight, and a novel scheme has been
evolved in order to prevent this. A
little behind each vane a small blade,
12J sq. ft. in area is mounted on struts.
These blades are of aerofoil section and
are termed " stabovaters." When turn-
ing into the wind each stabovater tends
to rise and this raises the trailing edge
of the vane on which it is mounted, the
vanes being left free to turn in this manner.
This causes the blade to lose a certain
amount of its lift and so to drop the
machine on that side in order to maintain
a level position. When the vane turns
with the wind the stabovater falls back
to its normal position.

Another interesting feature of the
machine is that the rudder is hinged
longitudinally instead of about a vertical

A world's single-seater light aeroplane
endurance record has been set up by
Mlle. Maryse Basti6, a French airwoman,
who made a flight that lasted for 37 hr.
55 min. The record was set up on a
Klemm monoplane equipped with- a
40-50 h.p. Salmson engine, and exceeded

the previous record, which was held
by Mlle. Lena Bernstein, by approxi-
mately 1 hr. 40 min.

A world’s single-seater light aero-
plane record for distance flown in a
closed circuit also has been created
by M. Laulhe, a French airman, who

used an Albert monoplane fitted with
a 40 h.p. Salmson engine. This pilot
flew a distance of about EG90 miles in
26 hours, thus easily beating the previous
record of about 1,550* miles' held by the
Czechoslovakian pilot, Commandant
Vicherik, who made his flight in an Avia I I
monoplane, equipped with a 60 h.p. Walter
engine.

On the arrival of " R100 " at Montreal
on the conclusion of her flight across the
Atlantic Ocean she was moored at the
great mast at St. Hubert Airport. This
is one of the largest landing fields in
Canada. It has an area of 615 acres, and
is located on the south . side of the St.
Lawrence River, only seven miles from
Montreal.

The St. Hubert airship mooring tower is
an octagonal structure 171 ft. in height,
surmounted by a steel plate turret 25 ft.
in diameter; From the top of this turret
projects a telescopic mooring arm to
which the nose of the airship is attached,
and which can be extended 7|  ft. The
total height of the tower, measured to the
top of the mooring arm, is 205 ft.. The
powerful electric winches that were used
to bring " R100 " safely to her mporings
are operated by means of remote control
from the tower head.

The tower is well equipped to meet
the needs of airships moored to it

I t  contains a series of, pumps
capable of raising 2,000 gallons
of fuel per hour to a height of
400 ft., and there are also two

pumps for delivering water ballast
to an airship at  the rate of 5,00.0 gallons
per hour against a head of 250 ft.
A 12- in ch gas main up the tower- also

is provided, in order that the gas com-
partments of airships moored there may
be re-filled with the minimum of trouble.
Within the tower there is also an ele-
vator tha£_ has a capacity of 3,000 lb.
and travels at a speed, of 150 ft. per min.
This is used for lifting passengers, mails,
provisions and other cargo to the level
from which entrance is gained to the ship
along the small gangway lowered from its
nose. Searchlights are provided on a
special platform 143 ft. 6 in. above the
ground, and they are used to light up
the anchorages at night.

It  is of interest to note that the mooring
head, which contains 87 tons of steel and
equipment, was manufactured in England,
but was erected by Canadian Vickers Ltd.,
of Montreal, who also . manufactured and
erected the tower on which it is mounted.
The amount of structural steel used in the
construction of the tower was nearly 290
tons. The Airport also is fully equipped
with underground storage tanks for fuel
and water, and has a hydrogen generating
plant and gas holder in addition to a great
variety of machinery and other equipment.

[/to/fc-Koyctf Lid.Courtesy]
The Rolls-Royce ” Condor III ” aero engine seen from
the airscrew end. This engine is of the type that was
used in the Fairey ” Atalanta ” flying boats, which are

no longer in service.
publish photographs and further details
of this interesting machine in an early
issue of the " Meccano Magazine.”

Life-Saving Vest for Airmen
All members of the flying branch of the.

Ontario Forestry Department are now
required to wear a special life-saving vest.

Canada’s Airship Mooring Tower

C<wr/«y] [D. Rapier & Son Ltd.
A three-quarter front view of a 450 h.p. Napier ” Lion ”
engine. The ° Lion,” both in this and in improved and
more powerful designs, is extensively used in the R.A.F.

This is made of rubber and at the lower
right-hand edge a small clip is fitted to it.
If the wearer has to make a forced landing
on water, he unfastens the clip, which then
allows compressed air to pass from a small
cartridge into the vest, which is thus
inflated with sufficient air to keep a load
of 300 lb. afloat indefinitely.

New British Anti-Aircraft Gun
A new type of anti-aircraft gun recently

produced in England has been subjected
to numerous trials by the Admiralty.
Details of the gun naturally are not
available for publication, but it is reported
to be of unusual size, and to have more
than one barrel.
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Safest Place in a Thunderstorm
The safest place during a thunderstorm is the interior of a

steel building. There the discharge is safely carried away to
earth through the steel framework, and points in the interior
remain unharmed. In the most modern steel buildings erected
in America lightning cannot even injure the roof, for a considerable
quantity of metal is used in its construction and this is purposely
brought into good contact with the steel framework, down which
the lightning may pass harmlessly to earth.

In houses to which lightning conductors are fitted the safest
place is as far away from the conductor as possible. To-day
very few houses are deliberately fitted with lightning conductors,
except in the country, but
nevertheless .every house pos-
sesses one that is not usually
visible. This is the plumbing
system, for in practically every
case an air vent or overflow pipe
runs up to the roof or very near
it. Another good rule for safety
in an ordinary house, therefore,
is to keep clear of water pipes,
an especially dangerous place
to avoid being the space be-
tween two of them, or between
pipes and the radiators of a
central heating system.

Any precautions that are
taken are almost superfluous,
however, for the chance of being
struck by lightning when at
home is only one in many
millions. It has been calculated
that on the average, a city
house in the United States
would be struck only once in
every thousand years, and
such a building appears to be in
greater danger of falling to
pieces than of being destroyed
or even damaged by lightning !

Even a house in the most
dangerous position—on a hill-
top unsurrounded by trees—-
is only liable to be struck
once in every 100 years, and
the chance of the inhabitants
of such a house being injured is only one in several millions.

Remarkable Ocean Drifts of Bottles
Two instances of long drifts made by bottles thrown into

the ocean recently have been reported. One of these was thrown
overboard by an officer of a Norwegian steamer and drifted
6,000 miles before being picked up among the Marshall Islands
in the Pacific Ocean. In the second case the length of drift
was 7,000 miles greater.

The longest drift that- is recorded in the Hydrographical Offices
at Washington was made between May, 1909 and May, 1912.
In the three years the bottle travelled eastward from the south
Indian Ocean to the tip of Cape Horn, covering a distance of
about 11,820 miles. Even longer voyages of this kind have
b€fcri made, however,- and one bottle is said to have travelled
almost round the world in the southern hemisphere. In this
case the distance covered was 15,000 miles, and the drift occupied
32 years 1

By Rocket to the Moon
Experiments with rockets are still being pursued in the hope

that some day the Moon may be reached by that means. In
France a well-known inventor has stated that if the necessary
financial backing could be obtained, a journey to the Moon and
back will be feasible within the next ten years. He bases his
belief on the discovery by Professor Oberth, of Germany, of means
of giving a rocket an initial speed of 4,000 yards per second. This
is well on the way to the speed of 11,000 metres, or a little more
than 10,000 yards, per second, required from a rocket that is
to overcome the attraction of the earth.

Even if a rocket that could escape from the earth were con-
structed several other diffi-
culties would remain to be
overcome. One of these would
be how to protect travellers
from the shock of being sud-
denly shot off at this tre-
mendous speed. A greater
difficulty is to ensure the
return from the Moon ! Even
if such a rocket did not hit
the surface of our satellite
with sufficient violence to be
smashed to pieces, i t  is by no
means easy to see how the
necessary machinery for start-
ing it on its return journey could
be constructed there.

Considerations of this kind
are not preventing experiments
from being made, and Professor
Oberth hopes shortly to fire
a rocket of the type that will
l>e used for Moon journeys.
In tliis instance the rocket
will only reach an altitude of
30 miles above the earth's
surface, but the professor ex-
pects that the trial will give
information that will enable
him to make a second missile
capable of travelling the 240,000
miles that separate the Moon
from the earth.

Professor Oberth’s rocket is
made of steel. I t  is aboutseven feet in length and 12 in. in circumference. A special gas

mixture will be exploded in order to give the necessary power.
An interesting feature of the scheme is that the rocket is pro-
vided with a parachute that will open automatically when the
greatest height has been readied. The return of' the rocket
therefore will be gradual and its descent upon the earth will
do no damage. The inventor is thoughtfully attaching a red light
to the parachute, partly in order that its course may be followed by
observers and partly also to  enable people on earth to get out of its
way when it threatens to descend upon them ! Naturally the
results of Professor Oberth 's experiment will be awaited with great
interest and if his rocket reaches the height aimed at there will be
much speculation on the possibility of reaching the Moon.

In the meantime preparations also are being made for journeys
across the Channel by rocket and, as already mentioned in the
"MJIL," it is seriously proposed to transmit mails by a rocket
air service capable of spanning the Atlantic in 30 minutes. This
may not yet be feasible, but the proposal suggests that practical
schemes may follow from • experiments with rockets.

(Obrr a lljnnbrrii !
" In  the town of Birmingham there are seventy-three

founderies, and but twenty milliners and dressmakers,
and there are in the town, which contains nearly 100,000
inhabitants, only five music dealers, while there are
seven coffin furniture makers, and three manufacturers
Of felons’ irons/*---*’ HAMPSHIRE ADVERTISER,”

29th March, 1827.

” We have been well supplied with all kinds of meat
to-day, which was in good demand : for the best beef
and mutton our last quotations were fully supported,
whilst old ewes and inferior beasts met dull sale at a
reduced price. Beef 5d. to 6d., mutton 5d. to 6d., and
lamb 5 |d .  to Gd. per pound.” —" LIVERPOOL MERCURY,”

28th September, 1827.

” The estimates of the Liverpool and Manebester rail
road are taken at 12,000 per mile ! The road is to be
66 feet wide. This estimate includes the cost of engines,
wagons, and warehouses.”—” HANTS ADVERTISER,”

9th May, 1825.

” A boat, on the principle of steam-vessels, plies between
Lewes and Newhaven regularly, being propelled by
paddles, with the assistance of two dogs in a tread-wheel,
and a man at a winch.”—" BRIGHTON GAZETTE,”

l l t h  July,  1828.
-<W ZW 'W'WW 'W 'W <W*W*VWV A/VA/VA/VA/VAAzA/VA/VAAz'VV'VV n
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How the Grid-Glow Tube Works
A neon tube that may be made to glow by approaching it or

even merely waving a hand over it has been developed in America
in the Westinghouse Research Laboratories. In size and appear-
ance this resembles an ordinary wireless valve, but instead of
having a vacuum in its interior it contains a small proportion
of the rare gas neon. I t  is equipped with an anode, a grid and a
cathode, the latter replacing the filament installed in a wireless valve.

The anode and the cathode are connected to the positive and
negative ter-
minals of a bat-
tery, or other
source of cur-
rent, and thus
a certain volt-
age is maintain-
ed  be tween
them. The grid
is connected to
a silvered globe
placed near the
valve, or to a
disc of tinfoil
placed at any
convenient spot.
When the hand
is waved over
the globe, or the
disc is touched,
current Hows
across the valve
and this is made
evident by the bright orange glow characteristic of neon lamps.

The explanation of the working of the " Grid-glow ” tube,
as it is called, is quite simple. The high positive charge of the
anode causes the negative electrons within the tube to be attracted
toward it. On the way they must pass the grid. Many of them
fail to get through the meshes and thus give the grid a strong
negative charge. The result is that the flow of electrons
to the anode is checked, for being
themselves negative in charge they
are repelled by the grid.

The only way in which a current
may be made to flow across the
glow tube is by removing the
negative charge on the grid.
This happens when the tinfoil
disc is touched or the hand is
placed near the metallic coating
of the silvered globe.

By arranging that the current
giving the glow in the neon tube
also should pass through a relay
that operates the necessary switches,
the tube may be made to ring
alarm bells, start motors and
control mechanism of almost any
kind. One interesting use is that
of lighting up shop windows at
night. On the plate glass fronts
of many establishments is a small
silver disc, alongside which is
mounted a notice asking passers-
by to touch it. Immediately this
is done the lights in the window
are turned on. In this manner
shop-keepers give those interested
the opportunity of seeing the
goods on show without incurring
the expense of keeping their win-
dows continuously illuminated.
When the fingers of the passer-by
are removed from the disc, the grid
again acquires a negative charge.

Electricity
on  Canadian Fann

A model electric farm in Ontario has a huge electric hen or
incubator that will hatch 20,000 chicks a t  a time. The current
required to operate this comes from the hydro-electric plant at
Niagara Falls. Many uses for electricity are demonstrated on this
wonderful farm, for there it not only hatches the chickens, but also
milks the cows and operates vacuum sweepers, electrical washers,
fans and an automatic heating furnace.

Photographing a Mountain 270  Miles Away
A new record for long distance photography on earth recently

was established by Capt. A. W. Stevens of the U.S. Army Corps.
Flying over Crater Lake, Oregon, at  an altitude of 20,000 ft., Captain
Stevens obtained a photograph of Mt. Rainier, a peak 14,363 ft.
in height, about 270 miles away. Previous attempts by the same
airman had given photographs of the same mountain from a
distance of 227 miles.

Captain Stevens could not sec Mt. Rainier on the first occasion
when he photo-
graphed it, and
probably it was
invisible when
he made the
second exposure,
for even on clear
days  t he re
usually is suffi-
cient haze in
the atmosphere
to limit vision
to much less
than 270 miles.
He made use of
film sensitive to
invisible infra-
red rays of
light for, as ex-
plained on page
126 of the
“M.M” for
February, 1929,

these are able to penetrate through fog and smoke. When at a
sufficient height he simply pointed his 'camera in the direction
of Mt. Rainier, made the exposure, and then waited for develop-
ment in order to learn if the trial had been successful. On the
prints the mountain clearly could be distinguished.

Some time ago Captain Stevens used the same camera to take
a photograph from an altitude of nearly 38,000 ft., a height greater

than any at which a camera pre-
viously had been used. Further
experiments are being made in
the endeavour to produce a camera
with an even greater range.

Defeating the Moth
In order to prevent damage

to clothing by the larvae of moths,
the only certain plan is to in-
corporate something in the material
that is injurious to them. I t
is the larvae themselves, and
not the moths, that cause damage.
When very tiny they eat into
the fibres, and it  is very difficult
to detect their ravages before
immense harm is done, for they
work in the dark and inhabit
only the corners of pockets, cuffs
and other folds.

A new treatment that promises
to be far more satisfactory than
the use in the ordinary manner of
camphor or naphthalene follows
this plan, chemicals being in-
corporated in the actual fibre.
The material may be sprayed with a
solution of these or immersed in it.

The chemicals used as moth-
proofing agents do not repel the
larvae, but they are uneatable
and the larvse that try to feed
on them starve to death. Organic
compounds containing fluorine have
been found to be most successful
in preventing the ravages of
the insects, and a number of them

have been used commercially. Work is still being undertaken
in order to discover other chemicals that have a similar effect.
Several other fluorine compounds are undergoing tests. These
promise to be even more effective than those already tried,
and it is claimed that in future no difficulty will be experienced
in making woollen fabrics absolutely mothproof before they
leave the factory.

Under the snadow of tne Pyramids irrigation is carried on as cr idely as it was taousands of years ago. Camels or bullocks turn
large wooden wheels that raise water in earthenware pots.’

Mechanism ot the old clock presented to Glastonbury Abbey early in the 14th
century. This was the first recorded example of a clock that struck the hours
automatically and is now preserved in Wells Cathedral. This illustration is
reproduced from the Editor's book," The Triumph of Man in Science and Inven-

tion,” by permission of the publishers, T. C. & E. C. Jack Ltd.
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J~IOW is a
locomotive controlled r

A locomotive is controlled by regulating the amount of steam that
is admitted to the cylinders to press, against the pistons, move the
piston rods and connecting rods, and thus revolve the driving wheels.
This regulation is carried out by means of Valve Gear.
■ The valve gear most generally used in recent locomotives is the

from 2/- to 450/'-
RADIUS ROD, TRANSMITTING
MOTION QF EXPA'NSlpN LINK

Walschaerts. How does it work ? This is not easy to explain, but by
building the Meccano model of this gear shown
here, the principle is made clear, and all difficulties
vanish. There are other valve gears in use, and
these also may be reproduced in Meccano. All

these models work —they can be manipu-
lated so as to show the different valve
movements for different conditions of
working.

Here is the reason for the world-wide
popularity of Meccano. I t  is not only

to play with, but at the same
me it  teaches real engineering principles.

Meccano is real engineering in minia-
ture —all the parts are miniatures of the
corresponding parts in engineering prac-
tice. They are all standardised and inter-
changeable and can be used to make
hundreds of different working models.

There is endless fun, endless variety
—when you have Meccano !

EXPANSION L INK,
ROCKED BY RETURN CRANK

ON DRIVING WHEEL.

OF DIE BLOCK

IN  EXPANSION LINK
[GOVERNS VALVE TRAVEL.THE COMBINING LEVER

, DERIVES .ITS MOTION FROM

, RADIUS ROD AND CR055HEAD

There are Meccano
Outfits at alii prices

MECCANO
The Toy that made Engineering Famous

MECCANO LIMITED OLD SWAN LIVERPOOL
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World’s Fastest Military Aircraft
□

Single-Seater Fighters capable of 203 m.p.lu
□□□□□□□□□.□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□a

Cowrtesy] Aeroplane Co. Ltd,
The Bristol “ Bulldog " all-metal single-seater fighter. The machine is equipped with wireless and may be used for either day or night work. It is generally regarded as the world’s

most efficient all-round fighting machine. Three squadrons of the R.A-F. are equipped with the “ Bulldog/’ and it is also used by the Royal Australian Air Force.

OF the many types of aeroplanes that have been developed
since man first conquered the air, none is more interesting
or possesses more glamour than the single-seater fighter.

Neither commercial flying nor the creation of long distance
records are calculated to give a pilot the feeling of excitement
that he derives from warfare in the air,
and although bombing and reconnaissance
work are risky, and call for the highest skill
and the coolest judgment, they lack the
romantic features of the work of the fighting
squadrons. The pilots of the single-seater
fighting machines with which these are chiefly
equipped may be described as '"The Knights
of the Air." The fastest machines arc placed
at their disposal and it
seek combat and to
fight far the protection
of slower and more
vulnerable machines
engaged on other duties.
This has been realised
by the authors of air
stories, and it is only
on rare occasions that
the heroes of these are
regular pilots of other
types of aeroplanes.

I t  is a maxim of
warfare that the best
method of defence is
attack. This is doubly
true of war in the air,
and the fighting squad-
rons of the R.A.F.,
and indeed of any
Air Force in the world,
invariably adopt aggressive tactics when carrying out their
duties, In struggles between pilots of skill and experience
success goes to the men who control the machines that
have the highest speed and can be manoeuvred with the
greatest ease. In many respects therefore the single-seater
machines with which fighting squadrons are equipped represent
the highest achievement of the designers of aircraft and of the

high-powered engines with which these are invariably fitted.
When the Royal Air Force came into being in April, 1918,

the fighting squadrons were chiefly employed in the protection
of machines engaged in bombing and reconnaissance work,
but an equally important part of their duties was to keep
off marauding enemy aircraft and to attack the machines

from which the fire of the enemy's artillery
was directed. Most of the squadrons were
equipped with Sopwith “ Camels,” " Spads,'’
or “ S.E.5a's,” all biplanes that were then
the speediest and handiest machines available.
The “Camels’' had 130 h.p. Clerget engines.
These were of the rotary type and their
efficiency helped greatly in establishing the
reputation of the “ Camels " as fighting

aeroplanes. Two d i f l e r en  t
types of engine were installed in

f the “ S.E. 5 a's.” One of these
was the 180 h.p. Wolseley
“ Viper,” and the other the 150
h.p. Hispano-Suiza. A slightly
more powerful engine was in-
stalled in the " Spads.” This
also was a Hispano- Suiza, that
developed a normal output of
220 h.p.

It  is interesting to know that a " Camel ”
was concerned in One of the greatest sen-
sations of the War. This was the bringing
down of Baron von Richthofen, who was

responsible for the deaths of more Allied
airmen than any other German pilot. In the
Spring of 1918, von Richthofen was flying
a new Fokker triplane and on the morning
of the 21st April, he was given orders that the

Amiens sector in which he was engaged was to be cleared of
British aeroplanes at all costs. In the effort to carry out these
instructions the German pilot became involved in a fight in which
several machines took part, and he was shot down by Capt. Roy
Brown, the pilot of a " Camel/'

The “ S.E.5 a's " and “ Camels ” were still in use at the end
of the War, but the ” Spads ” had been replaced by Sopwith
" Dolphins ” and ” Snipe.” The ’’ Dolphin ” was equipped with

is their business to

(Courtesy
D,  Napier & Son Ltd,}

A three-quarter front
view of the Napier
“ Halford ’* air-cooled
engine. This photograph
clearly shows the unusual
form and the extremely
small frontal area of this

325 h.p. engine.
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a 200 h.p. Hispano-Suiza engine or with the Sunbeam "Arab/'
which also developed 200 h.p., while a 230 h.p. " B.R.II " rotary
engine was installed in the Sopwith " Snipe.'" Both machines
were great improvements upon the older type of fighters. The
speed of the " Dolphin " at a height of 10,000 ft. was 123 m.p.h.,
or 10 m.p.h. more than that of the " Camel ” at  the same altitude.
This advantage was well maintained at greater heights, the
"Do lph in"
being capable
of 111 m.p.h.
at an altitude
of 18,000 ft.,
at which the
speed of the
"Came l " "
was consider-
ably less.

When the
War came to
an end, the
lighting squad-
rons were
about to be
equipped with
Mar t in s  vde
" F.4’s,"' Bat
"Ba  n t ams,”
and Nieuport
"Nigh t -
hawks." A
number of
these machines
were com-
pleted and
ready for ser-
vice, but the
coming of peace deprived them of the opportunity of demon-
strating their powers in actual warfare. Of the three it is probable
that the Martinsyde *’ F.4 “ possessed the best performance.
I t  was fitted with the 300 h.p. Hispano-Suiza engine, and was
a variation of the Martinsyde " F.3." This was a machine that
had a speed of 130 m.p.h. at a height of 10,000 ft., which was
only reduced to 127.5 m.p.h. at  5,000 ft. higher. I t  was equipped
with the 190 h.p. Rolls-Royce " Falcon ” and the only reason
that prevented it
from being largely
used was a shortage
of this type of engine,
all available " Fal-
con’s ’" being then
required for service
in Bristol Fighters,
The " F.3's " were re-
markable machines
and some idea of
their efficiency may
be gained from the
fact that if fitted
with modern engines
their performance
wOu Id almost rival
that of the single-
seater fighters now in
use.

The end of the
fighting did not put
a stop to the further
deve lopmen t  of
fighting aeroplanes.
The tendency in the
design of these has
been to keep to prac-
tically the same over-
all measurement, but
;o increase the
amount of military
equipment carried
and to fit larger fuel
tanks in order that
the machines should
be capable of re-
maining in the air for longer periods. The additional weight
that this extra equipment involves has made it necessary to
use more powerful engines, and remarkable strides have been
made in the efficiency of power units of all types.

Ten years after the War the machines being used by the fighting

squadrons of the R.A.F. were the Armstrong Whitworth " Siskin "
111A, and the Gloster " Gamecock," the first being equipped
with the "Jaguar ” engine and the second with the 420 h.p. Bristol
"Jupiter." The Gloster "Gamecock" was described and illus-
trated on page 628 of the "M.M." for October, 1926. I t  is of
wooden construction and it is interesting to note that it was
evolved from the Nieuport " Nighthawk " already mentioned.

To-day only
one fighter
squadron of the
R.A.F. — No.
23, stationed
at Kenley — is
equipped with
the ** Game-
cock," while
nine make use
of " Siskins."
Both machines
are rapidly
becoming ob-
solete and it is
hoped in many
quarters that
before long all
squadrons will
be equipped
with Bristol
" Bulldogs ” or
with machines
of similar per-
fo rmance .
Three squad-
rons—No. 54
at Hornchurch
and Nos. 3 and

17 at Upavon —already make use of the " Bulldog," which is of
all-metal construction and is regarded as the most modern and
efficient of day and night fighters. At a height of 19,700 ft.
it has a speed of 175 m.p.h. This is no less than 25 m.p.h. greater
than the speed of the "Gamecock" at the same height, and
the superiority of the " Bulldog " is further shown by the fact
that it is capable of climbing to a height of nearly 20,000 ft. in
111 mins., during which time the " Gamecock" could only reach

an  a l t i t ude  of
15,000 ft.

Another interesting
single - seater fighter
ae rop lane ,  which
was on view at the
R.A.F. Display on
28th July of this
year, is the Armstrong
Whitworth " Siskin "
IHB, a photograph
of which appeared on
page 599 of the
"M.Af." for August
last. When fitted
with a "Jaguar
Major " supercharged
and geared engine,
this is capable of
186.5 m.p.h. at a
height of 15,000 ft.,
and the speed is only
reduced by 6 m.p.h.
when the machine is
f lown 10 ,000  f t .
higher. The time
required to reach a
height of 25,000 ft.
is only 17.75 mins.,
and the absolute
ceiling of the machine
is 32,800 ft. A com-
parison of the per-
formance of this
machine with that of
the single - seater
fighters of 1918 shows

how great have been the advances in design and construction
during the intervening period. The fastest of the machines of
12 years ago had a speed of only 130 m.p.h. at an altitude of
10,000 ft., and this is 56 m.p.h. less than that of the " Siskin "
II  IB, at a much greater height.

Aircraft Works
The Westland single-seater interceptor fighter. This is of all-metal construction, and is fitted with a Bristol ” Mercury IIA ”

engine. Although the machine lands at high speed, its run is shortened by the use of wheel brakes.

Courtesy] [Srtstef Aeroplane Co. Ltd.
The cockpit of the Bristol “Bulldog,” showing the complex nature of the instrument board of a modern
fighting machine. The two machine guns that form the armament of the aeroplane are mounted at the sides,
and the pilot fires them by means of the small thumb levers visible in the ring at the top of the " joy  stick.”
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A fight between two single-seater machines of the latest type
will be a revelation of the mastery that has been acquired over
the air. The machines are capable of rising to great heights
in remarkably short times, and may be put through amazing
evolutions in the efforts of pilots to secure points of vantage.
All military machines of the single-seater type are fitted with
machine guns that fire forward through the airscrew, the bullets
being prevented from actually striking the blades of the propeller
by the employment of synchronising gear. Consequently the
guns are trained upon their target by simply directing the machine
toward it. The air-
man is unable to
shoot rearward and
for this reason each
pilot engaged in an
aerial fight manoeuv-
res to  obtai n a position
from which he may
directly approach the
tail of his adversary’s
machine. He takes
advantage of fog or
cloud, or tries to
effect a surprise by
getting between his
enemy and the sun,
in order to get into a
good firing position
a short distance below
and  beh ind  the
opposing aircraft.
When attacked in
this manner the pilot
of a single-seater is
helpless and is com-
pelled to dive or
adopt some other
desperate means of
escaping the rain of bullets that will be poured upon him.

The same means may be adopted in attacking a larger machine
in which an observer is stationed in the rear. The assailant
runs comparatively little risk, for his own engine, particularly
if this be of the radial type, acts as a very effective shield to
protect him from machine gun fire.

A pilot who has once secured a position in the rear of his enemy
only finds himself in a position of real danger when he has over-
taken the machine he is attacking and is turning with the object
of regaining his former position. The necessity for protection
under these circumstances has led to the introduction of formation
flying. The nine machines of a squadron are divided into three
flights of three aero-
planes. Each of these
flies in the formation
of an inverted ’* V,"
while the three flights
themselves adopt
similar positions with
respect to each other.
It will be seen that
each Flight Leader
is protected from
attack in the rear by
two machines, one on
each side of him,
while the Squadron
Leader may be pro-
tected by all if neces-
sary. An alternative
formation is that
called “ squadron V,"
in which the nine
machines of the
squadron form one
large " V," headed
by the Squadron
1-eader.

The Fighter Squadrons of the Fighting Area of the Air Defence
System of Great Britain are each allotted one sector for the
defence of which they are responsible. On being warned of
the approach of enemy craft, nine machines of the squadron
concerned, the full complement of which is 12 aeroplanes, take
off and patrol their sector, flying either in " squadron " or in
“ squadron V " formation. The average time taken for the
nine machines of a really good squadron to get into the air after
receiving the warning signal is three minutes ! On no account
must a squadron leave its sector unless the enemy are in an

adjacent sector and are within easy range. It will be realised
that for work of this kind machines must be capable of remaining
in the air for long periods, and it is chiefly for this reason that
fighting craft are now being fitted with larger fuel tanks.

There is very little doubt that future warfare between two
countries will commence with fast raids by bombing machines,
and in order to cope with threats of this character an interesting
new type of single-seater fighter has been developed by the British
Air Ministry. Machines of this type are known as ” single-seater
interceptor fighters," and they are really single-seater fighting

machines with a light
load and very high
performance.

The task of the
interceptors begins
when news of raiding
aircraft is reported .
A ta  moment’s notice
their pilots take them
into the air with the
purpose of intercep-
ting, and if possible,
of destroying the
raiders, who would
probably be equipped
with day bombers
capable of a speed of
about 150 m.p.h. at  a
height of 20,000ft. In
many instances such
machines can travel
from the frontier to
important centres in
an incredibly short
time. For instance,
a flight of day bombers
could reach London
about 20 minutes

after crossing the coast at Dover. They would fly high and any
machines sent to engage them must be able to climb up to an
equal altitude in the short time available. Clearly, interceptor
fighters must not only be speedier machines, but must be possessed
of a very high rate of climb. They are specially chosen for this
purpose. Their fuel capacity is low and they do not carry out
the regular patrol duties undertaken by the machines of the
ordinary fighter squadrons.

Several firms have produced interceptor fighters for the Air
Ministry, the best- known being the Bristol " Bullpup," the de
Ha villa nd interceptor fighter, the Fairey " Firefly II," the
Hawker “ Hornet " and the Westland interceptor fighter. Of

these machines the
Hawker “ Hornet
has been officially
adopted and a squad-
ron is shortly to be
equ ipped  wi th
machines of this type.
Naturally details of
the "Horne t "  may
not yet be published,
and for the present
full particulars of
other types of inter-
ceptor ’ fighters are
also withheld.

Two  o f  t he
machines of this class
that are full of in-
terest are those pro-
duced by the West-
land and de Havilland
firms. These are
unique in being low
wing monoplanes,
and if one of them
had been chosen by

the Air Ministry they would have been the only monoplanes to be
used in the R.A.F., except for the huge Beardmore " Inflexible,"
and the Fairey long range machine. The Westland machine is
described as being an all-metal, fast-climbing, single-seater, low
wing monoplane, fitted with a Bristol “ Mercury I I  A " engine.
The machine has been designed to provide the pilot with a com-
plete view forward and upward, and for high performance at
altitude. Its armament consists of two fixed enclosed guns firing
forward through the a rscrew, and as it is expected to work at
high altitudes, oxygen apparatus is provided pape 900\,

Courtesy] [7/. G. Hawker Engineering Co. Ltd,
The Hawker “ Hornet ” single-seater interceptor fighter. This type of machine has been definitely adopted by the
Air Ministry as the R.A.F. standard interceptor fighter. The telescopic sighting apparatus with which the “ Hornet ”

is fitted may be seen immediately in front of the cockpit.

[De Havilland Aircraft Co. Ltd.
The de Havilland interceptor fighter is fitted with the new Napier “ Halford ” engine, a photograph of which appears
on page 873. The gun port and groove on the near side of the fuselage should be compared with those shown on

our photographs of the Bristol •• Bulldog ” and the new Westland machine.
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Ort these pages we review hooks that are both of interestand of use to readers of the “AJ.A/.” We have madearrangements to supply copies of any of these bookswhere readers find difficulty in obtaining them throughthe usual channels.
Orders should be addressed to the Book Dept., MeccanoLimited, Old Swan, Liverpool, and 1/- should be addedto the published price of the book to cover the cost of postage.

The balance remaining will be refunded when the book issent, as postages on different books vary according tothe weight and destination.
“ Great Navigators and

Discoverers ”
By T. A. BREXDON, B.A.

(Harrap. 7/6)
These stories deal with navi*

gators who blazed the trail of
exploration and discovery before
the time of steam, and com*
mence with Hanno the Cartha-
ginian and end with Sir John
Franklin.

From the great number of
seamen and the vast variety of
exploits available the author has
chosen wisely. As we read
through these entrancing pages
we realise how well Mr. Brendon
has succeeded in liis object of
setting out the stories of twenty-
four representative sailors, and
at the same time showing how
the peoples of Europe made
themselves masters of the seven
seas. Although most of the
stories deal with men who won fame as
navigators and explorers rather than as
fighters, the stories of a few fightingadventurers—such as Paul Jones and
Admiral Cochrane—are included in the
book because these men played a large
part in the establishing of the New
World.

The story is not confined to Europe
and the New World, however, for the
adventures are recounted of CaptainCook, Bligh (of the famous *' Bounty ”)
and others in the South Seas. One of
the lesser known sailors is Tasman,who, of course, discovered (on the 24thNovember, 1642) the island that now
bears his name, but which he himself
named Van Diemen’s Land, “ inhonour of the Hon. Governor-General,
our illustrious master who sent us to
make the discovery," as he tells us in
his journal. The island was ap-
propriately re-named Tasmania in 1853.

In December 1642, Tasman sighted
South Island, New Zealand, and coast-
ing northward rounded PromontoryPoint (now known as Cape Farewell)
and entered the bay that bears hisname. While the ships were anchoring,
natives came out in their boats and thinking
they wished to be friendly the sailors triedto entice them on board their ships by
displaying merchandise. The natives re-
fused to be drawn, however, and thecaptain of one of the ships then manned
the cock-boat, which was pulled towards
the natives. The crew of one of the
native prows immediately began to paddle

“ The History of Mechanical Invention ”
By A. P. USHER. (McGraw-Hill Book Company. 25/-)

In  this book, the author (who is an
Associate Professor of Economics atHarvard University) deals interestinglywith the process of invention and the
early history of mechanics. He also
traces the development of a number

of inventions, such as water-
wheels and windmills, water
clocks and mechanical clocks,
printing, machine tools, and
the production and application
of power.

Unfortunately the value of
the volume as a book of refer-
ence is spoiled by a number
of errors. Apart from several
surprising spelling mistakes (as
for instance, “ acqueducts " on
page 89 and “coccoons" on
page 221) there are also numerous
technical errors. Many of these
latter seem to have occurred
because the author has taken
various statements from other
books without confirming their
accuracy. For instance, in deal-
ing with the famous Dover
Castle Clock, Professor Usher
tells us that it bears the date
1348. As a matter of fact,
this date was removed from theclock some time ago because i t  was de-

cided by competent authorities that itsaccuracy was doubtful.
Then again, we are told that careful

drawings were made by Le Roy of de
Vick’s clock in its original condition.This is not so, however, for it is known
that Le Roy did not make Ids drawings
until 300 years after the clock was
constructed. The drawings show thatat that time the clock must have been
reconstructed very considerably andthat but little of the original work
remained.

I t  is stated (on page 221) that in the
early days of silk manufacture the
" coccoons " were gathered after thelarvae had emerged, but this statement is
not in accordance with the writings ofeither Aristotle or Pliny, both of whom
suggest that the cocoons were gathered
before the moths emerged, as of course
they must be if the thread is to be
continuous.

It is not impossible to  find mistakes in
most books, but we do feel that inan important book of this kind, which
is likely to be much used for references,greater care should have been taken,

and we hope that the Professor will
revise carefully the text for a subsequentedition.

Although many of the statements
obviously should be accepted with caution,
there is a great amount of interesting
matter that will be useful to Meccano
boys. All the illustrations are interesting
and some are very quaint.

An old engraving showing Tasman’s ships at anchor in Murderer’sBay (See below).

furiously and having rammed the cock-boat attacked the sailors, overcoming
them by main force. '* After this out-
rageous and detestable crime," Tasmantells us, “ the murderers sent the cock-boat adrift, having taken one of the
dead bodies into their prow and thrownanother into the sea." Because of this

incident, Tasman weighed anchor and
crossing Cook Strait coasted northward
without even setting foot on the land
of the Maori. Later Tasman became
a successful trader, and by the year ofhis death (1659) he had amassed a very

Sir Walter Raleigh at Trinidad, 1594. (The twoillustrations on this page are from the book
“ Great Navigators and Discoverers.”)

considerable fortune from his enterprises.
The book, which is well illustratedboth with line and half-tone, will be read

with great pleasure by all those who
have a liking for the sea or for adven-
ture—and what " Af.Af." reader has
not ? I t  should also prove of considerable
use to the student, apart from its interestto the general reader.
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“ My Book of Trains ’*
By ELLISON HAWKS

(Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd. 2/- net)
The writing of a book for children on a

severely practical topic such as railways or
motor cars is a task of peculiar difficulty.
On the one hand the author must avoid
being too technical and complicated, and
on the other must not on any account
underestimate the knowledge and intelli-

gence of the average-
child, and become con-
descending. Mr. Ellison
Hawks, the Editor of the

has avoided both
these dangers, and has
produced a book that is
accurate, interesting, and
packed with information.
I t  is printed in clear,
easily read type, and is-
splendidly illustrated by
colour plates and black-
and-white illustrations.
These will satisfy the eye
of the keenest young
critic, and they add very
greatly to the value of
the book.

In his commencing
chapter the author shows
how railways began, and
makes it clear that they
grew out of the urgent
needs of the time. The
rutted roads and the slow
travel by canal made some
new and speedier form of

transport necessary. The hour found the
m a George Stephenson—and under his
guidance there came into existence the
pioneer railways from Darlington to
Stockton and Liverpool to Manchester.

The next two chapters deal with the
story of the steam locomotive and lead us
by easy stages from the " Rocket ” to the
“ Royal Scot” This is one of the most
interesting sections of the book, and will
make a special appeal to all young model

railway enthusiasts. Having ex-
plained the different types of
tender engines and tank engines,
the author shows us how the
modern railway carriage has been
developed from the comfortless,
van-like structures of the early
railways. The story of the auto-
matic brake and of the lighting of
trains makes a good section, which
is completed by an account of the
Royal Train and the travelling Post
Office. Signals receive adequate
treatment, and we are shown how
the splendid system of to-day, which
makes railway travelling so safe,
has grown out of the crude ideas
of the early days. We note par-
ticularly an accurate description of
fog signalling apparatus and work-
ing, about which most people have
only vague ideas.

A welcome chapter deals in the
most interesting manner with four

** Nature Rambles—Spring to Summer ”
By EDWARD STEP. (Fredk. Warne. 2/6)

This is the second volume in the " Come
with Me " books, the first of which we
reviewed last month. The present volume
continues the story on the same lines
as the first, taking the reader through
the early summer months and giving
an account of Nature in summer on
the heathlands, behind the sand-dunes,
among the oaks, over the
sand hills, and at the
pond. Plants, trees,
insects and flowers, as well
as birds and animals,
receive attention from
Mr. Step's facile pen.
Much that is ordinarily
hidden to the casual ob-
server is laid bare—for
instance, a whole wealth
of wonder often lies hidden
on the underside of a leaf
in the shape of eggs or
galls. The book is consider-
ably enhanced by the
inclusion of 16 plates in
colour, 15 half-tone plates
and 81 line drawings in
the text.

This little book will
be invaluable to the
Nature student and, as
is the case with other
volumes in this series, it
is of handy size, and
will therefore find a place
in many a walker’s pocket.

“ The Motorist’s Electrical Guide ”
By A. H. AvERY. (Sir I. Pitman & Sons Ltd. 3/6 net)

So many electrical fittings are used
on the modern motor car that the owner
or driver who wishes to get the best out
of his vehicle, or to be able to deal cor-
rectly with most of the emergencies
that may arise during running, should
have some acquaintance with the manner
in which they work. This book has been
written to supply his special re-
quirements.

I t  may appear surprising that
a book running to 146 closely
printed pages should be necessary
for non-technical readers. Possibly
much of the information given
may seldom be required by owners
or drivers, but the book is of such
interest that it is quite certain that
its readers will study it from end
to end. As a result they will
get a clearer understanding of the
electric mechanisms on which they
depend for ignition, starting and
lighting, and also for operating
luxuries such as cigarette lighters
and foot warmers.

In  the earlier chapters the author
gives a condensed account of the
principles of electricity and mag-
netism, and in the remaining sec-
tions of the book he uses these
principles in explaining how ac-

Sweet Chestnut—flowers and young fruit. The pricxly coverings of the sweet
nuts look like tiny hedgehogs. (See below).

cumulators, magnetos, ignition
coils, dynamos and starting motors
work. Hints for adjustment and
repair of most of these are given,
and there is no doubt that  the explanations
given by the author will enable tests
and repairs to be carried out in an in-

famous British expresses, the
" Flying Scotsman,” the " Royal
Scot,” the “ Cornish Riviera ” and
the ” Southern Belle.” The final

chapter comes as a pleasant surprise, for it
deals with animal workers on the railways.
11shows how the locomotive may be assisted

Blusher Mushrooms, the illustration of which (together with
that above) are taken from the book “ Nature Rambles ”

reviewed on this page.
Tidey, F. R, Hebron, and C. J. L. Romanes.
In addition, a special folding plate is
presented containing views of the " Flying

telligent manner.
The book is well illustrated with photo-

graphs of electrical apparatus, many
of these showing the separate parts of the
devices explained, and there are also a
number of useful circuit diagrams.

Scotsman,” “ Royal Scot,” ” Cornish
Riviera ” and ” Golden Arrow ” expresses.
The ” Railway Magazine ” may be obtained
from all booksellers, or direct from The
Railway Publishing Co. Ltd., 33, Tothill
Street, Westminster, S.W.l.

by the draught horse, and it introduces us
to the famous station collecting dogs.

" My Book of Trains ” is in short a really
worth-while production, and at its price
represents extraordinary value,

(REV.) J .  HENRY MARTIN.

“ Railway Magazine " 400th Number
With its October issue the " Railway

Magazine ” made its 400th monthly
appearance since its inauguration in July
1897, and this interesting event is marked
by the inclusion of several special features.
Mr. J .  F. Cairns, who has edited the maga-
zine since 1910, contributes an intro-
ductory article, and Mr. G. A. Sekon, who

was editor from 1897 to 1910, deals with
** Railway Progress and Development,
1922-1930." Mr. C. S. Lake and Mr. C. J.
Allen write respectively on locomotive de-
velopment and British locomotive per-
formance during the period 1897-1930, and
Mr. J. Francis gives a useful survey of the
progress of electric traction in the British
Isles. There is also a practical article on
railway photography contributed jointly
by the three well-known experts, H. Gordon
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The SwashplateL

A Meccano Demonstration of a Novel Mechanical Movement E
By H.  F. Lane

Last month Mr, Lane explained the principles involved in the mechanism known as the " swashplate ” and described certain
of its practical uses. In  the following article he deals with the Meccano demonstration model, which not only illustrates the

operation of the swashplate very clearly but also forms an extremely interesting working model.

AS was pointed out in last month’s article, the
swashplate is used extensively in hydraulic
installations on shipboard. I t  is also put to a

novel use in the transmission system of a certain make of
motor car, but in this case the movement of the swash-
plate is transmitted by purely mechanical means instead
of hydraulic power.

A device of this character holds several distinct

wheel in order to vary the speed of the driven shaft
Construction of the Meccano Model

The starting point of the construction of the model
should be the containing framework and after this is
completed attention may be paid to  the swashplate unit.
This is shown in detail in Fig. 2, from which it may be
gathered that  the swashplate itself comprises a 3" Pulley

advantages over the usual form of motor car gearbox and 1 to  which a 3 j "x | "  Double Angle Strip 2 is bolted.
clutch unit, for it is simple in operation and robust in

construction, and
will stand

* **** UP

The latter is spaced away from the face of the Pulley
by two Washers on each of the securing bolts. A
3J" x 1" double angle strip 3 (obtained by bending a 5 | "
Strip) is attached to a Double Arm Crank on the end
of the driving shaft 4 and has a Crank bolted to each

end. The Double Angle Strip 2 pivots on 1" Rods
that are inserted in the bosses of the

Cranks. Hence the Pulley 1 (the
__  swashplate) rotates with

the driving shaft
and at the same
time is free to
turn about the
axis formed by
the 1" Rods.

A 3" Pulley 5
is mounted freely
on the shaft 4
and is connected
to the swashplate
by a pair of
S t r i p s ,  wh ich
are mounted on
1" Rods that are
held in Handrail
Supports secured
to  both Pulleys.
A Compression
Spring, placed
on the shaft 4
between the Pul-
ley 5 and the
boss of the

Double Arm Crank, serves normally to retain the
swashplate at right angles to  the shaft. I n  order t o
take the twisting strain off the 1 | "  Strips when the
swashplate is turning, a 1 * Rod 6, attached by  a Double
Arm Crank to  the double angle strip 3, enters one of
the holes of the Pulley 5, thus allowing the latter to
slide longitudinally on the shaft, and at the same time
to rotate bodily with the swashplate.

A Circular Plate and a 3" Pulley are now bolted
together, and the unit so formed is threaded on the
shaft 4, on which i t  is free to  rotate, its purpose being to
transmit the  thrust of the  screw tilting gear to  the  Pulley 5.

to
consi
ably greater
i l l - t r ea tmen t
in the hands of an
unskilful driver than the
more familiar type. Added to •'
these advantages is the fact that
it is infinitely variable as regards the
range of gear ratios obtainable. With the
ordinary type of gear box only three or four fixed
ratios may  be obtained. On these grounds it  is cal-
culated that the swashplate transmission should appeal
particularly to  those motorists who experience difficulties
in mastering the art of changing gear.

The system by  which the movement of the swashplate
is transmitted by  mechanical means, as in the experi-
mental car gear box, is reproduced in the Meccano
model described in this article. Incidentally, the
model should form an interesting contrast to another
novel variable-speed mechanism—the Constantinesco
Torque Converter—which formed the subject of a
Meccano model that appeared on page 426 of the May
1927 "M.Mf* In  the case of the torque converter the
speed ratio varies automatically to  suit the load, whereas
in the swashplate model i t  is necessary to alter the tilt of
the swashplate by  means of a suitable lever or hand-

Fig. 1
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The Screw Tilting Gear
The operating handle 7

(Fig. 1) is secured to a Rod
that  is journalled in suitable
bearings in the frame and
carries a diam. wide
Pinion, which is in mesh
with a 57-teeth Gear Wheel
8. The latter is in mesh with
a second diam. wide
Pinion, which is loose on the
shaft 4 and also engages
with a second 57-teeth Gear
8a. The Gears 8 and 8a  are
secured by  nuts on 2* Screw-
ed Rods that work in the
tapped bores of Strip Coup-
lings (the slot of each Strip
Coupling is passed over the
edge of the transverse Strip
on which it is mounted so
that the tapped hole in the
jaw of the Coupling coin-
cides with one of the holes in
the Strip). The inner ends
of the Screwed Rods just
enter the appropriate holes
in the Circular Plate and are
maintained in that position by two nuts locked together
on each Rod about J-" from the end. By  turning the
handle 7, both Screwed Rods are advanced in their
bearings by an equal amount, thus pushing the Pulley
5 along the Rod and tilting the swashplate.

The Hub Disc 9 has secured to  it  a 3V Pulley 10.
which forms one member of a built-up ball bearing
(see Standard Mechanism No. 134), a Wheel Flange
being bolted to the centre of the 3" Pulley to form the

race ” in which the Meccano Steel Balls are placed.
The other portion of the bearing is formed by the back
of the swashplate, the two portions being held on the
Balls by  a short Rod that passes through the bosses of
the Pulleys and is retained by a Collar on each end.

When the shaft 4 revolves, the swashplate revolves
also, but  the Hub Disc 9 does not rotate but performs
a sort of wobbling motion,
so that a point on its cir-
cumference will move back-
wards and forwards in a
straight line. This motion
may be varied by altering
the tilt of the swashplate
through the medium of the
handle 7, a large tilt giving
a large but weak " wobble/'
and a small tilt (with the
swash pl ate nearly at right-
angles to its axis) a small,
powerful one. This recipro-
cating movement is con-
verted into rotary motion
in the following manner.
Arrangement of the Final
Drive

Four Swivel Bearings are
attached loosely by Pivot
Bolts to equidistant points
on the circumference of the

Hub Disc, and are connected
by jointed Rods and Strips
12 to the levers I l a ,  11b,
11c, l i d  (Fig. 3). Each of
these levers, with the ex-
ception of 11c, consists of
a Boss Bell Crank, to  one
arm of which is bolted a
2" Strip that is connected
pivotally by  lock-nutted
bolts to the ends of the
connecting links 12. The
other arm of each Bell
Crank carries a Pawl that
is mounted freely on a
Pivot Bolt.

The lever 11c is com-
posed of a Crank, and the
motion of one of the links
is transmitted to  it via the
medium of the bell crank
lever 13, which is secured
on a Rod journalled in a
Channel Bearing. The four
levers are mounted freely
on a Rod and the Pawls
engage with Ratchet Wheels
that are secured thereto.
The Rod carries also a 3 | "

Gear Wheel that  is in mesh with a Pinion on the  final
driven shaft, to which is attached the 6" Pulley forming;
the flywheel.

I t  will be seen that the driven shaft is rotated by
means of a series of impulses received through the
Pawl and Ratchet mechanisms, which receive their
motion in turn from the wobble of the swashplatc.
A large tilt of the latter will impart a high speed to the
driven shaft, while a small degree of tilt will result in
the shaft rotating a t  a considerably slower rate with
a correspondingly greater increase in power. Owing
to the manner in which the swashplate is tilted, the
degree of variation is infinite between the limits of
maximum and minimum angles of tilt. When the
swashplate is exactly at right angles to the shaft 4,
no movement is imparted to the driven shaft.

The drive from the Clock-
work Motor to the shaft
4 is conveyed by a Sprocket
Chain drive to  a Rod on
which is a Pinion that
is in mesh with the 3 | "
Gear Wheel on the shaft 4.

The effectiveness of the
device may be illustrated by
setting the swashplate at
the maximum angle and
starting the Clockwork
Motor. The Motor soon
commences to slow down
and eventually stops, but  on
diminishing the angle of the
swash plate it recommences
to  work. This shows that,
although the Motor may be
too weak to drive the model
with the swashplate at its
maximum angle, it  can be
made to do so by  diminish-
ing the angle.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Two Books
for every keen
Meccano
Model'builder

The 1930  “Meccano
Book of New Models”

W The principal object of this book is to  keep Meccano/ model-builders in touch with the latest improvementsand developments connected with their hobby. The bookcontains illustrations and details of the best of the new models \and new movements submitted in recent competitions, togetherwith many others that have been designed by our own experts.That it will give pleasure and enjoyment to every model-builder iscertain, and the big demand we have already had shows howimmensely popular it is amongst boys.
GET YOUR COPY TO-DAY

Make a point of getting your copy to-day while a plentiful supply isavailable. It  should be mentioned specially that the modelsshown in the book are supplementary to the models shownthe Instruction Manuals, and the majority ofthem are published for the first time.
HOW TO OBTAIN THE BOOK

The 1930 Book of New Models may be ob-tained from any Meccano dealer, price 6d.,. or direct from Meccano Ltd., Old Swan,\ Liverpool, price 7d, post free. (Over- iyX seas price 9d. from dealers, or ZiyX lOd. post free from our agents.yX Canadian price, 15 cents fromwk dealers or 20 cents, post
vX paid, from Meccano

Ltd., Toronto).

in
\ “How to

Use Meccano Parts” 'vS.
Here is a new Manual that every Meccano model- y jV builder who wants to  build better models should have. \Its main purpose is to outline the principal uses of thestandard parts that together constitute the MeccanoSystem. Detailing every function of every part would bealmost impossible, but we believe that by pointing out thespecial purposes for which the various parts have been designed,together with a few of the other uses that have been suggestedfrom time to time by Meccano boys themselves, we shall helpMeccano enthusiasts to build more interesting models, and also toconstruct them on scientific and practical lines.

HOW TO OBTAIN THE BOOK
We advise every keen Meccano boy to obtain his copy of this newManual as early as possible. I t  may be obtained from any Meccanodealer, price 6d., or direct from Meccano Ltd., Old Swan, Liverpool,price 7d. post free. (Overseas price 9d. from dealers, or lOd. postfree from our agents. Canadian price, 15 cents from dealers or20 cents, post paid, from Meccano Ltd., Toronto.

MECCANO AGENCIES
AUSTRALIA : E.  G. Page & Co., 52, Clarence Street, Sydnev\ (P .O .  Box 1832 K).
NEW ZEALAND : Models Ltd. ,  Kingston Street, Auckland(P.O. Box 129).

CANADA: Meccano Ltd.,  34, St .  Patrick Street,  Toronto.
SOUTH AFRICA: Arthur E .  Harris,142, Market Street, Johannesburg(P.O. Box 1199).

XO'
MECCANO LTD

OLD SWAN
LIVERPOOL
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IN REPLY. 7 - XT

I TO  READERS SUGGESTIONS FOR MECCANO IMPROVEMENTS
____________________________________ ____________________________________________________________ ■ . . .  »

hi these pages, month by month, we reply to suggestions regarding improvements or additions to the Meccano system. We receive mmy hundreds of thesesuggestions every week, and consequently we are able io publish only ideas that shozv particular interest or ingenuity. Suggestions submitted for considera-tion in this section must be written on a separate sheet of paper and the name and address of the sender must appear on each sheet used. Envelopes shouldbe addressed to 11Suggestions," Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool.
SPECIAL STRIP.—We were interested in your

suggestion regarding a special perforated strip, and
for the benefit of other readers we are illustrating
this novel idea herewith. The strip would be used
for coupling a Strip to a Rod, and for this purpose
a length of “ rod ” would be '

ANCHOR.—An anchor wTould certainly form an
interesting part, but it would be difficult to find anv
use for it except as an  ornament on model ships.
When used for this purpose it would certainly add a
finishing touch to a Meccano super-dreadnought, for
instance ! We have in mind the introduction of several
miniature ship fittings, and we may be able to consider
your idea. (Reply to D. Hesketh, Blackburn)

TIP BUCKET.—Your design for a tip bucket for
use in models of cranes is quite well thought out.
The bucket would be manufactured from thin sheet
metal, and would be fitted with a metal yoke about
which it  could pivot. The yoke would be provided
with a centre lug for attachment of the lifting cord,
and a catch would be fitted that could be controlledby a cord so that the bucket could be tipped when
required. This ------ ---- ’

formed on one end of
the strip. A standard
Coupling would be se-
cured on the “ rod ”
portion and the Axle
Rod 'secured in its
bore, while the Strip,
etc., would be bolted
perforated part. Thisin the usual manner to the { ------- .. , -----assembly would certainly enable a Rod and a Strip

to be joined together, but i t  would be very clumsy.
In addition to this the suggested part would be ex-
pensive to produce, as the “ rqd ” portion would
have to be “ forged,” or alterna-
tively the complete strip cut from
solid and machined to shape. HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIHIWhen it is required to join a Rod =
to a Strip a standard Coupling E
can l>e used, the Strip being secured =
to the side of the Coupling by two
bolts. The Strip Coupling, of =
course, provides a pivotal connec- =
tion txttween a Rod and a Strip. =
(Reply to R. Walker, Leeds),

certainly an interesting idea, and
it will receive careful considera-
tion. In the meantime why not
try to build a “ tip bucket ” from
Meccano parts ? Be sure to let
us know if you are successful.
(Reply to R.  Griffiths, Wrexham).

MULTIPLE CRANKSHAFT.-
A double or triple throw crankshaft
would not be a suitable addition
to the Meccano system as a shaft
of this type can be built quite
easily from standard parts. One
way of doing this is to use Cranks
as the “ webs ” of the shaft, and to
mount these in pairs on the ends
of short rods that form the com-
pound shaft. Alternatively, where
only a small ” throw ” is required,
Meccano Couplings can be used
as the webs ; or where the throw
required is very small indeed
Collars can be used mounted in
the way described in the “ Sug-
gestions Section" for July, 1930.
(Reply to R.  S .  Edwards, Taunton).

" 000 ” ACCESSORY SET.— Wenote your suggestion that we
should introduce a " No. 000a ”
accessory outfit so that the new
No. 000 Outfit can be converted
into a No. 00 set. This is a very
good idea, and you will be pleased
to hear that we have decided to
introduce a special packet of parts
that will enable the owner of a No.
000 Outfit to convert i t  to a
No. 00, so that a much larger
number of models can be built.
The price of the special packet
of parts is 2/9, and it may be
obtained from your dealer or
direct from Head Office a t  Liver-
pool. (Reply to R. A ppleby, Lincoln).

MECCANO TRANSFORMERS.—
We note that your 6-volt Motor
does not run satisfactorily when
supplied with current from your
mains transformer. Provided the
Motor itself is functioning correctly
—you can test this with an Ac-
cumulator or 6-volt dry cell—the
probable cause of the trouble is that
you are using an old-style Meccano

Transformer. The old t'.'pe Transformers were intro-
duced for driving the old 4 -volt Motor, and they donot supply sufficient voltage
for operating the new 6-volt
Motor a t  full power. " "
new type Meccano
formers are specially
for operating the 6-volt
and will be found
very satisfactory in
use. The Trans-
former can also be
used for supplying current for
lighting Meccano 6-volt Electric
Lamps. t Reply to R.  Bergen,
Eastbourne).

A Well-designed Storage Cabinet

This illustration shows a large storage cabinet constructed by Mr. F .  N. Ablewhite,of Henley-on-Thames, to enable his son, who is shown in the photograph, to store hisentire collection of Meccano parts. Two small drawers fitted in the base of the cupboardportion house nuts and bolts and other small accessories, while 24 Angle Girders maybe placed in the narrow upright section at the left-hand side. Even the doors of thecupboard have been utilised as storage space, the left-hand door holding Hub Discsand Face Plates, and the right-hand one forming a rack for a selection of model-buildingtools, which includes several types of screwdrivers, spanners and a metal rule.Altogether this young engineer’s “ stores department ” is very complete indeed,and will undoubtedly be of considerable assistance to him in model-building. Readerswho are thinking of building storage cabinets for themselves should study this designcarefully, as it is both ingenious and practical.

BALL AND SOCKET.—Your
suggested ball and socket joint is
an interesting idea. As will be seen
in the sketch (Fig. I), the joint
would consist of two distinct units,
a brass sphere drilled and fitted
with a boss, and a cup-shaped
portion also fitted with boss and
set-screw, in which the sphere
could rotate. Fig. 2 shows the
completed joint, from which it will
be seen that two " cup " portions
would be used, the sphere being
mounted between the two cups
so that i t  could rotate freely. The
ball and socket mechanism is not ____ __r — ,—
in engineering, however, and the application ofyour proposed unit in the Meccano system would
be very limited. In  addition, i t  is possible to im-
provise an efficient substitute for a ball and socket
from standard parts (see the Chronometric Governor
described in the “ Suggestions Section ” for May,
1928). The Meccano Universal Joint also will be

found to fulfil
the function of
a special ball
and socket in
a number of
models. (Reply

R. Cooke, Lang-

often employed

TKft
Trans-
wound

it Motors,

Fig. 2to T.
Fig. 1

SELECTOR LEVER.— A selector lever for use in
gear boxes, etc., is an unnecessary addition to theMeccano system, as this part can easily be formed
from a Strip or a Rod fitted in a Coupling as, for
example, in the Constant Mesh Gear Box described
in the " Suggestions Section " for July 1929. (Reply
to R.  Rose, Leigh-on-Sea).

LENS.—A small convex lens mounted in a metal
frame fitted with perforated lugs might be of some
use in the Meccano system. We agree that there are
several models, such as searchlights, lanterns, cine-
matographs, etc., that would benefit from the addition
of a lens, and we hope to consider your idea in the
near future. In the meantime we suggest that you
use the lens from a pocket flash lamp, and this should
serve vour purpose quite well. (Reply to R.  Taylor,
Brixton Hill, S.W.2).

SPECIAL GEAR WHEEL. A
57-teeth gear wheel fitted with
a boss in which is machined a
square section hole so that it
may fit over the winding shaft
of the Clockwork Motor, is an
ingenious idea. The special gear
could be fitted to the Motor when
the latter was secured in an awk-
ward position in a complicated
model, and a J* Pinion meshed
with the gear. The shaft carry-
ing the Pinion could be fitted
with a handle, and the Motor
could then be wound up with
comparatively little effort, through
the 3 : 1 reduction gear so formed.
There are very few instances
where such an arrangement is
really necessary, however, as
normally a model in which the
Motor is “ ungetatable ” is poorly
designed. However, your idea
is ingenious, and we may be
able to consider it .  (Reply to
E.  C.  Taylor, M anchester).

i>

IMPROVED PULLEYS.—We do not consider that
there would be any advantage in providing the 1"diam. Pulley Wheels with deeper grooves. If the
special Meccano Cord is used and suitable “ jockey ’’
or guide pulleys are employed there will be little
likelihood of the cord slipping from the groove.
(Reply to F.  T.  Hughes, Bristol).

MODEL AEROPLANE PARTS. -We have noted
your idea that we should manufacture special parts for
assembling model power-driven aeroplanes and gliders.
This is an interesting suggestion, but we cannot
consider producing parts of this type a t  present.
Several excellent aeroplane constructional sets are
advertised in the Magazine and we suggest that youobtain one of these. (Reply to R. Cartwright, Bolton).
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Results of the

| “Lister Commercial Truck” Contest |
By Frank Hornby

Full Lists of Prize-winners (Home and Overseas)
THIS month we publish the full lists of prize-winners in all

sections of the “ Lister Commercial Truck” Model-building
Competition. In this contest the well-known firm of R. A.

Lister & Co. Ltd., Dursley, Glos., offered many big cash prizes
for the best Meccano models of a popular and ingenious type
of commercial truck that they manufacture for use in engineering
works, warehouses, etc., for the rapid transport of goods.

Competitors were invited to reproduce in Meccano any of the
various models in which the Lister truck is available, and in
building their models they were free to use any size of Outfit
or number of parts they chose.

Full details of the competition were announced in the
for March last, and the response of Meccano enthusiasts all over
the world has been splendid, large numbers of interesting
and cleverly designed entries being received in each section.

For the benefit of any readers who did not see the com-
petition announcement, in which full details of the Lister
trucks were given, it may be mentioned that the Lister truck
is a petrol-driven vehicle operated by an air-cooled engine
of GOO c.c. capacity. It weighs only 81 cwt., yet it can carry
a load of one ton up a gradient of 1 in 14 ; while on the
level an extra two tons can be drawn easily by employing
one. two, or more of the special trailers available.

The truck
is available
in  s eve ra l
d i f f e r en t
models, each
designed for
some particu-
lar class of
work ,  bu t
alike in funda-
mental prin-
ciples. The
chief models,
however, are
the standard
fixed-platform
truck, a com-
bined truck
and 10 cwt.
h and-lu fling
crane, and an
ingen ious
a r t i cu l a t ed
an  t o - t ru  c k
and trailer.
The mechani-
cal features
of each of the
models are
similar. Each
of these three
types  was
illustrated in
the "M.M."
for March last, and competitors were left entirely free to model
the type they preferred. The majority of competitors submitted
models of the standard fixed-platform truck, and quite a large
number chose the combined truck and hand- hi fling crane. The
articulated auto- truck, on the other hand, found favour with
only a few competitors. One of the best models of the latter
type is illustrated on the opposite page.

The task of judging the entries and allocating the various
awards was undertaken jointly by R. A. Lister & Co. Ltd., and
Meccano Ltd., and after very careful consideration of each model
it was decided finally to make awards to the competitors named
in the following complete lists.

Section A. (for competitors over 14 years of age).
FiRST PRIZE, cheque for £3-3s. : C. J .  Keates, Dulwich, London, S.E.21. SECOND

PRIZE, cheque for £2 -2s. : Alan D. Horton, Birchfield, Birmingham. THIRD
PRIZE, cheque for £l-  Is. : E.  L. M. Shipway, Southsea, Portsmouth.

Six PRIZES, each consisting of a cheque for 10/6 : L. M. Simonds, Bromley, Kent;
A. Mackenzie, Taunton, Somerset ; Philip J .  Wright, Cotham, Bristol ; Eric
Whalley, Blackbum ; J .  Birkbeck, Lincoln ; P. R.  Fairbairn, Acton, London, W.3.

TWELVE PRIZES, each consisting of a Meccano Engineer's Pocket Book : T.  T .
Ronald, Milnathort, Kinross-shire ; G. K. Hooper, Wallasey ; J .  A. Willman,
Dumfries ; N. Hulbert, Trowbridge ; William Leslie Collis, Wallasey; L.
Williams, Willesden Green, N.W.IO ; J .  Burdon, Whitby ; V, C. Katie, Mayford ;
R. Tipton, Bicton, Nr. Shrewsbury ; G. I I .  Gurney, Goodmayes ; F .  R. Higgs,
Leicester; R.  Whitney, Birmingham.

SPECIALLY COMMENDED (Certificates of Merit) : W. Wilkinson, Mosborough ;
F. Beame, Grantham ; F, A. Burgess, Birmingham ; F. W. Jenner, Margate ;
A, Coventry, Chaiford ; F. Mills, Kearsley, near Bolton.

Section B (for
compe t i t o r s
under !4 years
of age),

FIRST PRIZE,
cheque  fo r
£3-3s.: H. R.
Powell, Dursley.
SECOND PRIZE,
cheque  fo r
£2-2s. : Alan Le
Claire, Work-
sop, Notts.
THIRD PRIZE,
cheque  fo r
£l-ls.  : Sandy
Hutton, Dun-
fermline.

Six PRIZES, each
consisting of a
cheque  fo r
10/6 : Brian O.
Way, Colches-
t e r ;  Rona ld
Edwards, Bath ;
Alex B. Thom-
son, Fa ver-
sham ; A. P.
Birdsall, North-
ampton ; R. A.
Bayetts, Ep-
som ; N. Gor-
man, Coventry.

SPECIALLY COMMENDED (Certifi-
cate of Merit) : F. Kirkhope,
Dunfermline ; G. Faggetter,
Coulsdon, Surrey ; S. W. Me fan
Wright, Leyton, EJO;  B.
Pippard, Clifton, Bristol.

Section C (for Competitors of all
ages living Overseas).

FiRST PRIZE, cheque for £3-3s. :
P, Woodman, Puerto de la Cruz,
Tenerife. SECOND PRIZE, cheque
for £2-2s. : R. Wallace, Durban,
Natal, S. Africa. THIRD PRIZE,
cheque for £l-ls.  ; Walter Fagg,
Mil ton, Otago, New Zealand.

Six PRIZES, each consisting of a
cheque for 10/6 : D, R. Heera-
maneck, New Gamdevi, Bombay,
India ; Brian Warner, Grahams-
town. Cape Province, S. Africa ;
M. Rankin, Toorak, Melbourne,
Australia ; Neil D. Smyth,
Lindfield, N.S.W., Australia ;

R.  Stokes, Private Bay, Auckland, New Zealand ; C. A. Laskaris, Athens, Greece.
EIGHT PRIZES, each consisting of a Meccano Engineer’s Pocket Book : C. E.  Trem-

blay, Chicoutimi, P.Q., Canada ; C. W. Sharpe, Nelson, New Zealand ; Ken
Orams, Blenheim, New Zealand ; E.  N. Boldero, Morningside, Auckland, New
Zealand ; Aubrey Shepherd, Bloemfontein, O.F.S., S. Africa ; Alwyn McKellar,
Johannesburg, S. Africa ; E.  Levin, Johannesburg, S. Africa ; J .  J ,  Pienaar,
Johannesburg, S, Africa.
The features of outstanding interest in C. J .  Keates' model,

which won the First Prize in Section A, are the starting mechanism
and external contracting brakes on all wheels. The former uses
an ingenious system of levers, which work in such a way that when
the driver releases the handlebar, a spring immediately pulls
the Motor switch into the “ off ” position. The brakes on the

(Top) H. R. Powell's model of the standard Lister Truck, which secured a prize in Section B. (Bottom) A prize-winning
model from Section A ( constructed by E. Whalley.
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lever is released the switch arm of the Motor is pulled over to the
” off " position by means of a Spring.

As in the prototype, no reversing gear is provided, for the
"engine" unit is capable of swinging through an angle of 180
degrees, thus making reversing absolutely unnecessary.

A very praiseworthy effort was that of H. R. Powell. This
entry took the First Prize for boys under 14 years of age and is
illustrated here. The engine unit is a Meccano Electric Motor,
the drive from which is transmitted by Sprocket Chain to the
front wheel. The entire mechanism is pivotally mounted and is

free to swing
th rough
180 degrees.
The rear shaft
is fitted with a
brake drum,
the brake be-
ing operated
from a foot
pedal.

Somewhat
similar models
to Powell’s
secured the
Second and
Third Prizes
in this Sec-
t i o n , t he
former prize
being won by

an eight-year old competitor, Alan Lc Claire,
who owes his success in the contest chiefly to
the neat and painstaking construction displayed
in his model. This competitor has carefully
reproduced in as simple as possible a manner
most of the principal features of the actual
vehicle. A novel use has been made of Angle
Brackets in forming the sides of the driver’s
seat. These have quite a neat effect.

Sandy Hutton, the Third Prize winner, has
every reason to be proud of his success, for his model is a very
realistic reproduction of the standard truck. So far as con-
structional details are concerned the model follows closely that
submitted by Alan Le Claire.

The biggest prize in the Overseas Section was won by P.
Woodman with a model of the fixed -platform truck. This entry is
built to a very generous scale, for it measures 22 inches in overall
length and has a breadth of 9 inches.

The engine is represented by a six-volt Meccano Motor, the drive
from which is transmitted to the front wheel through a reduction
gear of 121 J : 1 ratio. This ratio is obtained by using J* Pinions
and 57-teeth Gear Wheels, with a 1" Sprocket on the axle of the last
gear driving a H"  Sprocket on the front wheel axle. External
contracting brakes are fitted on each wheel, the rear wheel brakes
being applied by a pedal and the front wheel brake from a hand lever.

R. Wallace, another Overseas competitor, uses a 4-volt Motor as
the driving agent in his model of a standard truck. The Motor
stands on end in a framework composed of 2|* Angle Girders,
built round the lower end of the Motor. J* loose Pulley Wheels are
mounted round the sides of this frame, and the grooves of the
Pulleys fit the inner rim of a Circular Girder. The Motor unit can
thus rotate through 180 degrees.

The Motor drive is transmitted via a clutch. A Pinion bolted
to the armature spindle engages a 57- teeth Gear, on the axle of
which is another 4" Pinion engaging a second 57-teeth Gear. On

the axle of the
latter is the
clutch, which is
made up as
follows. A 1*
Pulley is bolted
to the axle, and
is kept away
from the inner
surface of the
Motor side plate
by a Compression
Spring. A circle
of sandpaper is
Seccotined to this
Pulley Wheel,
and another circle
of sandpaper is
Seccotined to a
j-* Pinion (which
is free to revolve

rear wheels are operated by a hand wheel mounted on a Screwed
Rod which, when rotated, draws the brake bands taut round
the grooves of Pulley Wheels secured on the axle- To apply
the brake on the driven front wheel, a lever is employed. The
Motor is prevented from reversing by means of a device that
limits the movement of the Motor switch. The model can be
manoeuvred with great ease, and it displays sound and workman-
like construction throughout.

A. D. Horton, winner of the Second Prize in this Section, sub-
mitted a model of the articulated auto-truck. An illustration
of the model will be found on this page. The trailing
wheels of the truck are fitted with external con-
tracting brakes, which are built up from a system
of levers actuated by a foot pedal. The brake shoes
are formed by two lengths of tape passed once around
large Flanged Wheels.
The rear wheels of the
tractor are fitted with
in t e rna l  expand-
ing brakes operated by
the  s ame
pedal as the
trailing pair
of wheels.
The  b rake
drums on the
rear wheels
of the tractor
are of very
massive build,
and  a r e
made from
Wheel Flanges
bolted to 2*
Wheels. The
l a t t e r  a r e
fitted with
Dun lop
Tyres.

E. L. M.
Shipway's entry features the standard fixed-platform truck. This
model is most interesting, for an accelerator and clutch are included
among other good features. The clutch is controlled by " Bowden "
wire, made from Meccano copper wire with the insulation removed,
and passed through Spring Cord. When the wire is operated
by means of the lever provided, it lifts the dual-plate clutch
out of engagement. The accelerator is a built-up resistance
controller, and consists of an insulated Curved Strip on which are
wound several turns of high resistance wire, over which the control
lever slides when operated by a second lever on the steering bar.
The principle of the device is similar to that of the standard
Meccano Resistance Controller. Shipway's mechanism is very
small, however, and can be used with advantage where space is
restricted. The rear wheels are fitted with internal expanding
brakes, the drums being represented by £" Flanged Wheels. When
the foot pedal is depressed, the ends of short Strips are caused to
press outward against the inside of the J* Flanges, thereby retarding
the movement of the wheels. The engine rotates through a
complete circle and is supported on roller bearings.

One of the best models of the combined truck and crane was
that entered by Eric Whalley (Section A) and illustrated in one of
the accompanying composites. The value of this type of vehicle
for handling all kinds of goods will be obvious. The chassis of the
model is constructed from a Circular Girder, with Strips and Angle
Girders forming the side members. A particularly interesting
feature is the handlebar. This is fitted with a loose rail which,
when pulled towards the driver, brings the
clutch into engagement. When the bar is
released, the clutch springs automatically out
of engagement owing to the action of a com-
pression Spring fitted between the clutch
members on the
clutch spindle.

The Electric
Motor is started
and stopped by
a control formed
from a short
length of Spring
Cord, with a
piece of flexible
steel wire pushed
th rough  i t s
centre and so
arranged that
when the control

Two views of D. R. Heera-
maneck’s model. Below is a
general view, and that on the
right shows details of the
power unit and brakes. This
fine effort won a prize in the

Overseas Section.
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on its Rod), which is spaced from the other
side plate by a Collar also free to rotate on
its Rod. In between the Pulley and the
Pinion is a circle of rubber. The Spring
keeps the Pulley and the Pinion close
together, thus compressing the rubber,
and transmitting the drive from the Pulley
to the J* Pinion. To declutch, the Pulley
is withdrawn from the Pinion. The
Pinion drives a 50-teeth Gear, the axle of
which carries a £* Pinion that drives a
57-teeth Gear directly above the driving
wheel. The axle of this latter Gear carries
a F fixed Pulley (which serves as the brake
drum) and a Sprocket, which is con-
nected by Sprocket Chain to another
Sprocket on the axle of the driving wheel.

Walter Fagg’s model is neatly designed
and includes among other excellent features
a clutch, and internal expanding brakes.
The power unit in this instance is a Meccano
Clockwork Motor.

D. R. Heeramaneck, a competitor in the
Overseas Section, built the fine model
shown in one of the illustrations on page
883. I t  will be seen that this competi-
tor has gone to a considerable amount
of trouble to incorporate a great amount
of detail work, which he has succeeded in
reproducing in such a manner as to avoid
the scrappy appearance usually resulting
from the presence of a number of minor
items.

The number of really noteworthy entries
that were submitted is sufficient evidence
of the popularity of the contest, and while
I should like to have mentioned all of the
prize- winning entries, space has permitted
me to deal only with those models of
particular merit.

R. A. Lister & Co. Ltd., wish to take
this opportunity to express their apprecia-
tion of the excellent work done by com-
petitors, for collectively they have made
the “ Lister Truck *' Contest one of the
most interesting that have yet been
organised.

The following parts will be required in the construc-
tion of the model Tram Car :

9 of No. 1 ; 2 of No. l b  ; 12 of No. 2 ; 2 of No. 2a ;
7 of No. 3 ; 2 of No. 4 ; IS of Nd. 5 ; 4 of No. 6 ; 6 of
No. 6a ; 4 of No. 8 ; 4 of No. 8a ; 12 of No. 10
4 of No. H ; 20 of No. 12 ; 1 of No. 13 ;  3 of No. 16a;
4 of No. 17 ; 2 of No. 18a : 4 of No. 20 : 4 of No. 20a ;
2 of No. 20b ; 4 of No. 22 ; 1 of No. 23 ; 169 of No.
37 ; 6 of No. 37a ; 24 of No. 38 ; 1 of No. 40 ; 1 of
No. 43 ; 2 of No, 45 ; 2 of No. 4S ; 2 of No. 4Sa ;
4 of No. 48b ; 3 of No. 52a ; 13 of No. 59 ; 4 of No.
63 ; 2 Of No. 77 ; 4 of No. 90a ; 8'  of No. 94 ; 4 of
No. 99 ; 4 of No. 100 ; 4 of No. 103f ; 3 of No. 111 ;
6 of No. 111c; 2 of No. 115; 1 of No. 116; 1 of No.
116a ; 2 of No. 126; 1 of No. 147b.
Flying Boat

The last model to be described this month is the
tiny Flying Boat shown in Fig. 6. This model can
be built from the parts contained in a No. 000 Outfit,
the new “simplicity” set that is proving so popular
with model-builders. The hull of the model consists
of two 24* x 4* Double Angle Strips, extended at  the
rear by two 2j* Strips to form the tail (two Flat
Brackets form the tail plane itself I), The wings are
5J' Strips spaced apart by two |* x | "  Angle Brackets,
which also represent the ” engine nacelles.” The
lower wing is attached to the upper Angle Strip of
the hull by means of a bolt.

The parts used in the Flying Boat are as follows:
2 of No. 2 ; 2 of No. 5 ; 2 of No. 10 ; 4 of No. 12 ;
12 of No. 37; 2 of No. 48a.

“Suggestions” Contest Results
In the " Suggestions Section " for

January of this year we announced a Voting
Contest with the object of discovering the
most popular Suggestions published from
January 1929 to January 1930. Com-
petitors were asked to write down in order
of merit the four suggestions they con-
sidered the most interesting.

The best suggestions as determined by
the votes were as follows. In the Home
Section the Automatic Traffic Control
(No. 159) was the most popular, with the
Mechanical Screwdriver (No. 155), the
Sliding Dog Gear Box (No. 162) and the
Interlocking Lever Frame (No. 145) as
” runners up/ '  in the order named. In
the Overseas Section there was a different
result, for the Bendix Drive (No. 149) was
first, with the Mechanical Screwdriver
(155) second, while the Resistance Con-
troller (152) and Sliding Dog Gear Box
(162) tied for third place, and the Auto-
matic Traffic Control (159) was fourth.

No single competitor, either in the Home
or Overseas Sections, succeeded in placing
the suggestions in the correct order of
merit, and therefore the prizes were allotted
by giving four points for each suggestion
placed in the correct position, three points
when i t  was one place out, and so on.
The names of the prize-winners are as
follows (the figures in brackets denote
the individual scores) : —
Section A (Home)
Fr«ST PRUE, cheque for £1-Is. : William T .  Chambers,

Pleasley, near Mansfield, (11). SECOND PatzE,
cheque for 10/6 : William R. Lang, Glasgow, W.4
(10).

NiNE PRIZES, each consisting of a copy of ” Famous
Trains ” by C. J .  Allen : L. B. Shell, London, S.E.6
(9) ; F. Smith, Lenton, Nottingham (8) ; E.  A.
Steele, London, N.7 (8); G. Wild, Orrell ; L.
Leeson, Brigg ; H.  G. Kidd, March ; F. Margerison,
Blackbum ; R. Laws, Ely ; A. W. Gadd, Deal
(7 each).

EIGHT PRIZES, each consisting of a Meccano Engineer’s
Pocket Book : K. G. Budden, Southsea; J .  T.
Tingley, London, S-E.2 ; C. E. Wrayford, Teign-
grace ; K. Cos tain, Bolton ; J .  Cottam, Pontefract ;
B. Unne, Harrogate ; W. L. Maclean, Stornoway ;
V. Clement, Willington (6 each).

Section B (Overseas)
FIRST PRIZE, cheque for £ I -Is. : J .  Jessen, Dargaville,

New Zealand (12). SECOND PRIZE, cheque for 10/6 :
Miss C. Consalves, Bombay, India (II).

FIVE PRIZES, each consisting of a copy of " Famous
Trains ” by C. J .  Allen : Hcrvert Curry, Windsor,
Nova Scotia (10) ; Colyn Rolston, Levin, New
Zealand (9) ; W. Flanderka, Colombo, Ceylon (7) ;
D. Atkinson, Nowra, N.S.W., Australia (6) ; D.
Thompson, Blenheim, New Zealand (6).

NINE PRIZES, each consisting of a Meccano Engineer’s
Pocket Book : R. Baker, Bathurst, Australia ;
J .  A. Goines, Bandra, Bombay, India ; and J .  A.
Rodriguez, Montreal, Canada (5 each) ; R. Russell,
Whangarei, New Zealand ; C. J .  McCain, Leich-
hardt, Sydney; J .  Buckell, Montreal; B. Willis,
Stratford, Canada ; Miss J .  A. Arcus, Masterton,
New Zealand, and Gordon L. /Arcus, Masterton,
New Zealand (4 each).
Special Prizes, each consisting of a

cheque for 10/6, have been awarded to
J .  R. Sprent, Portsmouth, and J .  H.
Smythe, Coventry, for suggestions Nos.
159 and 149 respectively, and the following
contributors of the other suggestions
figuring in the voting will each receive a
copy of " Famous Trains " by C. J .  Allen
and a Certificate of Merit :— F. K. Lochart,
Birmingham (Suggestion No. 155) ; J .  M,
and A. M. Johnston, Dunstable (162);
R. M. Bleas, Newcastle (152) ; W. Pantin,
Blackheath, S.E.2 (145).

Hobbies 1931  Catalogue
The appearance year by year of the

catalogue issued by Hobbies Ltd. is
always an interesting event. The 1931
edition, just to hand, is similar in general
arrangement to its predecessors, but it
contains new and important features that
make it the most comprehensive of the
series.

Fretwork naturally occupies the main
portion of the catalogue, and in addition
to the many pages devoted to descriptions
and illustrations of every type of apparatus
that could be desired, there are special
articles giving really practical advice on
how to start this fascinating hobby. There
is also a splendid collection of more than
400 illustrated designs, including a great
variety of ornamental and useful articles,
ranging from photo frames and letter
racks to artistic clock cases and cabinets
for china. The general woodworker also
is well catered for, and there are articles
on polishing woodwork, the making of
useful trays, the fixing of hinges, and many
other thoroughly interesting topics. The
lathe worker will find much to interest
him, and the tools listed and illustrated
cover the requirements of even the most
advanced woodworker. Among many
other attractive items are model sailing
boats and steam launches.

The catalogue, with free designs, may
be obtained for 9d. from any Hobbies
dealer, or direct from Hobbies Ltd.,
Dereham, Norfolk, for 1/- post free.
From the same address may be obtained,
post free, an interesting 16-page booklet
entitled "For Makers of Things in Wood.*’
All that is necessary is to send a postcard
asking for the booklet, giving your name
and address and mentioning the "M.M.”

New Meccano Models —(Continual from page 8S9)
The model double-decked tram car shown in Figs, 5

and 7 incorporates several novel features. The tram
body is mounted on two four-wheeled bogies placed
a t  each end, a spring-con trolled trolley pole is mounted
on the roof, while the interior is furnished with dummy
motor controllers for the driver and a " bell ” system
is provided for the conductor !

The base frame of the model consists of two 12j*
Angle Girders spaced apart by means of a 54*x34*
Flat Plate and four 34* Strips 7. Two 2 J* Curved
Strips are bolted to each end, as can be seen in Fig. 5,
to complete the frame. Braced Girders and Strips are
attached as shown in Figs. 5 and 7 to the sides and
ends of the base frame to form the body and the whole
is surmounted by seven 124* Strips which form the
roof. The floor of the “ upper deck " consists of two
5|*x3J* Flat Plates held to the sides by means of
124* Angle Girders.

The seats fitted to the upper deck consist of two
sets of 54* Strips 2 connected together a l  the ends by
means of 2* Strips, which are secured to the floor of the
upper deck by means of two 9|* Angle Girders 3 (see
Fig. 7). The seats proper are 5A* Strips similar to 2
but are joined together by Flat Brackets and secured
to the backs by Angle Brackets.

The construction of the bogies can be followed
from Fig. 5. Each bogie consists of two 3 | *x |*
Double Angle Strips held apart by 14* Strips a t
one end and by a Trunnion a t  the other. A 1 x 4*
Double Angle Strip is also bolted between the bogie
frame, and a 2* Pulley 5 is secured to this and to the
Trunnion by 4* Bolls, three Washers being used for
spacing purposes. The second Pulley 4 is connected
io two 1J* Strips 6 by means of Bolts spaced away
from the Strips by means of three Washers placed on
each bolt. The bogies pivot about J* Bolts which
are passed through the bosses of the Pulleys 4 and
nipped by the set-screws in the bosses of the Pulleys 5
which are secured to the bogies.

The con uctor’s bell signalling system consists of
l j*  Flanged Wheels -1, attached to the roof of the
lower deck by means of Angle Brackets. A length
of cord is threaded through the boss of each Wheel
and a Collar is attached to each end of the cord. If
the cord is drawn down a t  any point between the
two Flanged Wheels, one or other of the Collars will
be drawn up, thus striking the wheel forming the
bell or gong !

“MECCANO MAGAZINE”
SPRING BACK BINDER

There is no better way of keeping your Maga-
zines clean and tidy
than by binding them
in one of the special
binders we supply.

These binders have
strong
covered __  __ _
imitation leather, taste-
fully tooled, and are
lettered in gold. The
large binder holds 12
Magazines— price 4/6
post free. The small
b inde r  ho lds  6
Magazines — price 3/-
post free.

Meccano Ltd., Old Swan, Liverpool.

stiff backs,
with black

A Welding Contest
Commencing with their November issue the Pro-

prietors of “The  Welder" have decided to offer a
monthlj prize of £5- 5s. for the best illustrated article
describing interesting jobs undertaken by the Electric
Arc Welding Process. For further particulars apply
to the Alloy Welding Processes Ltd., Ferry Lane
Works, Forest Road, Walthamstow, London, E.17.
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The ideas printed in the " Suggestions"Section ” should prove a real help to thousands of Meccano enthusiasts.
Often wff receive letters from readers who describe how they have solved some knotty problem or evolved an in*
foresting model after studying some of the ideas that have appeared. We  shall always be pleased to receive
further contributions for the “ Suggestions Section." Cash payments are made for all Suggestions published
{excluding those mentioned in the " Miscellaneous *’ Suggestions column). Contributions should be accom-
panied by clear photographs or drawings ami should be addressed to " Spanner," c/o The"  Meccano Magazine."

(208)— Four-Cylinder Electric Engine '
(L. Hoydon, York)

In the “ Suggestions Section ” for June, 1930, we described the
construction of a novel electric engine that resembled closely both
in operation and appearance a single-cylinder steam engine of
the inverted vertical type. Fig. 208 shows a general view, and
Fig. 208a a sectional view of an interesting development of this
model, in the shape of a four-cylinder engine. The basic principle
of both models is the same, but in the
case of the one about to be described
the employment of four cylinders in
line necessitates the use of a four-throw
crankshaft and a more complicated
form of switchgear. The latter is
necessary on account of the fact that
each solenoid must be energised at the
correct moment when the respective
plungers are on the upstroke.
The crankshaft, connecting rods,
and cylinders are contained in a
common casing, which lends to the
model an exceptionally neat and
business-like appearance.

The engine should prove very
handy as a power unit for large
Meccano models of single and multi-
engine aeroplanes on account of its
compact nature. I t  develops sufficient
power to drive a propeller composed Fi& 208

of Meccano Propeller Blades, pro-
vided that the pitch angle of the latter be made not too great.

The base of the crankcase consists of a 5V  Flat Girder to the
sides of which are bolted 5J* Angle Girders ; and to its ends IV
Angle Girders are secured. Four IV  Angle Girders are then
secured in a vertical position to the four corners of the crankcase
base. Each side portion of the crankcase (one of which is shown
detached in Fig. 208a) is composed of two 5V Flat Girders and two
5 Angle Girders, the latter being bolted together so that their
flanges form a Z. Both sides may be completed, but only one
should be secured in place, so that the assembly of the internal
mechanism may be accomplished with greater ease.

The crankshaft, as mentioned above, is of the four-th row type,
each crank consisting of
two Couplings that are
secured by their centre
holes to the ends of
short Rods 9 that
form the straight
portions of
the crank-
shaft. The
crankpins,
on which
the lower

ends of the connecting rods 8 are mounted, each consist of a I 7
Screwed Rod that is secured by lock-nuts 10 in the transverse
end tapped holes of each pair of Couplings, the upper extremities
of the connecting rods being carried on Setscrews inserted in
Collars on the ends of the piston rods. The complete crankshaft
is journalled in I J* Strips 4, and care should be taken to sec that all
Grub Screws and lock-nuts are tightened very securely in order

to prevent the possibility of the crankshaft
coming out of alignment.

The solenoids are wound to their full
capacity with No. 26 gauge wire* and

after being covered with paper to
protect their windings, they are
clamped in position between the Flat
Girders that form the top portion
of the crankcase. The Flat Girders
are drawn together by means of
1" Screwed Rods.

The next item to claim our
attention is the rotary
switchgear. Two similar
switches are required, one on
each end of the crankshaft ;
and each takes the form of
two brushes (Pendulum Con-
nections, part No. 172) 1*
la ,  which are bent carefully
to the shapes shown so that
they make contact alternately

with a Setscrew inserted in a Collar on the crankshaft, as the
latter rotates. The brushes are attached rigidly to J* x j* Angle
Brackets that are secured by 6 B.A. Bolts to the end of the crank-
case, and are insulated from it by Insulating Bushes and Washers.

A similar arrangement is followed at the other end of the crank-
shaft, and from Fig. 208a it will be seen that the brush 6 has
been removed in order to show the Setscrew 7.

7
0

Electrical Connections of the Model
The brush 1 is connected by rubber-covered wire to the second

solenoid, and the brush l a  to the third solenoid (counting from
the right-hand end of the model in Fig. 208) ; and the remaining
two solenoids arc connected to the brushes 6 and 6a. The other
ends of the windings of the solenoids are all connected to a common
" busbar" 5, which is composed of a 5V Strip that is attached
to, and insulated from, the Flat Girders by means of 6 B.A. Bolts
and Insulated Bushes and Washers. A Terminal 3 is mounted
on the shank of one of the 6 B.A. Bolts that serve to secure the
busbar in place, and a second terminal 2 is secured in metallic
contact with the frame of the model.

The path of the current may be assumed to be from the accumu-
lator to the terminal 3 on the busbar, and from there through
the particular solenoid, the switch of which happens to be making
contact. The closing of the switch allows the current to pass
through the frame of the model to the terminal 2 and to the other
pole of the accumulator, thus completing the circuit.

A careful examination of Fig. 208a will reveal the fact that Nuts
are used instead of Washers on the shanks of the Set-screws that
attach the connecting rods to the piston rods. This is due to the
nuts being slightly thicker, thereby taking up the play that would
be present were Washers used.

It  will readily be realised that as the power of the solenoids is
strictly limited, it is of the greatest importance to ensure satisfactory
working of the model, that friction be reduced to the lowest by care-
ful adjustments to the moving parts and by judicious lubrication.
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No. 00 OUTFIT
Builds 190 Models

No. 1 OUTFIT
Builds 573 Models

This Outfit contains a large and
varied assortment of Meccano parts,
together with a Manual that shows how

573 models may be constructed.
Price 10/-

This Outfit is specially suitable for
young boys. The Manual of Instruc-
tions included shows how 190
interesting models may be constructed.

Price 3/6

No. 3 OUTFIT
Builds 6 SO Models

This excellent Outfit contains a fine
selection of parts, with which hundreds
of splendid models may be constructed.
A big Manual of Instructions is included
showing how to build 686 models.

Price 27 '6

MECCANO
ENGINEERING IS THE BEST

FUN IN THE WORLD
Boys, you cannot beat Meccano Engineering for fun !

There is no limit to the number of models you can build with
this famous constructional system. To-day a crane, to-
morrow a steam wagon, the day after a pit-head gear. A
Meccano Outfit will give you endless enjoyment, hundreds of
thrills ; and all the time you are building and inventing
models you will be learning some of the secrets of engineering,
knowledge that will be invaluable to  you when you grow older.

Meccano is real engineering in miniature—all the parts
miniatures of the corresponding

practice. They are all standardised
and can be used to make hundreds of

No. 5 OUTFIT
Builds 792 Models

Bigger and more realistic models may
be built with this excellent Outfit.
The Manuals included give 792 splendid

examples.
Price (packed in strong carton) 70/-
Price (packed in enamelled

cabinet) 100/-

parts in engineering
and interchangeable
different models.

are

The New Meccano Book
Be  sure you get your copy

This splendid new Meccano Book is brimful of exquisite
illustrations showing the marvellous engineering models that can
be built with Meccano. I t  is beautifully printed in two colours
on special white art paper that shows up the splendid half-
tone reproductions of Outfits and models perfectly. Every-
thing you want to know about Meccano is included
in this book. I t  tells all about the complete Outfits and
the number of models that can be built with each j
one. It explains the purpose of the Accessory Outfits Z
and describes the Clockwork Motor, Electric Motors, //i
Steam Engine, and many other interesting Meccano items. ///

We will send you a free copy of this new 1//
Meccano Book in exchange for the names and addresses HI
of three of your chums, to each of whom we will I .
send an attractive booklet. Write clearly and
70 after your own name for reference.

put No.

Price List of Meccar.o Outfits
Price Price

52/6No. 000 Outfit No. 4 Outfit
No. 5 „
No. 5 „
No. 6 „
No. 6 „
No. 7 ,,

(Carton)
(Cabinet)
(Carton)
(Cabinet)

100
125
155/
45027/6

OLD SWAN - LIVERPOOL

r • lA 'W'

— .V M 112¾]
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More Prizes for

I Meccano Model- Builders! I

Cash Awards for Meccano Model Aircraft
Intending competitors should note that reproductions

of models described in any of the Meccano publications are
not eligible for entry in this contest, and any such models

received will be disqualified.
Entries will be divided into the

following sections : Section A, for
competitors living in the British
Isles and over 14 years of age ;
Section B, for competitors living
in the British Isles and under 14
years of age ; Section C, for
Overseas competitors of all
ages. The age of each competitor
will be taken into consideration
when judging the entries.

Competitors should send in
either a photograph or a good
drawing of their models, to-
gether with a brief explanation of
any interesting feature that may
be present, although the latter
should be made as short as
possible. The competitor’s age,
name and address should be

written clearly on the back of each sheet of paper or
photograph sent, together with the letter A, B, or C
indicating the Section in which the model is entered.
Envelopes should be addressed to ” Aircraft ” Com-
petition, Meccano Ltd., Old Swan, Liverpool. Closing
date for Sections A and B, 31st December, 1930. Section
C, 28th February, 1931.

I t  is absolutely essential that the model should be 'the
result of the.competitor’s own unaided efforts.

IN several recent model-building contests aircraft
models have been very popular subjects with
competitors, probably owing to the fact that they

lend themselves to a wide
diversity in design, and may
be reproduced with remarkable
accuracy, even with small
Outfits.

With a view to encouraging
enterprise and exploiting to the
full this field of Meccano en-
gineering, wre are announcing a
splendid aircraft-building com-
petition, in which many cash
prizes are offered for the best
models of any type of aircraft
built by  Meccano model-builders.
Competitors may build their
models from any Outfit or
number of parts, and on the
lines of any existing machine
that comes under the general
classification of “ aircraft ” —
monoplanes, biplanes, triplanes,
gliders, helicopters, airships, seaplanes, flying boats, etc.
We wish to emphasise that i t  is not necessarily the
largest and most complicated models that will win the
prizes, for very often simple and straight-forward models
are the best and most realistic.

The contest is open to Meccano model-builders
of all ages, no matter whether they live in the
British Isles or Overseas ; and there are no fees to
pay or forms to fill in.

iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiirtiiiiniiiiiiiiiimiiinniiiniiiiitiiiiHiiiimiiimiiiiHiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiP

List of Prizes
g The Prizes to be awarded in Sections A and C g
= are as follows
| First Prize : Cheque for three guineas.
1 Second Prize : Cheque for two guineas. g
| Third Prize : Cheque for one guinea.
g Six Prizes, each consisting of Meccano products to 1
| the value of 10/6. ‘ f
| Twelve Prizes, each consisting of Meccano products |
| to the value of 5/-. g

g The Prizes in Section B are as follows :—
g First Prize : Meccano products to value two guineas. 1
§ Second Prize : Meccano products to  value one guinea. J
g Third Prize : Meccano products to value 10/6.
| Six Prizes, each consisting of Meccano products g
g to the value of 5/-.
g A limited number of Certificates of Merit and g
g Consolation Prizes will be awarded in each Section, j

How Many Errors in this Meccano Motor Cycle ?
two sections as follows :—Section A, for competitors of all
ages living in Great Britain ; Section B, for competitors
of all ages living Overseas.

The prizes to  be awarded in each Section of the Contest
are as follows : First Prize : Meccano
products to value £2-2s. Second Prize :
Meccano products to value £l- ls .  Third
Prize : Meccano products to value 10/6.
Six Prizes, each consisting of Meccano
products to  value 5/-. Six Prizes, each

consisting of a copy of “ Famous
Trains ” by C. J .  Allen.

Competitors should write their
name and address clearly on the
back of the entry. Envelopes
should be addressed to  “ Errors ”
Contest, Meccano Ltd., Old
Swan, Liverpool. Closing dates :
Section A, 29th November, 1930.
Section B, 31st January, 1931.

A glance at the Meccano Motor Cycle illustrated on
this page will show that a number of mistakes have
been made both in designing and constructing the

model. Most of the mistakes are obvious, and any
Meccano enthusiast should be able to point them out
without difficulty.

We are offering a number of
splendid prizes to the com-
petitors who make the lists con-
taining the largest number of
mistakes and state clearly and
briefly the best way in which the
faults may be rectified. A good
plan is to  tabulate all the errors
in column form, and then,
against each item on the list,
write a short explanation of a
way in which the error may
be remedied.

Entries will be divided into
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| New Meccano Models
Penny-in-the-Slot Machine—Model Flying Boat—Electric Tram Car

ONE of the great benefits of the Meccano
hobby is that in addition to giving
the model-builder hours of fun and

amusement it  also enables him to under-
stand the working of all kinds of machines
and mechanisms that he sees about him.
There are without doubt many thousands
of boys who owe their knowledge of the
intricacies of motor cars, clocks, looms,
etc., to a study of accurate Meccano
models of these machines ; and many
other instances could be found where a
complicated mechanism or movement can
be demonstrated clearly by means of a
Meccano model.

This month we are including details of
a Meccano model of a “ penny-in-the-slot ”
machine, which should be of particular
interest to  model-builders as the mechanism
incorporated in these “ robot salesmen ”
is remarkably ingenious. A model tramcar
and a flying boat complete this
month’s collection of new examples.
Penny-in-the-Slot Machine

from bolts that are secured firmly by
additional nuts to the 12|"  Angle
Girders. The machine can thus be
reloaded and attention can be given
to the mechanism if necessary.

The operating mechanism is shown
in Fig. 3 removed. Four 12j* Angle
Girders are spaced apart by  2 | "x | *
Double Angle Strips and 2J" Strips
to form a receptacle for the match
boxes. I t  will be seen that the bolts
are arranged so that they do not
interfere in any way with the down-
ward movement of the boxes. The

Strip bolted between the rear pair
of Girders is clamped between two
2|" Strips (see Fig. 2) near its lower
end.

The drawer and guides on which it
slides are shown in Fig. 4. The bolts
2, which hold the 2£" Strips to  the
I f  Xf  Double Angle Strips of the
slide, should be passed through the
vertical 12 |"  Angle Girders, one hole
above their lower extremities. The
Angle Brackets ___  .
3 form guides
for the
Double Angle

Strips of the drawer. The Rack
Strip 4 is secured to a l ffx l "
Angle Bracket and to a 3 |"  Strip
that is fixed by an Angle Bracket
to the Flat Girders that form
the front of the drawer.

A Pinion 5 (Figs. 2 and 3)
is mounted on a Pivot Bolt and
gripped in place by a J" Bolt 6.
When the drawer is moved in
or out, the Rack Strip engaging
with the Pinion causes the
latter to rotate. Nor-
mally, with the drawer
closed the Bolt 6 should
be almost touching an
Angle Bracket 7 (Fig. 2)
that is secured to  a Crank

on the
end of a
4 f  Axle
Rod ,
wh ich
a l so
carries a
Flat Bracket 8 is fixed by  a Bolt.
The Cranks are arranged so that
when the Bolt strikes the vertical
Angle Girder, the Angle Bracket 7
just clears the teeth of the Pinion 5.

l

i

Many Mec-
cano boys, when
extracting a bar
of choco la t e
from an automatic machine, will
have wondered how the mechanism
was arranged. Those who have
been unable to solve this problem
should study the mechanism of the
model shown in Fig.* 1, as i t  re-
sembles closely that incorporated
in a standard machine. The casing
of the model should be built first
and the mechanism fitted into

after i t  has been assembled.
The frame of the casing
consists of four 12|"  Angle
Girders spaced apart at
top and bottom by 5 | #

Girders. The front of the
casing is enclosed by
5 f  x3 f  Flat Plates
a 3J" Strip,
leaving spaces for
the coin chute
and the front of
the tray.

The back is
f i l l ed  i n

with four 5 fx3 f  Flat Plates and three
Strips, while the sides are built up

from Flat Plates and Strips, as can be
seen in Fig. 1. The built-up side plates
can be removed by unscrewing four nuts 1

S l t » Fig. 1 .  The
Meccano Penny-in-the-slot Machine.

position

5

two
and

Fig.
The
Slot
drawer

3.
complete mechanism of the
Machine with delivering

and match-boxes in
position.

second Crank to which the

The “ magazine ”
gear removed from

casing of the machine.

Fig.
trip

2. and
the

Fig. 4. Delivery drawer and guides.
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A 4|"  Strip is bolted to a Double Arm Crank fixed on
the other extremity of the 4|" Rod, and carries two

Strips which act as a balance weight.
The weight is adjusted correctly by  means
of a bolt and Washers. The Flat Bracket
9 is spaced from the 4 i "  Strip by two Washers
and a f " Bolt 10 carrying four Washers is
bolted in the fourth hole from the end
of the Strip so that the falling coin
may rest on the Strip.

The coin chute should next be built up.
This consists of two pairs of 9|" Angle
Girders bolted, one inside the other,
so that a space rather thicker than a
penny is left between them (see Fig.
A 7|" Angle Girder is attached to each
compound Girders and the latter are
the correct distance apart by  means
Flat Girders.
in with a Flat Bracket secured in position by  means

o f  two
i" X i"
Angle
Bracke t s .
This
of

struction
vides
down
penny
freely
r e a c
ac tua t ing
mechanism.

1).
of the
held at

of two 2|"
The top end of the chute is partly filled

ing bogie construction.

Angle Bracket 7, which should be arranged obliquely.
When the drawer is pushed right in, the next box of
matches should fall into position in the drawer, and
the weight 15 (See Fig. 3) —consisting of a piece of lead
—is provided to assist the downward movement of
the boxes in the vertical guides.

After the mechanism has been completed, ten small-
size match boxes should be inserted in the “ magazine/’
and the right-hand side plate secured in position by
means of four nuts 1 (see Fig. 1). The model is then
ready for operation.

I t  will be noted that the model does not incorporate
a container for the coins after they have fallen off the
weighted arnr. We do not think this omission will
present much difficulty, however, as model-builders

form
con-
pro-
slota

which a
can slide
and so

h t he

Fig. 6. A small but realistic
model Flying Boat. The chute is

secured in place
by a 1" Triangular Plate bolted to the upper transverse

should find it quite a simple matter to devise a " strong
box ” in which their wealth may rest in perfect safety !

In  order to build the Meccano Penny-in- the-slot
5 | "  Angle Girder at the front of the outer casing of Machine the following parts will be required :
the model and also by  the Reversed Angle Bracket
shown in Fig. 2.

The cycle of operation of the
mechanism after a coin has been
inserted is as follows. The penny is \
placed in the chute and falls between \
the Flat Bracket 9 (Fig. 2) and the 4|" \
Strip. The Washers on the Bolt 10 serve \
as a " stop/1 for a penny, but if anyone \
should attempt to “ defraud ” by  inserting \
a half-penny it will not be retained between \
the Bracket and Bolt, and will merely fall \
into the machine without actuating the \
mechanism. Which after all is but a just \
reward for such dastardly conduct ! \

The weight of the penny raises the Crank \
carrying the Angle Bracket 7, but  only sufficiently \
to allow the Bolt 6 to pass unimpeded, for the \
Centre Fork 13 engages the Flat Bracket 8 and
prevents further movement of the Crank. The \
Centre Fork is held in a Coupling which is loosely
attached to the model by  a Bolt passed through
its centre transverse hole, and secured by  two nuts I -
to an Angle Bracket. The Rod 14 held in the
lower transverse hole of the Coupling is forced
upward by the Bolt 6 when the drawer is pulled out,
and thus forces the Centre Fork 13 out of engagement
with the Flat Bracket. The penny is then free to drop
off the end of the lever. The weight of the Rod 14
then returns the Centre Fork to its normal position,
and as the drawer is pushed back the Bolt 6 raises the

I of No. 1 ; 1 of No. l a  ; 5 of No. 2 ; 1 of No. 2a ; 2 of No. 3 ;
I I  of No. 5 ; 8 of No. 8 ; 8 of No. 8a  ; 2 of No. 8b  ; 8 of No. 9 ;
1 of No. 9f ; 4 of No. 10 ;  12 of No. 12 ; 1 of No. 12a ; 1 of No.
15a;  1 of No. 18b ;  1 of No. 23a ; 1 of No. 26 ; 170 of No. 37 ;
13 of No. 37a ; 16 of No. 38 ; 2 of No. 48 ; 4 of No. 48a ; 4 of
No. 48d ; 4 of No. 52a ; 4 of No. 53a ; 1 of No. 59 ; 2 of No. 62 ;
1 of No. 62b ; 1 of No. 63 ; 1 of No. 65 ; 6 of No. 70 ; 2 of No.
5¾. 72 ; 2 of No. 77 ; 2 of No. 100 ; 5 of No. 103f ; 1 of No.

110; 1 of No. I l l  ; 2 of No. I l l a ;  2 of No. 111c;
1 of No. 125 ; 1 of No. 147b. (C on page 884}

Fig. 7. General view of the
model Electric Tram Car.
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The New “Hornby Book of Trains”
I feel sure that all H.R.C. members will be greatly interested

in the new issue of the “ Hornby Book of Trains.” Its pre-
decessors have all been remarkable for the wealth of information
on railway matters that they have contained. The new edition
maintains the high standard set in previous years and its contents
are of exactly the type to appeal to H.R.C. members and, indeed,
to all railway enthusiasts.

One article that is of particular interest describes some typical
features of British railways in pre-grouping days, when distinctive
designs of locomotives and rolling stock were developed by each
of the many companies then in existence and the standardisation

made necessary
by modern con-
ditions had not
oeen introduced.
This is followed
by one on recent
locomotive pro-
gress, in which
the principles of
the high-pressure
locomotives now
being tried out on
British railways
are dealt with,
and the future
tendencies of loco-
motive design
are referred to.
Other articles
describe a tour of
the British Isles
by means of
famous expresses
of the four rail-
way groups—
topics of ever-

present interest to all railway enthusiasts—and tell the story of
‘''Named ° locomotives that have made history.

As in previous issues of the “ Hornby Book of Trains,” a
very attractive section illustrated in colours gives complete details
of the extensive range of Hornby locomotives, rolling stock and
accessories. The price of the book is 3d., and it  may be obtained
from any Meccano dealer. I t  may also be ordered direct from
Meccano Limited, Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool, price 4£d.,
post free, and it will be available on the 3rd of this month.

Join the Correspondence Club
At this time of the year many new members join the ranks of the

H.R.C. and I wish to draw their attention to the Correspondence
Club that is organised in association with it .  All H.R.C. members
are keenly desirous of learning something of railways in other
countries, or in distant parts of their own, and they cannot do
better than by keeping in touch with other enthusiasts, and ex-
changing information and views with them. I urge every member
who has not already done so to  fill in an application form immediate-
ly, therefore, and to forward i t  to me as soon as possible.

Occasionally a little difficulty is experienced in immediately fulfill-
ing the requirements of a new member. This is usually due to a
temporary shortage of members in the country where he most desires
to have a correspondent and for this reason alternative countries
should be given. At the present moment new members are urgently
required in France, Canada, and Germany, and any H.R.C. member
in one of these countries who wishes to correspond with a boy of
similar interests in other parts of the world would be put in touch
with a suitable correspondent almost immediately.

A Splendid Start
Last month I remarked that members of local Branches were

returning to indoor meetings with increased enthusiasm and that
there was every prospect of wonderful advances being made during
the coming winter. Since writing to that effect more reports of
the first meetings of local Branches have reached me and in them
there is every promise of a record year for the H.R.C. Ingenious
ideas for extending the  scope of Branch tracks, and also for varying
the programme by the introduction of Lectures and Debates and
of various hobbies, games and recreations are being ardently
pursued, and it  is quite clear that for every miniature railway
enthusiast who has followed my advice to identify himself with a
local Branch of the H.R.C., a really good time is in store.

The reports that I have received mention many interesting
events and incidents. Among these perhaps the most
noteworthy is the extraordinary success that has attended
the members of one Branch at a local Flower Show and
Carnival. Included in the programme were a number of
competitions, among which were two for the best model
railways laid down in a certain amount of space, and for
the construction of models of locomotives and  other features of
railway interest respectively. Naturally the members of the
local Branch en-
tered eagerly into
the competitions
and between them
they succeeded in
carrying off all
the prizes in these
sections. This
was a remarkable
feat and a proof
of the interest
and efficiency of
the Branch.

An event of a
somewhat differ-
ent character but
one that is in
many respects
equ ally note-
worthy is reported from the Cardiff Branch, No. 107. At the
Cardiff Broadcasting Station a talk on ’* Model Railways '* was
being given, and the gentleman who was responsible for this made
special reference to the Branch as an association of members
devoted to model railway matters, who meet together for the
purpose of exchanging views and indulging in their favourite
hobby. This is not quite the first time on which the activities of
such an  organisation have been referred to in this manner-— in
Sydney, Australia, there is a Meccano Club, with strong Hornby
Railway interests, that is actually run in connection with the
broadcasting station known as 2UW and regular Meccano Hours
appear in the programme—but the event is sufficiently noteworthy
to arouse comment. It  is gratifying to find that the publicity
given to the Cardiff club immediately attracted several recruits.

Keeping in touch with Headquarters
I t  may be opportune to  remind officials and members of Branches

that advice and assistance in the planning of Branch tracks,
or in extending them in order to enable increased numbers of
members to be provided with interesting working, may be obtained
on writing to Headquarters. The members of the staff are experts
and from them many useful hints on the running of model railways
may be obtained. They are eager to be of service and welcome
any enquiries regarding the planning of tracks, their correct
signalling, the devising of timetables, and in fact, on any topic
that may arise when H.R.C. enthusiasts meet.

(Above) C. S. J .  Evans (H.R.C. No. 15210), Bedford,
and his friends exhibit their favourite locomotives.
(Left) Members of the Blackpool (Northern Seclion)
Branch, No. 29 : Chairman, Mr. Charles B. Band ;
Secretary, A. Ian Howarth. This Branch has two
permanent tracks. These represent sections of the
L.M.S. and L.N.E.R. respectively, and there is keen

rivalry between the two operating staffs.
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to lay down a second track. The Branch
will then be divided and the friendly
rivalry between the two sections will add
interest to  the meetings. Preparations are
being made for a special H.R.C. week.
Secretary : Kevin McMenamin, 78, John
Street, Sligo, Ireland.

KENSINGTON.—The roomy school dining
hall is used as a Branch room. Adequate
sidings have been laid down in the large
space available and the  handling of trains
has been found to be much easier. A t  one
meeting experiments were made with
heavy’ train working, double-heading being
used. For one train of 36 trucks, two
L.M.S. 4-4-0 goods engines were employed.
A Mock Trial was held at  the end of one
meeting. The prisoner was charged with
interfering with points in a section controlled
by  another member. He  was found guilty,

Further Branches in Course
of Formation

The following new Branches of the
Hornby Railway Company’ are at  present
in process of formation and any boys
who are interested and desirous of linking
up  with this unique organisation should
communicate with the promoters, whose
names and addresses are given here.
All owners of Hornby’ trains or accessories
are eligible for membership and the
various secretaries will be pleased to  extend
a warm welcome to all who send in their
applications :—
ALDERSHOT— M. Charles, " Bandon,”

Church Hill, Aidershot.
BIRMINGHAM —R.  T .  Coxon, 101, Somerset

Road, Handsworth Wood, Birmingham.
BRIDGWATER

—G. D .
Hews ,
Oban .
Nor th -
f i e ld ,
B r i d g -
water.

BRISTOL — R .
Salter, 92,
C o th  am
Brow,
Bristol.

COVENTRY ---
Eric J .
Smith, 5,
Whi t e
S t r ee t ,
Coventry’.

FARNBOROUGH
— R. Fair-
ba i rn ,
“ Wood  -
t ho rp  e,”
Tribbenden
Lane, Farn-
borough.

HUCKNALL----
W. Bailey,
10, Watnall
Road .
Hu  ckna l l  ,
Notts.

KIDDERMINSTER—Mr. C. P.  Harris. 76,
Dudley Street, Kidderminster.

KiNGSTON-ON-TnAMES—F. J .  Browne, 31,
Staunton Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

LONDON, S.E.23—C. M. Flood Page, 4,
Manor Mount, Forest Hill, London,
S.E.23.

PAIGNTON—G. Pack, ” St. Monica,” Little-
gate Road, Paignton, Devon.

ROMFORD—-Edwin W.  Amos, 48, Rainham
Road, Romford, Essex.

SHORTLANDS—H.  Starling, 110, Farnaby’
Road, Shortlands, Kent.

WiGAN — I .  McKinlay, 37, Parsons Walk,
Wigan.

OVERSEAS
SOUTH AFRICA—James Wilks, 67, Brand

Street, Kroon stad, Orange Free State.

Further H.R.C.
Incorporated Branches

137. NORTH BIRMINGHAM---C. E .  C.
Walker, St. Mary’s Vicarage, Aston
Brook, Birmingham.

138 .  LARCHFIELD (ABERGAVENNY)—C.  S .
Griffiths, Ty-Llwyd, Abergavenny.

139. FIRST BEDFORD—H.  N.  Darlow, 1,
Burnaby Road, Bedford.

140. SWANSEA MODEL RAILWAY CLUB- -
Leslie T .  Levitt, ” Alpha House,”
Townhill Road, Sketty, Swansea.

Branch Notes
PORTSMOUTH (NORTH END).----A Dew

track has been designed and put into
operation, and this is to be  fixed at  a con-
venient height for working. Some interest-
ing tests for speed and length have been
made upon it. At  a recent meeting a
signal was ignored and a locomotive at  the
head of a long train crashed into level
crossing gates. No  damage occurred, but
an  official enquiry into the cause of the
disaster was held. A Branch magazine,
called “ The Shunter/ ’ has been started
and a visit paid to Fratton Engine Sheds.
Secretary : Denis Cole, 90, Emsworth Road,
North End, Portsmouth.

IPSWICH.—During the summer many
visits have been paid to  the local station in
order to  see the holiday traffic, one member
recording 41
such visits.
Ar t i cu l a t ed
se t s  o f
coaches and
Locomot ives
of the 4-6-0
” Sandr ing -
ham ” type
have been
seen and in-
t e r e s t i ng
features for
reproduct ion
in track work
noted. The
Branch cele-
brated i ts  first
birthday by
award ing
special prizes
to four mem-
bers for good
work. Secre-
tary* : P.  E .
Buck, 10,
D ia l  Lane ,
Ipswich.

FIRST
YORK.  ----
An interesting
feature of a
visit to the
local Engine Sheds was an  inspection of a
breakdown train. Members were allowed
on the footplate of the crane itself, and the
breakdown apparatus, including the use of
detonators, was fully explained and
demonstrated where possible. A collection
of railway photographs is being assembled.
I t  has been decided to change the layout
periodically, in order to give scope for
trying new ideas. Secretary : K.  Shannon,
38, Severus Avenue, Acomb;, York.

FiRST CARDIFF.—Interesting rambles and
visits have included one to Porthcawl, a
seaside resort about 45 miles from Cardiff.
The train which carried the members is
called the ” City to Sea Express,’' and
was hauled by  a 2-6-0 ” Mogul.’* Very
useful publicity was obtained through a
broadcast talk on  Model Railways, the
gentleman who  gave this reading a report on
the Branch's activities that had been
prepared by  the Secretary. Three new
members joined the Branch after hearing
the talk. Secretary : A. V. Strong, 47,
The Parade, Cardiff.

SLIGO. —Drastic relaying operations have
been necessary on  the permanent track in
order to accommodate a new Control
Cabin. Members were fully repaid for their
trouble when they found how realistically
the points could be changed. Owing to  the
influx of new Hornby locomotives and
rolling stock i t  will shortly be  necessary

Enjoying the miniature railway articles in the “ALM.” during a traffic interval I J .  L. Hodgson (H.R.C.
No. 2143) Torquay, adds greatly to the attractions of his well-planned Hornby Railway by the use of suitable

lineside accessories, all of which are employed in a very realistic manner.

and violence on  his part during the trial led
to an  exemplary’ sentence I Secretary :
D.  J .  Higgins, 28, Hillersdon Avenue,
London, S.W.13.

SAINT NICHOLAS (BIRMINGHAM).— A visit
has been paid to New Street (L.M.S.)
Station where the new 2-6—4T engines
were seen. The members were allowed on
the footplate of one of these. Another visit
was paid to Bromsgrove to  see the famous
“ Decapod ” and the  members’ train was
pushed up  the incline by  it. At  the next
track meeting interesting banking experi-

i ments were carried out with a 4-4-4T.
At  a recent Flower Sl.ow Branch members
carried off all the five prizes offered in two
sections for boys, these including one for
the best model railway laid down in a
space of 6 ft.  x 4 ft., and another for the
best model constructed frc m any material.
Secretary : J .  E .  Wilson, 23, Meadow Hill
Road, King's Norton, Birmingham.

OVERSEAS
ALEXANDRIA (EGYPT).—A novel plan

has been adopted in order to settle the
lay’out of the  Branch permanent track.
Each member is submitting a plan and the
best will be chosen. Trestles and wood for
shelves have been obtained and the work
is to  be  started on immediately. Secretary’ :
W.  D .  Draycott, 16, Avenue Sidi Gaber,
Alexandria, "Egypt.
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MEMBERS OF  THE
H.R .C .

ARE ENT ITLED TO
WEAR THIS  BADGE

WHICH IS
BEAUTIFULLY

ENAMELLED IN
COLOURS

Hornby Railway Company |
J

JUNIOR SECTION MEMBERS OF  THE

ARE ENT ITLED TO
WEAR THIS  BADGE

WHICH 15
BEAUTIFULLY

ENAMELLED IN
COLOURS

XXIII.—Overhauling a Hornby Railway

ALTHOUGH many model railway enthusiasts con-
tinue their railway operations throughout the
year, there is no doubt that the majority do

comparatively little railway work during the summer
months and begin again in earnest when the long dark
evenings arrive. By this time Hornby Railway owners
who have not already done so will be turning to their
trains with renewed interest, and will be considering
possible developments to be carried out during the
winter. No doubt in most cases hopes will be high
that later on a new
locomotive, additional
rolling stock, or fresh
rails or points will be
forthcoming !

Before ideas for new
layouts are considered
it is advisable to
overhaul the existing
material and put every-
thing into good con-
dition. First of all the
rails—especially the
curved ones—and the
points and crossings
should be examined for
defects. Some of the
rails may have become
bent out of shape, or
o the rwi se  s l i gh t ly
damaged, and these
should be put right im-
mediately otherwise
they may give rise to derailments. The points should
be tested carefully to see that they operate smoothly.
I t  is probable that some of the projecting pins, by
means of which the rails are fastened together end
to end, have come out of their sockets. If the pins
can be found i t  is quite easy to insert them again,
and if any are missing new supplies may be obtained
at the price of 3d. per dozen.

I t  is important that a sufficient number of connecting
plates should be available to  grip together the end
sleepers of each adjoining pair of rails, so that there
is no fear of the rails springing apart as the result of
the passage of the trains or of knocks or jerks that
may be accidentally given to the track.

If the track has been laid away for some time it is
likely that it will have become dirty and perhaps rusty.
If this is the case each piece should be cleaned by
rubbing it  with a rag dipped in paraffin or petrol. If
paraffin is used, sufficient time should have elapsed
to allow the rails to dry thoroughly before trains are
run, otherwise the locomotives will slip badly. As
regards petrol, only a small quantity should be in use,

and this should be kept well away from the fire or any
light. Perhaps the safest method is to pour a small
quantity of petrol into an ordinary oil can, so that it
is available in drops. Trains will not run well on dirty
greasy rails, and a little time and trouble spent in
cleaning the track will be well repaid.

A careful examination should be made of the rolling
stock, particular care being taken to see that the wheels
revolve quite freely. The couplings also should swivel
freely, though excessive looseness is a nuisance and is

to be avoided. If the
coupling hook of a
vehicle is loose and
hangs down, trouble
will be experienced
with this vehicle when
the train isbeingbacked.
The coupling of the
next wagon will tend
to override the hanging
coupling, and either they
will jam, or the wagons
will telescope and prob-
ably become derailed.
Any axles that happen
to be bent should be
straightened. I t  fre-
quently occurs that a
certain amount of dust
and fluff collects round
about the wheels and
axles. This should be
cleaned off with a

paraffin rag.
The locomotives should, of course, receive special

attention. The mechanism of each probably will
require cleaning, as a certain amount of dirt is bound
to have collected inside. Petrol is preferable to paraffin
for this purpose, and it may be introduced to the
mechanism by means of an oil can. The advantage
of petrol is that it evaporates quickly, leaving the
mechanism perfectly clean and dry. The various
spindles and gear wheels, the axles, and the coupling and
connecting rod pins should be lightly oiled, while a few
drops between the plates of the spring will assist matters.
Too much oil should be avoided, as it attracts dust,
and results in the mechanism becoming clogged.

If the locomotives are electric, the pick-up shoes
probably will require cleaning ; and here again the
paraffin or petrol rag should be used. The brush
holder caps should be removed —care being taken that
the spring does not shoot out and get lost —and the
brushes should be examined. If the engine has had
a good deal of use they may require renewal. The
axles and coupling rod pins should be lightly oiled, but

An imposing array ! Some of the railway material belonging to the Ellesmere
H.R.C. Branch, lined up ready for inspection.
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loading wagons. The appearance of a miniature goods
yard where actual traffic is handled is very attractive,
and there is almost no limit to the operations that can
be carried out.

Probably some additions and improvements to the
accessories of the railway will be considered. I t  may
be that the model railway owner desires to provide
more realistic surroundings. For this purpose the
accessories of the Hornby Series are extremely effective,
and if used with judgment will greatly improve the

appearance of any lay-
out. The upper photo-
graph on this page, for
instance, shows how
effective the Lattice
Girder Footbridge and
the Hornby Fencing
appear when placed in
suitable positions. I t
will be noted, too, how
realistic the Signal
Cabin and Signals and
the Telegraph Poles and
connecting wires appear.
As the train is as-
cending a bank, the
slope is indicated by  a
Gradient Post, thus
adding another touch
of realism.

A great deal can be
done in the way of making railway accessories at home.
In the lower photograph on this page a Hornby Pullman
Express is shown passing through a cutting. I t  appears
to  be emerging from a tunnel, but actually this is a
road overbridge constructed of cardboard. The making
of such a bridge is very easy. The sides are first care-
fully marked out to allow sufficient space in the centre
arch for trains to  pass beneath safely. I t  is a good

plan to use wood to
connect the two sides
to form the roadway.
The sides should be
attached to the wood
by glue and pins, and
if the work is done
with reasonable care the
finished bridge will be
extremely strong. The
final touch is given by
painting the bridge
with some dark grey
paint to give a weather-
beaten appearance to
the structure.

Cuttings such as the
one illustrated may be
made quite easily.
The first step is to
prepare a rough frame-

work of wood, over which is glued in position stout
brown paper, first crumpled up  and then unrolled, to
give the necessary rough surface. The wooden frame-
work may be fixed to  a base formed of a piece of wood
of suitable length. The whole cutting should be covered
with thin glue, and while this is wet, sawdust should be
sprinkled over all. When everything has set hard, a
realistic appearance may be given by painting the
cutting a suitable shade of green.

on no account should oil be applied to the brushes
and the commutator. If the slots of the commutator
have become filled up  with dirt they may be cleaned
by the gentle use of a pin or a sharpened match-stick.

When these overhauling operations have been com-
pleted and the railway is in perfectly good running
order, it is time to consider how the existing layout
can be  improved so as to make it more realistic and
more interesting to operate. Many suggestions for
the development of layouts have been made in these
pages in past issues of
the “M.M.”  and we
strongly recommend
that the advice given
should be considered
before changes are de-
cided upon. Then there
is the question of
locomotives and rolling
stock. I t  is undoubt-
edly a great advantage
to have two or three
locomotives of different
types, so that a variety
of trains may be run
according to the rolling
stock available.

The further question
arises as to whether
the railway shall be
devoted mainly to pas-
senger or to goods traffic. I t  is best to avoid running
trains made up  of a miscellaneous collection of pas-
senger coaches and goods wagons. I t  is true that
such trains are occasionally to be seen on certain
country branch lines, but they never look well, and
when reproduced in miniature their appearance is
even worse. As far as possible i t  is best to devote
each train entirely to passenger traffic or to goods
traffic. The running
of goods trains is apt
to be neglected by  the
average miniature rail-
way enthusiast. This
is a pity, because there
is a vast amount of fun
and interest to  be ob-
tained from goods train
working. In  the first
place there is a much
more varied selection
of goods wagons than
of passenger coaches to
be obtained, and in
addition goods vehicles
of all kinds may be pro-
vided with suitable
loads, which is scarcely
practicable in the case
of passenger trains.

All kinds of household materials may be used for
loads, from rice or dried peas to  tiny pieces of real coal ;
and most interesting effects may be produced with
a little ingenuity. The Meccano miniature Sacks are
also useful. If Hornby Milk Vans are used, these
are already provided with churns. The Hornby Goods
Platform makes a particularly interesting addition to
a goods line, and the crane with which it is provided
may be used very realistically for loading and un-

A heavy Hornby Train being assisted up an incline by a bank engine. The
train engine is a Hornby L.M.S, No. 2 Special.

A Hornby Pullman Express hauled by the well-known 4-4-0 “ Yorkshire.”
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XXV ELECTRIC TRACK CIRCUITS ON HORNBY LAYOUTS

I T has often been stated that a British railway carriage
is one of the safest places in the world. This
statement is fully justified by the remarkably few

fatal accidents that occur on British railways when one
takes into consideration the enormous number of trains
running night and day, and the high speeds at which
they travel. This splendid freedom from accident
is the result of a wonderfully perfect system of train
control that has been de-
veloped little by little by
railway engineers as the
result of experience and
experiment.

In the earliest days of
railways, traffic control as
we know it to-day did not
exist, and indeed the trains
were so few and so slow
that it was unnecessary.
Subsequently, when traffic
increased, safety was se-
cured by  a " time-interval’'
system, in which one train
was not allowed to follow
another until after a cer-
tain interval had elapsed.
Still later this was super-
seded by  a system of trains
running with a ff space-
interval ” separating them.
The line was divided into
a number of sections, and
only one train was allowed to be on any section at one
time. These sections were known as " block sections,"
and the system was called the “ block system.” The
use of the block system, combined with telegraphic
communication between signalmen and the mechanical
interlocking of signals and points so that conflicting
settings could not be made, provides an almost perfect
method of working from the point of view of safety.

During recent years refinements have been intro-
duced into various signalling operations. Prominent
among these is the power operation of signals and points
as a substitute for manual operation by the signalman.
In a manual box the signalman has to move the points
and signals by the manipulation of large levers, which
involves the exertion of a considerable amount of
physical strength. In a power box the signalman has
only to  manipulate small levers that move with the
greatest ease, and the electric or pneumatic power
then comes into operation and does the hard work.
Another important introduction is that of colour-light

signals in place of the usual semaphore signal. At present
these signals are mainly used on electric railways, but
they are already used to a small extent on local and
main lines, and are likely to gradually supersede the
semaphore as re-signalling is carried out.

In  each signal box there is displayed a large scale
diagram of the section of line controlled from that box.
This diagram shows in detail the whole of the track and

all the points and signals.
Each signal has a number,
and the lever that controls
it is clearly marked with
the same number. On
electric railways, such as
the London Underground,
where large numbers of
trains succeed one another
at very short intervals, a
more elaborate form of
signal box diagram is in
use. This diagram is
electrically connected in
such a mannei' that the
passage of a train through
one section causes a series
of lamps to light up  in
turn on the portion of the
diagram indicating that
section. In this manner
the signalman is able to
ascertain the position of
any train at any moment.

The illuminated track diagram is extremely fas-
cinating to  watch, and we continually receive enquiries
from Hornby Railway enthusiasts as to whether a
scheme of this nature can be carried out in miniature.
I t  may be said at once that to reproduce on an ordinary
model railway the moving light indications of a real
railway track diagram would be impossible. I t  is
possible, however, to  introduce an extremely interesting
system by  means of which the presence of a train in a
section causes a lamp, corresponding to that section, to
light up. There is not much difficulty about making
the necessary arrangements, and the small amount of
trouble involved is well repaid by the fun and excitement
obtained when the system is working.

The accompanying diagram shows the scheme of
wiring most suitable for the purpose. I t  should be
understood that this is purely a diagram to explain the
idea, and does not represent an actual layout. I t  is
assumed that the layout is divided up into four sections,,
each to  be provided with its own light indication. These

The interior of a Signal Box, showing the electro-pneumatic lever frame
and the illuminated track diagram of the section controlled from
the box. The small levers for power operation are clearly shown.
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sections, which we may call A, B, C and D, are shown
in the diagram for convenience as adjoining sections
of a length of straight track ; but, of course, the actual
arrangement will vary with each layout.

The first point to notice is that in one of the running
rails a small gap is left between each section and the
next. From each of these isolated lengths of rail a wire
is led to  a lamp,
the lamps being
lettered in ac-
cordance with
the sections.
The lamps are
also connected
to one terminal
of a dry battery
or accumulator
as shown in the
diagram — the
battery being
represented by
the convention-
al alternate
short and long
strokes •— and
the circuit is
completed by
way of the
continuous run-
ning rail as
shown. The rails in which the gaps occur are insulated
from the continuous running rail, so that the bridging
of the two rails by a train completes the electric circuit
and thus causes the lamp corresponding to that par-
ticular section t o  light up.

The insulation of the rails may appear to be a difficult
process, but  actually it  is quite easy. A ready means
of insulation is found in the special insulators that
are now available in connection with the conversion
for electric traction of the latest Hornby clockwork
trains. These insulators cost 3d. per dozen, and may
be  ob t a ined
th rough  any
Horn  byTra in
dealer. The clips
at each side of
the running rail
in which the gaps
occur, which hold
the rail down to
the  s l eepe r s ,
should be gently
lifted so that the
rail may be re-
moved from the sleepers. One of the insulators is
then placed under the rail at each point where the
clips come, and the rail is then restored to its original
position, the clips being pressed down gently but firmly
to secure it in place.

We have already said that a gap is left in one of the
running rails between each section and the next. The
best method of doing this is to  withdraw the connecting
spikes in the insulated rails at these points, and to fix
the rails in such a manner that the gap cannot be closed
up. The most satisfactory method is, of course, to
screw down the rails to  a baseboard, and this should
be done if possible. The spike in the uninsulated rail
will assist in keeping the track in alignment, and match
sticks might be used to  replace the withdrawn spikes.

I t  should be remembered that all that is necessary
is to make an electrical break between each section,
and it is not at all necessary to have a gap so large
as to give the wheels of the train a severe bump as
they pass over.

We have now to consider the arrangement of the
lamps. For the sake of convenience these should be

grouped at the
point where
most of the
controlling is
carried out.
This will be the
ch i e f  s i gna l
box on the
line, and there-
fore the lamps
shou ld  be
placed near it.
The actual man-
ner in which
the lamps are
fixed and con-
nected up by
wires to the
insulated sec-
tions and to the
battery may
be varied ac-
cording to the

ideas and the materials at the disposal of the owner of
the railway. We suggest the following scheme, however,
as being simple and at  the same time thoroughly practical.

Each lamp should be mounted in a Meccano Lamp
Holder (No. 310) that has previously been secured to a
Meccano Double Bent Strip (No. 45) in the following
manner. A Meccano 6 B.A. Screw (No. 304) should be
passed through the hole in the base of the Lamp Holder
and through the centre perforation of the Double Bent
Strip. A Meccano Insulated Bush (No. 302) and a 6 B.A.
Nut (No. 305) should be placed on the shank of the

6 B.A. Screw, but
before securing the
latter the enamel
should be removed
from the Double
Bent Strip where
the Lamp Holder
touches it, so that
the two parts

will be in electrical contact. The
6 B.A. Nut should be screwed up
tightly and a Meccano Terminal
(No. 306) placed on the projecting

portion of the 6 B.A. Screw. Each built-up Lamp
Holder may then be mounted in position on a strip of
wood by means of wood screws passed through the
perforations in the Double Bent Strip. One lug of each
Strip should be scraped clean of enamel and a washer
placed under the head of the wood screw securing it in
place. This enables a length of wire to be held firmly
in contact with the Double Bent Strip when connecting up.

In  order to connect up, the wires from the insulated
sections are led to the terminals secured on the 6 B.A.
Screws. The other wires, which come from the unbroken
rail through the battery, should be clamped under the
washers placed on the shanks of the wood screws pre-
viously mentioned, the insulation being removed from
the wire at each point where contact is to be made.

A country station on a Hornby railway with the Signal Box from which the section is controlled.
The Hornby Pullman express thunders past hauled by No. 2 Special Locomotive " Yorkshire/ 1

Diagram showing the wiring arrangements for sectional lamp indications
on a model railway.
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Here it is, boys! The 1930 Hornby Book of Trains— the

biggest and best we have ever issued. Get your copy to-day !
This splendid new edition contains wonderful reading that  will

fascinate every boy who is keen on railways. A wide variety of
subjects is dealt with in its pages, including interesting articles on
famous locomotives and expresses, and descriptions of the wonder-
ful high-pressure engines that may haul the trains of the future. All
these subjects are dealt with under the following headings.

In Pre-Grouping Days : Some typical features of British Lines.
Recent Locomotive Progress : The use of High Pressure Steam-
Touring Britain by four Famous Expresses.
Some “ Named ” Locomotives that have made History.

The book also contains full details and many beautiful
illustrations in full colour of the world-renowned Hornby Trains,
together with descriptions and prices of all the items included in
the Hornby System. Get your
How to Obtain the Book

You may obtain the Book from any
Meccano dealer, price 3d., or direct from
Meccano Ltd. (Dept, A.M.), Old Swan;
Liverpool, price 4 |d .  post free. If you order
direct, mention the names and addresses of
two or three of your chums and we will send
them some interesting Hornby Train litera-
ture. Write clearly and be sure to put the
letters AM after your own name for reference.

Direct orders are not acknowledged.
They are dealt with as soon as they are
received, and every endeavour is made
to send the book to the purchaser by return
of post. It  is desirable that a remittance
in stamps should be sent and also that
the name and address of the sender should
be dearly written. There is no reduction
if more than one copy is ordered.

copy to-day !
Orders from Overseas

There is a special edition of the Hornby
Book of Trains for Overseas, and copies
have already been despatched to our agents
to fill orders received. The price Overseas is
6d. post free (Canada 10 cents or 12 cents
post paid). Readers in Australia, New Zea-
land, South Africa or Canada who require
copies should address their orders to our
agencies as detailed below.

Readers living in countries other than
those mentioned should order from Meccano
Ltd., Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool,
sending a remittance for 6d. with their order.
AUSTRALIA.—E.  G. Page & Co., 52,

Clarence Street, Sydney. (P.O. Box
1832K).

NEW ZEALAND.—Models Ltd., Kingston
Street, Auckland. (P.O. Box 129).

SOUTH AFRICA.—Arthur E. Harris, 142,
Market Street, Johannesburg. (P.O. Box
1199).

CANADA.—Meccano Ltd., 34, St. Patrick
Street, Toronto.

MECCANO LIMITED

OLD SWAN LIVERPOOL

GET YOUR COPY TO-DAY!
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Touring By Railway
Round Britain By Four Famous Expresses

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□a
EVERY summer large numbers of people make tours by road,

either in their own cars or by one of the multitude of motor
coach services that cover the country. Nobody ever seems

to think of touring by railway trains ; yet for those who are
really interested in railways there are countless things to be seen
and enjoyed from the

In the course of our run to Paddington we descend the Wellington
Bank, down which the fastest railway speed ever reliably recorded
in these islands was registered—102.3 m.p.h. We shall also see
the Westbury White Horse clearly cut on the chalk hillside, and
from Pewsey through Hungerford to Newbury we are alongside the

Rennet and Avon Canal,window of a railway
carriage, and these things
cannot be seen in any
other way. Let us make
in imagination a railway
tour specially for the
purpose of seeing some
of the
features of our great
main lines,
commence our tour from
London, and we will
finish there. We will
travel from Waterloo to
Plymouth by the S.R.
" Atlantic Coast Ex-
press " ; from Plymouth
to Paddington by the
G.W.R. " Cornish Riviera
Express ” : from Euston
to Edinburgh by the
L.M.S.R. ” Royal Scot,”
and finally from Edin-
burgh to King’s Cross
by the L.N.E.R. " Flying Scotsman.”

On the S.R. route from London to
Plymouth we find the most remarkable
series of " flying ” and " burrowing "
junctions existing in the British Isles.
By a " flying " junction is meant the
arrangement by which the branch
line bridges over those main lines that
otherwise would be crossed on the
level, dropping down again to form
the necessary connection with one oC
the main lines, usually an outside one.
The term is used also to describe the
layout when one of the branch lines
dives under the main lines ; but this
is more accurately described as a
"burrowing" junction. On this
jour ney it  isinteresting to pass thro ugh
Clapham Junction, which is probably
the busiest main line junction in the
world. We also pass the Brooklands
motorracing track, and at  Basingstoke
we may catch a glimpse of the famous
Thor nycroft Motor Works. Our
" Atlantic Coast Express ” will prob-
ably be hauled as far as Exeter by one
of the handsome ” Lord Nelson ”
class ; but from Exeter onwards an
engine of a lighter type will be substituted.

Our return journey from Plymouth to London by the Great
Western route passes Dartmoor on its south side, and the scenery all
along this part of the journey is very fine and typical of Devon.
From Newton Abbot, recently rebuilt and now a fine example of a
junction station, our course lies in picturesque fashion along the
estuary of the Teign to Teignmouth. The engineering of the line
onward to Dawlish is most interesting, the rails hugging the coast
line and being carried through spurs of rock by a series of tunnels.
I t  is not an unusual occurrence for a tunnel to be completely
opened out and transformed into a cutting, or to be shortened by
some such process ; but at this point on the G.W.R. there is a
tunnel that has actually been lengthened. This is the Parsons
funnel, and it was lengthened with the object of shielding the
track from falling rock and debris.

a picturesque but little used
waterway that the G.W.R.
would be very glad to dis-
pose of. Later we must
look out for the ramps in
the four foot ways situated
near the distant signals and
used in connection with
the company’s system of
cab signalling, by which the
indications of the distant
signals are repeated on
the engine.

Our northward journey
from London is one of
approximately 400 miles
and, assuming that the
summer service is available,
we shall have only two
stops— Kingmoor, north of
Carlisle, to change engines,
and Symington or Carstairs
to divide the train into its

Glasgow and Edinburgh por-
tions. The latter half of. our
journey includes theclimbing

of Shap Summit, 914 ft.
above sea level, but the
five miles at 1 in 75 will

not trouble Our "Royal
Scot " engine greatly.
Still further on we
have to tackle the
famous Beattock
Bank, the top of
which is 100 ft. higher
than Shap Summit.
Here banking engines

are kept, but the
"Royal Scot" needs no

[assistance and accom-
plishes unaided the 10

miles of 1 in 75. After a
speedy descent to Syming-

ton we contin ue to  Edin burgh
by way of Carstairs and

Mid Calder.
We commence our return journey

to London from the famous
Edinburgh. This journey is full of

Our route takes us

engineering

We will

(Top) Friary Station, Plymouth, at
which we arrive by Southern Railway .-
from Waterloo. (Below) No. E452,
" Sir Meliagrance," one of the 4-6-0
locomotives that haul the *' Atlantic <

Express."
Waverley Station,
interest to the railway enthusiast,
over the Royal Border Bridge, 2,160 ft. in length, and the

King Edward VII Bridge at  Newcastle,82 ft. above sea level. Having
admired the fine station at York we pass cautiously over the
swing bridge at Selby, and so on to Doncaster, the locomotive
headquarters of the old Great Northern Railway, and 'where our
locomotive was built. Over the water troughs at Scrooby we
come presently to Retford, where there is one of the few examples
to be found in this country of the crossing of two main lines over
one another at the same level. All too soon we reach King’s
Cross and the end of our tour.

This interesting tour is described in greater detail in the 1930-31
edition of the " Hornby Book of Trains.” In addition this book
contains a fascinating account of many typical features on
British railways in pre-grouping days, a description of the latest
high-pressure locomotives, and of some of the "named" locomotives
that have made history.

Coast
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1929
SIR CHARLES
WAKEFIELD

International Cup
WINNING MACHINE
WARNEFORD BUILT

1930
THE “GAMAGE”

CUP
WINNING MACHINE
WARNEFORD BUILT

Warner ord Junior Air League
FREE ! A generous offer to Wameford Owners.

Any Warneford Model Aeroplane Pilot who can exceed a
duration of 30 seconds, duly witnessed, is entitled to a

Certificate and a Pair of Blue and Gold Wings.

)ltt£ to c<?rti|q ihut

/ Moca HesopuiNe J■
The
“Demon”
Tractor
Length 25} in., span 23 in. Fitted 10 in. hand-
carved and balanced propeller, patent double-
bearing and shock-proof chassis, covered yellow
proofed silk with identification discs. Weight and
wind resistance are reduced to a minimum in this
model, giving the utmost duration of flight.
Weight 3 oz. Approximate flight 250 yards.
(Pat. No. 296946). p r ice ? /6

Other  Models 1 /6  to 35 / -

ALL WARNEFORD MODEL AEROPLANES
are capable of doing a duration of 30 seconds, but  a great deal
depends on the skill of the Pilot in handling his Model
Aircraft in order to obtain this achievement. Weather
conditions must be good, and of course the tuning up of

the Model is very essential. A reduced facsimile of the very
fine Certificate awarded is shown
above, which, together with the
pair of Gold Wings, is a pre-
sentation of which every owner

will be proud.

The Certificate must be signed by a Schoolmaster or
someone in authority, or by an Official in charge of any

Model Aeroplane Competition.

Special Application Forms for the W.J.A.L. together with Latest Price List, Post Free on application.
Warneford Aeroplanes are obtainable from all good Stores, Toy Shops, and Sports Dealers throughout the Country.

Sole Manufacturer : F. J. MEE, 137a, Greenwich Road, LONDON, S.E.1O

Your Old Favourites
and

New Important Lines
ATTACK ON

GIBRALTAR
This new set includes the

TOC-TOC-EIGHT Speed Boat,
CLICO POTATO Pistol,
BAT Battery Pistol,

also ample fuel, spare bulb, and
Complete 5/6 Post Free.

Flash the news with the BAT Pistol that you have
located the enemy Toc-Toc and open an intense
fire with the Clico Potato Pistol. Fine fun for

one, or more than one.

TOC-TOC-EIGHT alone 2/4 post free.
CLICO PISTOL „ 9d.
BAT PISTOL „ 1/3
FUEL 1/- ; BATTERY 4d. ; BULB 3d.

battery.

2,

“REVOLVO
This pattern’’ Ring - Board has numbers that
revolve when touched by the rubber ring.

The unexpected is always happening.
3/6 post free.

Larger models with more numbers
5/-, 6/6, 8/- and 11/6

‘Corinthian
Bagate l l e ’
Played with 20
steel balls, and a
striker (cue).
SKILL, AND

FLUKES
18/-  post free.

DLABOLO
Fa the r ’ s  old

favourite.
3/-, 4/3, 5/6,
8/- post free.
Special ■ Presen-
tation Set 11/-

30* x 15*
FOOTBALL PUMP 1/3
STILTS per pair, 7/6 and 11/6
SURESHOT Springless Gun 5/- post free
JOKE HAMMERS

They look dangerous, but . .
” JUMBO.” The Jolly Worker. A
Mechanical Elephant, with Wagon

1/9

realistic
. . .  3/-

“BOOMERANG”  PISTOL
The Pistol that fires a Safety Boomerang, and
returns i t  to its initial point . . .  . . .  1 /3

“BERMUDA”
A New Domino Game with coloured spots.
Recommended for Colleges, Boarding Schools,

etc. 8/-

CLOCKWORK (C lass  T )  BOATS
6/3, 8/3, 11/- and 15/6 post free.

SINGLES CHAMPION, 5/- post free.

ABBEY SPORTS CO. LTD., 125, Borough High Street, London., S.E.l
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□ EImprovements in the Hornby “M” Series E

By “ Tommy Dodd”

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□a

LAST month I dealt with a number of additions to the
Hornby Series and with improvements to various
existing items. This month I want to  draw special

attention to the important changes that have been
brought about in regard to the popular locomotives and
ro l l i ng
stock of
the " M "
type.

The MO
Sets have
been re-
designed,
and the
loco -
mot ives ,
tenders, coaches and wagons of which they are composed
are entirely new. Taking the locomotive first, a con-
siderable improvement in appearance has resulted from
the adoption of a raised footplate, which drops down in
front of the smoke-box as in many modern locomotives.
An improved pattern of cab
has been fitted. This is
provided with double win-
dows in the sides, so that the
locomotive is given an up-to-
date appearance. The ten-
der is of pleasing outline,
following for the most part
the general contour of the
standard L.M.S. tenders. The
sides therefore are flat, and
are developed upward to
form a raised coping round
the coal space. The wheel frames are slotted out in the
correct manner, and their appearance is very realistic,
for the}?- have embossed upon them representations of
the axle boxes, springs, and hangers seen on actual
tenders.

The mechanism fitted to the locomotive is of improved
design and will be found capable of the hardest work.
The locomotive and tender are available in either red or
g reen
co lou r -
ing, the
qua l i t y
of finish
in both
case s
being ex-
ce l l en t .
The MO
Pullman
coaches
are well-designed vehicles, and are finished in the
standard Pullman colours. Together with the loco-
motive and tender they make up a smart little train,
from which a vast amount of fun may be obtained.

The new Ml locomotive is certain to be extremely
popular. I ts  general design, with outside cylinders, is

thoroughly modern, and a raised footplate is provided.
The cab is of up-to-date shape, and closely follows the
style of cab fitted to the L.M.S. “ Royal Scots/' the S.R.
" Lord Nelsons ” and other famous British locomotives.
This Ml locomotive is fitted with an entirely new

______________— clockwork
moto r ,
which for
its size is
r emark -
ab ly
powerful
and  i s
capable of
a great
length of

run. A particularly attractive feature, and one that is
the result of a widespread demand, is that the mechanism
may be reversed by means of a lever in the cab. This
feature, which is rarely met with in so small a mechanism,
greatly increases the usefulness of the locomotive. The
tender is of similar design to the one provided on previous

“ M ” locomotives, and the Pullman
coaches provided are practically un-

. changed from those previously avail-
able.

Both the MO and
the Ml locomotives
are available also in
Goods Train Sets. I n
the MO sets wagons
of a new design are
provided having a
large amount of de-

tail that gives them an extremely realistic appearance.
The Ml wagons are similar in design and construction
to the well-known Hornby No. 1 Wagon.

In  order to  enable the chief features of a real railway to
be satisfactorily reproduced, specially-designed acces-
sories have been introduced for use with the “ M *’ series

1 0 C O -
.... __  mot ives

and roll-
ing stock.
The vari-
ous items
may be
obtained
separate-
ly or as a
complete
set. The
set con-
sists of

seven items—a Station, a Wayside Station, a Signal Box,
Two Signals and Two Telegraph Poles. The platforms of
the two stations are similar, Lut whereas the Wayside
Station is composed of a platform with a small shelter
erected upon it, the other model is fitted with a complete

■ station building finished to (Continued on doo.

The Locomotive, Tender and Pullman Coaches forming the Hornby MO Passenger Set.

The
recently-introduced
M Series Station Set, consisting
of a country station, a wayside halt, a
signal box, two signals and two telegraph poles.

The new Ml  Passenger Train Set.
The locomotive is now fitted with reversing mechanism.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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oJ!n f/nvUalion to OUR LATEST
NOVELTIES

COMBINED STOP
AND WRIST WATCH

Best Swiss make ; invaluable for timing races. A real
novelty, and exceptional value a t  the price of

(Postage 6d.}.

THE “ RADIANT"  PENCIL
See to write in the dark— this ingenious pencil sheds a
ray of light on the paper just where you need it. In soft
leather case. Complete with battery. Price'

Mail Order Department (M),
200/202, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.L

86/7, High Holbom, W.C.L 23, George Street, Croydon.
512/4, Oxford Street, W.l.  62/4, Seaside Road, Eastbourne.

BOYS OF ALL AGES
to

The House of Spalding requests
the pleasure of your company
at any Spalding Sport Shop
during the Christmas holidays
with a view to discussing the
“PRESENT” PROBLEM.
You will have the opportunity
of choosing your presents from
a wonderful range of equipment
for all indoor and outdoor
games. The House of Spalding
is the Home of Sports and
Games. c*

from

Look out for de-
tails of a simple
competition m the
December number
of the " Jfeeeano
Magazine”

SPALDINGS
LONDON:  B IRMINGHAM:  L IVERPOOL:  LEEDS;
MANCHESTER:  BR ISTOL :  BR IGHTON:
SOUTHSEA:  GLASGOW:  EDINBURGH:  BELFAST

147

Hornby M Series—{Continued from page 899)
represent a brick struc ture and complete with an
awning over the front. The Signal Box is a repro-
duction of the familiar type that has the lower portion
built of brick and the upper part of timber.

The signals are of simple but effective design, the
semaphores representing the pattern that is in use
on the majority of British railways. A wire is led
from the semaphore to the fpot of the signal post,
by means of which the signal is operated. The
Telegraph Poles are each fitted with two crossbars,
upon which are mounted four insulators. These
neatly-designed poles look very effective when placed
alongside the track, and particularly if they are
connected by cotton threads to represent wires.

With the object of assisting model railway en-
thusiasts who have very little space a t  their disposal
for railway operations, special rails have been intro-
duced for use with the M0 trains. The curves in this
series of rails have a radius of only 9 in., so that a
circle of them has a diameter of 1 ft .  6 in. measured
from centre to centre of the track, or  1 ft. 8}  in.
measured to the outer extremity of the slecpeis. f t
is very important to note that these rails are for MO
trains only, and that they cannot be used successfully
for the other locomotives, carriages and wagons of
the Hornby System.

rated at approximately 325 h.p. a t  3,500 r.p.rn.
i t  is fitted with reduction gearing and a supercharger
also is installed. The overall length and height of the
engine are 54 inches and 35 inches respectively, while
the overall width is 21 inches. One ot the chief aims
of the designers has been to reduce the frontal area
in order to keep air resistance as low as possible,
and the makers claim that in this respect the Napier
•• Halford ” is superior to any air-cooled engine of
equal power previously produced.

“How to  Use  Meccano Parts”
A New Manual

Every keen Meccano enthusiast wishes to carry out
his model-building operations in accordance with
correct engineering principles. In order to do this
he must know the special functions of each of the parts
that comprise the Meccano System, and to assist him
in acquiring this knowledge there is published a
special manual entitled “ How to Use Meccano Parts."
In this manual all the parts in the system are listed
and classified, and the uses of each individual part
are described in detail. The descriptions arc assisted
by half-tone illustrations and sectional diagrams
showing the parts actually in use in Meccano structures
and mechanisms. An important section of the book is
devoted to the various forms of Meccano motive power,
and gives much useful information regarding the use
of the Meccano Electric and Clockwork Motors and
the Meccano Steam Engine. This manual forms an
idea) constructor's guide and book of reference, and
should be in the possession of every Meccano boy who
wishes to build more and better models.

" How to Use Meccano Parts ” may be obtained,
price 6d., from any Meccano dealer, or direct from
Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool,
price 7d. post free. __________________ _________
□□□annno□□□nnannanaaannnaan

Important  Notice □
,1s some of our readers — particularly those

living overseas—tell us they have difficulty in
obtaining new books, we have made arrangements
to supply copies of any books required. JFArn
ordering please give full title, author, and (if
possible) publisher. Q

Orders should be addressed to Hook Dept.,
Meccano Limited, Old Swan, Liverpool, and
If- should be added to the published price of the
book to cover the cost of postage. Any balance
remaining will be refunded when the book is sent,
as postages on different books very according to
the weight ami destination.

annnnnnnnnnnnnnnflnnnnnnnnnn

“Midnite Walings” at  Pasir
Panjang

Editors of newspapers and other periodi-
cals occasionally receive very curious
letters from their readers, and many
examples of amusing efforts of this kind
have been published. The following letter
is of this character. We feel sure that
readers will agree that it is very effectively,
if quaintly written. We imagine that the
Editor to whom it was addressed could
scarcely fail to do something to enable his
correspondent to “ rest in pieces/’ But
we hope that readers of the ”M.M/* will
not take the letter as an example of the
kind of topic on which they should write
to the Editor of their favourite Magazine !
We have no department that deals with
** lamentable complaints” similar to those
described by the unfortunate Sum Moor,
and must leave readers to rely on their
own ingenuity for redress.

11 Honoured Sir,— In your venerable paper of
yesterday's night 1 see a Sufferer ears noises of dogs
barkings a t  past midnite at Pasir Panjang. I also ear
the same noises but no European Gentlemans bring
stones to my door to stay the barkins of the dogs who
make the past midnite hidious.

“ When I am on my bed sleep does not cbme to me
but the noses of bar kins comes all the times and I pray
you in your goodness to stop this lamentable com-
plaint so I can rest in pieces and wake with the morning
birds to engage in my pursuits for daily rice. Now
that his excellency the honorable Sir Gullimot ears
about the nosey dogs, of Pasir Panjang two times he
will surely sympathy with us tortured inmates and
give us speedy deliverance of these midnite noises.
1 pray that he can come and sit in our lane and hear
them for his honourable self and thus get stone wall
proof that I do not talk with my haL

“ Your venerable paper has a big cirkulation an,
if it is red by the dog shooter 1 pray be will answer
our pray and come here quick with some ammunitions
and releve us of this midnite howlings and walings and
fightings of the dogs.

Your humble servant,
SUM MOOR.”

Fastest Military Aircraft—(Cont.from page 875)
in order that the efficiency of the pilot may not be
impaired by having to breathe the thin atmosphere.
An interesting feature is that the machine is fitted
with wheel brakes.

The de Havilland machine has a wing span of
32 ft. 2 in., a length of 24 ft. 6 in. and a height of
7 ft. 6 in., while the total all-up weight is 2,300 lb.
The fuselage of the machine consists of a duralumin
tube with wooden formers, fabric covered. The wing
structure is wood and the ailerons are of the D.H.
patent differential control system type. The aeroplane
is said to possess a maximum speed of about 203
m.p.h. a t  20,000 ft. and to land a t  60 m.p.h. Its
most remarkable feature, however, is its rocket-like
climb. Unfortunately details of this cannot be pub-
lished, but when the machine took part in the R.A.F.
Display this year, i t  was notable for the speed with
which i t reached high altitudes. ■*-

Naturally the .engine fitted to such a remarkable
machine is of great interest. I t  is an entirely new
type— the air-cooled Napier “ Halford.” This engine
has 16 cylinders, disposed in four blocks, each con-
sisting of four cylinders, that are vertically opposed
in pairs, giving the entire engine the shape of an
“ H " when viewed from the end. The engine is
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H.R.C. COMPETITION PAGE
Competitions appearing on) fin's page are open only to members of the Hornby Railway Company. Envelopes containing entries, should have thetitle of the competition clearly written in the top left-hand corner and should be addressed to the Hornby Railway Company, Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool.The name, address and membership number of each competitor should appear in clear writing on every sheet of paper used.

HIDDEN
From the earliest days of railways there have'been certain trains

familiarly known by individual names. In many cases these
names were not officially recognised, but were given to the trains
by the staff engaged in working them, or by the public who travelled
by them. Thus many years ago there were the famous ° Flying
Dutchman'* and the “Zulu** running on the Great Western
Railway ; while the well-known Irish Mail
trains of the former London and North Wes-
tern Railway were commonly known as thetJ Wild Irishmen.’* This last title, which is
suggestive of high speed, is rather misleading,
for these particular trains were not renowned
for their rate of progress. However, popular
imagination invariably associates mail trains
with high, speed, and so the title caught oh.

In 1904 the G.W.R. began to run a train
non-stop from Paddington to Plymouth. The
distance was then 246 miles, and the inaugura-
tion of the service created quite a sensation.
It  was therefore decided that the train should
be distinguished by a suitably dignified name.
The title ” Cornish Riviera Limited '* was
chosen, and since that day this express has become famous all
over the world for its comfort and speed.

Another luxurious express, the " Southern Belle,** commenced
to run under this name in 1908, but generally speaking British
railways did not then favour the practice of giving official names
to their trains. Since grouping took effect in 1923, however,
railway publicity has advanced considerably, and the companies
have developed the practice of naming most of their principal
trains. I t  is much more interesting to travel by a named train
than by a nameless one, and there is no doubt that suitable names
lor trains have a definite advertising value.

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ann
1 .  EDHERMITIONSILVERATCHIRI

n 2. ERNESTHELLEBEAT g
° 3.  SHOUTHUNSPERTEXSYNES °
2 4.  CATESHAVINDINAN 2
n 5. CANMINAHUNTE n
n 6. BERETINOHANDA

7. PATNUMOQUOTESCHELNSELF
8. DIMHOTSCAYTED g

g 9 .  MAYR0THEDILTEB1T g
g 10.  HOLTOWARDERGEN 2
2 11. MASHMEWLETH n

12.  HERTOHYALLERGHINDA
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EXPRESSES
Members of the H.R.C. will all be familiar with the names of

most of the famous expresses now running. Those who happen
to live on or near the route of any of these trains will no doubt
make a practice of watching them pass daily, in order to see which
locomotive is in charge and what load is being taken.

To test our readers’ knowledge of the names of famous expresses
we announce a special contest this month.
In the panel on the centre of this page there
are twelve words that appear to be a hope-
lessly confused mixture of letters. These
words disguise the names of twelve famous
British expresses, and we set H.R.C. members
the task of sorting these out from the existing
confusion.

When competitors are satisfied that they
have discovered the trains represented, they
should prepare a list in the same order as
that of the jumbled names. This list should be
enclosed in an envelope marked “ Hidden
Expresses ” and posted to reach H.R.C.
headquarters at Binns Road, Old Swan,
Liverpool, not later than 29th November,

1930. As usual, there will be a section for Overseas competitors,
and in this the closing date is 28th February, 1931.

In each of the two sections of the competition, Home and
Overseas, prizes of Hornby Railway material (or Meccano products
if preferred), to the value of £1/1/-, 15/-, 10/6, and 5/- re-
spectively will be awarded to the four most correct entries. A
number of consolation priUes also will be awarded. In the event of
a tie occurring between two or more entries, general style and neat-
ness will be taken into consideration as the deciding factor. I t
should be noted that all entries must bear the competitors’ H.R.C.
number ; otherwise they will be immediately disqualified.

Railway Drawing Contest
There must be very few members of the H.R.C. who have not

been impelled to make drawings of famous locomotives, or have not
made use of sketches in order to fix in their minds the characteristic
features of remarkable engines or of interesting rolling stock
that they have seen. Ability to draw is a very valuable asset to a
railway enthusiast, and in order to encourage members to further
efforts in this direction we are this month giving them an oppor-
tunity of entering a drawing competition.

In this Contest we wish entrants to submit a view of their
favourite locomotive aboyt to commence a long run at the head
of a famous train. For their subjects they have a choice of many
interesting scenes. For instance, they may show ” King George
7 ” standing in Paddington Station at the head of a ” Cornish
Riviera Express ” waiting for the signal to start, or their drawing
may depict one of the ” Lord Nelson’s,” or an engine of the
" Schools ** class, backing on to one of the expresses of the Southern
Railway at Victoria. Other suggestions will readily occur to
competitors. Drawings may be in ink or pencil, and colours may
be used if thought desirable."

The contest is divided into the usual two sections—Home and
Overseas —and Hornby railway material, or Meccano products,
to the value of 21/-, 15/-, 10/6 and 5/- respectively will be
awarded to the competitors who submit the best drawings in each
of these. Envelopes containing entries should be clearly marked
” H.R.C. November Drawing Contest,” and must be posted to
reach Headquarters on or before 29th November, 1930. Overseas
closing date 28th February, 1931 .

H.R.C. Competition Results
HOME

August ” Locomotive Voting ’* Contest.— First :
G. L. NICHOLSON (9622), Ryu?, 1.0 W. Second :
D. H. GowERS (16083), Barnehurst. Thitd : J .
AttEN (3308), Buxton. Four th :  M. COULTER
(12786), Newport, Mon. Consolation Prizes: P. J .
COATES (6143), Dorking : C. E. WRAYEORn (6039),
Moretonhampstead ; P. W. FEESEY (1474-P, London,
S .W. l l  ; H.  GORDON (7031), Dinnet, Aberdeenshire ;
R. G. J ENNJNGS (17345), Birmingham.

September "E r ro r s”  Contest No. 1 .  -F i r s t :  J .  A.
SAUNT (2264), Stoke, Coventry. Second : H.  C.
KELYNACK (17548), London, N.W.3. Th i rd :  R .
McLELLAN (2383), Glasgow, C.4. Fourth : S.  LucAs
2942), London, N.18. Consolation Prizes: R .  F.

A Standard British Locomotive ?
In correspondence with H.R.C. members we have had many

lengthy discussions on the lessons to be learned from the exchanges
of locomotives that have occasionally taken place between different
lines. A similar subject in which members are greatly interested
is the transference of engines to new lines that took place on the
grouping of British railways in 1922. I t  occurred to us that this
interest would form a suitable subject for an interesting competition.
In this we wish members to assume that grouping has gone much
further than was the case in 1922 and that British railways have
been brought under single control. Remembering that each
group is developing distinct locomotive types, the task we set
before competitors is to suggest how an engine to be standardised
for the heaviest express passenger traffic over the whole British
railway system could be developed from these. Possibly a " King
George K,” a ” Royal Scot,’* or another of the types already in
existence may be suitable, but on the other hand modifications
may be necessary in order to meet the requirements of the different
sections. We shall look forward with great interest to receiving
readers’ opinions on this problem in the form of an essay
illustrated.‘by neat sketches if necessary.

Members of the H.R.C. at Home, and Overseas are eligible to
compete and prizes of Hornby railway material, or Meccano
products, to the value of 15/-, 10/6, 5/- and 2/6 respectively will
be awarded for the best entries in each section. Envelopes con-
taining these should be marked ” H.R.C. Standard Locomotive
Contest.” The closing date in the Home section is 29th November,
1930, and for Overseas readers is 28th February, 1931.

OVERSEAS
April ‘* 1950 Locomotive Drawing”  Contest.—

Firs t :  F. E. MiLLS (9375), Nilgiri Hills, South India.
Second; A. H. BENNETT (10615), Auckland, N.Z.
Third : A. G. SAUNDERS (9822), Hamilton, N.Z.

May "Mystery  Locomotive" Contest.—Firs t :  B.
CHILES (9191), Pert  Elizabeth, S. Africa. Second:
W. FAGG (8557), Milton, Otago, New Zealand.

June ” How would you plan a Hornby Railway? ”
Contest. —First : J .  A. RoDRiGUEZ (3647), Montreal,
P.Q., Canada. Secoad : F. VAN BuLCK (1875),
Brussels, Belgium. THIRD: A. JOHNSTON (16298),
New South Wales, Australia. Fourth  : D. MATHEWS
(16420), Cape Town, S. Africa.

June ” Railway Photographic ” Contest.—First :
F. D. ARM (12362), Bombay, India. Second : E. C.
SroNVER (103061, South Canterbury, New Zealand.
Th i rd :  P.  GALt.Es (14183), Valletta, Malta.

LADD (17390), Reading; W. H.  WATTS (618), New
Barnet, Herts . ;  E .  LONGMAN (383S), West Croydon;
W. K. BUTLER (7013), Poynton, Cheshire; W. J .
RICHARDSON (17483), Bristol; R. MARTIN (4283),
Cheltenham Spa ; R. BARBARY (5580), St .  Ewe,
Mevagissey ; D. S. Bowis (15288), Brighton; K,
Costain (5108), Bolton; A. SAULT ( 15446), Ilkeston,
Derbyshire.

September ” Holiday Essay.” -First : W. J .  Young
(.9656), Salford. Second : A. DoBBS (17551), Boston.
Thi rd :  D. A. MlLLER (107), Birkenhead. Four th :
R. G. DixoN (13161), Berkhamsted. Consolation
Prizes : R. Woor> (179), Manchester; E. W. ROBINSON
(2349), Hereford; D. H. PAYNE (11399), Woking;
L. GRUGKON (4023), Chiseldon; D. l,KWER (6892),
London, E .9 ;  E. G. BRADLEY ¢15648), London,
S. E.22;  H.  McDo.NALD (10832), Edinburgh ; T. E.
LAWSON 15265), Y. rk.
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With the Secretary
instruments, and in most cases there should be little difficulty in
hiring one. The small outlay necessary may be recovered by
exhibiting the slides or films on Visitors' Nights, and making a small
charge for admission. This course may also be followed when a
lantern for club use is purchased. One enterprising club that
adopted the plan a year ago made sufficient profit from a series of

lectures to pay the greater part of the
cost of a very good lantern, and during the
present winter sessions this will be a very
satisfactory source of revenue. Their
success in this respect may be followed by
the purchase of a projector to enable
them to make use of the films also included
in the list.

How to Secure Good Reports
I again wish to impress upon secretaries

the importance of sending in reports as
regularly as possible. Often members
are greatly disappointed when they fail to
read in the Magazine good accounts of the
work carried on in their club, and occa-
sionally they write to me to complain
about it. tn certain instances the
omission may be due to lack of space, but
in others the difficulty is the absence of
news from the secretary, or the lack of
interesting matter in his reports.

I am well aware that in general, secre-
taries of Meccano Clubs are very busy
individuals, and that their duties are
extremely varied in character. For this
reason I suggest that any official who feels
that he is unable to spare time to write
adequate reports should delegate the duty
to an assistant. This assistant could also
act as minute secretary. He should take
care to note down at each meeting the
chief events of the evening, and he would
then find it a very easy task to compile
from his records a monthly report that is
sufficiently full and interesting to enable
me to include an attractive notice on the
" Club Notes ” page. This would lead to
an increase in the enthusiasm of members
and in addition would show Meccano boys
living near the club’s Headquarters that

the organisation is flourishing and likely to prove interesting to them.

Proposed Clubs
Attempts are being made to form Meccano Clubs in the following

places and boys interested should communicate with the promoters
whose names and addresses are given below :—■
BANSTEAD— Hugh A. Templeton, Rosehill, Firtree Road.
BiLLERiCAY—Leonard Hostler, 148, High Street, Billericay.
BIRMINGHAM— A. E. JeiTomes, Waterworks House, Whitacre,

Coleshill.
COLWYN BAY— H. Thomas, Abbey House, Willoughby Road,

Rhos-bn-Sea.
CLACTON-ON-SEA— C. T. McCrea, -. Aviedale,” Walton Road.

Models from Headquarters
Several interesting additions have been made to the list of

models available for lending to clubs for special study or for use
at Exhibitions and on Visitors’ Nights. The list is now very
extensive and provides excellent variety. The total number
available is 22 and for the convenience of
Leaders I give the complete list, including
models that have previously been avail-
able and those now added :— Workshop ;
Motor Chassis ; Horizontal Engine ;
Derricking Crane ; Meccanograph ; Big
Wheel ; Aeroscope ; Roundabout ; Tank
Locomotive ; Warehouse ; Stiff-leg
Derrick ; Ship Coaler ; Transporter
Bridge ; Log Saw ; Horizontal Steam
Engine (Two Cylinder) ; Power Press ;
Watt's Beam Engine ; Vertical Lift
Bridge ; Cable Ploughing Engine ; Trac-
tion Engine ; Vertical Marine Engine ;
Steam Wagon.

These models will be sent out fitted
with high voltage motors unless I am
specially asked to equip them with 6-volt
motors. The high-voltage motor is not
employed for the Traction Engine, the
Steam Wagon and the Motor Chassis.
These models are fitted with 6-volt motors
to be supplied with current from accu-
mulators carried on them . The Meccano-
graph. of course, requires no motor. I
shall be glad if officials will give full details
of the current available when ordering
models. I may also remind them that
at least six weeks' notice should be given.
Otherwise there may be some difficulty in
having the models complete in time, for
during recent months the demands made
on our Model-building Department have
greatly increased.

Lantern Lectures
Secretaries who wish to arrange in-

teresting lectures should not overlook the
list I have compiled of those that may be
obtained on loan from various firms and
railway companies. These are illustrated
bv an excellent selection of lantern slides, and in certain cases by
films of standard size. Many Leaders have written to tell me how
interesting these lectures are, and I strongly advise every club to
endeavour to include at least one in their programme.

The list of lectures available has now been revised and extended,
and I shall be very pleased to send a copy to Leaders and secretaries
who do not already possess one. I t  not only indicates the nature of
each lecture, but gives full information of the steps to be taken in
order to obtain the slides, and the accompanying descriptive
matter. The demand for these is very great, and I advise those
wishing to make use of them to make application well in advance
of the date when they are required.

A lantern is required in order to exhibit the slides illustrating
these lectures. Many clubs already possess one of these useful

Meccano Club Leaders
No. 48. Mr. H.  Wicks

Mr. H. Wicks is Leader of the Attenborough
Church Choir M.C. This was affiliated in October,
1929, and under his energetic guidance there
has been a steady increase in membership and
enthusiasm. Special attention is paid to Model-
building and the standard of models built for

Exhibitions is now very high.
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of each meeting is devoted to Games’and Recreations,
the most popular of these being Boxing. Club roll : 16.
Secretary : J .  Beal, 21, Francis St., Lindsay, Ontario.

Moose Jaw (Saskatchewan) M.C.—An excellent club
room has now been secured and a recruiting campaign
has brought many new members. For a few days
before the first meeting a special Model Display was
given in the window of the local Meccano dealer.
Excellently organised Model-building Competitions
have been held and an Exhibition of models is being
arranged, when prizes will be awarded for the best
entries from members. Leader : Mr. Alex Saunders,
207, Times Bldg., Moose Jaw, Sask.

NEW ZEALAND
Dunedin Hobbies M.C.—An interesting Leetun,

was given by the Leader, Mr. H .  F .  Griffiths, on
“ A/onnf Cook and its Surroundings.” The Aviation

Section continues to be
active, and among the many
models of aeroplanes con-
structed great attention was
attracted by one built to
scale of “ The Spirit of Si.
Louis” in which Colonel
Lindbergh crossed the Atlan-
tic Ocean. Members are
greatly interested in Wireless
and special evenings are
arranged for it. Club roll ;
43. Sccrr/ary : R. W.  Mi llis,
28, C Uli ord St., Dalmore,
Dunedin.

Kaiapoi M.C.- -Prizes of
15/- and 10/- were awarded
in a recent Model-building
Competition. 1 hese were won
by members who submitted
models of a Dredger and an
Elevator. Members of the
club won the First and Second
Prizes in a Model-building
Competition held in Christ-
church. A talk on " The
Manufacture of Armour Plate.
Naval Guns and Shells "
was given by Mr. W. Burnet,
of Vickers Ltd. Cycle rides
have been arranged for the
open air season and the
first of these were carried
through very successfully.
Club roll : 13. Secretary :
L. Allison, North Road,
Kaiapoi, Canterbury, N.Z.

Clubs Not Yet Affiliated
Weymouth M.C.—By kind permission of the Vicar,

the club now has the use of a classroom in St, John's
Boys’ School. Two sections have been formed, each
under its own Leader, and an attractive programme of
Model-building Competitions has been arranged.
Each member submits a model weekly. Points are
awarded and the member who has most points at the
end of the session will become the holder of a Shield,
that has been constructed by a Section Leader and
the secretary, A Library has been formed, and an
exhibition of models is to be held on 25th and 26th
November in conjunction with their Christmas
Fair. Secretary: C. Chalker, 4, St. Edmund St. ,
Weymouth.

Blackburn .M.C.—Meetings were, resumed in Sep-
tember and have been well attended. A Hornby
Locomotive and a No. 5 Meccano Outfit have been
purchased for the use of members, and an interesting
programme of Model-building Evenings has been
arranged. Secretary : K. Charnley, 772, Whalley
New Road, Brownhill, Blackburn.

St. Owen’s (Hereford) Boys’ School.—This newly
formed club meets at 7 p.rn. on Thursdays in the St.
Owen’s Boys’ School. An interesting programme is
being followed, this including Model-building, Talks
and Competitions. Experimental Evenings also have
been arranged and these will be held in the School
Laboratories. New members are required and the
secretary will be pleased to  give details to any Meccano
bov who wishes to join. Secretary : D. Williams,
4, St. James Place, Maylord St., Hereford.

Chiswick M.C. -The chief activity of last session
was Cycling and on their runs members visited many
places of interest near London. An Exhibition
has been planned. At these, large club models
and a Hornby Railway System will be prominent
features. An excellent club room has been secured
and it  is hoped that affiliation to the Guild will be
secured shortly. Secretary : H. ? .  B. Betlem, 139,
Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.

Kendal M.C.—Satisfactory progress is reported.
Meccano Model-building is the chief pursuit of members,
who are now constructing models for Exhibition
purposes. Two models of special interest that recently
have been built are a realistic Leyland Lorry and an
Overhead Rotating Crane fitted with a two-speed gear
box and driven by a clockwork motor. A Stamp
Section has been formed and regular Games Nights
arranged in addition to the usual programme. Club
roll : 10. Secretary : A. Brown, 29, Crescent Green,
Kendal.

St. Columba’s [Sunderland) M.C.— Rambles along
the sea coast and inland formed part of the Autumn
programme and interesting specimens of pond life
were collected. Visits were paid to the Fire Station
and the Telephone Exchange. At the Fire Station a
special demonstration of a new fire escape was given.
Excursions were made to Durham, where the Castle and
Cathedral were thoroughly
examined, and to Penshaw.
A Mock Trial and two Model-
building Competitions have
been held, one of the last-
named being a Simplicity
Contest. Club roll : 32.
Secretary ; G. Spain, 6,
Collingwood Terrace, South-
wick, Sunderland.

Sligo M.C.—A Meccano
Steam Engine and a No. 4
Outfit have been purchased
for general use. Interesting
models are being built in
preparation for a special
“ Meccano Week." A Lan-
tern Lecture was given by
the Leader on the ** Advant-
ages of Meccano to the Young
Engimrrr." At its con-
clusion members were asked
to construct models from
their own drawings, and the
builder of the best was
appointed “ Foreman of the
Models ’’ for the week. A
Cycle Run to a large railway
junction proved interesting
and instructive. The Foot-
ball Team has made a very
successful start in the new
season. Club roll: 14.
Secretary: K. Me Mcnamin,
78, John St., Sligo.

Earlsfield M.C.— Has now
reopened for the Winter
Session with an attractive programme of hobbies and
outdoor recreations. Model-building Contests have
been arranged and the Football Club has embarked
on an ambitious programme, having entered three Cup
competitions. A Dance in aid of club funds has been
held. Club roll: 18. Secretary .- D. S. Dye, 15,
The Drive, Earlsfield, Grantham, Lincs.

Bramley M.C.—A larger and more suitable dub room
has been obtained and work in preparation for the
Annual Exhibition to be held this month is being
vigorously carried on. Splendid models were sub-
mitted in the first Grand Model-building Competition
of the Winter Session, and an extensive Hornby Train
Layout is being built up. Club roil : 13. Secretary :
J .  N. Smith, 1, Highfield Street, Bramley, Leeds.

Hackney M.C.—Has now secured affiliation to the
Guild and is making good progress. A No. 7 Meccano
Outfit has been bought for club use. Funds for this
were provided by several friends interested in the
club and the Outfit was exhibited in the window of
a local dealer as part of a recruiting campaign. The
programme includes Model-building Contests, Lectures
and Talks, and a t  a recent meeting the Leader, Mr.
R. H. Panther, spoke on " Pioneers, Explorers and
Smugglers.” New members are required and the
secretary will be pleased to hear from boys interested.
Secretary : A. T.  Field, 76, Lavender Grove, Dalston,
E.8.

Cranleigh M.C.—A new and more convenient club
room has been secured, anti a varied indoor programme
arranged. Members are chiefly engaged in preparing
models for the Club’s Exhibition, and rehearsals for a
Concert also are in full swing. Club roll : 17. Secre-
tary : W. West, Police Station, Cranleigh, Nr. Guild-
ford, Surrey.

Horsforth M.C.—Outdoor Games on club nights and
special Sports Meetings concluded the Summer
Session's activities. Two Sports Meetings were held,
one for Juniors and the other for Senior members.
An Excursion to Roundhay Park was greatly enjoyed,
exciting Boat Races on the lake being held. Club roll ;
30. Secretary : H. Giles, 12, Kerry Street, Horsforth,
Nr. Leeds.

A merry group of members of the New Durban M.C. Under the guidance of tne Leader, Mr. O. G. Pattison, who
in our photograph is seated in the centre of the third row,wonderful progress has been made, membership having
increased to 70 in eight months. Members show great skill in Model-building, and specialise in large club models.

Alton M.C.— Recent outdoor events have included a
Model Aeroplane Meeting in addition to Games and
Visits, ' lhe Summer Session was ended by an Excur-
sion to Eastleigh Locomotive Works, followed by a
visit to Southampton Docks, In preparation for indoor
work Meccano Parts to the value of £3 have been pur-
chased. A talk was given by Mr. A. W. Exton, Leader
of the Club, on " Photography .** Club roll : 24 . Secretary;
G. Chesterfield, 82, Normandy St., Alton, Hants.

Belgrave (Leicester) M.C.“Cricket Matches and a
Water Polo Match against members of a local Model
Aeroplane Club completed the Session’s activities.
Members are now following a varied programme of
Model-build in? Competitionsand Lectures. A Chemis-
try Night was a great success, members particularly
enjoying the experiments on fireworks, which all
ended with satisfactory bangs I Club roll : 9 .  Secre-
tary : K. J . Hatfield, 25, Acorn Street, Leicester.

Pharos M.C.— A Visit to the S.R. first-class passenger
steamer "Canterbury ” proved highly interesting.
This l)oat carries passengers for the well-known train,
the " Golden Arrow.” Members thoroughly inspected
the life-boat gear, the engines, and the propeller
shafts, and the working of the ship's compass was
explained to them. A Lantern Lecture has been
given on “ Aeroplanes ” and two Model-building
Competitions have been held. Club roll : 30 Secre-
tary : G. Bailey, 40, Heathfield Avenue, Dover.

Mail School M.C.—The Exhibition a t  the end of the
Summer Session was very successful. Chief prizes
were awarded for a Plasticine model of a Village,
and a Meccano model of a Battleship. Two Lectures
have been given by the Leader, Mr. E .  Cooke, on
“Op/tcs” and "The  Internal Combustion Engine”
respectively. Club roll: 23. Secretary: F.  M.
Beatty, 23, Oxford Road, Tedding ton, Middlesex.

Braintree County High School M.C.—Double pro-
grammes are arranged a t  each meeting in order to give
members a choice of activities. An interesting pro-
gramme of Lectures is to be given. In these good
use is being made of the School Epidiascope, which
projects views of apparatus, Meccano parts, illustra-
tions from books, etc., on a screen. Table Tennis and
other games are being taken up, and a Magazine
called “ The Triangle " is to be published in order to
give club news and results of competitions. Club roll : 19.
Secretary: P. Allen, " St. Edmunds," Booking, Braintree.

Hessle M.C.— Mod el-building Competitions are being
made a special feature for the winter programme.
Members have brought their Outfits to the club room,
where lockers are provided in which to store them, and
in which partly constructed models may be kept. The
Library has been reorganised and now includes Journals
taken by members. Club roll : 11. Secretary : T. A.
Fillingham, " Red Lea," Marlborough Avenue, Hessle.

CANADA
Lindsay [Ontario) M.C.—The chief activity of mem-

bers of this newly affiliated club has been Model-
building. A club model has been constructed and a
new bridge erected in the locality. The closing period
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GAMAGES
THE BOYS OWN STORE! REMEMBER |

l GAMAGES l

N OW The biggest bumper edition of
READY/ GAMAGES FAMOUS

XMAS CATALOGUE

XMAS
BAZAAR

OPENS THIS
MONTH

Send for this wonder catalcgue now. With pardonable pride, we
claim to have surpassed all our great Bumper issues of previous
years. Never before have so many wonderful toys, games,
models, and heaps of things for Christmas fun been found in
the pages of a catalogue. It has 200 pages, many in colours,
hundreds of illustrations, and is undoubtedly the book from
which to select your Christmas presents. Write to

Gamages, Holborn, London, E.C.l, for your copy.

_ ///// ** / / / /Z

/////

We stock all Hornby Train  and
Meccano Parts and send them
Carriage Paid to  any  Stat ion  U .K.

Combined
Electr ic
Magic
Lantern
Complete with
Extra battery
per doz.

THE
FIVE
LITTLE
NIGGERS
SHOOTING

and Hand Lamp
battery and slides (6).
4Jd. Extra slides 1/3

Post Free.MAGNETO
LIGHTING DYNAMO GAME

A very popular edition of these favourite Shoot- /[  1 1
ing Games. f

Four Little Niggers, 2/3, Post 4d. post

COMPENDIUM
GAMES

Boys! You can play 52 Games with this Outfit

THE CHAMBERLAIN
COMPENDIUM

with Fittings, Rules, Boards, Counters, Q / 1 1
all accessories for the playing of 52 f l  I |
Gaines. Post 9d. Price VJ I I

THE ELECTRA
ELECTRIC QUESTIONER

An’educational toy which gives 288 questions
and answers on the subjects of the Great War, -
Inventions and Discoveries, Ancient History,
General Knowledge and Historv. Immediately
- -------- L .....: L 1 f ft

electric lamp automatic- /1 f
Complete in box, *+ I !
Post 6d. w

Complete
Dice and
different

a correct answer is found to the
question an '
ally lights.
10J x 10 ins.

LONDON
City Branch: 107, Cheapside, E.C.2

MARBLE ARCH & HOLBORN,GAMAGES,
All Post Orders direct to Holborn, E.C.l,

MODEL OF
THREE CYLINDER

STEAM ENGINE
Driven by powerful clockwork motor.
A realistic and fascinating r r A
working model driving a
dredger. Price - J f |

Post 9d. w w

* tuu — ftfff ar  titft — tuft w ••••* — ft/ it  ~ ***** a u*** ~ ***** •** ***** ~ " **"' ~ ***** » ***** ~ ***** or I f"
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Competition Pctoc
CODEWORDS

gives us five of the letters, which must be placed in
the order of their numbers. The letters representedWORD puzzles have ever been a popular form of

amusement with readers of the Meccano
Magazine, and have comprised some of our

most successful competitions. This month we introduce
something that  is completely new in this direction.
I t  is an adaptation
of crossword puz-
zles and numerical
coding, to  which we
have given the name
*' Code-Words.”

In  the centre
panel will be found
strings of numbers
ranging from 0 to  9.
These represent the
names of famous
men or well-known
objects, and accom-
panying each is a
key giving a clue to
the hidden subject.
At the foot of the
panel there are given
sets of clues from
which the coded let-
ters can be traced.

by  0, 1 ,3  and 5, for which the clue is " Market Place,”
make the word " Mart ” ; and the third clue indicates
that numbers 6 and 9 stand for A.A., the initial letters

of the organisation
known as the Auto-
mobile Association.
With each of the
clue letters in
position, the name
of the ship stands
r evea l ed  a s
“ Mauretania.''

This example
makes the require-
ments of the contest
quite clear, and
readers are invited
to  go ahead with
the solving of the
remaining 1 1 puz-
zles. Prizes of
Meccano or Hornby
Train products (to
be chosen by the
winners from the

□□□□□□nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnannnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnaannnnnanann-

g

n

n
n
n

D

„ n
nnnnnnnnnnnnannnnnnnnnnnnannnnnonanannnnnnnnnnnnnDonnn
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n
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a

A Sportsman Peer
01234567

A Great Cricketer
012345678

A Famous Locomotive
0123456789

A Breed of Dog
012345678

A Well-known
Footballer

01234567

(3)A Famous Ship
0123456789

(2)(1)

(5) (6) An English River
012345

A Great Inventor
012345

(4)

(8) (9) A Famous Admiral
0123456

A British Industry
0123456789

(7)
(ID

(10) (12) A Great Airman
0123456

A Great Actor
012345

A washing material
A girl’s name(1)

Launching frame
¢4)

(7)
Original
Course

Sphere
Authentic(10)

When the letters are sorted into the order indicated in the
code, the name of the hidden object will stand revealed.
I t  should be made clear that the numbering gives
the correct order of the appearance of the letters in
the puzzle, and that when a letter is repeated in any
word i t  is given a distinct number for each appearance.

For example, puzzle No. 1, "A  Famous Ship,” is
ottered from 0 to  9. Therefore, the name of the ship
ontains ten letters. The solution of the first clue—
\ 7, 2, 3, 4 ; ” harden by  use ”•—is ” inure,” and this

current catalogues) to the value of £1/1/- ,  15/-, 10/6
and 5/- respectively, will be awarded to the senders of
the best four solutions in order of merit. In addition
there will be a number of consolation prizes. Should
there be a tie for any or all of the prizes, preference will
be given to the neatest or most novel entry.

Entries should be addressed to  " Code-Words, Meccano
Magazine, Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool,” and
must be sent to reach this office not later than 29th
November. Overseas closing date, 28th February, 1931.

CLUES

87234 Harden by use (2) 0182 Fat (3) 3145
0135 Market Place 34567 Steep Mountainside. 2760
69 Automobile Assoc. (5) 0549 Substitute 051324
453210 A Football term 723618 Bolted (8)

824769 Indicating (8) 34257
068

British Possession
Racket (9) 0654

3210153 Tumult 1 Alpha
542 Coin (ID 015367 Of royal blood (12) 064
013 Unwell 42 Tonic Solfa note 1352

The prizes will consist of Meccano or
Hornby Train products (to be chosen by
the winners) to the value of 21/-, 15/-,
10/6 and 5/- respectively, to be given to
the senders of the four best accounts in
order of merit. There will be a number
of consolation prizes also.

Entries, which should not exceed 500
words in length, and must be written
only on one side of each sheet of paper
used, should be addressed ” Fireworks,
Meccano Magazine, Binns Road, Old
Swan, Liverpool,” and must reach this
office not later than 29th November.
Overseas closing date, 28th February, 1931.

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

Air Mail Stamp Contest. — At this stage, with the
Overseas Section— from several points of view
the more important section — still open, i t  is
desirable to refrain from making any specific comment
upon the entries. For the moment i t  is sufficient to
say that the “ Ayes ” have not had matters all their
own way, while the “ Noes ” have some almost un-
answerable points to meet.

At a later stage, when the general trend of opinion
in the Colonies is available, we hope to return to the
subject inthe Stamp Gossip columns.

The prize awards in the Home Section are as follows :
—1. A. DAvis (Boston, Lincs.) ; 2. E. H. CROSTON

(Liverpool) ; 3. J .  H. CAMPBELL (Castledermot,
1.F.Sq ; 4. C. D. BATES (S tokenchurch, Bucks.).
Consolation Prizes : G. E .  CassiDY (South Tain-
borough) ; L. GRUCEON (Chiseldon, Wilts.).

Doublets.—1. R. F. NEWTON (Buckhurst Hill) ;
2. A. M. MESSENGER (Rochester) ; 3, L. A. FRAYN
(Plymouth); 4. K. M. GuxitANO (Belfast); Con-
solation Prizes : S. E. HALES (Andover) ; R. A.
NELSON (Liverpool) ; C. W. LEWIS (London, S.W.I1) ;
R. C. BANNISTER (Romford) ; A. R. FoRD (Bir-
mingham) ; J .  STVRROCK (Barrow) ; R.  A. BEATTY
(Teddington).

OVERSEAS
Test XI Contest.—1. H. N. Eusns (Alberton, S .

Australia) ; 2. M. D’Ll MA (Bombay) ; 3. K. TAIL
(Salisbury, S. Africa) ; 4. E. L. MEEK (Wellington,
N.Z.). Consolation Prizes: L. R. TEES (Durban,
S .  Africa) ; E. F. SPEIRS (Transvaal, S. Africa).

June Photo Contest.—First Prizes : Section A, J .
CREDiE (Cape Town, S.A.) ; Section B, C. J .  McCAiN
(Sydney, N.S.W.). Second Prizes : Section A, A.
SrvART (Cape Town) ; Section B, R. L. GODDARD
(Toronto).

Cut Outs.—Specimens of the prizewinning entries
from the Home Section of the first Cut Outs Contest
have already been reproduced in the “Af.Af.,” and a t
a later date we hope to show also the leading Overseas
entries. Their standard was in every way equal to
the winning home entries.

The awards were as follows :—First Prizes : Section
A, W. FLANDERKA (Colombo, Ceylon) ; Section B,
J .  A. RoDRiGUEZ (Montreal). Second Prizes : Section
A, V. C. RoDRtGUEZ (Berbice, British Guiana) ;
Section B, C. ANDERSON (Dumbieyung, W. Australia).
Consolation Prizes : E. N. BOLDER (Auckland, N.Z.) ;
G. P. BROOK (Natal, S. Africa).

GUY FAWKES
A November magazine without some

reference to Fireworks, other than in the
advertisement pages, would scarcely be
topical, and so we introduce the subject
here.

The " Fifth of November ” is an occasion
for fun and frolic, and in all parts of the
country effigies of Guy Fawkes, the con*
spirator, are burnt to the accompaniment
of lively displays of fireworks. But the
celebrations usually go further than the
mere discharge of squibs and crackers
around a blazing bonfire, and the origin
of the noisy festival is commemorated in
curious customs, many of which are of an
amusing character. All of them centre
round the *' Guy,” of course, and there
are very few places where the ” villain
of the piece " is not paraded round
the district before being reduced to
ashes.

Most readers are familiar with local
variations of the customs followed, and
prizes are offered this month for the most
amusing accounts of local ” Bonfire Night "
celebrations.
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ACROBAT
Send to-day for the

FREE COLOURED DESIGN
and make this amusing toy I

I l  ERE is a novelty that will give
you a great deal of fun ! Sunny Jim, the personification of
health and fitness, performs amusing acrobatic feats.

With the aid of the coloured design,
which you can obtain free by  sending the coupon
below together with one top from a “ Force ” packet,
i t  will take you only a few minutes to construct the
model. Full directions are given on  the design.

Those lucky people whose Mothers
provide “ Force ” and milk for breakfast or  supper
every day, will be  able to send the packet top and
coupon at once and be amongst the first to  get their
“ Sunny Jim—Acrobats.”

If you are not able to  be  one of them,
ask Mother to do  you a favour and purchase a packet
of  “ Force ” so that you can send for your “ Sunny
Jim—Acrobat ” too.

Then you will also be able to have de-
licious breakfasts of " Force ” and milk that  will help
to make you strong and fit, full of energy and health.
“Force”  is full of  goodness. It is the finest food for
those who wish to be  fit, because it is made from
whole  wheat and contains its wonderful health-giving
vitamins.

“ Force ” needs no  cooking. It is
shaken straight from the packet and served with hot
or  cold milk.

FORCE
WHEAT  — MALTED, FLAKED and TOASTED

— the food that
makes you

fit!

FILL IN
AND  SEND
TO-DAY—I

I
I
I YOUR COUPON f Or

FREE COLOURED “ SUNNY JIM—ACROBAT ”
To Sunny Jim, (Dept. C.P.9.)

A. C. FINCKEN & CO., 197, Great Portland St., London, W.i.Please send me a Free coloured “Sunny Jim — Acrobat"design, together with full instructions for making the model.1 enclose herewith ONE TOP FROM A “ FORCE ” PACKET.
Afmiature

reproduction o/
the design

Your Name

I
I
1
I
I

Your Address

Town
(This  offer applies in Great Britain, Northern Ireland and the Irish Free Stale only)
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A GOOD COMBINATION
The captain of the local Rugby team was talking to

the referee before the beginning of an important
match.

" Rather noisy spectators, don't you think ? ”
asked the referee, a nervous little man.

“Splendid view, though/' replied the captain.
“ Hospital in the north, nursing home in the east,
cemetery in the west, and a duckpond in the south.”

“ And, what’s more,” he went on deliberately,
" we’ve never once lost a home game I ”

COLD COMFORT
Isaac and his son were in a picture palace.

" Fader,** cried little Abe, “ I’m so hot.
Will you buy me a drink of lemonade ? ’’

“ No, my boy,” said Isaac, " vait until the interval,”
The boy was not satisfied and soon repealed his

request for a cooling drink.
“ No,” said Isaac again, “ vait until the interval,

and 1'11 tell you a ghost story that will make you go
cold all over.”ON THE DEFENSIVE

" If a man smashed a clock, could he be convicted
of killing time ? "

“ Not if the clock struck first.”* • * *
The soldiers marched to the church and halted in

the square outside. One wing of the building was
undergoing repairs, so there was room for only about
half the battalion.

" Sergeant," ordered the captain, " tell the men
who don’t want to go to church to fall out.”

A large number quickly availed themselves of the
privilege.

“ Now, sergeant,” said the captain, " dismiss all the
men who did not fall out and march the others in—
they need it  most."

The motorist was hopelessly lost in a narrow country
lane. Suddenly he saw an old man approaching.

" Hi 1 " he shouted, ** do you know the way to
Ecclesbury ? ’’

The old man shook his head.
" No, danged if I do," he said.
The motorist drove on slowly, and when he had

gone a short distance he heard loud shouts behind him.
He stopped and looked round. The old man had been
joined by another and they were waving him back.
Slowly and painfully he backed his car toward the
countrymen.

“ Well ? ” he said, on reaching them.
"This be my male George,” said the old man.

" ’E don’t know, neither."* * * *
Distraught Mother : “ Quick, papa 1 Baby has

swallowed the camera films 1 ”
; Father : ” Gracious ! I hope nothing will develop.”

» * • •
Ambulance Mart : " Were you in the train, too ? ”
Injured Passenger : “ No, 1 was under it.”

A FAIR DIVISION
The branch line was notorious for its lack of speed,

and a tired traveller was complaining of the time
taken to complete a short journey.

An old gentleman present resented this remark.
“ I’ve been travelling in this train for fifteen years,"

he announced, “ and no one has ever heard me say
anything against it.”

“ No ! ” returned the first speaker, " but how far
are you going ! ” * « • •

Patient (in asylum yard, to new superintendent) :
“ Who are you ? ”

Superintendent: " I’m the new superintendent.”
Patient: “ Oh, i t  won't take them long to knock that

out of you. I was Napoleon when 1 came here.”* * * *
" Imagine ! Here's a man suing his wife because he

can’t drink the coffee she makes ! ”
“ He calls it grounds for divorce, I suppose ! "♦ ♦ • •
Teacher : " Really, Johnny, your hand-writing is

terrible. You must learn to write better."
Johnny : " Well, if I did, you’d be finding fault

with my spelling."

" Yassah," said old Link, " business is very good.
Done bought a pig fo’ ten dollars, traded pig fo’ a
barrer, barrer fo’ a calf, calf fo' a bicycle, and sol* de
bicycle fo' ten dollars ! ”

*’ But yo' don’ make nothin’, Link I "
“ Sho’ ’nough, but look a t  de business Ab been

doin’."

Burly Bill : “ Got a penny on yer, guv'nor ? ”
Little Smiffey: “Certainly, but what do you two

men want with one penny? "
Beefy Bert: " We wants to toss up, guv'nor, to

decide which of us is to have yer watch and which
yer monev." * * • ♦

First Darky : “ What fo* you name yo’ baby ' Elec*
trici ty,' Mose ? "

Second Darky : " Well, mah name am Mose, and
mah wife’s name am Dinah, and if Dinahmose don’t
make electricity, what does dey make ? ”

A Lancastrian sent his son to be tutured and
" polished ” by a cultured university man. He was
particularly anxious that he should lose his Lancashire
accent, and the tutor assured him that in six months
the boy would have no trace of it .  At the appointed
time the father visited his son.

” Hello, pater. I’m frightfully bucked to see you
again," said the latter in ilawless accents.

The father was delighted and went off to con-
gratulate the university don. That gentleman looked
a t  the parent in perplexity for a few moments. Then
recognition dawned on his face.

” Ba goom,” he said, " Ah mind thee now. Tha's
voung ’Arold’s fevther.”* * * ♦

Tommy had handed in his homework and the
teacher examined it very closely.

" Tommy,” he said, " this looks very much like your
father’s writing. What have you got to say ? "

" Well, teacher," said Tommy after a long pause,
" Now I come to think of it, I used his fountain pen."• • ♦ ♦

Smith : “ I've got a little attachment here for your
radio."

Brown : “ Thanks very much, Smith. Let’s have
a look a t  i t  ; I’m always interested in something new.”

Smith : “ Well, it’s just a brick and a yard of rope,
and the river’s the second turning on the right.”• • • *

Mother: “ What did you do with the money that
Uncle Tom pul in your bank ? ”

Willie : ” Well, he said i t  was for a rainy day,
didn’t he ? ”

Mother : " Yes, but what has that to do with i t  ? "
Willie : "Bu t ,  Mother, i t  rained yesterday I "

Traveller : “ Porter, I’ve lost my baggage.”
Porter: "Good. You won’t need a porter now,

will vou ? ” * • • •
The brakes on the bus had failed a t  the top of a

steep hill. Women passengers fainted, while even
men turned pale a t  the thought of what might happen
in a few moments.

The bus went faster and faster, and all inside gave up
hope. The driver, however, did not lose his presence
of mind.

“ Quick, Bill ! ” he yelled to the conductor. " Change
the destination boards I ”

” Aren't you going to Manville by train ? ”
"No  : the trains always make me sea-sick, so I’m

going by boat ! "

A MINISTERING HAND

Horror-stricken passenger as car gets out of control :
“ Heavens ! I hope we don't hit anything ! ”

Driver : “ I hope we do. The road ends at a cliff
further along ! "

Wife (at 2 a.m.) : “ Wake up, John, wake up
There’s a burglar in the next room."

Husband (sleepily) : " Well, I’ve no revolver.
You go in and look daggers a t  him.”

Mr. Spenditt: “ You have overdrawn my account
£50. What do you mean by being so careless ? ”

Mrs. Spenditt: "Well,  the bank’s advertisement
showed that their resources are over £100,000,000."* • ♦ ♦

" What’s your name, little boy ? ’’
" Sam.”
" What is the rest of i t ? ”
" Mule.” • • • •
" Your husband is always in the yard nowadays,

Mrs. Tggs, burning papers."
“ Yus. ’E’s got a job distributing circulars."

1 “ Can I see the Minister of Agriculture ? " enquired
' the dear old lady.

" Well, he is very busy, madam ; what do you
want to see him about.”

" 1 want him to tell me what is wrong with this
geranium of mine."♦ • • *

Jim had had a nasty fall when a t  work on the
scaffolding, and his pals went round to see him when

| he got better.
They were curious to know what the sensation was

like. With some imagination, he described all he had
felt.

" But what I wants to know," said his mate, “ is
whether it’s true that all your sins flashes before you.
Did yours ? "

“ Talk sense,” said Bill. “ I fell thirty feet, not
thirty miles.”
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KING LEOPOLD & LUXEMBURG PKT. FREE!
(1) Collection of 25 different Belgium, including King Leopold stamps, Arms of Antwerp with tablet, andKing Albert (in uniform) stamps. (2) Group of 27 different unused, including scarce overprinted, SlesvigPlebiscite, and interesting Prussian Officials. (3) Splendid set of 8 Luxemburg, including fine portraits ofGrand Duchess Charlotte and Grand Duke Wilhelm. (4) Set of 28 different used, including quaint Hyderabad,Timers from Malaya, and Wurtemberg Official. (5) Genuine set of 6 different Airpost stamps. (6) Our newPrice List. Just send 2d. Postage and request Approvals. (Collections purchased).

LISBURN & TOWNSEND (Dept .  M.M.), LIVERPOOL

10,000 Stamps to
choose from

When you have seen all the splendid Gibbons
approval sheets you will have had your pick
of over 10,000 different and interesting stamps.
Write to-day and ask for the sheets of the

countries you are keen on.
FREE. If you have not had them, ask for our
big illustrated lists of Albums, Stamps, etc.

They’re fine!

STANLEY GIBBONS LTD.,
DEPT. S.15, 391 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

FREE Six Mint Colonials FREE
I send FREE.'SIX MINT BRITISH COLONIALS, one each from KEDAH, ZANZIBAR, Kenya, TURKS &CAICOS Is., SOUDAN and CAYMAN ISLANDS —and ALL MINT, to any collector a t  Home or Abroadsending a postcard for my large Illustrated Price List (No. 9) containing over 1,200 items; Stamps,Albums, Sets, Packets, Accessories -in fact EVERYTHING FOR THE STAMP COLLECTOR. Pricesfrom Id. (over 200 sets a t  Id. each) to 40/-. Send a postcard only—no cash—and ask for No. 200.

EDWARD SANDELL,  10 -11 ,  FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

Vatican Packet  FREE!
A fine packet of All Different Stamps containing the new issue of the Vatican State,ra Jamaica 2 - ,  Hayti 1904Centenary Cat. 9d„ Medellin 1913 Unused pictorial, Indore, Cilida surcharged Cat. 3d., Central Lithuania,Deccan, Lebanon, Kouang-Tcheou, Bulgaria pictorial, St. Pierre and Miquelon , Victoria 1901, etc., free to allasking* to see my famous approval sheets and enclosing 2d. for postage and packing (abroad 3d.).

S.  HAMMOND,  2 ,  CHESHAM F IELDS,  BURY.

SETS (POSTAGE EXTRA)
10 Brazil . . .  3d. 20 Roumania . . .  2d.15 „ 6d. 25 . . .  3d.20 „ 9d. 30 . . .  4d.25 „ . . .  1/- 20 Poland . . .  2d.
30 „ .. .  1/4 25 . . .  3d.35 „ . . .  1/9 30 .. .  4d.40 „ .. .  2/6 20 Czecho .. .  2d.10 Cuba 3d. 25 „ . . .  3d.15 ......... 5d. 30 „ . . .  4d.20 „ . . . . . .  9d. 20 Greece ...  3d.25 ,, . . . . . .  1/- 25 „ 4d.30 „ . . . . . .  1/4 30 „ . . .  6d.35 ......... . . .  1/9 20 Turkey . . .  3d.40 „ .. . . . .  2/6 25 „ ...  4d.10 Algeria 3d. 30 „ . . .  6d.15 „ . . .  6d. 5 Peru . . .  3d.20 „ . . .  lOd. 10 „ . . . . . .  7d.

15 „ . . . . . .  1/-

FREE. 12  SCARCE STAMPS
which are missing from nearly every collection, and include Austrian*'* Field’* Post(high values), Cuba 189S, unused (scarce issue), Set of 3 Hungary (unusual values).
Paraguay Commemorative, Set of Philippine Is. (Boy King), Switzerland (1882
unused), Venezuela (1904 high value). To all stamp collectors I will present thiscollection absolutely free on receipt of IM. stamp for postage. (Abroad 2A<L).

Only one gift to each applicant.
G. P. KEEF, Mortimer Lodge, Wimbledon Park, London, S*W.19.

J. RUSSELL,
Chetwynd, Shanklin Drive, Westcliff-on-Sea.

THE

ORIENTAL
PACKET

This packet contains 30 good class Oriental stamps only (no common continentals) and is mostly comprised
of beautifully printed pictorials, views of towns, ruins mosques, minarets, gateways, etc. Set of Palestine.
Set of Egypt (large pictorial, King Fuad, etc.). Set of Turkey (including ” Wolf ” type). Set of 6 Algeria
(including 50c. and postage due). Mesopotamia (large pictorial). Syria (pictorial). GRAND LIBAN
Pictorial (surcharged with Aeroplane for Air Service). Set of 3 Persia (obsolete). ALAOUITES (Minaret). Set
of 8 Tunis (new issue, pictorials, postage due, etc.). Price 4 id.  only, postage 2d. extra (abroad 2jd- extra).
Purchasers of the above packet asking for approval sheets will be presented with a unique set of 10 PIC-
TORIAL MOROCCO, including Air post. This fine set is usually sold a t  a 1/-. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money returned. Senders of addresses of stamp collecting friends will receive another set in addition FREE.

WATKINS, M .M.  Dept. ,  Granvi l le Road, BARNETH.  C .
NOVEMBER BARGAINS
Austria, 1922. Handsome engraved square stamps,
50, 100, 200, 500, 1,000 and 2.000 kr. Set of 6 used 4d.
Roumanla, Boy King. 1, 2, 3, 51. Set of 4 . . .  4d.
Germany. Set of 50 different unused stamps, including
very high values .................................................. 9d.
Batoum in British Occupation. Set of 10 different.
Catalogued 4/4 (usual price 3/-) ............... 1/6
North Borneo 1918 Red Cross
lc., 2c., 3c., 4c. Set of 4 (Cat. 5/6) ............... 2/6
5c., 6c., 8c. Set of 3 (Cat. 10/6) ............... 3/6
10c., 12c., 16c., 24c. Set of 4 (Cat. 20/-) . . .  6/6

(Or the above 3 sets for 11/6).
FOR FIFTY YEARS we have been sending out sheets
of stamps on approval. Every stamp we sell is
fully guaranteed, is specially selected and priced a t  the

lowest possible figure. Ask to see some.
For 30 days (abroad 90 days) we will present abso*
lutely free to all applicants enclosing l id .  for postage
a set of 12 Jugo-Slavia if the application is addressed

to Department 67,
ERRINGTON A MARTIN, South Hackney, London, E.9.

Established 1880.

Stamp Albums
FREE I

Size .8x6  ins. 88 Pages.
NEW EDITION.

Holds 2,200 Stamps.
Send 6d. (abroad 1/-) to cover postage

and packing.
The above are given entirely as an

advertisement.
AMBER & WRIGHT (Dept. A),

33, Waveney Avenue, Peckham Rye,
London, S.E.15.

STAMPS FOR THE NATION !Junior Guaranteed AGENTS still WANTED in Schools and Districts to MAKE MONEY.Why not write for details and join ? I t  will cost you nothing IYou will soon be sending testimonials like the following just received. “ Thanks for the Free 5/-Collection. Only two of the stamps are already in my collection, so i t  makes quite a useful addition.”(Birmingham). ” Please forward another Selection as the last was so good.” (Oxford). “ I find yourapprovals very interesting, so please forward another Selection.” (Exmouth), etc., etc.
Join now to be ready for the new season.Each new J.G.A. this month has a choice little lot value 5/- presented free by our Chairman.THE NATIONAL STAMP ASSOCIATION LTD. (Collectors). Correspondence only.
30a, HIGHGATE ROAD, LONDON, N.W.5.

OUR “WESTMINSTER BLUE BOOKS”
First advertised in the September issue of this Magazine have had an enormous success. Only the moreuncommon varieties are included, provisionals, Air Mails, high values, stamps never seen in cheap approvals,and a serious collector cannot afford to pass our offer. Send 2d. for postage, ask for a book ana we willsend quite free two rare SPANISH AIR STAMPS (Goya commemorative issue).

MONTHLY BARGAIN. 26 different GREAT LEBANON.
Beautiful Pictorials, Rare Provisionals, all postally used, and cat. very highly. Price 4/-.

WESTMINSTER STAMP CO., 68, BUCKINGHAM GATE, LONDON, S.W.l.

MARVELLOUS STAMP CASKET FREE
EVERYTHING FOR STAMP COLLECTORS IN PICTORIAL METAL CASE. 4 RARE SIAM NOW INCLUDED.Contained in the Free Casket are? the well-known Matlock Tweezers (with spade ends). Crystal Clear Envelopes,Marvellous Matlock Mown ts and a Fine Set of Four -------

Rare Siam (a gift in themselves I). The Hand-
some Metal Gift Casket has Hinged Lid, showing
in colour The Highest English Precipice a t
Matlock—The Home of Philately ! I t  also com-
bines in a unique way a Watermark Detector and
an Accurate All-Metal Perforation Gauge. Send
only 3d. postage, or if you would like a Powerful
Magnifying Glass to be included in the Casket,
4d. in all must be sent. Ask for Approvals.
VICTOR BANCROFT, MATLOCK, ENGLAND.

PHILATELIC CASKET
VICTOR a AhCROFT
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STAMP COLLECTING
THE STORY OF THE PANAMA CANAL

company actually to construct the canal. A start was made in
1881 with' De Lesseps, the engineer of the Suez Canal, as the
Chairman of the Company and Chief Engineer.

Progress was slow, for’ the difficulties were enormous, and
GREAT engineering feats have ever been a profound source

of inspiration for stamp designers, and most of the really
important enterprises—and not a few of the unimportant—

have figured on postage stamps. The Panama Canal probably
can claim the distinction of eventually the company col-

lapsed. A second company was
formed and fared a little better,
but in 1903 the U.S. Govern-
ment bought up its rights and
assets, and, having obtained a
new concession from Colombia,
took the completion of the
work in hand.

Almost immediately, the
scheme was jeopardised by
Colombia's refusal to grant
control of the territory border-
ing the canal, to the United

providing the greatest number
of designs, for in addition to
providing the inspiration for
two complete series issued
by the Republic of Panama
in 1915 and 1918 respectively,
i t  has been featured ex-
tensively on U.S. General
and Canal Zone issues.

In  a short article such as
this, it is, of course, impossible
to relate the complete history
of the Panama Canal, the

greatest canal undertaking in the world, and readers who desire
to delve fully into the subject are commended to the series of
articles that commenced in the issue of the  “M.M.” for November,
1927. Nevertheless, the stamp story of the canal makes in-
teresting reading, and for our first illustration we must take the
1c. stamp of the Panama 1915 issue, showing a relief map of the
isthmus of Panama and the track of the canal across it.

States, but the inhabitants of Panama were determined that
America should be given the chance to  see the job through. They
revolted, formed a republican government, and on 18th November
granted the U.S. Government perpetual occupation and control
of a ribbon of territory, ten miles in width, stretching across the
isthmus. This extended five miles on each side of the route of the
canal, and the area thus marked out forms the Canal Zone of to-day.

The map makes clear how full advantage was
taken of the natural features of the isthmus in
driving the canal through. Commencing at the
Atlantic seaboard, the canal is carried through
Limon Bay near Colon, the coast-line of this bay
being five miles from deep water, where the canal
really begins and from which the measurements are
taken. At the seventh mile the canal enters the
Gatun Lake by the three Gatun Locks. From here
to the Culebra Cut is 22 miles, and four miles
beyond the cut is the Pedro Miguel Lock. After
passing through this lock, Lake Miraflores is
entered, at  the far end of which are the Miraflores
Locks that bring the canal back to sea-level. From the Miraflores
Locks to deep water is another eight miles, the total distance
between deep water in the Atlantic and deep water in the Pacific
being very slightly less than 50 miles.

The early history of the canal really dates back to 1502, when
Columbus endeavoured to discover a natural waterway from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. On failing to find one, he appears to
have become convinced that the coast line was in reality part
of Asia. Subsequently, in 1513, the Spaniard, Vasco Nunes de
Balboa, crossed the isthmus, and thenceforward throughout
the 300 years of Spanish dominion, the canal project was con-
tinually under discussion, although it rarely advanced beyond the

stage of dreams. I t  came to
the front again in 1850, when
an agreement was concluded
between the U.S. and Great
Britain, guaranteeing open
passage for the ships of all
nations in the event of the
canal being constructed. In
1869, the opening of the
Suez Canal gave i t  further
prominence, and in 1879 the
Colombian Government grant-
ed a concession to a French

The political obstacles thus having been
overcome, the Americans were able to turn their
attention to the practical side of the job. The
difficulties were stupendous. The cut through
Culebra Hill, for example, involved the excavation
and removal of nearly 80,000,000 cu. yds. of
earth and rock.

An excellent impression of the enormous scale
of the operations here is obtained from the 5c.
stamp of the current Canal Zone issue, which
shows small-gauge locomotives at work removing
the material excavated from the canal bed. One
of the great difficulties in the Culebra Cut was the

constant collapse of the embankment sides, and it was found
necessary to arrange a very gentle slope, although, where rock was
encountered, the sides were cut almost perpendicular, of course.
The 12c. value of the Panama 1918 issue makes this point clear.
On it a steamer is shown passing through the completed canal, on
one side of which the bank slopes gently away, while on the other it
stands boldly upright.

I t  will be clear from the relief map that the making of the canal
was not a mere matter of carving a way through the hills. The
canal virtually goes over the hills, a feat that was accomplished by
maintaining sea level over the
Gatun, at which point a great
River Chagres, creating a lake
22 miles in length extending
to the Culebra Cut. Access to
this lake—the summit point of
the canal—is by means of a
three-tier double flight of locks.
The 5c. stamp of Panama’s
1915 issue gives an excellent
view of the locks, and of the
runways, or ramps, at  the side,
along which run the electric
locomotives that tow steamers

I through the locks.

seven miles from Colon to
dam was constructed across the
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Genuine Bargains. Giving up  Business. Old Ap-
provals, Pkts.,  etc.—Huekle, Ockham Rd.,  East Horsley.

100 DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE.—Send for |d .
Approvals.—Cox, 3, Mornington Mansions, Westcliff.

FREE. 100 superior stamps to  approval applicants.
Gosling, 91, 1-oxhall Road, Ipswich.

Duplicates. Fine  selection, 1,000 di ff„ 2/8. 500,1/4,
500 mounts, 2d.—B. Vant, 4, Clifford Ave., Hull

BRITISH WEST INDIES, etc? Current mint fraction
over face value. Others Low Priced.—Shepherd
Waldron, Tewinwood, Welwyn, Herts.

ZOO FREE I 3 Camels, 2 Zebras (Nyassa), 1 Ele-
phant (Somaliland). Ask for Approvals and enclose
postage.—Stuart,  183, Sherborne Road, Yeovil.

WANTED. Correspondents in British Colonies to
supply current used Stamps in Sets. Purchase or
Exchange. State terms to— R. A. Clipston, 11,
Cromwell Avenue, Bromley, Kent, England.

LARGE PARCEL, I lb. Foreign and Colonial Mix-
ture (about 1,250 Stamps), and 20 different unused
Germans, 1/6 post free. Splendid assortment. Best
on the market.— Morgan, Southowram, Halifax,

Turn to page 822 in  the October “ Meccano
Magazine” and you will find the greatest gift ever
offered. Yon still have time to write for same.—
The Universal Philatelists.

THE 1931  EDITION OF THE
STANDARD CATALOGUE
of the Postage S tamps  of the  World IS NOW READY
Absolutely the idea catalogue for the beginner or  general collector Only
standard varieties included, no perforation or  minor varieties which are so
confusing. SIMPLE AND EASILY UNDERSTOOD.

936 pages and nearly o /CjJ Bound in pale green cloth.
6,000 illustrations. / ♦ Post free anywhere.

Our annual Price List is sent gratis and post free on  request. I t  contains
particulars and prices of nearly 3,000 different packets and sets of stamps,

albums in great variety, philatelic requisites, etc.

WHITFIELD KING & CO., Ipswich, Suffolk

Standard
' Catalogue-u-‘'<■ oF

Wastage Stamp
■ of the World

“D IAMONDS”
MANY RARE STAMPS have been found by  pur*
chasers of The 11 DIAMOND " Packet, which is
guaranteed to contain 1,000 Unsorted Stamps
from Convents abroad, 1/3.  2 packets 2/5 ; 3
packets, 3/6 ; 4 packets, 4/6 ; 5 packets, 5/6.
All post free. (Abroad 3d. per pkt .  extra).

0 .  NERUSH, Importer
(Dept. E), 68, Turnpike Lane, Hornsey, N.8.

SEND 1 |d .
Stamp, as part postage, for our World-famous
Approvals. Hundreds of hinge- mounted space-
filler bargains. All less than Ad. each. Meccano
readers amazed and delighted a t  the value and
vast variety. Also we shall include entirely

FREE

FOR
yon a grand se t  of 25 Bavaria or  5 Iceland (view
of Reykjavik, National Museum, etc.) o r  100
different, including Syria, Great Lebanon and
Alouites. S ta te  which. Further  along with the
above fully detailed offer, will be sent Lists, etc.,

and full details of our huge

100 ,000  STAMPS
FREE ! Gift-Scheme. Send Now. Overseas 3d,

Better Class Approvals also available.
Mystery Parcel of 5,000 Unsorted Stamps on

paper, 4/-
Overseas 5/3

ASTLEY & CO. (M.9),
106/8th, LOW HILL, WOLVERHAMPTON.

10  TRIANGULAR STAMPS V .
Send addressed envelope,

M.REGINDJ4,  SWANAGE RD.,SOUTH END-ON-SEA.DON’T DELAY
Send for ” Wonder Packet ” of British Colonials.
30 Picked Stamps, 4d. ( to approval applicant),
including handsome set of 5 Kedah, Mint
Brunei, Pictorials from Zanzibar, Newfoundland,

New Zealand and South Africa.
CHARLESWORTH & HALL,

34, Arundel Road, Ansdell, Lytham.

FREE AND
50 DIFF. FRENCH COLONIALS
AND SET OF 10 DIFF. AUSTRALIA

to all genuine approval applicants.
WADE (Dept. M.), 2 ,  Kingsthorpe Rd., Sydenham, Kent.
POST FREE

BRITISH COLONIALS. Real value a t  lowest cost.
Ask to see my  600 different British Colonials, a t
halfpenny each stamp. Special Offers : 6 Soruth,
4d. 6 Sarawak, Sd. 12 Johore, 1/-. All post free.

BICKERS,
“ Elvcden," Lordswood Avenue, Southampton.

100 ,000
For Sale. Well Assorted Used and Unused
Postage Stamps in packets of 2,000 for 1/4 and
5d. packing and post. A real bargain. Send

now to
THE CENTRAL STAMP CLUB,

37, Bostock Road, Abingdon, Berks.

Have You Seen Them ?
MY RECORD APPROVALS.

Huge discount of 8d. in  1/- allowed, or  9d. in 1.
for a nett  purchase of 2/6  or more. My approvals
being absolutely the cheapest and best, no free

gifts are given.
RECORD STAMP COMPANY,

23, Canning Road, East Croydon.

PECIAL OFFERS:
ROUMANIA, Nine, ” Boy King,” used . . .  6d.
GREECE,  Twelve Commemoratives, used . . .  1 /9
SPAIN, Ten “ Catacombs,” used ................ 1/-
BELGI  UM, Centenary Issue, used or  mint , , .  9d.
GREAT BRITAIN,  K.G. . . .  5/- 9d. ( 10/- 2/-
EGYPT, £ l ,  fine used, 4/6 500 All Different, 2/6
100 really useful stamps arid twelve-page, linen hinged,
leatherette Duplicate Book ............................ 2/6

Ask for our Monthly List.
WATSON & BUTTERS LTD.,

102, Charing Cross Road. LONDON. W.C.2.

DFRCI  A Complete se t  of 20 unused 1911 Shah
• pictorials. Catalogue value over 63/-.
In addition, a specimen of the rare 3 ch. error is
given with each set. Special Price 2/9, Postage

extra. Monev back guarantee.
W. BENNETT, 53, Marlborough Rd., London, E.8.

THE ISLAND OF  NAURU
(Formerly Marshall Islands).

A new set  of Pictorial Stamps from this British
Mandated Possession sent free of charge to bona-
fide applicants for selections of duplicates on
approval. 500 extra  good Stamps, all diff., 1/6.

HENRY TURNER,
110, Barnett Road, Preston, Brighton, Sussex.

ROUMANIAuS b BOY KING
Price 6d.

TUNIS, Mail Carrier, set of 10 complete . ,  . 7d.
WALLIS & FUTUNA, new issue, 20 different 1 /3
ICELAND, complete used set of 5 views . . .  6d.
FRENCH COLONIALS, 70 different mint . . .  9d.

BELGIUM 25 different CONGO
Price 104d.

HAROLD STROUD.
57, NEW BANK ROAD, BLACKBURN, LANCS.

BY A IR  MAIL
Sample selection of famous ” Richemont” 1/-

packets sent on approval by  Air Mail. 50 Swiss,
50 Italy,  50  U.S.A., 40 Canada, 25 Picturesque,
25 Zoo, 20 Ships, new Swiss Pro Juvcntute set
1930 just out,  and many other sets and packets,
1/- each. Postage 3d.

PHILLIPS,
Richemont, St. Legier sur Vevey, Switzerland.

NEWFOUNDLAND PACKET FREE
A Fine Large Packet of 487 Unsorted Foreign Stamps,
just as imported from Convents Abroad, including
Set of Newfoundland, with old Queen Victoria, unused
Iceland, Queensland, unused Montenegro, Natal, Mexico,
unused Ceylon War Stamp, &c., &c., Free to genuine
applicants asking for Half Price Approval Sheets and
enclosing 2d. s tamp for postage. (Abroad 8d. P.O.)

Mention Newfoundland.
HORACE MILLER & CO., WHITSTABLE, KENT.

1000 DIFFERENT STAMPS 1000
ON APPROVAL

from which you may select any 100 for 3/-.
This selection is not made up of the thousand
commonest stamps, bu t  contains specimens
priced by  Stanley Gibbons up to 1 / -  each.
For 3/- you have the opportunity of choosing
100 stamps of the catalogue value of 20/- o r  more.
H .  HARDY, 285, Archway Road, London, N.6.

COMPLETE YOUR FILES
All ** Meccano Magazines "

prior to December, 1923, are
ou t  of print Each of the
1924 issues, with the excep-
tion of January;, February
and September is in stock.
Only the June,  July,  October
and November, 1925, issues
are available. AU the 1926,
1927,1928, 1929 and 1930 issues

are in stock, with the ex-
ception of January, Feb-
ruary, April and May,
1926, January,March, July
and August, 1927, January
and February, 1928.

Copies of back issues will be sent,  po t free,
price 3d. for issues prior to 1925, 4d. for the issues
of 1925 and 1926, with the exception of the
December numbers. The December issues,
1925 and 1926, and all the issues of 1927, 1928,
1929, and 1930 are 8d. each.

Quotations for complete bound volumes may
be obtained from the publishers—
*' Meccano Magazine,” Binns Road, Old Swan,

Liverpool.

FREE 100  DIFFERENT
This wonderful offer includes a fine range of Pictorial
French Colonials, showing Natives, Leopards, Birds,
Views, etc. Also over 25 British Colonials, set of
Tra  vancore Pictorial Jamaica. High value set of

unused stamps, etc.
FREE TO GENUINE APPROVAL APPLICANTS.
J. BURTON, 31, ONSLOW ROAD, LIVERPOOL.

WRITE FOR OUR WORLD-FAMOUS AP- FPCC
PROVALS AND OBTAIN STAMP OUTFIT ‘ "CX

COMPRISING STEEL TWEEZERS,
DUPLICATE ALBUM, PERFORATION GAUGE,
100 STAMP MOUNT HINGES, and a Packet of

75 SELECTED All Different STAMPS.
Send 2d. Stamp for Packing, etc. (Overseas 4d,).

(Without Approvals, Price of Outfit 9d.)
R. WILKINSON, TRINITY STREET (W.J, LLANDUDNO

(Late of Colwyn Bay).
CRCE “WORTH WHILE ” C O C Cr R c .  c .  Y0UR CH oicE i" r s  t c
1 India AIR MAIL, 8a, used, on piece, cat.  1 /4 .
3 French Morocco AIR MAIL, 50c. 75c. If., used.
7 English Postage Dues, |d  . Id . 2d. 3d . 4d. I / - 2/6, used .
6 Pictorial Syria and Grand Li ban, used.

50  Different Countries, 1 s tamp from each.
To  all applicants for my “Worth While " approval
sheets, I will present any  ONE of above items FREE  on
receipt of s tamp to cover postage. Only “Worth While”
stamps sent a t  prices which make them Worth While.

JOS. H. GAZE, DIDSBURY, MANCHESTER.

STAMP ALBUMS AND CATALOGUES
We are Retail Agents for all the principal publishers

of Albums and Catalogues, and can supply a t  usual
prices. Illustrated List, Post Free on  request. We can
frequently offer Second -hand Albums and Catalogues in
practically new condition a t  very low prices, and shall be
pleased to  send particulars of those on hand a t  any  time.

A few sample offers : Gibbons Whole World Cata-
logue, 1930 (published a t  15/ - ) ,  a t  7/6.  Part  I I ,  1930,
a t  5/-. Brights 1928 British Colonies a t  1/6.  Other
recent editions from I/- each. Postage 6d. extra.
The Midland Stamp Co.Ltd.,65,George St, Ply mouth,Eng,
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Italy’s Ferrucci CommemorativeCatalogue lists every important stamp

variety that is known to have been issued,
and illustrates most of them. Faced
with the problem of still further increasing
the number of pages, to provide space in
the 1931 edition to list the hundreds of
new issues, Messrs. Gibbons have actually

succeeded in reducing the
bulk of their volume—little
short of 1,500 pages—into
two inches, and the feat has
been accomplished without
sacrificing anything of the
clarity of previous volumes 1

The important feature, how-
ever, is the vast re-marking
of prices, over 22,000 figures
having been revised or added.
There are some spectacular
increases, the most important
being the air mail issues of
Newfoundland used for
Hawker’s flight in 1919 and
the de Pinedo flight of 1927.

The 1931 Catalogues
There is something ven'' satisfactory to

a collector in the knowledge that whatever
he is collecting is increasing in value.
In this respect the stamp collector is no
exception, and for this he experiences a
thrill cn the annual appear-
ance of the stamp catalogues.
The Stanley Gibbons and
Whitfield King Catalogues
gain in interest as the years
roll by, and the bulk of the
1931 issues, now to hand, is
ample evidence of the great
growth of our hobby.

From the Whitfield King
catalogue we learn that 1,653
new stamps have been issued
during the past 12 months, an
increase of 160 over the pre-
vious period. For this, pre-
sumably, the many new air
mail issues must be held re-
sponsible. The total number of
stamps issued to date, allowing only for
major varieties, as listed by Messrs.
Whitfield King, is 51,859, of which Europe
claims 16,203, Asia 9,562, Africa 11,717,
America 8,598, West Indies 3,158 and
Oceania 2,621. The biggest increase, as
is to be expected, comes from Europe,
with 895 new stamps, and the lowest
from the West Indies, with 38.

A particularly interesting feature in
this catalogue to the specialist collector,
is the complete revision of the Turkish
lists to include the many wartime issues,
concerning which information has so
far been scarce.

The Whitfield King catalogue is ideally
arranged to be of service to the young
general collector, for it concentrates on
the major varieties and omits much of
the minute detail that, to the specialist
collector, is so valuable a feature of the
more expensive catalogues, but which,
to the novice, can be so confusing.

Further details of the Whitfield King
catalogue, which is priced 7/6 (post free)
and is attractively bound in light green

cloth, can be ob-

Unused specimens of the
Hawker stamp have jumped from /150
to £300, and “ de Pinedo’s " from £85
to £150. At the commencement of his
flight Col. de Pinedo was presented with 66
copies of the stamp used on the mail he
carried. One wonders how many he
now retains !

Those of our readers who have ad-
vanced from the novitiate stage would
find the Gibbons' Catalogue a tremendous
help in the pursuit of their hobby ; it is
the greatest thing of its kind in the world,
and will save its cost over and over again
each year.

The Whole World volume, containing
Parts 1 and 2, is priced 15/- (15/9 post
free), but, for those who
specialise, the British Em-
pire Section (Part 1) and
the Rest of the World
(Part 2) can be obtained
separately, priced 6/6
(6/11 post free) and 10/-
(10/9 post free) respec-
tively. Overseas readers
should allow 6d. additional
postage for the Whole
World volume and 3d.
each for the others. Fur-
ther details may be
obtained from Messrs. Stanley Gibbons’
advertisement on page 908.

* ♦ * ♦
We illustrate here one of the designs that

were used in the four-stamp set issued by
Peru to celebrate the opening of the Sixth
Pan-American Child Welfare Congress.

By a curious error, each of the stamps
refers to the " Seventh " Congress.

We take this opportunity of making
acknowledgment io Stanley Gibbons Ltd.,
for their courtesy in loaning the stamps from
which our illustrations have been prepared.

Stamp Collecting—(Continued from page 909}

The provision of twin locks enables vessels
to proceed up and down at the same time.
The 24c. value of the Panama 1918 issue
shows a steamer actually under way
through the Gatun locks, the tow rope from
the ship to the engine being clearly visible.

At the Pacific end of the Culebra Cut, at
Pedro Miguel, duplicate
locks were built and,
following almost imme-
diately, two lower steps,
each consisting of two
locks abreast, brought the
canal down to sea level
again. Then an eight-
mile sea level stretch
brings the canal to its
Pacific terminal. The
locks a t  Pedro Miguel are
shown on the Ip. value of
the 1918 series, and the

50c. value of the same series, not illus-
trated, shows a dockside scene at Panama.

The completed canal, from deep water in
the Atlantic Ocean to deep water in the
Pacific, is about 50 miles in length, and the
passage throughout occupies from nine to
twelve hours. The canal has made possible
to vessels voyaging from one coast of the
United States to the other, a saving of
roughly 8,000 miles, while the trans-
Atlantic voyage from Liverpool to ports
on the Pacific coast, north of the Panama
Canal, is shortened by more than 6,000
miles.

tained from
Messrs. Whitfield
King & Company,
Ipswich, whose
ad  ve r t  i sement
will be found on
page 910.

Made up, as
usual, in two
parts, dealing
separately with
the issues of the
British Empire
and the remain-
der of the world,
t he  S t an l ey
Gibbons*

As promised in the October "Af.AL/’ we
reproduce this month the four designs that
were employed in
the recent Italian
commemorative
issue celebrating
the 400th anni-
versary of the
great Florentine
soldier, Francesco
Ferrucci.

There were
eight values in
the set, of which
three stamps,
50c,, IL. and
5L. 4- 2L. were
for air post ser-
vice, and em-
ployed the de-
sign showing
Ferrucci with a falcon perched on his Out-
stretched arm. The murder scene, des-
cribed fully last month, appears on three of
the values of the general issue, 25c., 50c.
and IL.25. The remaining general de-
signs show Ferrucci at the head of his
army, on the 20c. value, and a portrait
on the 5L. + 2L.
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=WE HORNBY  ROLLING STOCK G GE

| Hornby Rolling Stock includes almost every type
E in use on the big railways, and a selection of the
= splendid range available is illustrated on this page.
= The various items are modelled on realistic lines and
= are beautifully enamelled, mostly in the correct
= colours of the L.N.E., L.M.S., G.W. or Southern
| Railways.
= Ask your dealer to show you the full range of
= Hornby Roiling Stock.
TiiiiHiiiiiHiniiiiiiimilt  HiiHliiiiHtiHii immi i i iH i inmnmuifTiiru tiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiHiiirinu—

OIL TANK WAGON
“ CASTROL ”

An attractive model.
Enamelled green with letter-
ing in red. Price 2/6

PETROL TANK WAGON
“ PRATTS ”

Finished in green.
Price 2/6

PETROL TANK
WAGON " SHELL ”

Finished in red.
Price 2/6

•BREAKDOWN VAN AND CRANE
Beautifully coloured in brown and blue, with
opening doors. Suitable for 2-ft radius rails
only. Price 6/3

PETROL TANK
WAGON “B.P.”

Finished in vellow.
Price 2/6

WW
•HORNBY No. 1

PASSENGER COACH
Realistic in design and
fitted each side with open-
ing doors. Price 2/6

GUARD’S VAN
Realistic design, fitted each
side with opening doors.
Obtainable m L.N.E.R.,
L.M.S., G.W. or S. R. colours.

Price 3/-

RIVIERA " BLUE ” TRAIN COACH
*’ Dining " or " Sleeping."

This is a beautiful model, substantially built and
well finished. Suitable for 2-ft. radius rails only.

Price 14/-

MILK TRAFFIC VAN
Fitted with sliding doors.
Complete with milk cans.

Price 3/6

COACH, AMERICAN TYPE
PULLMAN

Two kinds are available, one
named “ Madison " and the

other “Washington.” Price 1/6

BRAKE VAN (French Type)
Lettered " Nord/’ Beau-
tifully finished in colours.
Opening doors. Price 4/-

WAGON (French Type)
I ettered " Nord.

Highly finished in
colours. Price 3/3

CYLINDER WAGON
in red, lettered

gold. Price 2/6
TANK CAR,

AMERICAN TYPE
Model of the type of tank
car used in America for
the conveyance of oil, etc.

Price 1/9

CEMENT WAGON
Finished in red.

Price 3/-

COACH, No. 2 SALOON
Realistic in design and beautifully finished.
Two types are available : L.M.S. (as illustrated)
enamelled maroon, and L.N.E.R. enamelled
brown. Suitable for 2-ft. radius, rails only.

Price 11/6

WINE WACON, SINGLE
BARREL

An interesting model of the
single-barrel type of wine
wagon used in France.
Finished in red and green.

Price 4/-

COVERED WAGON
(French Type)

This wagon is fitted
with frame and sheet.
French type, lettered
'* Nord.” Price 3/-

SNOW PLOUGH
With revolving plough
driven from front axle.

Price 5/6

TIMBER WAGON No. 1
Beautifully enamelled in
green and red. Price 1/9

HORNBY No. 2 SPECIAL PULLMAN COACH
As supplied with No. 2 Special and No. 3 Pullman Train
Sets. This splendid coach is perfect in detail and finish.
Suitable for 2-ft. radius rails only. Price 15/-

•LUGGAGE VAN No. 1
With opening doors.

Price 3/6
VAN

enamelled,
opening doors.

•HOPPER WAGON
Mechanically unloaded.

Finished in green. Price 3/6
LUMBER WAGON No. 1
Fitted with bolsters and
stanchions for log trans-
port. Price 2/-

TROLLEY WAGON
Finished in brown and blue. Suitable for 2-ft.
radius rails only. Price 4/6

CRANE TRUCK
Finished in brown and
blue. Price 3/6

•GUNPOWDER VAN
Finished in red. With
opening doors. Price 3/6

MILK TANK WAGON
“ UNITED DAIRIES "
A very realistic model,
finished in blue and
white. Price 6/-

BOX CAR
This is a model of the
type in use on American
railways. Price 2/6

TIMBER WAGON No. 2
Beautifully enamelled in green and red. Suit-
able for 2-ft. radius rails only. Price 3/6

LUMBER WAGON No. 2
Fitted with bolsters and stanchions for log
transport. Suitable for 2-ft. radius rails only.

Price 4/-
*In L.M.S., L.N.E.R., G.W., or S.R. Uttering.

CRAWFORD’S BISCUIT
VAN

Finished in red.
Opening doors. Price 3/6

SIDE TIPPING WAGON
Excellent design and
finish. Lettered “ Robert
Hudson Ltd." Price 2/6

BITUMEN TANK
WAGON " COLAS "

Finished in blue.
Price 5/3

CABOOSE
Modelled on the type of
brake van used on American
railroads. Price 2/6

JACOB’S BISCUIT VAN
Finished in crimson lake.
With opening doors.

Price 3/6

SECCOTINE VAN
Beautifully finished in blue.

With opening doors.
Price 3/6

CARR'S BISCUIT VAN
Finished in blue. With
opening doors. Price 3/6

Manufactured by MECCANO LIMITED, BINNS ROAD, OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL
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« HORNBY ACCESSORIES HORNBY SERIES

There is a splendid range of Railway Accessories in the
Hornby Series, built in perfect proportion and beautifully
finished. With these realistic Accessories the most elaborate
model railway system may be constructed and operated
in exactly the same manner as a real railway.

A selection of Hornby Accessories is illustrated below.
Your dealer will be pleased to show you the full range.

FOOTBRIDGE
No. 3

(Lattice Girder)
Constructional type. Strong and uuiiiiiniiiiiiin....... iiiitmiimiiimiirmniimiiimiiimiimmmmimiiiimmhiimmimiiimurmiir
well proportioned . . .  Price 12/6 LEVEL CROSSING No. 2

Measures 13 |v in |  ins., with
two tracks of gauge 0 rails in
position Price 5/6

LEVEL CROSSING No. 2
(Electrical)

Similar to Level Crossing No. 2,
but fitted with two electrical
tracks

SIGNAL No. 2
Price 2/6 each.
“ Home ” pr

" Distant."
Price 8/-

MANSELL WHEELS
These solid die-cast
wheels are correctly
designed and may be
fitted to Hornby
Wagons, Vans, Coaches,
etc. Price, per pair, 4d.

DOUBLE ARM
SIGNALS No. 1

Price 4/3 per pair.
DOUBLE ARM
SIGNAL No. 2
(As illustrated.)
Price 3/- each.

iWgjji
M STATION SET, 7 pieces

Price complete 3/6 jjSflgjfegS
The components of the MTStation Set may be purchased ' ****<Ju-
separately as follows :—M Wayside Station Price, each, 1/-
M Signal Box Price, each, 6d. M Signals . . .  Price, each, 4d.
M Station . . .  Price, each, 1 /3  M Telegraph Poles. Price, each, 4d .

TUNNEL
Realistic and finished in
colours . . .  Price 7/6

-
TARPAULIN SHEET

Strongly made. Lettered
L.M.S., G.W., N.E. or S.R.
The above illustration shows
one of the Tarpaulin Sheets
fitted to a Hornby Wagon.

Price 3d.

TURNTABLE No. 2
Price 4 /6

TURNTABLE No. 2
(Electrical)

Similar to  Turntable No.
2, but fitted
trical rails . . .

BUFFER STOPS No. 2
(HYDRAULIC)

Price 5/6
PLATELAYER’S HUT
Price . . .  2/6

FOOTBRIDGES
No. 1, without signals. Price 4/-
No. l a ,  with detachable tin-prinled
signal posts and anus . . .  Price 4 /9
No. 2, with detachable enamelled
signal posts and arms (as illustrated).
Price 7/6
Signals only, for No. 2 footbridge.
Price

with elec-
Price 8 6

per pair 3/9

ENDS
varying

be made
with cardboard or other
suitable material, and
then fitted to the Tunnel
Ends. Price, per pair, 2/9

TUNNEL
Tunnels of
lengths can

GOODS PLATFORM
Length 16J ins. Height 6 |  ins. Width 6 ins. The crane a t  the
end of the platform revolves on its base. I t  is enamelled in colours
and is fitted with a crank and ratchet mechanism for controlling
the load . Price 12/6

SIGNAL CABIN No. 1
Dimensions : Height
6 ins. Width 4 |  ms.
Length 6 ms. Finished
in colours . . .  Price 2/9

LAMP
STANDARD

No. 1 {SINGLE)
An electric flash-
lamp bulb may
be fitted into the
globe. Price 3/6

JUNCTION
SIGNAL

"Home” or  "Dis-
tant." Signal
arms operated
by levers a t  base.
Very realistic
model, standing
14 ins. in height.

Price 6/-

VIADUCT. Price 7/-. Centre Section only. Price 4/9
ELECTRICAL VIADUCT. Price 8/-

Centre Section for Electrical Viaduct. Price 5/3
RAILWAY ACCESSORIES No. 8

Notice Boards.
Price, per set, 2/3

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES
No. 9

Station Name Boards.
Price, per set, 2/6

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES No. 5
Gradient Posts and Mile Posts. Price 2/-

ACCES-RAILWAY
SORIES No. 7

Watchman’s Hu t ,
Brazier, Shovel and
Poker . . .  Price 1/6

WATER TANK
Brightly coloured.
Fitted with flexible
tube and valve lever.

Price 8/6

V SIGNAL
GANTRY

This is a very realistic
the signal arms of which are
operated by levers a t  the base of
the standards. Attractively
finished in colours. Price 10/-

ENGINE SHED’No. 1
This Shed is beautifully finished in
realistic colours. I t  will accommodate
Locomotives and Tenders of the M series,
and Locomotives of No. 0 and No. 1
types Price 15/-

modcl,

RAILWAY STATION No. 2. Excellent model, beautifully designed and finished.
Constructed in three sections, which are detachable, Dimensions : Length 2 ft.
9 ins., breadth 6 ins., height 7 ins Price 12/6
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An All Round Switch !

LOOKS just like a real automatic and shoots
a strong jet of water about 25 feet. I t  is

strongly made from metal with blued steel finish
and there are no rubber parts to perish or wear
out. It 's a pistol that will last a lifetime.

That's the pistol you should have—one that
will really do something. Get one from your
nearest dealer-—only 1/6—but be sure it's a
DAISY as illustrated above.

A catalogue showing all DAISY Air Guns
will be sent free on application.

DAISY
AIR RIFLES

I F you appreciate a sound engineering job, here is
a Radio Switch that will make an irresistible
appeal.

It is Rotary in action, two phosphor bronze balls being
carried spring loaded in the extremities of a bakelite arm
which is revolved by, but is insulated from, the spindle.
The Balls snick securely into the spaces between the
contact strips making, for each movement of the pointer
knob, splendid firm, low resistance contacts between two
pairs of strips simultaneously.
The switch thus performs all the functions oi a double
pole, double throw change over, and both mechanically
and electrically it is a first class job.
I t  is fully described by illustrations and typical circuit
diagrams in our Radio Catalogue . g
No. 1142. Drop us a line for i F1CC J
your free copy mentioning j
Meccano Magazine.

(Made in U.S .A. )
Wm. E .  Peck & Co. of London, Inc.t
31, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C.l.

Model Marine Engines
and Steam Fittings

HIGH CLASS, BRITISH MADE

Without terminals, 3/

1. One of the self-cleaning phosphor
bronze ball contacts is here seen making
a firm connection between adjacent
strips. On test i t  breaks 10 amps a t
20 volts fifty times and shows definite
improvement with use.

2. A special feature of this switch is
the novel terminal which screws down
into a castellated base, holding, if neces-
sary, several wires simultaneously in a
vice-like grip. Soldering tags and
contact strips are in one piece.

OSCILLATING ENGINES
J* bore, S* stroke.

3/- each, larger size 4/6 each.
Post 4d.

PISTON VALVE ENGINE
t* bore, stroke.

Solid Cast Frame, Gunmetal
Cylinder.

6/4 each, Post 4d.
Larger D.A., 7/6 each, Post 4d.

BOILERS
Water Tube Type.

Complete with Safety Valve
Steam Tap.

4'  x 2J"x3* . . .  8/- each, Post 4d.
PLAIN BOILER with Fittings

5/- each, Post 4d.
BOAT PROPELLORS, SHAFTS, Etc.

and

3. The Bakelite pointer suwu is fixed
to the spindle by a grub screw riding
in a brass bush—no stripped female
thread in the bakelite !

4. The switch is fixed by drilling a
i-inch clearance bole in any metal or
insulated panel up to J -inch thickness.
The indication dial reads LONG-OFF-
SHORT on one side. The reverse is
marked OFF only.

ACCUMULATORS
Boat Type

4 volt, 4 amp. . . .  5 /6  each
4 ,, 6 „ . . .  6/6 „
4 „ 10 „ . . .  8/-

Postage 6d.
All Larger Sizes supplied.

ELECTRIC MOTORS, Very Powerful, 7/6 each (Post 6d.)
ALL GOODS BRITISH MADE AND BEST QUALITY

Write for Catalogue 2d.

F. YATES & SON LTD.
144, CHURCH STREET, KENSINGTON, LONDON, W.8

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
Tariff Road, Tottenham, N.I  7

Tottenham 1500
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TRANSPORT BOOKS
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED WELL BOUND

Bv G. GIBBARD JACKSON

The Romance of the Motor Car 5/-  net
Describing tile evolution of the motor car, giving
details of most of the better known makes of engines
and cars, both British and foreign.

The Romance of Flight 5/* ne t
The complete and wonderful story of the air from
the beginning of flight.

The World’s Locomotives 3/6 net
A fascinating, comprehensive and non-technical book
of locomotives at  home and abroad.

The Railways of Great Britain 3/6 net
Dealing in a popular way with the rise and wonderful
progress of our railways.

Steamships : their history &. their deeds 3/6 net
From the beginning in 1791 down to the modem
marvels and floating palatial hotels.

THE  ROMANCE

FINE STORIES FOR BOYS Each 3/6 Net
The Treasure of Kings

By MAJOR CHARLES Gi t sos .
An adventurous story of the quest for
the hidden hoards of the Jucas of Peru.

The Lost City
By MAJOR CHARLES GlLSON.

An Egyptologist, a Chinese detective, and
a half crazy treasure hunter play their
part in this exciting tale.

A Scout of the ’45
By E.  CHARLES V1VIAN.

A thrilling adventure tale of the mutiny
days in India.

OF ALL
BOOKSELLERS

Twenty-six Stories of the Backwoods
Here are talcs of rolling prairies, Indian
feuds, fights with desperadoes, of gold
creeks and of sunken treasures.

Twenty-six Viking Stories.
An attractive volume of stories taken
from various sagas in the old Norse or
Icelandic language.

When Nicholson Kept the Border
By J .  CLAVERDOM WOOD.

A vigorous tale of spies and counter spies
in the Yorkshire of Jacobite times.

PUBLISHED AT THE BOY’S OWN PAPER OFFICE,  4, BOUVERIE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Twenty-six Adventure Stories for Boys
Adventures old “ad ventures new—adven-
tures a t  homo—adventures abroad.

Twenty-six School Stories for Boys
Many hair-raising experiences and
drama de moments are to be found here.

Twenty-six Good Stories for Boys
Thrilling tales of brave deeds in every
country, of noble acts in every age.

LOTT’S BRICKS
RAILWAY BOX

The Lott’s Bricks Railway Box is
a splendid new set, which will appeal
instantly to every boy interested in
Model Railways. Six fine models can
be built from the designs supplied.
These are Railway Station as illus-
trated, Engine Shed, Goods Station,
Signal Box, Junction Signal Box and

Terminus Station.The Station is 35* long, and is built with coloured
design bricks as contained in the Lodomo Sets.

POST THIS TO-DAY
To LOTT’S BRICKS LTD.,

WATFORD, HERTS.

Please send me FREE copy of the
New Railway Box Plans, as advertised

in the ” Meccano Magazine.”

NAME  ....................................................

ADDRESS................................................

Enclose i n  unsealed envelope, 1/ d. s tamp.

All Model Railway enthusiasts should possess a box, or better
still, several boxes of Lott’s Bricks, for with them they can
make all the buildings which help to make a model display

just like the real thing.

I t  is great fun too, loading the bricks into goods trucks and
sending them off by rail to the sites chosen for the models.

Cut out the attached coupon, and send to-day for a free copy
of the new Railway Box Plans (Published at 6d.), also our

latest price list.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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ASK FOR THE SUIT  THE
MECCANO BOYS WEAR

If you get them to buy you a Jaeger Suit, they’ll never worry about
your clothes ! If you stay out, they’ll know you can’t catch cold.
If you get in a bit of a mess —they know Jaeger washes nice and
easily. The jersey has checks on it like the boys in the Meccano
pictures —and you can have stockings to match ! Get a tape measure
—and measure round your chest. Tell mother your size —ask her
to buy you a Jaeger outfit.

The Jersey Suits cost from 13/ -  according to how big you are. The
Jerseys alone from 7/-. Stockings are 3/3 to 4/3.

You can have them in almost any colour you like.

©THERE’S  A JAEGER SHOP IN YOUR TOWN!
• JAEGER HOUSE • AUSTRALIA  • CANADA
352/54, Oxford St., London, W.l Melbourne, 234/236, Flinders Lane. Montreal, 1187, Bleury Street.

Sydney, 38/44, York Street.

SECCOTINE
Reg. Trade Mark.

The Strongest Adhesive in the World

For over forty years Seccotine has had the reputation of being the most wonderful adhesive
ever manufactured for mending anything and everything small or large. I t  grips and holds
with bulldog tenacity—never lets go and never gives disappointing results. Saves pounds
in every household. Refuse imitations and insist upon being supplied with Seccotine,
absolutely the strongest and most effective adhesive in existence. Sold everywhere in
collapsible tubes 4|d., 6d. and 9d. each. Always ready for use —no heating or other
preparation required.

Sole Proprietors:

M’CAW, STEVENSON & ORR LTD., Linenhall Works, BELFAST.
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Another
Fine Appleby
Model Aeroplane
Construction Set

THE TIGER MOTH
This is the most wonderful Model Aeroplane Construction
Set ever produced and is very simple to make up  from the
profusely illustrated Book of Instructions. There are no
difficult parts to make.
The Set is complete with miniature set of tools. Real elastic shock absorbers
are fitted to the chassis and the wheels are fitted with our new miniature
Aeroplane tyres. A new form of wire wing bracing makes the model very
rigid and practically indestructible.

A working joy stick is fitted in the cockpit to make the take-off fool-proof.
The engine housing is completely made in aluminium.

Never before has such a realistic and wonderful flying model been offered
to the public at such a low price. The model is beautifully coloured silver
and red and has a wing span of 22 ins., and will rise off the ground under its
own power and fly 200 ft. I t  will loop, bank and turn. In fact i t  will
perform any manoeuvre if the controls are set correctly.

Complete Set of Parts, Metal Fittings, Screwdriver, Spanner and all necessary
Parts packed in an attractive box with Instructions and full size Working
Drawing, Price 2/6, postage and packing 6d. (Postage Abroad 1/10).
You can get the above Set of Parts at all our Model Aeroplane Agents, at
all large Stores, and good class Toy Shops, or if you have any difficulty
send your order direct to us enclosing Postal Order to  the value of 3/- and
you will get your set per return.

WILLIAM E. APPLEBY (N/c) & CO.,
Dept. C.,

217-219, JESMOND ROAD, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, Eng.
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Remember! Remember! the Fifth of November
and BROCK’S “CRYSTAL PALACE”

FIREWORKS
The BEST! BRIGHTEST! and THE BIGGEST BANGS!

There are agents in every toivn
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY C.  T.  BROCK & CO.’S “CRYSTAL PALACE"  F IREWORKS LIMITED

The Oldest and Largest Makers in the World

BRITISH-MADE'T’here is
x always a

full  range
of Hornby
Trains and
Meccano
Outfi ts  a t
K e n d a 1 s
ORDER

BY POST
if you cannot)
call. We  pay
carriage in
Great Britain

SCALE MODELS

Scale Model of new motor vesse " WINCHESTER CASTLE."
SCALE MODEL DESTROYER. “ No. D.36,” fitted
with efficient modern steam plant. Price £10 10s. Od.
NEW MODEL LINER. Steam driven, finished in
either White Star, Canard, Union Castle, or R.M.S.P.

style and colours. Price £13 13s. Od.
MODEL MOTOR BOAT “ MERCURY,” with clock-
work mechanism. Price £1  10s. Od. Electric
pattern, motor working off pocket dry battery.

Price £1  15s. Od.
Other Sailing Yachts and Power Boats, Ships' Fittings andeverything for the model ship-builder are described in our newShips’ catalogue section S/17, post free 6d.
Catalogue No. 17- MODEL RAILWAYS and ACCES-SORIES, Castings, Fittings and Parts for Model Makers. Over 300pp., post free 1/-.
Illustrated Booklet—“ Run your own Train Sendee ”—sent post free on application.

Bassett-Lowke Ltd., Northampton
LONDON : MANCHESTER :112, High Holborn, W.C.l. 28, Corporation Street.EDINBURGH : At Anderson’s, The Arcade, 105, Princes Street.

Kendal Milne &&
MANCHESTER
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TRAINING TO TAKE
iBBj THE STRAIN Electric

f 10  minutes a day
[ on  a

I “Terry” Steelstrand
will impart wonderful strength,
stamina, and speed to your
muscles—it will help you stand
up to the strain of a strenuous

I game of “ soccer ” or “ rugger/*
L and give of your best. Be a

credit to  the team — train on a
Sr “ Terry,”
No. 92a, 3 strand (as illustrated), 15 lb. pull,
15 / - ;  281b. pull, 16/6;  57 1b. pull, 18/-
each with a good chart.
Buy from your agent. If unable to obtain,
please write to us. Advice free.

P HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD.,

Gramophone
Motor
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Another job for the
Home Constructor !

Turn your clockwork gramophone
in to  a first-class electr ical ly
operated instrument, by fitting a
B.T.H. Electric Gramophone Motor,
and hear your favourite melodies
to the best advantage and jus t

when you want to.

Easily fitted—only one hole to cut ;
will operate from your lighting
supply, runs  at an even speed —
never runs down; plays 900 records

for one unit of electricity.

REDDITCH, ENG.

Cinemas, Films, Etc.
Paiiii ■ Baby ’ ...................................... £6/-/-
Pathe Kid. New small model . . .  £2/15/-
Films 2/6, 3/6, 6/- each. Price List Free.

Cinemas
NEW STYLE, WITH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
4/6, 6/6, 10/6. 15/6, 21/- up  to £12/12/-

Standard Films, 50 ft. for 1/-

Doll’s House Wall Papers
3d. per Sheet, 2/6 per doz. post free-

Sample book of Patterns 2d.

NO WINDING
Jus t  Swi t ch  on !
Costs only £3  3 0

From all high-class Dealers
Model Railways

Hornby, BasseU Lowke, Mills and
Stedman,

We are full up with stock from
floor to  ceiling. COME AND BUY’.
Anything from a Rail to a Locomotive
CHEMICAL OUTFITS 2/6, 5/-,

7/6, 10/6, 15/- ,  21/-.
GLASS BLOWING 5/-, 7/6, 12/6.
CONJURING 2/-, 3/6, 7/6.
BILLIARD TABLES 35/-, 45/-,
60/- ,80/- .  Postage ex tra under 5/-.
AEROPLANES and Parts to make,
MECCANO. Everything in stock,
FRETWORK. DESIGNS, TOOLS,

Fret Machines, etc.

Model Boat Fittings

Price List Free

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO. LIMITED
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

Head Office - ..................................... Rugby
London Office - -  -“Crown House/’ Aldwych
Works: Rugby, Birmingham, Willesden, Coventry, ChesterfieldC. LUCAS, Hobbies and Meccano Depot

35 ,  Manchester Street * * LIVERPOOL
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An Entirely New Volume.

The Children’s Book of Wild-Flowers
and the Story of their Names...,.2.-.
With 50 Beautiful Page Illustrations In Colour by M. C. POLLARD. 10/6 Net.
The Author in his introduction says : “ I t  is astonishing what a lot of stories
and quaint old practices have grown up about the simple blooms that lift their
sweet faces so happily to the sunshine." Mr. Browning tells all about these
romantic associations of the flowers with people of the remote past. These
wonderful stories of the Wild Flowers add to their charm, and make us more
and more in love with their beauty.

SECOND SERIES.

/ p  T>r Zz J
NEW BOOKS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

WESTWARD HO ! WITH DRAKE.
YELLERLEGS. By

A Story of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
DARE AT ST. MARTIN’S.
DOROTHY’S DILEMMA.
NOT AN ORDINARY GIRL.
CROSS AND SWORD.

A Story of Joan of Arc.
EUSTAC1A GOES TO THE CHALET SCHOOL.

By E.  M. BRENT-DYER.

By ESCOTT LYNN. 5s. Od. net.
L. C. DOUTHWA1TE. 3s. 6d. net.

By D. STAPLETON.
By ELSIE J. OXEN HAM.

By MAY BALDWIN.
By DAVID KER.

3s.
3s.
3s.
3s.

6d.
6d.
6d.
6d.

net.
net.
net.
net.

6d._net.

A Charming Series of Picture Books for the Children
Daintily and humorously Illustrated in Colour.
The Story' of Peter Porkie.
Story of Bad Little Billy Bear.
Story of Little Blackie (A Kitten).
Story' of Mischievous Mops {A Puppy).

" Jus t  the sort of books little people really love."—Cown/ry Life.

3s.

fid. each Net.
Adventures of the Bunny Boys.
Adventures of Hootie the Owl.

Adventures of Wee Mouse.
Adventures of Fluffytail.

Choice Editions of three masterpieces of fiction, with delightful Drawings
in Colour and Pen-and-ink Sketches by Gordon Browne.

ADAM BEDE. By GEORGE ELIOT. y Each
LORNA DOONE. By R. D. BLACKMORE t 6$.
THE CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH. By CHARLES READE ) net.

HE ‘Blackbird’ is not a toy
but a real pen. Strongly

made to give hard service
under exacting conditions.
Well finished and fitted with
a 14-ct. gold nib, it is won-
derful value and just the
pen to help the boy and girl
through their studies.

W.&t R.  CHAMBERS  LTD.,  LONDON  fit EDINBURGH

PLEASURE
and

PROFIT ,,
AS "

-Ot> EV ’
*

A COMPLETE
PRINT ING PRESS

CA”°
CA”° S

OF STATIONERS
JEWELLERS.

AND

SELF-F ILL ING

1'6
vx s '
nJ  5 Illustrated list post free.

8tc
MABIE, TODD & CO.,
Swan House, 133 & 135, Oxford
St., W.L Branches a t :  79, High
Holborn, W.C.1 ; 114, Cheap-
side, E.C.2; 95, Regent St.,
W.1 ; and a t  3, Exchange St.,

Manchester.

LTD.,

THE ADANA Also 10/6 and 12/6.
Non-Self-Filling 6/-.
Postage 3d. extra

under 10/-BABY” PRINTING PRESS
NEW IMPROVEMENTS INCLUDEA FOUNT OF  8 PT .

CHELTENHAM BOLD
REAL PRINTERS'

METAL TYPE

HEAVIER BASE.

ALL  PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE.
NO P INS— PATENT PAPER CL IPS .
PLATEN D IE  CAST IN  POSIT ION.
ALL  SURFACES GUARANTEED TRUE. BLACKS! KD’IS  INCLUDED WITH

EACH MACHINE.

FOUNTPENSSTOCKED BY ALLSTATIONERS &STORES— IF  UNOBTAINABLE WRITE  D IRECTTO

FRANK P ITCHFORD & CO,  LTD,
WELL  HOUSE,  WELL STREET,  LONDON,  E .C .1
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BOYS! Here Is A REAL
Super All-Steel Automatic Self-Inking
PRINTING MACHINE!

WILL PRINT ANYTHING FROM A
Chemist’s Label to an  Illustrated Magazine
BOYS • Here is something you’ve often
wished for—a Real Printing Machine !
Not a toy or a model but an Automatic
Self-Inking All-Steel Adana Machine which
uses real Printer’s Metal Type and produces
work just like that done by

Printers.
Professional

There’s not a more exciting or interesting
hobby than printing on my Wonderful
Invention. You can print your own Note-
headings and Visiting Cards— Entertain-
ment Programmes— Party Invitation Cards
—School Magazines and a 101 other interest-
ing things. It’s so fascinating that you’ll
want to spend every spare moment at it  1

The  Marve l lous
“ Adana ” All-Steel
Super 1930 Model
Automatic Self-inking
Printing Machine . . . .
Specially designed for
Commercial Use in All
Large and Small Print-
ing Establishments.

Price

Here are
some of the

things my
Machine
will Print

School
Magazines

F ix tu re  Cards
Concert

Programmes
Dance

Invitation Cards
Noteheadings

Visiting Cards
Menus

Tradesmans' /
Bills

Club Notices
Etc., Etc.

To Mr. D. A. Adana (Dept. M.C.6), 17, Church St.,
Twickenham, Middlesex.
Dear Sir.

Please send me at once and FREE, full
details of your Wonderful 45/- Adana Printing
Machine—together with full samples of ACTUAL
Work produced.

Cut out this Coupon and Post al once
with your full name and address attacked.

A GREAT
OPPORTUNITY
NO BOY SHOULD POSSIBLY MISS!
Xo more '* make-shift ” rubber stamps or duplicators—here's the  real thing
and so low in price that you MUST NOT miss the chance of getting it !
Let me tell you all about my Wonderful Machine and what it will do. Send
the coupon alongside TO-DAY and I will send you ABSOLUTELY FREE
actual samples of work produced and explain how I will let you have it  on
Special Terms.
No boy should miss this Splendid Bargain. I t  is a Real Commercial Machine,
for many men make Spare Time Money by printing on it  for Local Tradesmen,
etc. Find out all about it NOW. Send the Coupon alongside at once to
Mr.  D .  A .  ADANA  (Dep t .  M.C.6),  17 ,  Church  St.,  Twickenham,  Middx.

J
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Meccano & Hornby Train Supplies
All the dealers whose advertisements appear on this and the following two pages carry full stocks of Meccano Outfits. Accessory Outfits, and Meccano

parts, Hornby Trains and Hornby Train Accessories all the year round. The names are arranged in alphabetical order of town.

CHARLES E.  READ,
64, High Street,

BRIERLEY HILL, Staffs.

JOHN TAYLOR,
28, Preston Street,

Tel. : Brighton 1357 BRIGHTON.

S. H.  ARTHUR,
15  & 16, Narrow Wine Street,

Tel. 511 BRISTOL.

C. E.  CONEYBEARE,
470-2, Stapleton Road,

Eastville, BRISTOL.

M. W.  DUNSCOMBE LTD.,
5 & 7, St. Augustine’s Parade,

BRISTOL.

GYLES BROS. LTD.,
Tel. 2888 24, Bridge Street, BRISTOL.
188, Whiteladies Road. Clifton, BRISTOL.

Tel. 143

SALANSON LTD.,
20, High Street, BRISTOL.
119, Queen Street, CARDIFF.

SAM TAYLOR,
16, Silver Street,

Tel. 320 BURY.

HAROLD HUNT,
38, Spring Gardens,

TeL 202 BUXTON.

PHOTO SUPPLIES LTD.,
18, High Street,

Tel. 656 CARDIFF.

S. DAVIS
50, Broad Street, CHESHAM.

3, Station Parade, Croxley Green.

EYRE & SONS LTD.,
Ironmongery Dept., Arcade,

Td. 2181 CHESTERFIELD.

R.  A. HEYES,
6 & 8,  Moor Lane,

CLITHEROE.

KENT BLAXILL & CO. LTD.,
3a, High Street,

Td. 2271 COLCHESTER.

DONALDSON’S CAMERA HOUSE,
Metropole Buildings,

CORK.

JOHN N. PIPER,
118, Union Street,

Tel. 2797 ABERDEEN.

R .  FIELDEN,
Healey House, London Rd.,

Tei. 242 ALDERLEY EDGE.

HARRY BROWN,
1 ,  Moss Lane,

ALTRINCHAM.

Belfast Co-operative Society Ltd.,
20, York Street,

Tel. 6621 BELFAST.

J .  BELL,
10, Lower Garfield St.,

Royal Avenue, BELFAST.

RIDDELS LTD.,
Donegall Place & Fountain St.,

Tel. 4171 BELFAST.

SPORTS DEPOT, (Nr. Albert Memorial)
57, Victoria Street,

Tel. 4554 BELFAST.

THORNTON’S SPORTS DEPT.,
24 & 26, Donegall Place,

Tei. 366 BELFAST.

MERCER’S DOLLS’ HOSPITAL,
68, Darwen Street,

BLACKBURN.

BATESON’S SPORTS DEPOT,
Abingdon Street,

Tel. 461 BLACKPOOL.

SELLENS BAZAAR,
54, Waterloo Road,

BLACKPOOL, S.S.

BURGESS’ BAZAAR,
Opposite The Pier,

BOGNOR REGIS.

BROWN MUFF & CO. LTD.,
Tel. 2890; BRADFORD.

W.  CARTER /Brit. Sports Depot),
15, Bridge Street,

Tei. H66 BRADFORD.

RUSHWORTHS LIMITED,
Kirkgate,

BRADFORD.

R.  H.  JEPSON, 1 ,  Cross Cheaping,
Tel. 4968 COVENTRY.

1 ,  Queen’s Road, NUNEATON.

“ LE BON ” STORES,
97, Liverpool Road,

Tel. : Crosby 1533 CROSBY.

E. A. ANELAY,
Parkgate,

Tel. 2925 DARLINGTON.

HENRY WHALLEY,
195, Duckworth Street,
7, Bolton Road, DARWEN.

RANBY’S LTD.,
Victoria St. & Green Lane,

Tel. 298 DERBY.

C. E.  MELLER,
55, Hall Gate,

DONCASTER.

SHEARD, BINNINGTON & CO.,
44, High Street,

TeL 85 DONCASTER.

SWADDLING,
60, South Street,

Tei. 295 DORKING.

JAMES L. DIXON,
14, Suffolk Street,

T''2i8MbUn (off Grafton St.), DUBLIN.

A. CURRIE,
The Emporium, 92, High Str.,

Td. 82 DUMBARTON.

DIXON’S,
41, High Street,

Tel. 5810 DUNDEE.

MARTINS’,
232, Hilltown,

DUNDEE.

SMITH BROTHERS,
“The  Globe,” 3-15, Murraygate,

DUNDEE.

ALDERTON’S,
8, Bank Parade,

Tel. 0303 EDGWARE.

ANDERSONS,
105, Princes Street,

EDINBURGH.
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FLEMING'S STORES LTD.,
2 & 4, Earl Grey Street,

Tei. 30118/9 EDINBURGH.

WALKER’S EMPORIUM,
25-29, Inglis Street,

INVERNESS.

Bon Marche Ltd.,
Brixton,

LONDON, S.W.9.

W.  S. COWELL LTD.,
Butter Market,

IPSWICH.

HOWARDS LTD., 31, Church Str.,
& 72, Chase Side, ENFIELD, also

246, Lordship Lane, WOOD GREEN.

DEMPSEY & CO.,
69, South Side,

Clapham Cm., LONDON, S.W.4.

Devon & Somerset Stores Ltd.,
Toy & Sports Dealers,

Tel. 2638 FYFTFI
Telegrams : Stores, Exeter E/AILI r.r

W. HUMPHRYS & SON,
269/271/273 & 275, Rye Lane,
Estab, m 1840 PECKHAM, S.E.15.

TOWNLEY & TAYLOR,
Tel. 570 KENDAL.

PEARSON & DENHAM (PHOTO)
LTD., 6, Bond Street,

LEEDS.

LAFFEATY,
308, King’s Road, Chelsea,

Tel. : Kensington 2705 LONDON, S.W.3.

LEDWITH BROS.,
42 & 44, Walworth Road,

Nr - 5k i P c sNTTLE LONDON, S.E.17.

NEWMAN & SON,
Cash Stores,

Tel. 58  FAKENHAM, Norfolk.

SADLER’S, Toy Dept.,
201, (Top) Woodhouse Lane,

Tel. 22236 LEEDS.

ROBERT BALLANTINE,
103 St. Vincent Street,

Tel. : Central 5619 GLASGOW.

PERCIVAL & CO.,
140, High Street,

Wst oi2o WALTHAMSTOW, E.17.

A. WRIGHT, The Garage,
200/2, Dewsbury Road,

Tel. 22719 LEEDS.

BOW’S EMPORIUM Ltd.,
High Street,

Te l . :  Bell 885 GLASGOW, C.l .

Established 1789.
CLYDE MODEL DOCKYARD,

22-23, Argyll Arcade, GLASGOW.
Model Makers to  the Admiralty, Railway Coys., etc.

F. J .  WAIN & SON,
478, Kingsland Road,

Tel.: Cli&sold 9269 DALSTON, E.8,

Leicester Co-operative Society Ltd.,
High Street,

LEICESTER.

SPALDING SPORT SHOPS.
For Branch Addresses see adver-

tisement on page 900.

ROBOTHAM’S LIMITED,
" Baby’s Kingdom,”

Tei. 4809 Belvoir St., LEICESTER.

DUNCAN BELL & CO.,
320, Byres Road,

Tel. West 3807 GLASGOW.

F.  R.  POTTER & SON,
43, Market Place,

LOUGHBOROUGH.

Thomas Armstrong & Brother Ltd.
33, Dale Street,

Tel. . Central 3331 LIVERPOOL.

LUMLEY’S,
Lumley House, Sauchiehall Street,
Tel. : Douglas 2701 GLASGOW.

H. G. PARTRIDGE & CO.,
10, Chapel Street,

Tel. 234 LUTON.

FRISBY DYKE & CO. LTD.,
56/66, Lord Street,

Tel. : Bank 610 LIVERPOOL.

PETTIGREW & STEPHENS LTD.,
Sauchiehall Street,

GLASGOW.

" GILBERT,”
116/118, Week Street,

MAIDSTONE.

PHILIP SON & NEPHEW LTD.,
20, Church Street,

Tel. 4134 Royal LIVERPOOL.

R.  WYLIE HILL & CO. LTD.,
20, Buchanan St.  & Argyll Arcade,

GLASGOW, C.l  .

A. E. WILKINSON & SON,
57, High Street,

Tei. 831 MAIDSTONE.

GEORGE STURLA & SON LTD.,
209, Walton Rd., 155, Park Rd.,
Tel. : Central 3929 & Royal 5074 Liverpool.

G. WATSON,
Guildford Doll’s Hospital,

Swan Lane, GUILDFORD.

HENRY’S Toy & Game Stores,
22, King Street,

Tel. 3004 Central MANCHESTER.

E. PICTON,
82, Stepney Street,

LLANELLY.

BROADWALK MOTORS,
14, Broadwalk, Pinner Road,

Tel. : Pinner 615 NTH. HARROW.

A.  INMAN, MANCHESTER.
105, Lapwing Lane, Didsbury. TeL 1518.
179, Dickenson Rd., Rusholme. TeL 2241.

ACACIA STORES LTD.,
Upper Tooting Road,

LONDON, S.W.17.

H.  J .  PIGGOTT LTD.,
37, West Street,

Tel. 32  HORSHAM.

JOHN NESBITT LTD.,
42, Market Street,

eny 2284 MANCHESTER.

“ BABYLAND,”
34, High Rd., Lee, S.E.13.
60, Well Hall Rd., Eltham, S.E.91.

H. POULTON, Toyland,
75 & 77, High Street,

HOUNSLOW, Middlesex.

H.  WILES LTD.,
124, Market Street,

MANCHESTER.

FREDERICK BECK,
22, 24 & 26, Camden Passage,

TeL : Cterken well 8403 LONDON, N.I.

GAMLEYS LTD., Branches opp.
Town Hall, Hove & Eastbourne
Stn., also at Haywards Heath.

THE MANSFIELD & SUTTON
CO-OP SOC. LTD., Queen Street,
Tel. 583 MANSFIELD.

A.  & B. BLACKMAN & SONS,
l la-17,  Fortess Road, Kentish Town,
M.unt w43I0 LONDON, N.W.5.

YE OLDE TOY SHOPPE,
Chariot Street,

Tel. : Central 1031 HULL.
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RAVEN’S STORE,
90-92, High Street,

Tel. 67665 SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.

LAWSONS LTD.,
13, Frankfort Street,

Tel 398 PLYMOUTH.

J .  T. SANSOM & CO.,
42, West Gate,

MANSFIELD.

The London Cycle & Sports Co.
(H. W.  Ginn), 106, High Street,

Tel. 252 STAINES.

D. J .  WARREN,
6, Hyde Park Place, Mutley,

Tel.1482 PLYMOUTH.

JACKSON’S CYCLE STORES,
158, Parliament Road,

MIDDLESBROUGH.

DARNBROUGH & SONS LTD.,
59, High Street,

Tel. 66671 STOCKTON-ON-TEES.

R.  SCUPHAM & SONS LTD.,
35, Linthorpe Road,

MIDDLESBROUGH.

ERIC G. ENGLAND,
Td. 68 PONTEFRACT.

WRIGHT & CO.,
365 & 367, High Street,

Maryu z STRATFORD, E.15.

JOHN TAYLOR,
Ropergate,

Tei. 67 PONTEFRACT, Yorks.

E. C. MORRIS,
219, London Road,

Fair Green, MITCHAM.

DAN MORGAN, The Meccano Centre,
218, Oxford St.,

Tel 2346 SWANSEA.

COSTELLO’S Tobacconist & Toy
Dealers, 87, Marsh Lane,

PRESTON.

Q. ANDERSON,
70|, Merry Street,

Tel. 171 MOTHERWELL.

GOLDSMITH’S,
18, High Street,

TeL 392 SWINDON.

THOMAS JARVIS LTD.,
REDRUTH. Branches at  Cambourne,
Penzance, Truro, Newquay & Falmouth.

W. MARK & CO. LTD.,
27, The Drapery,

Tel. 461 NORTHAMPTON.

FREDK. HARVEY,
4, Wellington Street,

Tel. 75  TEIGNMOUTH.

F. SHEPPARD,
58, Kew Road,

Tel. 1970 RICHMOND, SURREY.

POOLES, The Picture Framers, at
branches Northampton, Kettering,Bedford,Wellingborough, Rushden.

S.  MAKIN,
120/124, Thatto Heath Rd.,

THATTO HEATH.

GERALD MORRIS,
24 & 26, High Street,

ROCHESTER.

BEECROFT & SONS,
16, Pelham Street,

Tel. 41434 NOTTINGHAM.

BATHE’S RADIO & GRAMO-
PHONE STORES, 19, Abbey Road,
Tel. 2934 TORQUAY.

WM. COOPER,
6, Doncaster Gate,

Tel. 13 ROTHERHAM.

CARTWRIGHT & GAUNT,
231, Mansfield Road,

NOTTINGHAM.

WEBBERS’ SPORTS DEPOT,
EXETER. Tel. 3344. 13/14, Vic-
toria Parade, TORQUAY. Tei.2453. ,

JAMES GRAHAM,
9, Montague Street,

ROTHESAY.

E o. ELLIS, -dge Road,
195 & NOTH GHAM.

E. M. COLLINS,
12, Lower Castle Street,

TRALEE.

COLE BROS. LTD.,
Childrens’ Floor,

Tei. 21071 Fargate, SHEFFIELD.

J .  R.  NORRIS,
Photographic Dealer,

9, Pelham Street, NOTTINGHAM.

L. MYERSCOUGH, 57, South Rd.,
WATERLOO.

Branches : Crosby & Litherhead.

SHEFFIELD PHOTO CO. LTD.,
6,  Norfolk Row (Fargate),TeL 23891 SHEFFIELD.

PEARSON & PEARSON,
12, Angel Row,

NOTTINGHAM.

W.  L. LEWIS & SONS,
51, Church Street,

Tel. 210 WEYBRIDGE.

WILSON, GUMPERT & CO. LTD.,
57, Fargate,

TeL 20489 SHEFFIELD.

REDMAYNE & TODD LTD.,
Carrington Street,

TA  41604 NOTTINGHAM.

PATES BROS.,
10, Royal Cres., and
12,  Frederick PL, WEYMOUTH.

J .  DELLA PORTA & SON,
Princess Street,

Tel. 2300 SHREWSBURY.

THE ATHLETIC STORES,
Opposite Town Hall,

TeL 1338 OLDHAM.

GILLITT & CO.,
26b, Lowther Street,

Tei. 318 WHITEHAVEN.

CURRYS (1927) LTD.,
Bargate,

SOUTHAMPTON.

E. DE LA MARE,
9/13, George Street,

TeL 3456 OXFORD.

W.  SHERWOOD MILLER,
34/7, Central Arcade,

Tei. 779 WOLVERHAMPTON.

DOWDING & BROMLEY,
267, Shirley Road,

SOUTHAMPTON.

SMITH & TOLLEY,
London Road, Headington,

Tel. 6843 OXFORD.

W.  JACKSON,
56 & 58, High Road,

2173 Buckhurst WOODFORD GREEN.

OSBORN & CO. (So’ton) Ltd.,
9, High Street,

TeL 3587 SOUTHAMPTON.

C. HORSBURGH,
12, High Street,

PAISLEY.
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Figures Cannot Lie!
The

Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders

tell’fus that the number of Commercial Vehicles/ including
Hackneys, in use in the United Kingdom as at December in
each of the following years was-—

1925—355 ,744
1926—384 ,124

1927—404 ,783
1928—428 ,939

1 929  _458  019  reached its zenith ?
1930* .............. P = ~ --------
TELLING FIGURES THESE indicating that MOTOR
TRANSPORT HAS COME TO STAY and —more important
still—IS AN EXPANDING INDUSTRY.

Write at once for details of two important courses
on ROAD TRANSPORT.

Other courses, each written by a leading authority,
cover the vast fields of transport by sea, rail and air,

transport law, marine insurance, statistics.
Send a postcard to The Registrar (Section M.M.),
COLLEGE OF  ADVANCED TRANSPORT,
' 'Dudley House," Southampton Street, Strand,

London, W.C.2.

Why not come out of the older
professions, now overcrowded, and get
into a profession which has not yet

A RILEY Bl
Dull winter evenings become occasions of endless enjoyment
when there’s a Riley Billiard Table in the home. Not only
the boys, but all the family will find pleasure that cannot be
resisted in this popular game. 13/3 down brings immediate
delivery of the 6-ft. Riley ** Home ” Billiard Table, The
balance vou pay by easy instalments. Cash price <£11 15s. Od.
Riley’s “ Home " Billiard Table rests on an ordinary dining
table, and can be had in the various sizes shown below.

13 /3  DOWN
brings the 6-ft. size
Riley " Home ”
Billiard Table to you,
on 7 days’ Free
Trial. Riley’s pay
carriage and take
all transit risks.

4 ft. 4 ins. x 2 ft. 4 ins. . . .
5 ft. 4 ins. x 2 ft .  10 ins. . . .
6 ft. 4 ins. X 3 ft, 4 ins. . . .
7 ft. 4 ins. x 3 ft. IGins. . . .
8 ft. 4 ins, x 4 ft. 4 ins. . . .
or in 20 monthly payments of 8/-, 10/3, 13/ 17/-, 24/6 These uncommonly

attractive pieces of
furniture combine
the duties of a dining
table and a billiard
table. Ready for
either purpose in a
few minutes. They
are offered in many
beautiful styles, oak
or mahogany, for
cash or easy terms.

Here are the prices for the
round leg mahogany tables.

*• x 2' 10* £22 10
£26 10

X 3' 10' £33 0
8'4*x4* 4* £43 0

or in 13 or 20
monthly payments.

BILLIARD AND
DINING-TABLE

(7 Days' F«e Trial),

RILEY’S
COMBINE

5' 4‘
6'  4 '  X 3'
7'

Riley’s are the
largest makers of
Full  Site  Hilliard

This is the Riley “ Cab-
riole " design, 6-/J,
£34-10-0 or 13 or 20

monthly payments,
WRITE TO-DAY

4*

Tables i n  Great Britain.
Deal Works, Accrington,

and Dept, U.
147, Aldersgate St. ,

London, E.C,1,

The

New “Skisail” Tractor
MODEL AEROPLANES

All models now fitted with Patent Adjustable Rudder which controls the
flight Far superior to the rigid type.

The Best Obtainable. British Made and Guaranteed.
Patent No. 23533. Patent No. 138210,

Z mportant feat-
ures incorporated
in our new range .*
New Patent Ad-
justable Rudder
to control the
flight.

New Lightweight
shockproof
chassis.

SPECIFICATION.— Hand-carved Propeller, Proofed Silk Planes, Aluminium
Wheels, Nos. 0, 1, fitted with our Famous Patent Safety Chassis with
Bamboo Runners.

Model de Luxe 27/6

Prices (No.  0 Price 18,/6 No. 2 Price 10/6 No. 4 Price 6/61 Po3 MI i> i n 14/6 „ <5 „ „ D „ 4/6 J °
The “SKISAIL” Tractor Monoplane Constructional Set
containing all the parts necessary for building a Tractor

Monoplane with wing span of 33 inches.
Price 10 /6 .  Postage 6d.

The 11 SKISAIL ” monoplanes are designed by an aeronautical expert and all
models are fitted with Polished Hand-carved Balanced Propellers.

Pc od to PATENT MODEL MANUFACTURERS
159, Lymington Avenue, Wood Green, London, N.22. ’Phone : Tottenham 3278

£7 0 0 32 FREE
£9 0 0 Billiard Tables.

£11 15 0 Write for details
£15 0
£21 10

0
0

and Price List.

E. J.  RILEY LTD.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Play MINIATURE GOLF
in your own home

The most modern of all games

MINIGOLF”
MI NT GOLF is the table edition of
Miniature Golf, the craze for which is
sweeping the country. The full course
consists of nine holes (or hazards), each
hole being complete in itself. The game
may be played with any number of
holes from two or three, up to the full
course, according to the space avail-
able. Each hole measures 19 x and
is packed in a strong box complete with
one miniature golf club, two balls,

3'11
each hole

Postage 9d.

Complete Set of 9 holes 35  /— Carriage Paid.
Descriptive leaflet free.

STOWE BROS. (Dept. M)
17, Greyhound Lane, London, S.W.16.

Money refunded if not satisfied.

score card and rules.

KENSINGTON

“VEEDER” Cyclometers
Cycling without a VEEDER is like living
without a Watch. You cannot do one

or the other intelligently.
A VEEDER tells you : —
How far you have been.

Distance from one place to another.
Service your tyres give you.

Number of miles to destination.
Total season’s travel, etc.

INSIST UPON A GENUINE ’ VEEDER
(See the name thereon).

Obtainable from all important Cycle Dealers
Made in two Models : Regular 6/6, Trip 15/-

Send for I Hast a ted Booklet*to‘: —
F. E. DICKINSON,

St. Andrew’s House, Holborn Circus,
London, E.C.l.

Sai l ing  Yachts  & F i t t ings
BOWMAN STEAM BOATS

ELECTRIC  AND CLOCKWORK
MOTOR BOATS

MECCANO OUTF ITS  AND PARTS
HORNBY TRAINS

BOWMAN STEAM ENGINES
AIR GUNS AND AIR P ISTOLS

ICE AND ROLLER SKATES
WARNEFORD AEROPLANES

AND SPARE PARTS
FOOTBALL .  HOCKEY.  F ISHING

LIST » M”  POST FREE

C.  H .  LORBERG
185, Kensington High St ,  London, W.8

Hole No. 1 Lover's Lane
Hurdles2

3 Switchback
4 Crossing the Stile
5 Milky Way
6 Channel Tunnel
7 Down and Under

f» If 8a Over the Wall

86TYRES
We want every cyclist to try our 1930
Improved ” EXO ” Unpuncturable
Cycle Tyre, and for the present
will supply at Half Price. Sold
everywhere a t  8/6. Fitted with
unique Puncture Shield—the
only shield which does not
'* slow ” the speed. No more
Roadside delays—no more
messy patching.
Guaranteed for 2 Years.
Thousands sold —Thousands
of Testimonials. Price 4/3,
post 9d. Two 9/- post paid.
Sta te size. Money Back Terms.
<atalogue of Cycles, Accessories
etc. FREE. 5/- in the £ saving.

Trade Enquiries Invited.

THE
EX

UNPUNCTURAHL

TYRE
osjNtrjuj

YOU CAN
I VU  LEARN

JUJITSU
IN YOUR OWN HOME AND WHEN CAMPING

IN A FEW MINUTES A DAY.
Send to-day for a large photo-plate of Japanese
champions (17x14), limited supply only, and
some splendid illustrated lessons FREE. JUJITSU
is the easiest and most effective means of “ downing
the other fellow.” You can learn numerous
methods of self-defence from Prof. Garrud’s
complete course. Far belter than boxing. PROF.
GARRUD is one of the World’s Greatest Experts

and will give you some LESSORS FREE.
BE PREPARED.

Don’t let the other fellow get the better of you,
Send 2d. in stamps for postage in sealed package.
A LARGE PORTION CAN BE HAD AT ONCE

FOR P.O. 3 /9  IF  DESIRED.

Foyle’s Bargain Offer
HOME SOLDERING AND BRAZING. By
YATES. The author explains with great dear-
ness and simplicity, with the help of numerous
illustrations, all that the amateur should know.
Pub. a t  3/6 net. Offered a t  2/4 post free on

approval. Quote Offer 561.

For a Book on any Hobby
any sport, or on any other conceivable sub-
ject, send to Foyles. They can supply the book
you want, and save you trouble and expense.
Over 2,009,000 vols.— New and Second-hand —
in stock. Slate definite requirements and
interests, suitable catalogues will then be sent

(free).

FOYLES FOR BOOKS
119-125, Cnaring Cross Road, London, W.C.2

MOORHOUSES PADI  HAM?  LANCS.

! GUARANTEED TO FLY
THE “ GNAT  ” STUNTER

| Awarded Gamage Challenge Cup, 1927, 1928, 1929.
1
1 All-Wood
I Tractor Model.

Loops
the Loop

and
Rises from

J Ground.

I Send at Once for this fine little Model which
■ will give endless fun to all voung air pilots to
t D. G. CABELDU, 371, Higa St,  Lewisham, S.E.13
■| Following Constructional Sets. Post 6d. each,
f Appleby’s Bristol Lucifer, 2/-. SE.5A, 3/-.
I Skisail Monoplane, Wing Span 33 in. 12/6.
I Full List of Warneford Models, IJd.  Stamp.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
1

42'6
CARRIAGE

PAI  D

HUMPHREYS
Sherwood Coaster

The Present for our Boys.

WILL  CARRY A TON
Disc Wheels. Roller Bearings. Solid Rubber

Tyres. Coil Spring Shock Absorbers.
IVri/r for illustrated list.

HUMPHREYS,
Meccano and Hornby Train Depot,

Next Grove Arcade,
WALLASEY V ILLAGE,  CHESHIRE.

PRACTICAL TUITION
AT LONDON SCHOOL DAILY.

Particulars on application.
Send Now.—Dept. MC., 10, Queensway, Hanworth,

Feltham, Middlesex.

A REAL PRINT ING OUTF IT
MAKE your own GRAMO-
PHONE a t  a i the price. Buy
only Mechanical Set as
shown, namely : British
double spring motor, 12*
velvet turntable. " S ” neck
tonearm, latest metal Sound-
box, shaped internal horn,
or cast throat, and needle
cups for £1/18/6,  post free in
U.K. Machines sold by other

firms at  £10-£20, do not con-
tain better fittings than these.
We also sell cabinets for this
set. Portable Gramophones
from 15/6. Postage 1 6.
Mechanical Sets 18/-. Motors,
7/6, Accessories, Accordeons,
Violins. Lists Free. 64 pp.
Catalogue No. 218/219. How
to make Gramophones, 3d. Es-
tablished 26 years. Thousands
of Testimonials. Regent
Fittings Co., 78D, 120, Old

St., London, E.C.l.

HOME CINEMATOGRAPHS---------
FILMS AND ACCESSORIES. Pro-
jectors a t  all prices from 5/- to £16.
Film Spools, Rewinders, Lighting
Sets. Screens, Sprockets, etc. Films
all lengths and subjects. Sample

Film 1/-  and 2/6, post free.
Illustrated List Free.
FORD’S (Dept. M),

276 7. HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.l.

Call
or write.

A TOY AND YET MORE THAN A TOY

1931 MODEL, ALL BRITISH

S. BERENDSEN LIMITED,
Dept. F ,  10 ,  PH ILPOT LANE,  LONDON, E.C.3
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HALVE THE COST
OF SET BUILDING
WITH THE

AERIAL  TUNER
WITH VARIABLE  REACTION
Eliminates all loose coils and reaction
condenser. Covers a wave band from

175 to 2,000 metres.
Dozens of stations can be logged In on
a two valve set working under favourable
conditions. Over 60,000 Cbakophone
Aerial Tuners have already been sold.

Satisfied users all over the world.
Fixing is simplicity itself, only four con-
nections to be made. Oxidised fittings

enhance the appearance of any set.

SIMPLEX TYPEWRITERS
They fascinate and teach boys and girls, and
help in spelling, neatness, and composition.
Each model writes on sight, and takes any
length of paper, envelopes, or card-—-useful
for programmes, tickets, notices, etc.
Model A, 5/-. 36 capital letters, figures,
stops. Postage 6d.
Model B, 8/-. 42 capital letters, figures,
stops. Postage 6d.
Model D, 15/-. 68 capitals and small
letters, figures, stops. Postage 9d.
Model E, 20/-.  72 capitals and small
letters, figures, stops. Postage 9d.
BEST GIFT FOR BOYS AND  GIRLS
Simplex Typewriters are easy to operate.
Full instructions and a tube of Simplex

Ink with each machine.
Last for years and cannot get out of order.
Fifty valuable Prizes are offered to Buyers
of Simplex Typewriters in a simple

Typewriting Competition for Children.
Full details and entry form supplied with

each Typewriter.
COMPLETE STOCKS OF HORNBY TRAINS.

W. H. HULL & SON,
North Western Arcade, BIRMINGHAM.

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

Supplied with
wiring diagram
and full instruc-
tions for building
two and three

valve sets.
Full sized work-
ing '* Blue-
prints *’ can be
obtained if de-
sired. Price 6d.
CHAKOPHONE
AERIAL
TUNER

Price

10/6

EDINBURGH
AGENTS

for NfECCANO  and ;
Hornby Trains

A complete stock of all Hornby
Train Accessories and Meccano Parts

THE EAGLE ENGINEERING CO. LTD.
EAGLE WORKS - WARWICK

London Showrooms :
44, PALL MALL, S.W.l

JENNERS PAY CARRIAGE

A NEW BATTERY CHARGE
INDICATOR

CHASLYN VENT TYPE HYDROMETER
Patent No. 25912

For High and Low Tension accumulators
(1250 S.G.). Can be left permanently on
accumulator during discharge and will show a t
a glance the state of charge by the way the balls
of different specific gravities sink or swim.
Always on view. No mess. Checks Faulty
Charging. Increases Life of Battery. Easy to see.
Simple to read. No bothersome scales. No burden

The Latest
Novelty

COMBINED
HOUSE

LAMP and
LANTERN

5/-
Postage 7d.
Abroad 2/-

100
USES

As a matter of fact there are over 150
uses in our Circular on the Uses to

which

PLASTIC INE
is being put in Everyday Life. A
Circular that will interest you, and
that will be sent free on Request.
The Corona Box has a full pound in

10 colours. Post free 2/-.

Harbult’s Plasticine Ltd.
99 ,  Bathampton,  Bath

No Danger of Fire
This Magic Lantern consists of an Electric
Hand lamp which is transformed into a Handy
Magic Lantern. The front lens simply screws
off and the patent attachment inserted. The
working of this Lantern is not only simple
and absolutely safe from fire, but very clean and
cheap, anv child can handle this without fear.
Price, complete with Battery.Stand, and 6 Slides,
5/-, postage 7d. Further Slides 1/6 per dozen.

H. H. PARSON,
TOY DEPT., 55, NORTHCOTE RD., S.W.ll.

J .  H. COLLIE & CO.,
10, CANNING PLACE, LIVERPOOL.

Patents for Inventions, Trade Marks : Advice Hand-
books and Cons. free.— B. T. King, Regd. Patent Agent,
146a, Qn. Victoria St., London, E.C.4. 43 years’ refs.

FDFFI t  The ‘SILKRITE’ Reg. SELF-FILLING FOUNTAIN PEN 1 / g
I Over 5,000 Testimonials received! Guaranteed 5 Years’ Wear !  ■ /

GIFT

!G. FRANCIS, Esq., writes “ 25 Pens
I have purchased and all my friends are perfectly satisfied." M. G. POWELL,
Esq., writes Delighted with * Silkrite ’ Pen. I t  equals any other make at 10/-.”

With every Pen at 1/6  each (and 3d. extra for postage of gift) we give absolutely FREE these novel Pocket Folding
OPERA GLASSES combining 6 useful instruments in ONE Telescope, Microscope, Stereoscope, Compass,
Magnifying Glass. Special Offer ! 2 Pens and 2 Free Gifts of 2 Opera Glasses for P.O. 3 POST FREE. Write for
1930 Gift Catalogue, Richly Ulus. Novelties, Toys, etc. LEEDS BARGAIN CO. (M), 59, Mount Preston, LEEDS.

DflVC MAKE YOUR OWNDUTO LEAD SOLDIERS
Cowboys, Indians, Animals, Zulus,
Model Farmyard Sets, Rodeo, etc.
Our CASTING MOULDS make ,
thousands from any scrap lead
WITHOUT PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE.
Send stamp to-day for Illustrated
Catalogue. Complete mould ready
for work 2 6.—" TOYMOULDS,”
67, Stafford Street, Birmingham.

“ .Mention Meccano." _____

meccanoindex.co.uk
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READERS’ SALES
Sale, 1,700 Cigarette Cards, 10/6 or offers.*—Taylor,66, Church Street, Royton.
For Sale. Bowman Loco and Rails,—** Ben-my-

Chree,” Whalebon Lane, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
Sale or Part Exchange. Album containing 1,520Stamps, 30/- ; or 18/- with either Boys’ Own Annuals,Children’s Encyclopaedia, Tennis Balls or  Small Vice.—Tallent-Bateman, ChapeLen-le-Frith, Stockport.
Sale, 1,500 Stamps in Album. Value £12. Take£3.— Harvey, Cahirciveen, Hall Green, Birmingham.
Sale. " M.M.'s,” Dec. 1924-Dec. 1928. Goodcondition. 15/- or offer.— Ratcliffe, Tonbridge Road,Maidstone.
Sale. Partly finished castings of Stuart TurnerEngine No. 7. Send for particulars.— L. Hodson, 55,Daventry Road, Chori ton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.
Sale. Hobbies Steam Launch, 6/-. Cinematograph(electric), Films, 6/-. Adana Baby Printer and6/- extra type, 10/-.—Gregory, 139, Ware Road,Hertford.
Bassett-Lowke 4-4-0 “ Duke of York ” ClockworkLoco, Gauge 0. Good order. 17/6.— Douglas Fear,86, Greenway Road, Taunton.
Onoto Fountain Pen for sale, brand new, cost 17/6.Take 10/-  or a decent offer.— A. R. Swaine, 26, RutlandRoad, Harrogate.
Gauge 0 Electric Four Wheeler, 9/-. LowkeTractor Motor, 4/6. Large Bowman Tank, 17/6.B.-L. and Foreign Trucks, etc. Stamp for particulars.—D. Alder, 17, Beacon Street, Low Fell, Gateshead.
Sale. No. 5 Primus Set, £2. Also Model Railway,2/10/-.- Shaw, 19, The Chase, Norbury, S.W.16.
For Sale. 220 volt Bing Railway Transformer;Jost 42/-, used twice, plus Plugs, etc. Apply —G.Plimmer, 32, Steele's Road, London, N.W.3.
Sale. Electric Cargo Boat, 30 ins. long, 4 ins. beam,4 ins, deep. £2/5/-. Worth £3/3/-. (Stuart Turnerigine). Full particuars—C. B. Lloyd, 13, Bridge
x)t» Warrington.
Sale. One-Valve Set complete with 3 sets Head-nones. Good condition. Best offer. —G. Harcourt,, Avon Street, Evesham.
Sale. Bowman Engine and Tender, practically new.£1 or nearest offer accepted.—C. V. Peake, RawnsleyHouse, Rawnsley, Stafford.
Sale. 200 Railway Photograph Postcards. Perfectcondition. Bargain. £1 or near offer.— Reid, c/o S.Hudson, 212, King Street, Hammersmith, W.6.
Sale. Album containing 3,080 different ForeignStamps and British Colonials, catalogue price £13/16/-.What offers?—Bowley, 41, Harborne Road, Smeth-wick, Birmingham.
Sale. Electric Motor, 1/11, Cannon, 6d., etc. Sendfor list —Mytton, Groomsport, Down.
Sale. Wireless accessories, voltmeter, etc., cheap.Stamp list.— Wilkin, Ivatt Street, Cottenham.
Sale. Doll’s room 20$* x 12* x 13* cardboard, woodmodel furnished, new, 37/6 or nearest.—Young, 123,Whitehorse Road, West Croydon, Surrey.

* Sale. Vertical Steam Engine. Cost 25/-. Goodcondition. Accept 15/- or near offer.—Stuart, 14,Sussex Road, Harrow, Middlesex.
Cigarette Cards, Sets, Odds, Lots, lasts.—Thornton,159, Grosvenor Road, Wa vertree, Liverpool.
Sale. Bassett-Lowke “ Duke of York ’* locomotive,15/-, curved rails, points, etc. 5/-, 4 wagons and van,5/-, also Electric loco and rails, 15/-.— Fisher, 261,Legrams Lane, Bradford.
Sale. Railway Accessories, Wireless Set, Magazines,Cigarette Cards. Stamp for list.— Bishop, “ Silverton,”Lower Road, Shoreham, Sussex.

I For Sale. Bowman's twin-cylinder 'stationaryEngine, 9/6, Hobby Annual, 1930,’ 4 / - ,  Wonder Bookof Aircraft, 4/-, Book of Aeroplanes, 1/-.— Wilson,Railway Hotel, Elmham, Norfolk.
l-le. Birds’ Eggs. Stamp for List.—Fellows,The Rocks Hurst Hill, Bilston.

Exchange. Stamp collector desires to exchangeforeign or colonial stamps with another collector, onbasis of Gibbons’ current catalogue.— Box No. 1101.

MECCANO
MAGAZINE

Registered at G.P.O., London, for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICE
OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

Telegrams : ’* Meccano, Liverpool.”
Publication Date. The "Af.M.” is published onthe 1st of each month and may be ordered from anyMeccano dealer, or from any bookstall or newsagent,price 6d. per copy. I t  will be mailed direct fromthis office, 4/- for six issues and 8/- for twelve issues.
To Contributors. The Editor will consider articlesand photographs of general interest and payment willbe made for those published. Whilst every care willbe taken of articles, etc., submitted, the Editor cannotaccept responsibility for any loss or damage. Astamped addressed envelope of the requisite size shouldbe sent where the contribution is to be returned ifunacceptable.
Readers’ Sales and Wants. Private advertisementsnot trade) are charged Id. per word, minimum 1/-.Cash with order. Editorial and Advertising mattersshould not be dealt with on the same sheet of paper.Advertisers are asked to note that private advertise-ments of goods manufactured by Meccano Limitedcannot be accepted.
Small Advertisements. 1/6 per line (average sevenwords to the hue), or 16/- per inch (average 12 linesto the inch). Cash with order.
Display. Quotations for space bookings, andlatest net sale figures, will be sent on request.
Press Day, etc. Copy should be sent as early inthe month as possible for insertion in following issue.We usually close for press on or before 6th of eachmonth for following issue. Half-tone blocks up to100 screen.
Proofs of advertisements will be sent when possiblefor space bookings of not less than half-an-inch.
Voucher copies. Sent free to advertisers bookingone inch or over. Other advertisers desiring vouchersshould add 8d. to their remittance and should ordervoucher copy a t  same time.
Remittances. Postal Orders and Cheques should bemade payable to Meccano Ltd.

This Month’s Special Articles
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Air News
Automatic Control of Steam Trains . . .Books to Read
British Single-Seater Fighters
Competition Page
Engineering News
Famous Inventors—John Kav
Fireside Fun
From Our Readers
Guild Pages
Hornby Railway Company Pages
How Two-Stroke Oil Engines Are Made
In Reply —Meccano Section
Locomotive Progress in Canada
L.N.E.R. Marshalling Yard a t  WhitemoorMaking Motion Pictures of Famous Trains
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RAILWAY PHOTOGRAPHS.
Collect railway photographs—it is a fascinatinghobby. You can exchange with friends overseas.
Send 4d. for Specimen Photograph and list M.9.All Photographs postcard size, 3d. each, 2/6 do?..

Railway Photographs, 23, Hanover St., Liverpool.

CINEMATOGR APHS
CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS

from 5/- per 1,000 ft.
Write for our Catalogue, post free, or send 1/-for sample length of Film and Catalogue.Filmeries Co., 57, Lancaster Rd., Leytonstone, E.l 1

Cinematographs, Standard Films, Cheap. Join our FilmLibrary. Lists-—" Cinema,” 109, Kenlor, Tooting.
Medals, Railway Centenary. Handsome Souvenirs.1/-. Everybody treasures them. — Bowman, 141, DukeStreet, Liverpool. ________ _________________
CINEMA FILMS FOR SALE. Stamp. List—I.Walton, 16, Westover Road, Wandsworth, S.W.18. Ordering the “M.M.” Overseas

Readers Overseas and in foreign countries mayorder die " Meccano Magazine ” from regular Meccanodealers or direct from this office. The price andsubscription rates are as above, except in the cases ofAustralia, where the price is 1/5 per copy (postageextra), and the subscription rates 9/6 for six monthsand 19/- for 12 months (post free) ; Canada, wheredie price is 15c. per copy, and the subscription rates75c. for six months, and $1.50 for 12 months (postpaid).The U.S.A, price is 15c. per copy, and the subscriptionrates $1 and $2 for 6 and 12 months respectively(post free).
Overseas readers are reminded that the pricesshown throughout the "Af.Af.” are those relating tothe home market. Current Overseas Price Lists ofMeccano Products will be mailed free on request toany of the undermentioned agencies. Prices of othergoods advertised may be obtained direct from thefirms concerned.

CANADA : Meccano Ltd., 34, St. Patrick St.,  Toronto.UNITED STATES : Meccano Co. of America Inc.,New Haven, Conn. Meccano Co. of America
Inc., 200, Fifth Av., New York.AUSTRALIA : Messrs. E .  G. Page & Co.,

52, Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.NEW ZEALAND : Models Ltd.,
Kingston & Federal Streets, Auckland.SOUTH AFRICA : Mr. A. E.  Harris (P.O. Box 1199),142, Market Street, Johannesburg.INDIA: Karachi: Bombay Sports Depot, ElphinstoneStreet, Bombay ; Bombay Sports Depot,

Dhobi Talao. Calcutta : Bombay SportsDepot, 13/C, Old Court House Street.
The Editor wishes to make known the fact thatit is not necessary for any reader to pay more thanthe published price. Anyone who is being overchargedshould lodge a complaint with the Meccano agentin his country or wTite direct to the Editor.

OIL CAN No. 2 (“K” Type)

Every Meccano and Hornby Train enthusiastshould add a miniature K ” type oil can to hisequipment for the purpose of oiling Meccano
models, Hornby Trains, etc. The oil is ejecteddrop by drop by depressing the valve, as in thefull-sized model, and in all other respects the
oiler is perfect.

One of the oil cans was sent to H.R.H.the Prince of Wales, and a gracious etter ofacknowledgment was received expressingH.R.H.'s admiration of the beautiful lines andperfect finish of this model. Price 3/6.
Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Old Swan, Liverpool.

/<uc/<r BROOMRAHC  SkadowBoxingBatt
KEEP YOU  IN  GOOD FETTLE THIS WINTER
THE FINEST INDOOR GAME YET INVENTED

Hours of Healthy Amusing Exercise.
Develops Muscles.

A few active minutes each morning with the livelyshadow ball will keep you alert all day. Theball is strongly made to last as long as you Liketo use i t  Send now for your “ Broomrang.*Money back if not satisfied.

fHERE n i „-j —
THERE €5 I £ FF'
EVERYWHERE/ pfiil' BttfBRITISH

CIGARETTE CARDS
LARGEST STOCK IN THE WORLD.

Send for list of 300 cheap sets and free gift of cards.
THE BRITISH CIGARETTE CARD CO.,47, Lionel Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

Th ic  Cnonn is set to $ inch s.c. and costs 8/-1 I l l a  apdLv  month. The sum is the 50th
of £20, the price of a whole page advertisement. Morethan 70,000 copies of every issue are sold in variouspartsof the world. Yourad vertisement therefore reachesthis exclusive public for approximately l$d. per 1,000.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

LENGLENS LTD., Dept. B3,
281/2,  High Holborn, London,

W.C. 1 .
POSrFRM
PROftSSlCH'U

10¾°
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THE MECCANO MAGAZINE

BOYS 1
HERE IS  A PLAN

BY WHICH YOU CAN HAVE

ONE OF  THE

MAGNIFICENT
NEW

HORNBY
LOCOMOTIVES

You have probably been using a Hornby Locomotive for some years ancL would now like to own one
of the fine new models that are shown in the 1930/31 Hornby Book of Trains. The object of our new
° Part Exchange " scheme is to help you to do this.

No matter what is the age or condition of your old locomotive we will allow half the price you
originally paid for it, the only condition being that the catalogue price of the new Hornby locomotive you
select must not be less than the price you paid for your old engine.

Full details of this remarkable offer are printed in a special leaflet, a copy of which may be obtained from
your dealer, or direct from us. free of charge.

NEW HORNBY LOCOMOTIVES FOR OLD!

xj  — -
No. 2 Special Tank Locomotive, L.M.S.

Price 25/-

No. 2 Special Locomotive and Tender,
L.N-E. R.  Prices : Locomotive 27/6,

Tender 6 /6

No. 2 Special Locomotive and Tender,
1., M.S. Prices: Locomotive 27/6  ‘I Tend er

6 6

" Metropolitan n Locomotive
Clockwork... ................ Price 22/6
6 volt Electric ............................ „ 47/6

Riviera " Blue ” I-oromotive
No. 3C Clockwork ................ Price 27/6
No. 3E  6-volt Electric .............. „ 40/-

No. 1 Special Locomotive and Tender, S.R.
Prices : Locomotive IS/- ,  Tender 3 /6

HORNBY TRAINS
BRITISH AND GUARANTEED

MANUFACTURED BY  MECCANO L IM ITED OLD SWAN L IVERPOOL

meccanoindex.co.uk



ffoyS* Here's your idea
of a bike

Here is the Fairycycle. What a handsome bike I
Glittering plated handlebars and tdossy enamelled
frame. What  a sturdy bike ! Yes, it’s built of
steel tubing and has tangent spoke wheels. The
Fairycycle, you see, is made by  skilled engineers.
They have fitted i t  with a chain-guard, a stand, a
carrier for your school books and, of course, a
reflector and bell. These engineers say : " That’s
our idea of a good bike.” Now isn’t i t  also yours ?

MODEL A.

ENGLAND

MODEL A—Well finished in black cycle enamel,
ball-bearing pedals and plated handlebars. Dunlop
saddle, i2in. tangent spoke wheels OQ  /Q
fin. rubber cushion tyres - - ZuD
Model Ax.—Like Model A, but larger size, with 14111.
wheels and fin. rubber cushion tyres - - 33 / -
MODEL B— Very suitable for young children, being
light and easy to ride. Has i2in.  tangent spoke wheels
with 1" imitation pneumatic tyres. Complete 7 Q if*
with chain-gvard,reflector ,stand and carrier 03 /0
Model Bx.—As Model B, but larger size, with 14m.
wheelsand rin.  imitation pneumatic cushion tyres 42 / -

di
III
IL
III

MODEL B.

FAIRYCYCLE
besides the models specified above,
Fairycycles are made tn the
following sizes at the prices

staled :—„

Model C.— Raised pattern plated
handlebars, has chain guard,
stand, carrier, reflector and bell.
Cycle pattern rim brake, 12 in.
tangent spoke wheels, ad justable
ball-bearing hubs, 1 in. imitation
pneumatic tyres ........... 49/6

Model Cx.— As Model C, but
larger size with 14 in. wheels.

52 /6

Model Px.—As Model Cx, but
with 14 in. x l |  in. Dunlop

'\Kempshall " pneumatic tyres.
55 / -

Modt*l D.—-Cycle type brakes,
raised pattern plated handlebars,
2-coil spring saddle, etc. 4 in.  x
A in. roller chain, adjustable ball
bearings throughout. 12 in.
tangent spoke wheels with I in.
imitation pneumatic tyres, com-
plete with chain-guard, stand
and carrier, reflector and bell.

59  6

Model 6.—Strongly built for
children up to y or '10 years old.
16 in. tangent spoke wheels,
titled 1 in. mutation pneumatic
tyres, adjustable ball-bearings

throughout, cycle pattern rim
brake. 3-coil spring saddle, tool
bag, bell, etc............. ... 70 /-

Model 8.—The 14 Rolls-Royce ”
of Fairycycles, raised pattern
plated handlebars, 2} in. but-
tress tread Dunlop balloon
tyres. Plated ball-bearing
pedals, tool bag, carrier, stand,
bell, reflector and pump, etc.

67/6

>1/J these models, with the ex-
ception of Models .4 and Ax
arc finished m black or blue,
with gold lines.

FAIRYCYCLE ASSOCIATION
Membership free to owners of
genuine Fairycycles and badge
attached to  every machine. Fill
up the form when you buy your
Fairycycle, post it to Lines and
you will then become a member.
The badge is shown on the bicycle.

Fairycycles can be obtained
at all good toy shops, or
illustrated leaflet will be

sent on request.

LINES BROS.  LTD. ,  MORDEN ROAD,  MERTON,  LONDON,  S.W.19
PUBLISHED BY MECCANO LTD. ,  OLD SWAN,  LIVERPOOL,  ENGLAND.

Printed by fohn Waddington Ltd., Leeds and London.
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